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TO NAVIGATE THROUGH THIS MANUAL
When navigating through the manual the default style of cursor will be the hand symbol.  This version 
of the CD-Online manual also supports a mouse incorporating a wheel/navigation feature. When the 
hand tool is moved over a link on the screen it changes to a hand with a pointing finger. Clicking on this 
link will perform a pre-defined action such as jumping to a different position within the file or to a 
different document.

Navigation through a manual can be done in the following ways:
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The INDEX 
button takes you to 
the Index of the 
manual you are in, 
if it is available.

The CONTENTS 
button takes you to 
the first page of the 
main Table Of 
Contents.

The BACK button 
returns you to your 
previous position in 
the document.

The PAGE 
button takes you 
to the previous 
and next pages 
in the book.

The SEARCH button allows 
you to search for specific 
words within the manual 
(More information can be 
found in the ‘Searching’ 
section). The arrows are used 
to display the previous and 
next words whilst using the 
search tool.

The EXIT 
button exits 
from the 
application.

The EMAIL button 
enables you to send 
us your comments 
regarding this 
product,  provided 
you have an internet 
connection.

The WEB 
button takes 
you to the  
Click2PPSC 
web site.

The HELP 
button 
takes you 
to the help 
pages.
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1The Atmosphere

Structure of the Atmosphere
1. The Earth is surrounded by a layer of air, the atmosphere.  All weather occurs within the
atmosphere, and meteorology is the study of this weather.

2. The atmosphere is made up of a mixture of gases, principally nitrogen (78%) and oxygen
(21%).  The remaining 1° is made up of argon, carbon dioxide, and traces of several other gases.
These proportions remain fairly constant up to about 60km above the earth except for minor
changes in ozone and some other gases due to photochemical reaction in the stratosphere.  Above
70km, gravitational separation causes the composition to vary with height.  Water is present in the
atmosphere, in either vapour, liquid or solid form.  Particles of dust, smoke and other impurities are
also held in suspension in the air.

3. The atmosphere may be conveniently sub-divided into the layers shown at Figure 1-1. It is the
troposphere which is of special interest, since it contains the vast majority of weather.
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FIGURE 1-1
Atmospheric 
Temperature 
Structure and 
Layers
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4. Within the troposphere the temperature of the air tends to decrease uniformly with height
until the tropopause is reached.  The tropopause is a marked boundary between the troposphere and
the stratosphere, and it is at this level that the decrease of temperature with height ceases quite
abruptly.  Within the lower layer of the stratosphere the temperature remains reasonably constant
with increasing height, and in fact the temperature immediately above the tropopause is likely to be a
few degrees higher (warmer) at high latitudes than it is at low latitudes.

5. Towards the top of the stratosphere the temperature actually tends to rise significantly, due
primarily to the presence of ozone (O3), which is a very strong absorber of ultra-violet radiation.

6. The maximum band of Ozone (O3) is 15 – 35 Km (50,000 – 115,000 feet) with the greatest
concentration around 80,000 feet.

Tropopause Heights
7. The height of the tropopause varies with latitude and season.  In general it is lowest at the
poles and highest at the equator and in latitudes higher than 30° it is lowest in winter and highest in
summer.  Nearer to the equator the seasonal trend is reversed and the tropopause is slightly higher in
January than in July.  The table at Figure 1-2 gives approximate mean values for the height of the
tropopause over the North Atlantic and adjacent areas.
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FIGURE 1-2
Approximate 
Tropopause 
Heights for 
January and July 
over the North 
Atlantic

8. It is important to remember that the tropopause is the level at which temperature ceases to
decrease with height.  The lowest tropopause temperatures will therefore be found where the
tropopause is highest.  Appreciate that, since air is compressible, approximately 75% of the mass of
the atmosphere is contained in the troposphere, the air above being very much rarefied by
comparison.

9. When studying the atmosphere it is convenient to examine the factors which influence
weather before moving on to consider wind, cloud and the weather itself.  These important factors
are heat, pressure and moisture and of these, heat (in the form of temperature differences) is the most
influential in determining climate.

January July

Pole 28,000 ft 32,000 ft

60°N 30,000 ft 35,000 ft

30°N 55,000 ft 53,000 ft

Equator 57,000 ft 55,000 ft
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The Standard Atmospheres
10. It is sometimes necessary to compare the state of the atmosphere as it exists at a given place
and time with a standard atmosphere.  A standard atmosphere is also necessary as a datum to which
pressure instruments such as pressure altimeters may be calibrated.

The International Standard Atmosphere

11.  The temperature is assumed to decrease from mean sea level at the rate of 1.98°C per  1000
feet (6.5°C per 1000 metres) up to an altitude of  36,090 ft  (11 km) and thereafter  to remain
constant at  -56.5°C up to 65,600 ft (20 km).  Above 65,600 ft the temperature is assumed to rise at
a rate of 0.3°C per 1000 ft (1°C per 1000 metres) up to an altitude of 105,000 ft (32 km).

The Jet Standard Atmosphere
12. The mean sea level values of temperature, pressure and density are identical to those of the
International Standard Atmosphere, however the temperature lapse rate is assumed to be 2°C per
1000 feet with no tropopause. In other words, the temperature in the Jet Standard Atmosphere at
40,000 ft is -65°C (as compared with -56.5°C in the International Standard Atmosphere).

Mean sea level temperature +15°C

Mean sea level pressure 1013.25 hPa

Mean sea level density 1225 grams per cubic metre
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Heating of the Atmosphere

Heat
13. The presence or otherwise of heat in the atmosphere has a very marked influence on the
weather.   The temperatures of a substance reflects the amount of heat it contains.  Relative
temperature determines the rate at which heat flows from one substance to another.

Temperature
14. There are four temperature scales in general usage; these are Fahrenheit, Centigrade (or
Celsius) Absolute and Kelvin.  Although the fahrenheit scale is still referred to in media weather
reports, it has been replaced generally by the celsius scale.  In meteorology temperature is normally
measured and reported in degrees Celsius (°C).  For all technical calculations, however, temperatures
in degrees Absolute (°A) are required.  The size of a one degree step is exactly the same on the Celsius
scale as on the Absolute scale.  The difference is the starting point, such that:

15. The Kelvin scale has the same starting point as the Absolute scale and the value of each unit in
the Kelvin scale is in effect 1°  Celsius or Absolute.  When using the Kelvin scale, however, the degree
sign is omitted.

0°A    =  -273°C

273°A    =  0°C
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Latent Heat
16. Latent heat plays a very important part in meteorology, from airframe icing to hurricanes,
and an understanding of the principle is important.  Latent heat is the heat energy absorbed or
released when a substance changes state.

17. Water exists in the atmosphere in three states, solid, liquid and vapour.  For a change of state
to take place from solid to liquid, liquid to vapour or solid to vapour, heat energy (latent heat) must
be supplied in order to bring about this change of state.  Conversely, when water is changing state in
the opposite direction (vapour to liquid, liquid to solid or vapour to solid) an equivalent amount of
heat energy (latent heat) is released.

Terminology
18. The change of state of water from solid to liquid state is termed melting (or fusion).  The
change of state from liquid to solid is termed freezing.   Figure 1-3 illustrates the changes of state
related to water.             

19. The change of state of water from liquid to a vapour is termed evaporation and in the reverse
direction condensation.  

20. The change of state of water directly from a solid to a vapour is termed sublimation. The
change of state of water directly from a vapour to a solid is termed deposition (but is referred to as
the sublimation process). 

21. The unit of heat used is the calorie, which is the amount of heat required to raise the
temperature of one gram of water (or ice), by 1°C.
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22. For water the latent heat of fusion (ice to liquid water or reverse) is 80 calories of heat energy
per gram.

23. In order to raise the temperature of 1 gram of ice from -10°C to 0°C it will therefore be
necessary to supply this ice particle with 10 calories of heat.  In order to change the ice into water, a
further 80 calories of heat is required. During this melting process the temperature of the water will
remain at 0°C, since the heat which is being supplied is being used to achieve the change of state.
Any subsequent supply of heat will cause the temperature of the water to rise.

24. The latent heat of vaporisation (evaporation/condensation) is 540 calories per gram at 100°C,
rising to 600 calories per gram at 0°C.

25. The latent heat of sublimation/deposition (ice direct to vapour or vapour  direct to ice is 680
calories per gram.

26. Latent heat will be further considered in the sections on stability, cloud formation and icing.

27. Figure 1-3 summarises the processes involving latent heat.
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FIGURE 1-3
Latent Heat and 
Change of State.

Heating Processes
28. The sun is the primary source of heat for the atmosphere.   Because of the high temperature of
the sun, the incoming ‘insolation’ contains a significant amount of short wavelength radiation.  
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29. Ozone (O3) in the upper atmosphere absorb small amounts of this insolation, primarily the
harmful ultra-violet radiation.  Further small amounts of this short wave radiation are absorbed by
water vapour in the atmosphere, by the carbon dioxide within the atmosphere and by solid particles
in suspension in the air.  As well as absorbing solar radiation, clouds will also reflect some of this
radiation back into space.  The amount of energy which is reflected will of course depend on the
extent, depth and nature of the cloud.

30. The solar energy which reaches the surface of the Earth is  either absorbed or reflected.  The
proportion of energy which is absorbed rather than reflected will depend on the nature and specific
heat of the surface.  Hard, rocky or sandy surfaces with a low specific heat absorb radiation and
warm up quickly.  Water surfaces and vegetation absorb heat and warm up more slowly.  Reflective
surfaces such as ice, snow and water tend to warm up very slowly because of the reflection of
considerable quantities of radiation back into the atmosphere.

31. Figure 1-4 illustrates some approximate average percentages of absorption, scattering and
reflection of the insolation arriving from the sun.
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FIGURE 1-4
Solar Radiation 
and Energy Budget

32. Transfer of heat into the atmosphere.  As only a small amount of incoming short wavelength
radiation is absorbed directly by the atmosphere, it must be heated indirectly by the sun.   The
atmosphere receives heat from the surface of the earth by:
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• Conduction

• Convection

• Condensation

• Radiation

The sun heats the surface of the Earth and the heat from the surface is then transferred to the
atmosphere by means of conduction (the air in contact with the surface is warmed) and convection
(hot air at the surface rises into the atmosphere). Further atmospheric warming occurs when warm
air at the surface rises, cooling as it does so, until the water vapour within the air condenses out as
either water droplets or ice crystals, thus releasing latent heat.  In addition, relatively long wave
radiation from the Earth's surface (long wave because the Earth's surface is very much cooler than
the surface of the sun) adds to the heating of the atmosphere.  Because this terrestrial re-radiation is
long wave, it is readily absorbed by the water and the carbon dioxide (‘greenhouse gases’) contained
within the atmosphere.

The Greenhouse Gases
33. Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Water Vapour (H2O), Methane (CH4), Sodium Dioxide (SO2) and
others, play an important role in determining Earth’s surface temperatures.

34. Were the Earth devoid of atmosphere, the distance of the Earth from the Sun and the surface
reflection would result in a mean temperature at the surface of -17°C, a difference of 33°C from the
current average surface temperature of +15°C.
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35. The +33°C increase is due to the ‘Greenhouse Effect’.  The short wave radiation from the sun
is translated into long wave     infra-red radiation by the much colder surface of the earth and re-
radiated into space. Greenhouse gases absorb infra-red and later re-radiate them back towards the
surface, thus combining with the incoming solar radiation to increase surface temperatures

36. The amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is relatively small at approximately 300
part per million or (.03%).  Nevertheless, CO2 plays an important part in the earth’s temperature
balance and the burning of fossil fuels and use of hydrocarbons has added to the CO2 level in the
atmosphere in recent years.  Figure 1-5 shows the increases that have occurred since the industrial
revolution to 1998.
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FIGURE 1-5
Changes in 
Atmospheric 
Carbon Dioxide 
Since 1750

Variation of Surface Temperature - Factors
37. Effect of Latitude.  The temperature of the air close to the Earth's surface will vary because of
several factors.  Figure 1-6 shows why the mean surface air temperature of the poles is much lower
than at the equator.  A further contributory factor in high latitudes is that snow and ice reflect a high
proportion of the insolation, and that much of the heat which is absorbed is used as latent heat to
melt the snow or ice without an increase in temperature.
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38. Effect of Seasons.  Because the overhead position of the sun varies with time of year the heat
received from the sun increases or decreases in two ways.  Firstly, in the summer half of the year
higher latitudes will receive the sun’s radiation from higher angles of elevation (the higher the angle
of elevation the more concentrated is the radiation).  Secondly, daylight hours are increased in the
summer half of the year, permitting longer periods of insolation.  The reverse is true in both cases in
the winter half of the year.  April to September is the summer half of the year for the northern
hemisphere and winter in the south.  October to March is the winter half of the year for the northern
hemisphere and summer in the south.

39. Diurnal Changes over Land.  The temperature of the surface will tend to change diurnally,
that is to say over a 24 hour period.  Figure 1-7 shows an idealised diurnal curve of temperature
variation, for a dry land surface, with cloudless skies and no wind.

40. Shortly after sunrise, the amount of insolation begins to exceed the amount of terrestrial re-
radiation and surface temperature rises as the angle of elevation of the sun increases.  By 1400 local
mean time the sun has passed through the zenith and the angle of incidence of the incoming rays
decreases.  The amount of terrestrial re-radiation now exceeds the amount of insolation and the
temperature falls.

41. In summary, assuming no change in air mass, the lowest temperature on average occurs just
after sunrise and the highest in the early afternoon at about 1400hr local time.  Figure 1-7 illustrates
the daily temperature cycle.
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FIGURE 1-6
Distribution of 
Incoming Solar 
Radiation

FIGURE 1-7
Diurnal 
Temperature 
Variation
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42. Diurnal Changes over Sea Surfaces.  Over the sea rather more of the incoming solar radiation
is reflected, and much of the heat which is absorbed does not result in a rise in temperature, since it is
required as the necessary latent heat to facilitate the process of evaporation of the sea surface into the
atmosphere. Additionally, the insolation will penetrate to a depth of several metres, causing a
minimal overall rise in temperature.

43. As the sea re-radiates long wave heat energy, the plentiful supply of water vapour near the
surface readily absorbs this energy.  The heat loss from the surface layer is therefore small, and the
resulting diurnal variation in surface air temperature over the sea seldom exceeds 1°C.

44. Effect of Cloud.  Over the land the diurnal variation of temperature is reduced by cloud cover.
Substantial layers of stratus cloud will reduce the amounts of insolation reaching the Earth's surface,
and will quite effectively blanket the Earth at night.  This blanket of cloud absorbs much of the long
wave terrestrial radiation, and re-radiates it back to the surface.

45. Effect of Wind.  High surface winds will also flatten the diurnal curve, since the wind causes
the air at the surface, which is changing temperature diurnally, to mix with the air above, which is
likely to be at a more constant temperature since it is less affected by extremes of surface
temperature.

Maximum Diurnal Variation
46. From a consideration of the factors above it can be seen that the greatest diurnal variation of
temperature will occur inland (rather than on the coast) when skies are clear.  In addition, this
variation is, on average, greater in summer than in winter because the higher daytime temperatures
during the summer result in greater heat loss at night (the hotter a body the greater the rate at which
it gives up heat).
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Measurement of Surface Temperature
47. Surface air temperature is measured at a point 1.25 metres above the ground, inside a covered
box called a Stevenson Screen where the free flow of air is unrestricted and the thermometer is
protected from the direct rays of the sun.

Environmental Lapse Rates
48. If the ambient air temperature (the actual air temperature) is measured at various heights in
the atmosphere, and plotted against height,a graph of environmental temperature lapse rate (ELR) is
produced.  Figure 1-8 shows three types of ELR.

FIGURE 1-8
Atmospheric 
Environmental 
Lapse Rates
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49. Figure 1-8(a) shows a normal ELR, in which on average the temperature of the air decreases
with height.  Figure 1-8(b) shows a situation where the temperature remains constant through a
given layer of air, this is known as an isothermal layer.  Figure 1-8(c) shows a situation where the
temperature is increasing with height, and this is known as an inversion.

Temperature Deviation
50. It is often convenient to express the actual (ambient) temperature at a point in the atmosphere
by comparing it with the temperature which would exist at the same point in either the International
Standard Atmosphere (ISA) or the Jet Standard Atmosphere (JSA).  For convenience it is sufficiently
accurate to use a temperature lapse rate of 2°C/1000 ft (rather than 1.98°C/1000 ft) when working
with the ISA.  (Note.  In metric terms 2°C/1000’ equates to .65°C per 100m or 6.5°C  per km).
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EXAMPLE 1-1
EXAMPLE

An aircraft is flying at Flight Level 250 (25,000 ft).  The ambient temperature is -37°C. Determine
the temperature deviation from ISA.

SOLUTION

First calculate the temperature which would exist at 25,000 ft in the ISA (using 2°C/1000 ft).

At 25,000 ft in the ISA the temperature would be (25 x 2) 50°C colder than at MSL.

The temperature in the ISA at MSL is always +15°C in either of the standard atmospheres.

Therefore the temperature (ISA) at 25,000 ft would be (+15°C - 50°C) - 35°C.

Temperature deviation is a statement of the deviation of the ambient condition from the standard 
condition.

Therefore:

ISA temperature (25,000 ft) =  -35°C

Ambient temperature (25,000 ft) =  -37°C

Temperature deviation             =  ISA -2°C
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EXAMPLE 1-2
EXAMPLE

The ambient temperature at 17,500 ft is -16°C.  Express this temperature as a deviation from ISA.

ISA temperature (17,500 ft) =  +15°C - (17.5 x 2°C)

=  +15°C - 35°C

=  -20°C

Ambient temperature (17,500 ft) =  -16°C

Temperature deviation =  ISA +4°C
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EXAMPLE 1-3
EXAMPLE

At FL 250 the temperature deviation is given as ISA -9.  Determine the ambient temperature.

(The ambient temperature is 9°C colder than the standard temperature).

When working temperature deviation problems above 36,000 ft it is essential to know whether you 
are using ISA or JSA, since one has a tropopause and the other doesn't. To illustrate, an ambient air 
temperature of -60°C at 40,000 ft expressed as a deviation from standard is ISA -3.5°C and JSA 
+5°C.

ISA temperature (25,000 ft)      =  +15°C - (25 x 2°C)

= +15°C - 50°C

= - 35°C

ISA temperature deviation = -9°C

Ambient temperature = -35°C - 9°C

=  -44°C
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EXAMPLE 1-4

Formation of Inversions
51. Inversions are important because aircraft performance is better in colder rather than warmer
air.  The existence of an inversion near the surface can have an adverse effect on engine performance.
In addition, an inversion can de-couple the free stream windflow from that near the surface resulting
in hazardous windshear at low level.  Inversions can form in several ways.

EXAMPLE

At FL 430 the temperature deviation is given as ISA +3.  Express this temperature as a deviation
from the Jet Standard Atmosphere.

ISA temperature (43,000 ft) = -56.5°C

Deviation from ISA = +3°C

Ambient temperature (43,000 ft) = -53.5°C

JSA temperature (43,000 ft)      = +15°C - (43 x 2°C)

= +15°C - 86°C

= -71°C

JSA temperature deviation = +17.5°C
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Ground or Surface Inversions
52. The surface of the Earth cools through the heat lost by radiation to atmosphere.  By day, the
majority of the heat lost is replaced by incoming radiation (insolation).  After about 1400hr, the
incoming radiation is no longer able to replace the heat lost through Earth radiation and the surface
cools.  Heat from the lower (warmer) layers of air is now absorbed by the Earth which therefore cool
also.  At higher levels less heat is given back to the Earth and so the temperature does not reduce as
much.  Therefore air temperature increases with height to the upper limit of the inversion as
illustrated in Figure 1-9.

FIGURE 1-9
Comparison of 
Daytime and 
Night-Time ELR.
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Subsidence Inversion
53. In anticyclonic (high pressure) systems, air enters the system (converges) at high level and
leaves at low level.  In between it descends (or subsides).  Subsiding air undergoes a temperature
increase due to the increased pressure to which it becomes subjected (this is known as an adiabatic
change and is described more fully later).  At some point the increase in temperature will mean that it
is warmer than air below the subsidence which has followed the normal reduction of temperature
with height.  An inversion therefore forms where the subsiding air ceases to subside.  Figure 1-10
illustrates a subsidence inversion.
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FIGURE 1-10

Such inversions can occur at heights varying from 1500ft to 8000ft.

Frontal Inversion
54. Frontal inversions occur when warm air overlays colder air at the boundary of two air
masses.  Figure 1-11 illustrates the situation in vertical section.
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FIGURE 1-11
Frontal Inversion

Friction Layer Inversion
55. An inversion will form normally at the top of the friction layer near to the Earth’s surface.
The process which leads to the formation of the inversion is described in the chapter dealing with
turbulence cloud and fog may result.

Valley Inversion
56. Valley inversions form when air is cooled in the slopes of a valley and subsequently ‘drains’
down into the bottom of the valley (described as katabatic flow).  Valleys can also become cooler
through being sheltered from the heat of the sun in later afternoon resulting in mist or fog forming in
the evening.
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57. When the inversion is low or more particularly, below the tops of the hills or mountains, the
airflow below the inversion in the valley is constricted and increases in speed.  In anticyclonic
conditions when wind strengths are generally light, the presence of the inversion can therefore result
in unexpectedly strong winds.

Tropopause Inversion
58. The tropopause is the level in the atmosphere where temperature ceases to decrease with
height.  Above the tropopause, the ionisation and subsequent absorption of heat by gases in the
atmosphere increases slowly with height so that initially the air temperature remains isothermal.  The
tropopause itself is therefore an inversion separating the troposphere from the stratosphere.

Pressure
59. Barometric pressure is the force exerted by the atmosphere.  Pressure acts in all directions,
upwards and sideways as well as downwards.  However, it is convenient to imagine pressure as the
weight of the column of air above a given point.  The point in question may be the surface of the
Earth, a given level in the atmosphere, or the altimeter capsule within an aircraft.

60. The units of pressure are force divided by area, for example pounds per square inch, or dynes
per square centimetre. In meteorology, the unit of pressure is the hectopascal (hPa) although some
countries such as the UK continue to use the millibar (mb).  There is no difference in value between

the two units which represent a force of 1000 dynes per cm2.
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Pressure Variation with Height
FIGURE 1-12
Pressure Values 
and 
Corresponding 
Heights in a 
Standard 
Atmosphere
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61. Figure 1-12 illustrates the variation of pressure with height in the international standard
atmosphere.  Note that in warmer air the pressures would occur at higher levels and in colder air at
lower levels than those in ISA.  Analysis of the pressures and corresponding heights shows that at
lower levels the pressure reduces with height most rapidly.  For example a 200hPa change in pressure
occurs over a height range of 8000ft (from 10-18,000ft) whereas the same pressure change occurs
between 18,000 and 30,000ft, and again between 30,000 and 53,000ft.

62. One hecto-pascal of pressure equates to an average height change of approximately 27ft (8m)
near mean sea level, 50ft (15m) at about 18,000ft (5500m) and 100ft at 40,000ft.

Altimetry
63. The mercury barometer, on the ground, displays changes in pressure by their effect on the
height of a column of mercury.  Increased pressure on the surface of a reservoir of mercury forces
more mercury upwards in a glass tube sealed at its top.  Changes of pressure with height is the basis
of the pressure altimeter in which a partially evaculated (aneroid) capsule expands (with ascent) or
contracts (with descent) in the atmosphere.  In this case the changes are displayed in feet, rather than
in units of pressure.  However, because the relationship between pressure and height is not constant
and depends on the surface pressure and the air density (as reflected by its temperature) the altimeter
will only be correct under certain conditions.

64. Pressure altitmeters are normally calibrated to indicate correctly when the conditions are in
accordance with the ISA.  In other circumstances, corrections to the indicated value will be required
to give true height when the mean temperature is different from ISA.  Such corrections become
important when the altimeter overreads the true height near to the ground.  Adjustments to the
altimeter datum setting (subscale) may also be required to take account of the actual datum pressure.
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65. Pressure altitude.  The height of a given level in the ISA above a datum pressure value of
1013.2 hPa is known as pressure altitude.  It is the height indicated by a pressure altimeter with the
subscale set to 1013.2 hPa (pressure altitudes are the same as flight levels).

66. True altitude.  The actual altitude of a point or level above mean sea level is known as true
altitude.  Altimeter corrections to convert indicated to true can be calculated to allow from difference
in datum  pressure and/or temperature difference from ISA (See Chapter 21).

Pressure Datums
67. The output of an aircraft altimeter is height or altitude above a selected datum pressure.
pressure datums in general use are:  

• QFE - The pressure observed at the airfield datum point.  When set on an altimeter 
the output is height above the aerodrome or runway threshold.

• QNH - The QFE reduced to mean sea level (MSL) pressure using the standard 
atmosphere temperature lapse rate.  (The pressure altimeter is calibrated to 
the standard atmosphere, and so when QNH is set on the altimeter subscale 
the instrument indicates the airfield elevation at the airfield datum point).  
When QNH is set on an altimeter, the indication is always called ‘altitude’.

Regional QNH.   A regional QNH is the lowest value of QNH which it is 
forecast (by the Meteorological Central Forecasting Office) will exist within a 
given Altimeter Setting Region (ASR) for a specified period.  ASRs are shown 
on aeronautical charts.
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Isobars and Variations of Horizontal Pressure
68. Isobars are lines joining points of equal barometric pressure.  Surface isobars are commonly
used on meteorological charts, but the name is misleading. Surface isobars, by definition, join points
of equal mean sea level pressure rather than points of equal surface pressure.  In other words,
surface isobars join points of equal QFF rather than points of equal QFE.

69. The surface chart at Figure 1-13 shows surface isobars (at 2 mb/hPa intervals)  forming the
characteristic patterns outlined below:

• Anticyclone or high (H)

• Depression or low (L)

• Ridge (R), which is an elongated high.

• Trough (T), which is an elongated low.

• 1013 hPa - 1013 is the standard pressure setting used by aircraft flying above the 
transition altitude and on which the flight level system is based.  When 1013 
is set on an altimeter, the indication is called pressure altitude, or flight level.

• QNE - When 1013 is set on the subscale, the altitude shown on the altimeter when 
the aircraft is on the ground is known as the QNE value.

• QFF - QFF is mean sea level pressure either measured or calculated from QFE 
reduced to mean sea level using ambient temperature.  It is reported by 
meteorological observing stations and plotted as isobars on surface weather 
charts, but is not used in aviation.
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• Col (C), which is an area surrounded by two diametrically opposed lows and
two opposed highs.

Note.  Figure 1-13 shows also the axis of a ridge and a trough.
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FIGURE 1-13
Pressure Systems
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Pressure Gradient
70. Pressure gradient is a measure of the rate of change in pressure with distance.  It is normally
expressed as the change in pressure in hPa per 100 nm or km.  Closely spaced isobars indicate a
strong pressure gradient and therefore indicate strong winds.

Isallobars
71. Meteorological observing stations report barometric pressure and the pressure changes at
fixed intervals.  Charts can be drawn showing lines joining points exhibiting the same pressure
tendency.  These lines are called isallobars and are used by meteorologists in the prediction of
movement of pressure systems.

Air Density
72. Barometric pressure may be thought of as the weight of air above a point, and therefore
pressure must reduce as height is increased.  The rate of change of pressure with height depends upon
the density of the air concerned.

73. Density is defined as mass per unit volume, for example grams per cubic metre.  As air is
heated it expands, and the same mass of air then occupies a larger volume but reduces in density.
Conversely, when air cools it contracts, resulting in a smaller volume and with increased density.
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74. Consider two columns of air, one of which is warm and one cold.  The cold column will be
denser than the warm column and therefore the rate of change of pressure in the cold column will be
greater than in the warm column, as shown at Figure 1-14.  Assuming that the surface pressure is the
same at both columns, then a given pressure will occur at a lower altitude in the cold column than in
the warm column.  Cold air results in low pressure at higher altitudes and warm air, high pressure at
higher altitudes.

FIGURE 1-14
General 
Comparison of 
Pressure at 
Varying Heights in 
Warm and Cold 
Air (Pressures in 
hPa)
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Effect on Aircraft Altimeters
75. Since pressure altimeters are calibrated to the ISA, they will tend to overread in air which is
colder and more dense than standard (the potentially unsafe case), and underread in the air which is
warmer than standard (the safe case).  Altimeter errors thus caused are small in magnitude, and
should not be confused with the larger errors which can occur when the instrument subscale is set to
an inaccurate QNH.  Temperatures (density) errors have minimal effect on separation  between flight
levels since aircraft will be operating to the same datum (1013.2 hPa).  The gap between successive
flight levels will be slightly reduced in air which is colder than ISA.  An illustration of temperature
error on the altimeter is shown at Figure 1-15.

76. Topography can also affect pressure locally.  Where airflow accelerates through a valley the
static pressure will fall to some extent causing an aircraft altimeter to overread.  

FIGURE 1-15
Altimeter 
Temperature Error
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Relationship Between Pressure, Temperature and Density
77. Density is related to pressure and temperature using the following formula:

78. The formula above relates to dry air.  The formula is modified for moist air allowing for the
reduction in density caused by the pressure of the less dense water vapour.

The numerical value of R in the formula above is not given, since the candidate is not expected to use
this formula for calculation purposes in the examination.

Effect of Air Density on Aircraft Performance
79. In terms of aerodynamics, both lift and drag are directly proportional to air density.  A
decrease in density, as for example with increased height, reduces the amount of lift which is
generated at a given true airspeed.  In order to generate the required lift at altitude it is therefore
necessary either to increase wing area or to fly at a greater TAS than would be necessary at low
altitude.  This gain can be accompanied by flying at a constant indicated airspeed.

=

where

= the density in grams per cubic metre

P = the pressure in hPa (or mb)

R = the gas constant for air

T = the temperature in °A

ρ P
R.T
---------

ρ
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80. The internal combustion engine is more efficient in dense air. Thrust produced by an engine is
proportional to the weight of fuel/air mixture burnt, but the weight of a given volume of air
decreases with reduced density.  Therefore in a piston engine, although power decreases with height,
the decrease in power can be offset by supercharging or turbocharging, which increases the weight of
fuel/air mixture which is being burnt in the cylinders.  The jet engine operates more efficiently at
altitude, but it should be appreciated that all engines (except engines supercharged) will give reduced
output as altitude is gained.

Moisture and the Atmosphere
81. Water is a major feature in meteorology, being present as cloud, fog, precipitation and ice.  It
can exist in the atmosphere in one of three states:

• Water vapour

• Liquid water

• Solid (ie. snow)

82. Water vapour is present in dry air and defines its humidity.  Here the term dry implies that the
air is unsaturated (meaning not fully saturated), rather than totally without moisture.  Air which is
totally devoid of water vapour does not occur naturally within the troposphere.

83. The majority of the moisture in the atmosphere is contained below approximately 18,000ft
(500hPa level).  Seasonal variations in the water vapour content of the atmosphere are most marked
below about 10,000ft (700hPa level).  In general, the highest concentration of water vapour occurs
closest to the surface.
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84. Water vapour is absorbed into the air by the process of evaporation.  Evaporation is the
process which occurs when air which is now unsaturated flows over a moisture source and some of
the loosely bound molecules of water at the surface are absorbed into the air as vapour.  The energy
required to complete the change of state is drawn from the surface of the water, which therefore
cools.  The dryer and hotter the air, the greater the rate of evaporation.

Dew-Point
85. The amount of water vapour that the air can hold depends on the temperature of the air.  The
warmer the air, the greater the amount of water vapour it can hold. If air is cooled its ability to hold
vapour diminishes.  The temperature at which the amount of vapour which the air is capable of
holding becomes equal to the amount of vapour which the air is actually holding is called the dew-
point.

86. The dew-point is therefore defined as that temperature to which moist air must be cooled in
order to become saturated.  Any further cooling below the dew-point will produce condensation and
the release of water droplets in the form of fog or cloud (as well as latent heat).

Humidity Mixing Ratio
87. The actual water vapour content of the atmosphere is indicated by  the humidity mixing ratio.
It is usually expressed in terms of the number of grammes of water vapour per kilogramme of dry air.

(Absolute humidity is the mass of water vapour contained in air, expressed as grammes per ).
The humidity mixing ratio changes only very slowly within a given air mass.  It is changed only by
the gain or loss of water vapour; temperature changes having no effect.

metre
3
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88. Humidity values.  As an illustration of how the capacity of air to hold water vapour increases
with temperature, the amounts of water vapour required to produce saturation at three selected
temperatures are given below:

• at + 30°C (at msl) air can hold 27gm per kg of dry air

• at +15°C air can hold 11gm per kg

• at 0°C air can hold 4gm per kg

Relative Humidity
89. Relative humidity (RH) is a statement of the degree of saturation and may be defined as:

‘The ratio of the actual water vapour content (WVC) of the air at a given temperature compared with
the maximum amount of water vapour which the air could hold at that temperature, expressed as a
percentage.’  Air described as ‘humid’ has a high RH.

90. From the preceding paragraph it can be seen that air at low level with a temperature of +15°C
and a water vapour content (WVC) of 4 gms/kg would have a relative humidity of approximately
36% since:

RH (%) =

=  

=    36%

actual WVC
maximum WVC for the given temperature
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 100×

4 gm/kg 100×
11 gm/kg

-----------------------------------
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91. Were this air to be cooled to 0°C the relative humidity would be 100% and the air would be
saturated.  0°C is the dew-point temperature of this particular mass of air.

92. It is important to appreciate that cooling air below the dew-point must result in condensation
since (ignoring the condition of super-saturation which is very rare) the relative humidity of the air
cannot exceed 100%. Consequently the excess water vapour (on the top line of the equation) must
change state.

Diurnal Variation of Relative Humidity
93. Relative humidity is directly linked to changes in temperature.  As has been illustrated above,
for a given humidity (mixing ratio) the higher the ambient temperature, the lower becomes the RH.
As a consequence of this, it can be seen that for a given mass of air, the highest RH will occur just
after sunrise (the most likely time for fog to form).  The lowest RH will occur at around 1400hr local
time.

The Wet and Dry Bulb Thermometer
94. A wet and dry bulb system is shown at Figure 1-16, and is used to determine surface air
temperature, relative humidity and dew-point.  Note however that the wet bulb temperature is not
the dew-point temperature, except when the air is saturated.

95. The dry bulb thermometer measures the temperature of the free air.  A wet bulb thermometer
is a normal thermometer, the bulb of which is wrapped with a single layer of muslin, kept continually
moist by means of distilled water which is supplied from a reservoir through a short wick.
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96. Any evaporation from the wet bulb results in a lower wet bulb temperature, due to the
extraction of the latent heat of evaporation from the bulb.  The drier the air the greater the rate of
evaporation, and the larger the amount of heat removed from the bulb.  A large difference between
dry and wet bulb temperatures therefore indicates dry air, or low relative humidity.  Alternatively,
identical wet and dry bulb temperatures indicate that no evaporation is occurring, that the air is
saturated, and that therefore the relative humidity is 100%.

97. The wet bulb temperature may be defined as the lowest temperature to which air may be
cooled by the evaporation of water.

98. The wet and dry bulb thermometers are collectively termed a hygrometer or psychrometer.
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FIGURE 1-16
Wet and Dry Bulb 
Thermometers
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Self Assessed Exercise No. 1

QUESTIONS:
QUESTION 1.

With no change in the altimeter subscale setting or the altitude indication, what is the effect on true
altitude of flying from warm air into cold air?

QUESTION 2.

List 4 processes that transfer heat from the earth’s surface into the atmosphere.

QUESTION 3.

Why are summers warmer than winters?

QUESTION 4.

Describe the typical diurnal variation of surface temperature.

QUESTION 5.

List two of the four factors that alter the typical diurnal variation of surface temperature.

QUESTION 6.

Define environmental lapse rate (ELR).

QUESTION 7.

What is an isobar?
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QUESTION 8.

Explain briefly the meaning of each of the following:

QFF

QNH

QFE

QUESTION 9.

Which is likely to be more accurate, a regional QNH or an aerodrome QNH?

QUESTION 10.

With regard to pressure systems, what is the difference between a RIDGE and a TROUGH?

QUESTION 11.

Describe a COL.

QUESTION 12.

What is the main difference between incoming isolation and outgoing radiation from the earth?

QUESTION 13.

Write down a simplified formula that expresses the relationship between pressure, temperature and
density in the atmosphere.
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QUESTION 14.

What causes the most significant reduction in the amount of insolation reaching the earth’s surface
(assuming midday at any position on the earth at any time of the year)?

QUESTION 15.

Name two greenhouse gases.

QUESTION 16.

Name the first two layers of the atmosphere.

QUESTION 17.

Name the dividing line between the troposphere and stratosphere.

QUESTION 18.

Briefly describe the main change in the atmosphere that takes place at this point.

QUESTION 19.

With regard to the actual atmosphere of the earth, where does this dividing line tend to be highest
and lowest?

QUESTION 20.

When tropopause is higher, is the temperature at that point higher, lower, lower or the same
regardless of its height?
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QUESTION 21.

List the standard factors of the International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) applicable up to 32 km
above mean sea level (amsl).

QUESTION 22.

How does the Jet Standard Atmosphere differ from the ISA?

QUESTION 23.

Convert +15°C to degrees absolute.

QUESTION 24.

Define latent heat.

QUESTION 25.

State whether latent heat is absorbed or released when changing from ice to water and from water
vapour to water.

QUESTION 26.

What is an ISALLOBAR?
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ANSWERS:
ANSWER 1.

All over read.

ANSWER 2.

Conduction, convection, radiation, release of latent heat.

ANSWER 3.

Sun’s elevation is higher in summer and is above the horizon for longer.

ANSWER 4.

Surface temperature is a minimum just after sunrise, and maximum in middle to late afternoon
(approximately 1400 hrs).

ANSWER 5.

Land or sea surface, wind, cloud cover, time of year.

ANSWER 6.

The observed changes of temperature with height.

ANSWER 7.

A line joining points of equal QFF.
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ANSWER 8.

QFF is QFE reduced to MSL using ambient temperature.

ANH is QFE reduced to MSL using ISA lapse rate.

AFE is pressure at the airfield datum.

ANSWER 9.

An aerodrome QNH.

ANSWER 10.

An elongated high and an elongated low.

ANSWER 11.

An area without isobars, between two highs and two lows.

ANSWER 12.

Incoming isolation is mainly at shorter wavelengths; outgoing radiation is long wavelengths.

ANSWER 13.

ρ P
T
---=
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ANSWER 14.

Cloud cover.

ANSWER 15.

H2O and CO2

ANSWER 16.

Troposphere and stratosphere.

ANSWER 17.

Tropopause.

ANSWER 18.

Temperature ceases to decrease with altitude.

ANSWER 19.

Highest at the equator and the lowest at the poles.

ANSWER 20.

Lower.
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ANSWER 21.

MSL temp +15°

MSL pressure 1013.25 hPa

Lapse rate 1.98°C per 1000 ft

Tropopause 36,090 ft

Temp at tropopause –56.5°C to 20 km, increasing at 0.3°C per 1000 ft to 32 km

ANSWER 22.

Temperature lapse rate 2°C/1000 ft and no tropopause.

ANSWER 23.

288°A

ANSWER 24.

The heat absorbed or released when a substance changes state.

ANSWER 25.

Latent heat is absorbed when ice changes to water and is released when water vapour changes to
water.

ANSWER 26.

A line joining points of equal pressure change.
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Stability 

Adiabatic Change (Transformation) 

Determination of Stability 

Determination of Instability 

Determination of Conditional Instability 

Normand's Theorem 
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2Stability

1. The stability of the atmosphere is the degree to which a parcel of air on being displaced
upwards either returns to its original level (stable) or continues rising of its own accord (unstable).

2. The stability, or otherwise, of the air is one of the primary factors which determine the type of
weather experienced.  A stable atmosphere will, depending on the temperature and humidity, give
either fine weather with clear skies, or widespread stratiform cloud with drizzle, or perhaps fog.
Alternatively an unstable atmosphere will give cumuliform cloud and showers, possibly heavy, with
thunderstorms.

3. In order to assess the state of stability of the atmosphere it is necessary to compare the
environmental lapse rate with the appropriate adiabatic lapse rate.

4. The meteorologist is able to make such comparisons on a special graph of temperature,
humidity and pressure values called a tephigram.  The diagrams which follow in this chapter are
simplified versions of this graph.

5. The first step to an understanding of stability/instability is to understand the adiabatic
process.
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Adiabatic Change (Transformation)
6. If a parcel or particle of air moves vertically within the atmosphere, the pressure exerted on
the parcel by the surrounding air  will decrease as the parcel rises and increase as the parcel descends.
On ascent therefore, the parcel of air will expand against the lower environmental pressure; the work
done by the parcel in so expanding uses up some of its energy in the form of heat and so its
temperature falls.  On descent in the atmosphere the parcel of air is subjected to the opposite process,
and its temperature rises.  The change of temperature which occurs solely because of change of
pressure is known as  adiabatic heating or cooling as appropriate.  Adiabatic change assumes that no
heat energy will flow between the parcel of air and the surrounding environment.

7. Changing pressure is not the only factor in determining the temperature change in a parcel of
air.  The water vapour content of the air and specifically whether the air is saturated or unsaturated is
relevant to the temperature changes as it moves up or down in the atmosphere.

Dry Adiabatic Lapse Rate
8. The rate at which unsaturated (dry) air will change temperature, solely due to change of
pressure, when moved vertically within the atmosphere, is approximately 1°C per 100m (3°C/
1000ft) of vertical displacement.  This value is known as the dry adiabatic lapse rate (DALR).
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Simplified Temperature/Pressure Diagram
9. Figure 2-1 shows a graph of altitude (vertical scale) against temperature (horizontal scale).
The height range shown is from mean sea level to 15,000 ft and the temperature range is from -30°C
to +30°C.    The straight lines running diagonally from bottom right to top left of the graph, labelled
DALR represent its dry adiabatic lapse rate.  The lines are drawn for the rate of 3°C/1000ft (or 1°C/
100m).  The other straight broken lines on the diagram represent the values of the humidity mixing
ratio (also known as water vapour content (WVC) lines).  The curved lines represent the saturated
adiabatic lapse rate.
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FIGURE 2-1
Simplified 
Tephigram
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Saturated Adiabatic Lapse Rate
10. The rate at which saturated air changes temperature, when forced to move vertically within
the atmosphere is known as the saturated adiabatic lapse rate (SALR).  The SALR is quantified as
being approximately  0.6°C/100m (1.8°C/1000ft) in the lower atmosphere in temperate latitudes.

11. The reason for the difference between DALR and SALR is the release of latent heat.  The
parcel of air here being considered is saturated, that is to say that it is incapable of holding any more
water vapour at its present temperature.

12. If the parcel of saturated air is forced upwards, its temperature will drop because of the
adiabatic process and as a result, condensation will occur and latent heat will be released.  This heat
will offset some of the adiabatic cooling and therefore the rate at which the temperature drop will be
reduced.

13. Variation in SALR with altitude.  At low levels in the atmosphere where temperatures are
high and the humidity mixing ratio (water vapour content) is also high there will be significant
amounts of latent heat released when air is moved upwards and so the SALR is very shallow.

14. At higher levels in the atmosphere lower temperature means that the water vapour content of
the air is very small.  Under these circumstances the amount of  condensation released on ascent and
cooling is very small, the amount of latent heat released is therefore negligible, and the SALR comes
closer to the DALR.  The change in the SALR with altitude is illustrated by the curve of the SALR
lines in Figure 2-1 which become ‘steeper’ with increase in altitude.

Note.  Steeper in this context means temperature changes move rapidly for a given increase in height.
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15. A similar comparison can be drawn between the warm air of low latitudes and the cold air of
high latitudes.  Air which is warm is capable of holding relatively large amounts of water in vapour
form and will lead to a shallow SALR whereas in polar areas, cold air even near to the surface will
have a steep SALR.

Determination of Stability
16. Stable air is by definition an air mass within which the upward displacement of a parcel of air
results in the parcel returning to its original level when the displacing force is removed.   In this case,
adiabatic cooling of the parcel has lowered its temperature but increased its density compared with
the surrounding air and being heavier, it therefore it sinks.

17. To establish the stability of the air, its ELR must be compared with the appropriate adiabatic
lapse rate.  Figure 2-2 illustrates a situation in which the air mass is stable.
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FIGURE 2-2
Dry Air in a Stable 
State
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18. In this case the air is dry and therefore the parcel, which is lifted through 1500m (5000 ft)
would cool at the DALR (1°/100m).  The parcel would therefore cool from +15°C to 0°C.  The
environmental lapse rate, the actual temperature of the air surrounding the parcel, is shown at Figure
2-2 to the right of the DALR line.  At 1500m (5000 ft) the ELR line shows the temperature of the
free air to be +5°C and therefore considerably warmer than would be achieved in the parcel of air.

19. The lifted parcel is colder, and therefore denser, than the surrounding air.  The parcel will
consequently sink back to its original level when the lifting force is removed.  The air is therefore
stable.

20. Figure 2-3 shows the SALR compared with an ELR.
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FIGURE 2-3
Saturated Air in a 
Stable State
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21. In Figure 2-3 the lifted parcel of air is saturated throughout the ascent and has therefore
cooled at the SALR of 0.6°C/100m (1.8°C/1000ft).  Again the ELR lies to the right of the SALR line.
The parcel of air is colder and therefore denser than its environment, and will sink once the lifting
force is removed.

22. Where an airmass is stable compared with both the DALR and SALR, it is said to be
‘absolutely stable’. In numerical terms, for absolute stability, the ELR must be less than the SALR.
Figure 2-4 shows a state of absolute stability in which both parcels of air, if forced upwards would
sink back to their original level.
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FIGURE 2-4
Absolute Stability
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Determination of Instability
23. An airmass is said to be unstable when a parcel (or particle) of air on being forced upwards,
continues to rise after the lifting force has been removed.  The reasons for the continued upward
motion is that the parcel must have become less dense and therefore buoyant compared with the
environment.  For this process to occur, it must be warmer than its surroundings.

24. Figure 2-5 shows dry air in an unstable state.  The ELR lies to the left of the  DALR.  At the
upper limit of the lifting layer (in this case 5000 ft) the parcel of air is warmer and therefore less
dense than the environment.  The parcel will therefore continue to rise, until it encounters an
environment having the same density.
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FIGURE 2-5
Instability in Dry 
Air
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25. Figure 2-6 similarly shows saturated air in an unstable state.  The ELR lies to the left of the
SALR and consequently a parcel of air which remains saturated throughout its ascent will be less
dense than its environment on reaching the upper limit of the lifting layer.  The parcel will continue
to rise once the lifting force is removed.
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FIGURE 2-6
Instability in 
Saturated Air
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26. Absolute instability exists when the ELR lies to the left of both the DALR and the SALR i.e.
in numerical terms, when the ELR is >1°/100m.  In this event a parcel of air will be unstable and will
continue to rise beyond the lifting layer regardless of whether it be dry, saturated, or start dry and
become saturated during its ascent within the lifting layer.  Absolute instability is shown at
Figure 2-7.
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FIGURE 2-7
Absolute 
Instability
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Determination of Conditional Instability
27. Consider now the situation where the ELR lies between the DALR and the SALR, as shown at
Figure 2-8.  In this case, the air is said to be conditionally unstable.  This is because the air is only
stable as long as it is unsaturated.  The instability is conditional upon the air being saturated.  For
conditional instability to exist, the ELR must be 1°/100m or less but must be greater than the SALR.
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FIGURE 2-8
Conditional 
Instability
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Neutral or Indifferent Stability
28. Neutral stability exists when the parcel of air exists at the same density as the environmental
air surrounding it and therefore moves neither up or down.  For this process to occur, the ELR must
be in equilibrium with the appropriate adiabatic lapse rate.

Normand's Theorem
29. Normand’s theorem states that the dry adiabatic lapse rate line through the dry-bulb
temperature, the saturated adiabatic through the wet-bulb temperature, and the humidity mixing
ratio (WVC) line through the dew-point all meet at the condensation level.

30. Although the graphs that we are using are simplified, the Normand principle can be
illustrated.  In Figure 2-9 given a dry-bulb temperature of +15°C and a wet-bulb temperature of
+6°C, the dew-point +4°C and the theoretical condensation level will be 4400 ft.
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FIGURE 2-9
Normand’s 
Theorem
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31. It must not be assumed that in Figure 2-9 condensation will occur at that level because it has
not been established whether air will in fact rise and cool adiabatically.  However, if the air were to
rise, the cloudbase would be close to the figure given.

32. The practical application of Normand’s theorem is limited for other than a meteorologist.
However, it does have one practical use.  The humidity mixing ratio line and the DALR meet at the
theoretical condensation level and the former is deemed to start at the dew-point.  The humidity
mixing ratio reduces slightly with altitude at about 5°/1000ft, and therefore the rate of closure of the
two lines is 2.5°/1000ft or 1°/400ft.  By comparing the surface temperature and the dew-point, an
estimate of the theoretical cloudbase can be made.  Thus if surface (dry bulb) temperature is +7°C
and the dew-point +5°C, the theoretical cloudbase would be 800ft.

Determination of Cloudbase and Top
33. The practical application of the temperature/pressure diagram is illustrated at Figure 2-10
and Figure 2-11. The ELR shows a marked inversion at the surface, following a night of clear skies
and light winds.  At the same time as the radio sonde observations, the wet-bulb temperature was
observed to be +8°C, the dry-bulb +11°C and the dew-point +6°C.  These readings are assumed to
have been taken at 0600hr.  The atmosphere is very stable and so even though the theoretical
cloudbase is about 2200ft, no cloud will form.  If an estimate is now made of the maximum surface
air temperature expected at 1400hr, then the depth of instability cloud can be estimated as shown at
Figure 2-11.
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FIGURE 2-10
ELR Showing 
Strong Surface 
Inversion at 
0600hr
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FIGURE 2-11
Example of Cloud 
Base and Top 
Estimation Based 
on Expected 
Temperature at 
1400hr
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34. Notice at Figure 2-11 the modification of the ELR at the lower end which is due of course to
insolation and rising surface temperature.  The dew-point is assumed to have remained at +6°C, there
is no reason why it should change significantly without a change of air mass, which will anyway
invalidate the whole ELR and therefore the cloud forecast.

35. From the maximum anticipated surface air temperature point of +18°C the DALR line has
been plotted until it intercepts the water vapour content line originating at the dew-point
temperature of +6°C. According to Normand these two lines meet at the condensation point.
Furthermore, any parcel of air lifted from the surface due to unequal surface heating will freely rise
to this condensation point, since it is unstable, (the DALR lying to the right of the ELR).

36. The cloud base is therefore formed at around 5000 ft, and the rising unstable parcel of air
now cools at the SALR.  The SALR line remains to the right of the ELR, in other words the parcel
remains unstable and therefore continues to rise, until a height of approximately 12,000 ft is reached,
and the cloud development is arrested.  A state of neutral stability now exists, the parcel being at the
same temperature and therefore density as the surrounding air.  In this case the cloud has formed
through the convection process (warm air rising).

Determination of 0°C Level in Convection Cloud
37. Notice in this example that the freezing level within the cloud, the point at which the SALR
line crosses the 0°C line, is around 7000 ft.  The freezing level in the free air outside the cloud, the
point at which the ELR line crosses the 0°C line, is lower, at approximately 4000 ft.  This is normally
the case with instability cloud when it is developing since the rising air within the cloud must be
warmer than the environment in order to be unstable.  Appreciate however, that once precipitation
commences from this cloud the descending water/ice will drag down with it cold air from the upper
levels of the cloud, causing the freezing level to lower sharply.
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Self Assessed Exercise No. 2

QUESTIONS:
QUESTION 1.

State whether the following sets of conditions are stable or unstable:

(a) ELR 5.0°C/km   RH 30%

(b) ELR 0.8°C/100m   RH 100%

(c) ELR 1.2°C/100m   RH 20%

QUESTION 2.

Define instability in the context of air movement.

QUESTION 3.

Define stability in the context of air movement.

QUESTION 4.

Explain why the slope of the SALR when plotted on a temperature/pressure altitude diagram
becomes steeper with increased altitude.

QUESTION 5.

Give the main reason why the SALR is different from the DALR.
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QUESTION 6.

State the average value of the saturated adiabatic lapse rate (SALR) attributed to the lower levels of
the troposphere.

QUESTION 7.

State the value of the dry adiabatic lapse rate.

QUESTION 8.

Describe, qualitatively, the adiabatic changes in air temperature that can take place.

QUESTION 9.

State the meaning of an adiabatic change.

QUESTION 10.

What determines the height of the top of the cloud formed because of instability?

QUESTION 11.

In the formation of convective cloud, is the zero degree isotherm higher or lower in cloud than the
surrounding clear air.

QUESTION 12.

What type of cloud can form in an unstable environment?
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QUESTION 13.

What information is obtained using Normand's Theorem?

QUESTION 14.

Given that the surface temperature is +12°C and the temperature at 3000 ft is +1.5°C, what is the
ELR and how would the atmosphere be described?

QUESTION 15.

Explain the meaning of the term 'conditionally unstable'

ANSWERS:
ANSWER 1.

(a) stable

(b) unstable (the ELR is conditionally unstable)

(c) unstable

ANSWER 2.

The environment is described as unstable when a parcel or particle of air, on being forced upwards,
continues to rise after the lifting force has been removed.
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ANSWER 3.

The environment is described as stable when the upward displacement of a parcel or particle of air
results in it returning to its original level when the displacing force is removed.

ANSWER 4.

At higher latitudes the air holds less water vapour and therefore a smaller quantity of latent heat is
released and the rate of cooling therefore increases to nearer to the DALR.

ANSWER 5.

When saturated air cools condensation occurs and latent heat is released. This heat offsets some of
the adiabatic cooling.

ANSWER 6.

0.6°C per 100m

ANSWER 7.

1°C per 100m

ANSWER 8.

When pressure reduces temperature reduces; when pressure increases temperature increases. The
relationship between pressure and temperature is direct.

ANSWER 9.

An adiabatic change is a change in temperature caused by a change in pressure.
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ANSWER 10.

Assuming the air has not just run out of water vapour, cloud formation ceases above the level where
the ELR becomes shallower than the SALR.

ANSWER 11.

Higher

ANSWER 12.

Convective clouds, cumulus and cumulonimbus

ANSWER 13.

Theoretical condensation level

ANSWER 14.

The ELR is 3.5°C / 1000ft, (approximately 1.1°C / 100m).

Because the ELR is >DALR the environment is described as absolutely unstable.

ANSWER 15.

The value of the ELR is in the range starting from DALR (1 deg C/100m) to >SALR (0.6 deg C/
100m) such that the environment is stable until the air becomes saturated, at which point it becomes
unstable. The condition upon which the instability is based.
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3Wind

Definition
1. Wind is the horizontal motion of air.  Wind velocity quantifies this horizontal motion in terms
of the direction from which the wind is blowing, and the speed at which it is blowing.

Principle of Wind Directions
2. Wind which changes direction, either at one given point with the passage of time, or at one
point when compared with another, is said to veer or back, depending on the direction of the change.
When the wind direction changes in a clockwise sense (eg. from 090° to 180°) it is said to veer.
Conversely when the wind direction changes in an anticlockwise sense (eg. from 330° to 270°) it is
said to back.  Wind direction given to aircraft by air traffic services at an aerodrome are referenced to
magnetic north.  However, in standard meteorological actual reports, (METAR) and terminal
aerodrome forecasts (TAF) wind direction is always referenced to true north.

Wind Speed
3. Wind speed is reported in knots (kt), kilometres per hour (kph), metres per second (mps).
Surface wind is measured using an instrument called an anemometer located on a mast at 10m above
the surface.  An anemometer is illustrated at Figure 3-1.
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FIGURE 3-1
Anemometer

4. Gusts of wind are increases in the prevailing windspeed of relatively short duration, measured
in seconds rather than minutes.  They are generally confined to the air near the surface and result, for
example, from airflow around buildings.  Similarly, a lull is said to occur when the windspeed
decreases for a few seconds.

5. The ‘gust factor’ may be used to warn a pilot to expect turbulence associated with gusting
surface winds.

The gust factor = The range of fluctuations in gusts and lulls x 100
  The mean windspeed                

6. For example, if surface observations showed gusts of 35 kt and lulls of 15 kt the mean
windspeed would be 25 kt.  The range of fluctuations would be 20 kt and so, in this case, the gust
factor would be 80%.
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7. Squalls are also increases in windspeed, but now the increased windspeed is likely to last for
minutes rather than seconds.  Squalls are normally associated with the passage of large
cumulonimbus clouds, especially when these contain active thunderstorm cells, and with the passage
of cold fronts.

8. A gale force wind is said to exist whenever the windspeed measured 10 metres above the
surface has a mean value of 34 kt or greater, or is gusting to 43 kt or more.

Geostrophic Wind
9. The primary requirement for the generation of wind is the presence of a pressure difference
existing between two positions, such that a pressure gradient is created.  The greater the pressure
gradient for a given situation, the stronger will be the wind speed.  The theoretical or geostrophic
wind is the wind that should be created by a given pressure gradient at a given latitude.  Figure 3-2
illustrates relationship between geostrophic wind and isobars.

10. Although the geostrophic wind is a theoretical value, it is also the actual wind which would
blow at about 2000 feet above the surface where isobars are straight and parallel.  Wind direction
obeys the law devised by the Dutch meteorologist Buys Ballot.  Buys Ballot's law states that if an
observer stands with his back to the wind, low pressure is on his left in the northern hemisphere, and
on his right in the southern hemisphere.
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FIGURE 3-2
Geostrophic 
Wind.

Components of the Geostrophic Wind
11. There are two components to the geostrophic wind:

• pressure gradient

• coriolis (or geostrophic force)

12. The geostrophic wind blows along the isobars, rather than across them from high to low
pressure, because of the presence of the geostrophic force.  The speed of the wind is governed by the
pressure gradient, which is indicated by the distance between the isobars, the closer the isobars the
steeper the pressure gradient and therefore the stronger the wind.
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Geostrophic Force
13. All unsteered bodies in motion over the surface of the Earth are subject to an apparent
deflecting force, to the right in the northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern hemisphere.
This force is generally known as the coriolis, however, when the unsteered body is moving air, the
force is more specifically known as the geostrophic force.  The mathematical formula for geostrophic
force is:

Geostrophic force= 

where:

= the Earth's rotational velocity

= the air density

V = the windspeed

= the latitude

14. Note that the magnitude of geostrophic force is directly proportional to its components.
Therefore, as latitude increases the magnitude of geostrophic force will increase, providing that
nothing else changes. 

2ΩρV φsin

Ω

ρ

φ
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Development of the Geostrophic Wind
15. Figure 3-3 shows how the geostrophic wind is established.  A body of air  will move initially
under the influence of the pressure gradient (PG), which always acts at right angles to the isobars.  As
soon as the body begins to move it becomes subject to geostrophic force (GF), which acts at right
angles to the direction of movement in the northern hemisphere (to the left in the southern
hemisphere).  The body of air therefore follows the curved path shown with the geostrophic force
vector increasing as the airflow accelerates under the influence of the pressure gradient.  The process
continues until a balance between the pressure gradient and the geostrophic force is reached when no
further deflection takes place and the air flows along the isobars with low pressure to the left in the
northern hemisphere (to the right in the southern hemisphere). 
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FIGURE 3-3
Effect of Coriolis 
(or Geostrophic 
Force) in 
Northern 
Hemisphere.

Calculation of Geostrophic Wind Speed
16. Because in a geostrophic wind, the PG and GF are equal, the speed of the geostrophic wind
may be determined by substituting GF with PG in the geostrophic formula as follows:

GF = 2ΩρVsine Lat
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and;

GF = PG

then;

PG =  

and, by transposition;

V   = 

Effect of Change of Latitude
17.  Latitude appears on the bottom of the geostrophic wind equation, and so as latitude
decreases the speed of the geostrophic wind increases for the same given pressure gradient.  An
illustration of the effect of latitude can be seen from the following comparison:

Latitude - 60° 30° 15°

Geostrophic Wind Speed (kt) 25 42 82

2ΩρV Latsin

PG
2Ωρ Latsin
----------------------------
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18. The fact that geostrophic wind speed (for a given pressure gradient) increases in magnitude as
latitude is decreased would suggest that, at the equator, the smallest pressure gradient would give an
infinitely strong geostrophic wind.  Except in tropical storms, winds are not generally strong in
equatorial areas for two reasons.  Firstly, pressure gradients are usually weak and secondly, because
the sine of the latitude is very small, the geostrophic formula is not considered of practical
application.  Because geostrophic force does not exist at the Equator, winds frequently appear to be
haphazard in relation to the isobars.

Effect of Air Density

19. A re-examination of the geographic wind formula:  will reveal that air

density  is on the bottom line of the formula and (as with latitude), V is inversely proportional to
air density.  When considering wind speed near the surface, variations in air density are generally
ignored.  However, as altitude is increased, reduction in air density becomes more marked.  For
example, at about 21,000 ft, the density of air is approximately half of the sea level value.  It can be
seen from the geostrophic formula that by halving air density, the wind speed is doubled for a given
pressure gradient.

Gradient Wind
20. Geostrophic wind results from a combination of two factors: PG and GF.  When other forces
are involved, the wind ceases to be a geostrophic wind.  Curved isobars introduce an additional effect
known as centripetal force and results in the formation of the gradient wind.

V
PG

2ΩρSine Lat
--------------------------------=

ρ( )
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21. Curved isobars surrounding both low and high pressure systems in the northern hemisphere
are shown at Figure 3-4.  In each case the wind at 2000 ft will still obey Buys Ballot's law, and will
therefore curve around the system to remain parallel to the isobars.  A wind which follows a curved
path in this manner is termed a gradient wind.

FIGURE 3-4
Gradient Winds

22. The fact that the air follows a curved path indicates the presence of a third force acting
inwards towards the centre of the system which constrains the air to follow a curved path.  This force
is called centripetal force.
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Gradient Wind Around a Low Pressure System
23. Figure 3-5 shows diagrammatically the three elements of the gradient wind around a low
pressure system.  The centripetal force is provided by some of the pressure gradient force (the air
could not follow a curved path without it). Consequently the effect of pressure gradient (in terms of
its ability to generate wind speed) is reduced and this results in a reduction in the speed of the
gradient wind.   This means that when isobars are curved cyclonically (ie. around a low pressure
area), the gradient wind is less than the theoretical (or geostrophic) value for a given pressure
gradient at a given latitude.
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FIGURE 3-5
Components of 
the Gradient 
Wind Around a 
Low
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.Gradient Wind Around a High Pressure System
24. Figure 3-6 shows the three elements of the gradient wind around a high pressure
(anticyclonic) system. Centripetal force must again be present because the airflow is parallel to
isobars.  In this case the geostrophic (coriolis) force is acting inwards.  Thus with anticyclonic
curvature, the wind strength must be super-geostrophic so that it generates sufficient geostrophic
force to balance PG and provide the centripetal force.  This means that when isobars are curved
anticyclonically around a high pressure system the gradient wind is greater than the theoretical (or
geostrophic) value for a given pressure gradient.
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FIGURE 3-6
Components of 
the Gradient 
Wind Around a 
High

25. It should be noted that the above explanation, whilst something of a simplification, is the
standard method of describing the development of gradient winds for cyclonic and anticyclonic
circulations.
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26. From the previous paragraphs it can be seen that at a given latitude with the same pressure
gradient, the wind around a high will be stronger than the wind around a low.  In practice however,
gale force winds occur frequently around depressions whilst the winds associated with anticyclones
are usually lighter. The reason for this is that steep pressure gradients are normally associated with
depressions (the isobars are closer together) whereas slack pressure gradients normally exist in high
pressure regions.
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EXAMPLE 3-1

27. In the example above the two latitudes are well separated. However, it is worth noting that it
is the latitude at which the pressure gradient is measured which is relevant to the argument, and not
the latitude of the centre of the high and/or low pressure area.

Convergence and Divergence
28. In relation to airflow, the term divergence is applied where air is spreading out from what
would be a parallel flow. Figure 3-7 illustrates the concept.

EXAMPLE

Determine whether the wind blowing at 2000 ft around a low pressure system at latitude 50°N will
be stronger or weaker than the wind blowing around a high pressure system at latitude 30°N, given
that in each case the air density and pressure gradient are the same.  Explain how you arrive at your
conclusion.

SOLUTION

The wind around the low pressure system will be weaker than the wind around the high pressure
system.  There are two reasons for this.  Firstly, the geostrophic wind will be greater at 30°N than
at 50°N for the same pressure gradient. Secondly, for a given pressure gradient, the gradient wind
around a high will be greater than the geostrophic value whereas the gradient wind around a low
will be less than the geostrophic value.
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FIGURE 3-7
Parallel Flow and 
Divergent Flow

29. Convergence is the opposite of divergence as illustrated in Figure 3-8.

FIGURE 3-8
Parallel Flow and 
Convergent Flow

30.  Figure 3-9 illustrates the effect of convergence and divergence on the vertical motion of air by
showing the theoretical vertical cross sections through a cyclonic and an anticyclonic system.
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FIGURE 3-9
Convergence and 
Divergence in 
High and Low 
Pressure Systems

31. The reasons for the initiation of the convergence and divergence in cyclonic and anticyclonic
systems are linked to the formation of the pressure systems themselves and will be discussed later.
But for the moment, the key principles to observe from Figure 3-9 is that where convergence is taking
place near to the surface, upward motion of the air develops and where surface divergence takes
place, a downward airflow (or subsidence) follows.  Where such vertical motion is present, it follows
that the horizontal wind cannot be considered to be exactly geostrophic.  The effects of convergence
and divergence on wind speed are likely to be small and are by no means certain.  However, in
principle, a convergent flow and the subsequent upward component of airflow is more likely to lead
to a reduction in horizontal wind speed.  Whereas divergent flow may result in a slight increase in
wind speed.
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The Isallobaric Wind Component
32. An isallobar is a line joining points of equal rate of change of pressure.  Both geostrophic and
gradient winds in theory, flow parallel to the isobars. However, in order that they should do so a
state of balance must exist between the forces concerned.  Before this state of balance exists the
direction of the wind is to a greater or lesser degree across the isobars from high to low pressure.
Because of inertia this situation may persist for some time, especially when the pressure in a
depression is falling at a rate which prevents the necessary balance of forces from becoming
established.

33. The situation described above occurs with falling or rising pressure, and is therefore described
as the isallobaric effect.  The variation in wind direction due to changing pressure is called the
isallobaric wind component, and is illustrated at Figure 3-10.

34. The wind which flows into the low due to the isallobaric component causes air to converge,
tending to fill the depression.  The air converging at the centre of the low is forced upwards giving
rise to cloud and probably precipitation.

35. The wind which diverges out of the high pressure system due to the isallobaric effect causes
air to subside at the centre of the high, and results in adiabatic warming, the formation of a
subsidence inversion and the dissipation of any vertical cloud which might have been present.

36. Whilst you need to appreciate the existence of the isallobaric effect it is important that you
understand that it only exists when pressure gradients are changing and therefore that it is not a
constituent part of either geostrophic or gradient winds.
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FIGURE 3-10
Isallobaric Effect.

Wind at the Surface

Effect of Surface Friction
37. We have now established that in an unchanging pressure situation, the air will blow parallel
to the surface isobars, as long as no other forces are involved.  The effect of surface friction below
about 2000ft will introduce such a force and disturb the balanced flow.
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38. Figure 3-11 illustrates the relationship between a 2000 ft geostrophic wind and resulting
surface wind in the northern hemisphere.  The wind at 2000 ft is shown as blowing parallel to the
isobars since the pressure gradient force is equal in magnitude but opposite in direction to the
geostrophic force.

FIGURE 3-11
The Effects of 
Surface Friction on 
Geostrophic Wind

39. The effect of friction at the surface will cause the windspeed to decrease.  If the windspeed

decreases so must the geostrophic force since GF = , and V is the geostrophic wind
speed.  At the surface the pressure gradient becomes more predominant than the geostrophic force
and the wind tends to turn in the direction of the  pressure gradient which results in the direction
backing  in the northern hemisphere and veering in the southern hemisphere, when compared with
the wind at 2000 ft.

2ΩρV Latsin
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Effect of Different Surfaces
40. The amount by which the surface wind will decrease in speed compared with the geostrophic
wind, and consequently change direction, depends initially on the nature of the surface.  The sea
exerts a smaller frictional retardation on the air than a land surface.  Over the sea the effect is a
reduction in speed by perhaps 30% and a change in direction of approximatly 10°.  Over land the
reduction is more likely to be 50% or slightly more with a proportionate change in direction of 30°
or more.  Unfortunately the situation over the land is not so clear cut, and it is now necessary to
consider the effect of mixing on the surface wind.

Principle of Laminar and Turbulent Flow
41. The amount of mixing in an airmass depends to some extent on whether the airflow is
laminar or turbulent.  With laminar flow, the air is moving in layers with each adjacent layer
affecting the adjacent layers but with no cross layer flow.  In turbulent flow, the layers of airflow are
broken up by significant vertical movement resulting in mixing.  In laminar flow, the layer at the
bottom is fully retarded by the surface and the next layer above is not retarded as much, the next
layer is less so again and so on.  As a result, the surface wind is fully retarded whilst the wind at the
top of the layer reaches almost free stream speed.  Mixing and turbulent flow reduces such
differences.

Effect of Mixing
42. There are basically two factors which will influence the degree to which the air at the surface
will mix with the air above.  The first is the surface temperature, which will govern the amount of
thermal mixing.  The second is the speed of the wind itself.  Over the sea the degree of thermal
mixing will remain more or less constant by day and night, because of the practically non-existent
diurnal change in surface temperature.
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43. Conversely, over the land the degree of thermal mixing is likely to be far greater at noon than
at midnight, especially with clear skies.  This means that during the day the air at the surface will mix
with air above through a fairly deep layer.  This moves slower air upwards to the replaced by faster
air from above and therefore the surface windspeed is increased above what it should be.  This
increase means it is less backed (in the northern hemisphere) by day.  At night in the absence or
reduction of mixing, the effect of friction is more marked and the speed reduces and therefore is more
backed (in northern hemisphere).

44. At night, during the winter, over land, when a strong surface inversion has formed there will
be little or no mixing between the air at 2000 ft and the air at the surface, indeed the limit of mixing
may be at 500 or 1000 ft.  This could well result in a fresh wind at 2000 ft (above the inversion) and
a very light or calm wind at the surface.  This marked change of wind speed can cause windshear and
consequent problems for aircraft which are taking-off or landing.

45. Basically, the stronger the wind, and the rougher the surface, the greater will be the depth of
the  turbulence.  It should be noted that, although we have assumed an average depth of the
turbulence layer to be 2000 ft, not only can it be much lower at night, but it can be much higher on
for example, a hot sunny day over a city where it might reach 5000 ft.

Wind at Higher Level Within the Turbulent Layer
46. Thus far we have considered the relationship between the 2000 ft wind (the geostrophic wind
or the gradient wind) and the surface wind.  We conclude by examining the differences in the wind at
a higher level but still within the friction layer.  The 1500 ft wind can be taken as an illustration of
the principle.
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47. Over the sea the 1500 ft wind is likely to be close to the 2000 ft wind both by day and by
night, since there is likely to be less mixing than over land. Similarly, over the land at night, there is
no thermal mixing and (since the surface wind speed will have decreased in speed from its day-time
high) the turbulence layer is again unlikely to extend to 1500 ft.  Over the land by day, however, the
stronger surface wind and the thermal mixing from the warm surface will result in a mixing layer
reaching its full potential.  In this case, the 1500 ft wind over the land is likely by day to decrease in
speed (and back in the northern hemisphere) because it has been slowed by mixing with slow moving
air from below.  At night with less mixing, the 1500ft wind is likely to be nearer to the free stream
speed.

Local Winds
48. Certain features, such as coastlines, villages and hills and valleys can affect the flow of air in a
localised situation.

Low Level Turbulence
49. The general term ‘turbulence’ describes small variations in the local wind. Those that travel
with the wind are termed gusts, whilst those that result from obstructions are termed eddies.

50. The effects on aircraft are bumpiness possibly accompanied by sudden changes in airspeed
attitude or altitude.  The effects of turbulence on wind speed in the turbulence layer have already
been considered.

51. The most severe type of thermal turbulence occurs when cold polar air passes over a well-
heated landmass. 
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52. Thermal currents (‘thermals’) are generally larger and more noticeable to pilots than
mechanical eddies and may well extend to a much greater height. 

Sea Breeze
53. During the day, the land surface temperature rises.  This surface heating causes expansion of
the air over the land and over the sea. Where the air is cooler the pressure at the same height is lower
and the pressure above about 500 ft over the land rises.  As a result of this pressure differential air
flows out to sea above about 500ft starting as a gentle drift of one or two knots over a depth of two
to three thousand feet.  Because air is being taken away from the land, the pressure at the land
surface begins to drop and as air begins to accumulate above 500 ft over the sea, the pressure at the
sea surface rises.

54. With high surface pressure over the sea and low surface pressure over the land, the air at low
level now flows from sea to land as a sea breeze, as illustrated at Figure 3-12.

55. Progressively through the day the sea breeze will be deflected by coriolis (geostrophic force)
and eventually may turn sufficiently to blow parallel to the coast line.  By the time that the
geostrophic force exerts its full effect, however, the land is starting to cool and the sea breeze to
diminish in strength.  Sea breezes tend to reach the maximum speed by late afternoon, by which time
the maximum surface heating has had time to work through the system.

56. Sea breezes are most likely to occur under clear skies in the summer and with a slack pressure
gradient to give otherwise light winds.
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FIGURE 3-12
The Sea Breeze.

57. In temperate latitudes, sea breezes reach a maximum speed of around 10 kt, although in
tropical latitudes the speed may be as high as 20 kt or more.  As a rule, sea breezes do not extend
more than 10 to 15 miles on either side of the coastline, and the breeze is confined to very low levels,
diminishing in speed rapidly above 500 ft to become negligible in most cases by about 1000 ft.

58. From an aviation point of view the primary significance of sea breezes is that they can
sometimes cause advection (sea) fog to drift inland to cover coastal airfields. Usually the high land
surface temperatures, which caused the sea breeze, will normally disperse the fog and the sea breeze
starts again.  Convergence, resulting from air being slowed on reaching the coast, or with an existing
offshore wind, can form convection cloud creating a sea breeze front. Thunderstorms can also be
initiated by sea breezes if conditions are suitable.  In some cases, because the sea breeze tends to be
shallow, windshear can occur at coastal aerodromes.
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Land Breezes
59. A land breeze is the breeze which blows from land to sea by night.  It is effectively a sea breeze
in reverse, since by night the ground will be colder than the sea surface.

Katabatic Winds
60. As a land surface cools at night the air in contact with it will also cool and consequently
increase in density.  When this happens on sloping ground the dense air will tend to flow down the
slopes as a katabatic wind.  The strength of the wind will depend upon the degree of surface cooling,
and so the strongest winds are likely at night under clear skies, especially with a snow-covered
surface.

61. A well known example of a vigorous katabatic wind is the Bora, an offshore wind blowing
off the high ground on the northern shores of the Adriatic.  The wind sets in suddenly and frequently
reaches speeds of well over gale force, with gusts in excess of 100 kt.

Anabatic Winds
62. An anabatic wind is the reverse of a katabatic wind, but the air moving up the slope by day
will be travelling at a much more leisurely pace.  Except near a coastline where the anabatic wind is
augmented by a sea breeze, it is seldom of any significance. 
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Valley Winds
63. Valley winds are also known as ravine or funnel winds.  Air coming up against a mountain
range tends to flow around the edges rather than over top, especially if the air is stable.  Where a
valley passes through the mountain  range the air will tend to flow along the valley, even if the wind
has to change direction in order to do so.  Where the valley is narrow, or converges, the windspeed in
the valley will increase sharply due to the venturi or funnelling effect.

64. A change in the general pressure distribution which causes the free air wind to change
direction by as little as 20 or 30° may well cause the valley wind to change direction by 180° since
this wind is constrained to flow along the valley.

65. The Mistral is a valley wind which blows down the Rhone valley as it passes between the
Massif and the Alps in Southern France, see Figure 3-13.  It is significant to note that the enhanced
speed of the Mistral is apparent beyond the confines of the valley, persisting over the coast and into
the northern Mediterranean.
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FIGURE 3-13
The Mistral
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Föhn (Foehn) Wind
66. If air is forced to rise over a mountain range, adiabatic cooling of the rising air will result.
Initially, the unsaturated air will cool at the DALR, however, if the ridge is sufficiently high, the air
will cool to its dew-point.  As the air continues to rise beyond this point condensation will occur and
the air will now cool at the SALR.  Cloud will form and precipitation in the form of rain or snow on
the windward side of the mountain may result.

67.  On reaching the top of the ridge, air will descend on the lee side.  If precipitation has
occurred on the windward side the air will now be drier and consequently the condensation level on
the lee side will be higher than on the windward side.  Although the air will warm up initially at the
SALR it will subsequently warm up at the DALR from the condensation level downward.  In
consequence the air will heat up for longer at the DALR on the lee side than it cooled at this rate on
the windward side.  As a result a warm dry air blows beyond the ridge as a föhn wind.

68. The name originates in the Alps. However, another example is the Chinook which blows in
the lee of the Rockies.  The relatively warm dry air affecting the east coast of Scotland with a
westerly air flow is also due to föhn effect.

69. The föhn wind process is illustrated at Figure 3-14.
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FIGURE 3-14
The Föhn Wind
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4Standing Waves

Origin and Formation
1. Under certain conditions an oscillatory motion of the air may occur once it has been forced to
rise over a substantial ridge or mountain range.  Such a motion is illustrated at Figure 4-1.  The
waves and any associated cloud formations remain stationary with respect to the obstacle which
triggered their formation, hence the name standing waves (or mountain waves).

2. The conditions which favour the formation of standing waves (or mountain waves) are:

(a) A ridge of suitable dimensions, ideally with a gently sloping face on the windward side
and a steeply sloping face on the leeward side.  A ridge height of 150m (500 ft) or
more above the surrounding terrain may give rise to standing waves, if the conditions
which follow are met;

(b) A wind which is blowing perpendicularly to the ridge, or within plus or minus 30°,
with little change of wind direction with height.

(c) A windspeed in excess of 15 kt at the top of the ridge  increasing in speed with height.

(d) A marked stable layer, ideally an isothermal layer or an inversion, between ridge
height and a few thousand feet above the top of the ridge, with less stable air above
and below.
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FIGURE 4-1
Mountain Wave 
System and 
Clouds.

Horizontal Extent
3. Mountain waves may extend for many miles down-wind of the ridge and have been observed
from satellite imagery up to 250 nm down-wind of the Pennines in the UK and 500 nm down-wind
of the Andes.  However, 50 to 100 nm is more normal.
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4. The average wave length of mountain waves in the troposphere is in the region of 5 nm
although in the extreme they may be much longer.  A good estimate of the wavelength (in nautical
miles) can be achieved by dividing the mean tropospheric windspeed in the region of the wave
formation by seven, such that a 5 nm wavelength would be associated with a mean tropospheric
windspeed of 35 kt.  Where standing waves extend into the stratosphere the wavelength is likely to
increase.

Vertical Extent
5. The vertical extent of standing waves is also considerable, on occasions extending well into
the stratosphere. The depth of oscillation of an individual standing wave is considered in terms of the
double amplitude, which is the vertical distance from trough to peak.  In general the higher the ridge
and the stronger the wind the greater the amplitude of the resulting waves.  The most severe
conditions are likely to occur when the wavelength of the wave coincides with the undulating terrain
down-wind of the ridge.  An average double amplitude is  1500 ft (giving vertical velocities in the
order of     300m/min (1000 ft/min).  In the USA double amplitudes of 20,000 ft giving vertical
velocities of 5000 ft/min have been recorded. A notable hazard associated with standing waves is the
reduction of terrain clearance in the down flowing air in the lee of the ridge.

6. In mountainous areas the wave formation may well be disturbed by the terrain down-wind of
the source ridge. Alternatively, the wave formation may be disrupted by changes in the total
airstream.  In either case the resulting wave breaking effect may result in transient but severe
turbulence, which is difficult to forecast.
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Clouds
7. Figure 4-1 shows the three distinct types of cloud associated with standing waves. Bear in
mind however that, if the air is sufficiently dry, these characteristic clouds may not be present to act
as a visual warning of standing waves.  Alternatively, the standing wave clouds may be present but
obscured by other cloud systems, particularly frontal cloud.

8. Cap cloud. Cap cloud may form on the windward side of the mountain in much the same way
as with föhn winds.  This cloud is frequently carried down the lee side of the ridge by the wave
formation as a cloud fall or föhn wall.  

9. Roll Cloud.  With sufficiently moist air, rotor or roll clouds will form in the rotor zones.
They may appear as harmless bands of ragged cumulus or stratocumulus lying parallel to and down-
wind of the ridge, but in fact are rotating about a horizontal axis which is the centre of the rotor
zone.  Appreciate that the rotor zones are caused by the breakdown of the flow into violent
turbulence and therefore roll clouds should be avoided, not only because of the turbulence but also
because of the icing risk when above the 0°C level.  The strongest rotor normally forms under the
crest of the first wave down-wind of the ridge and normally at a level which is near or somewhat
above the ridge crest.  There are normally no more than two rotor clouds in the lee of the ridge.
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10. Lenticular Cloud. The wave motion of the air may produce lens-shaped or lenticular cloud in
the crests of the waves.  The cloud forms as the air rises and cools through its dew-point at the
upwind end of the crest and dissipates as the air descends and warms at the downwind end of the
crest.  There is very little opportunity for the condensed water droplets to encounter ice nuclei and
therefore high concentrations of supercooled water droplets may give serious icing problems at
temperatures as low as -30°C.  Lenticular cloud normally appears up to a few thousand feet above
the ridge height but may be seen at any level in the troposphere and perhaps even in the stratosphere.
The outlines of lenticular cloud are normally smooth, often appearing as a stack of inverted saucers,
however any ragged edges to these clouds should be taken as a warning of turbulence, possibly due
to wave breaking.

Possible Hazards
11. Jet streams produce turbulence and vertical windshears and both can be greatly enhanced in
intensity and extent when a jet stream (which is a fast flowing layer of air just beneath the
tropopause) occurs in conjunction with marked standing wave activity.

12. Hazards associated with flight in standing waves are summarised below:

(e) Loss of terrain clearance in the down draughts of the waves and rotor zones.

(f) Severe turbulence in and below the rotor zones, especially in the first rotor zone.

(g) Severe icing in roll clouds and lenticular cloud.

(h) Large variations of airspeed and/or height, possibly to below the minimum safe
altitude, downwind of the ridge.
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(i) Increase in intensity of turbulence and wind shear associated with a jet stream at high
altitudes.

13. Whenever standing waves are forecast, or their presence is suspected, terrain clearance should
be increased significantly, and flight in cloud should be avoided.  If the route cannot be conveniently
planned to avoid the area altogether, the track should be arranged to cross the ridge at right angles
from the windward to the leeward side.

Rotor Streaming
14. Rotor streaming, which should not be confused with rotor zones, occurs when very strong
winds are blowing more or less perpendicularly to a ridge, but now the strong winds extend through
a restricted depth when compared with the height of the ridge and diminish rapidly at some height
above the ridge, thus preventing the formation of standing waves and associated rotor zones.  In this
event eddies form on the lee side and move downwind in succession.  Severe low level turbulence is
likely therefore downwind of the ridge, extending vertically from ridge height, to perhaps two or
three times ridge height.  In addition to the cap cloud which may or may not be present, rotor
streaming may generate ragged cumuliform cloud, which is likely to move downwind in a streaming
effect, eventually dispersing.  Figure 4-2  illustrates the principle of Rotor Streaming.
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FIGURE 4-2
Rotor Streaming
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5Thermal Winds and Jet Streams

1. A thermal wind is a component of the wind velocity at any given level caused by mean
temperature difference between two adjacent air masses.

2. It is in effect a larger scale version of the drift of air from land to sea above a sea breeze.  The
term component is used to indicate that a ‘thermal wind’ is unlikely to exist in isolation.  The wind at
any given upper level is the resultant of the wind at some lower altitude combined with the thermal
wind component generated in the air mass between the levels.  Jet streams are mainly the result of
thermal wind components.

Principle of Thermal Wind Component Formation
3.  The simplistic but useful concept of pressure being the weight of the column of air above a
given point or level is useful here.  If the column expands upwards due to higher mean temperature
there will be a greater depth of air above any given true height than before. Consequently the
pressure at this level will have risen, and an upper air high pressure area created.  In a cold air mass,
the reverse is true and lower pressure will exist at height.
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FIGURE 5-1
Creation of the 
Thermal Wind 
Component
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4. Referring to Figure 5-1 the pressure in ISA at 30,000ft should be 300mb.  In the left hand
column which is colder, the air below 30,000ft is more dense and has contracted so there is a greater
weight of air below 30,000ft than in ISA and at 30,000ft therefore the pressure must be lower than
300mb.  In the warm column, the opposite occurs and at 30,000ft, the pressure is greater.  The colder
left hand column has created low pressure at altitude whereas the high mean temperature in the right
hand column has given high pressure at altitude.  At 30,000 ft, a pressure gradient exists from warm
to cold air.  Air starts to move under the influence of this pressure gradient but geostrophic force will
deflect the moving air to the right (in the northern hemisphere).  Eventually the pressure gradient and
the geostrophic forces will balance and the wind will now blow in the direction shown.  Notice that,
in this theoretical case, the surface pressure is equal beneath both columns and consequently the
upper wind is entirely thermal in origin.

5. From the above it can be seen that Buys Ballot's law in respect of thermal wind component
can be re-written stating that, if you stand with your back to the thermal wind component, low mean
temperature is on your left in the northern hemisphere and your right in the southern hemisphere.

Speed of Thermal Wind Component
6. The strength of the thermal component at any given level depends on the mean temperature
difference between two air masses and the height band over which the temperature difference is
considered to act, (the greater the depth of  air which is considered, the larger the thermal wind
component becomes for any given mean temperature difference).  In temperate latitudes a formula
based on these two factors can be used to give an approximation of the strength of the thermal
component:

Speed of thermal 
wind component

= Mean temperature 
gradient (°C per 100 nm)

x  The height of the layer (in 
thousands of feet)
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7. The formula above emphasises the important point that the greater the difference in mean
temperature of adjacent air masses, and the greater the depth of air considered, the stronger the
resulting thermal component.  For example a temperature gradient of 5°C/100nm at 30,000ft could
generate a thermal wind component of 150kt whereas a 3°C gradient would produce only 90kt.

8. The formula also (indirectly) illustrates that the strongest thermal components occur close to
the tropopause.  By increasing the depth of air considered above the tropopause the formula suggests
that the thermal component would continue to increase in strength.  However the temperature
consideration is one of the mean temperature difference between adjacent air masses.  Above the
tropopause there exists an isothermal layer of air through a very considerable depth.  Consequently
the mean temperature gradient between adjacent air masses must inevitably diminish as the depth of
air considered extends into the stratosphere.  As the mean temperature gradient diminishes above the
tropopause, so does the thermal wind component.

9. The difference between the wind velocity at one level and at another level is due to the
thermal wind component that has been generated between the two levels.  In examination questions
this relationship could be presented in the context of solving a vector diagram where the vectors are
the lower level wind velocity, the thermal wind component and the resulting upper wind velocity.
The following example illustrates this principle.
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EXAMPLE 5-1
EXAMPLE

The strength of the thermal wind component between 2000 ft and 30,000 ft is 90 kt between
points C and D.  The mean temperature between these levels is lower at C than at D.  Point C bears
300°(T) from point D and both points are in the northern hemisphere.  The 2000 ft wind is
280°(T)/40 kt.  Determine the wind velocity at 30,000 ft midway C and D.

SOLUTION

A scale drawing of the vectors is useful here, although the problem could also be solved with
sufficient accuracy using the square graticule of a navigation computer.

First of all establish the direction from which the thermal wind component is blowing. The cold air 
is at C, which bears 300°(T) from D.  If you stand with your back to the thermal wind component 
in the northern hemisphere low mean temperature is on your left, and therefore the thermal 
component is blowing from 210°(T).

Now choose a suitable scale to represent speed and construct a vector diagram as shown at      
Figure 5-2, taking care that the relationship between the three vectors is logical.  (This has been 
achieved if, by going around the perimeter of the vector triangle, the arrows of the lower wind 
vector and the thermal wind component vector flow in the same way, whilst the arrows on the 
resulting upper wind vector flow in the opposite way).   In this example the 2000 ft wind is blowing 
from 280° and the thermal component from 210°.  The upper wind which results must logically 
blow from somewhere between these two directions, in this case from 230°(T) at a speed of 110 kt.
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FIGURE 5-2
Thermal Wind 
Vector Diagram
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Jet Streams

World Meteorological Organisation - Definition of Jet Stream
A strong narrow current of air concentrated along a quasi-horizontal axis in the upper troposphere
(or stratosphere), characterised by strong vertical and lateral wind shears and featuring one or more
velocity maxima.

Types of Jet Stream
10. The two main jet streams are polar front (westerly) and the sub-tropical (westerly).  The
former type is very variable in position and length.  The latter is more constant in a given season.

Jet Stream Dimensions
11. Typically a jet stream is thousands of kilometres in length, a few hundred kilometres wide and
some 10,000ft (3 - 4km) deep.

Vertical wind shears in the order of 11 – 22kts per km, lateral shears in the order of 11kts/100km are
typical in a jet stream.

A speed of 67kts along the axis is the minimum necessary for the wind to be reported as a jet stream.
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Polar Front Jet
12. Polar front jet streams occur where strong thermal gradients exist associated with mid-
latitude frontal systems.  The axis of such a jet stream is likely to be more or less parallel to the
surface of fronts.  The core of the jet is normally just below the tropopause in the warm air at
between 300hPa and 250hPa pressure levels (30,000 - 34,000ft).  Polar front jet streams are
normally found in the latitude band 40N to 60N.  A vertical cross section of a polar front jet stream
and associated front is shown at Figure 5-3.  Note the exaggerated vertical scale.
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FIGURE 5-3
Cross Section 
through a Polar 
Front Jet Stream
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13. The following points are important to note when considering Figure 5-3.

(a) The tropopause occurs at a lower altitude in the cold air than in the warm air, the
change of height occurring fairly sharply at the front itself.

(b) The interface (frontal surface) between the polar and sub-tropical air is sloping, with
the cold air undercutting the warm air.

(c) The jet stream is denoted by isotachs, which are lines joining points of equal wind
speed.

(d) The core (axis) of the jet stream is located just below (normally less than 5000 ft
below) the tropopause in the sub-tropical warm air.

(e) Since the wind is obeying Buys Ballot's law, the wind of this northern hemisphere jet
stream is blowing out of the page in the diagram.

(f) The isotachs are closer together on the cold (polar air) low pressure (at altitude) side
of the core of the jet axis.  It is for this reason that the polar side of the jet is the most
likely location of serious clear air turbulence (CAT) and, possibly, windshear.  Near
and below the axis is the likely worst area for CAT. The isotachs are also close
together just above the core of the jet stream.  Recent research has indicated that this
area (just above the core) is a likely secondary area of clear air turbulence.

(g) Since a jet stream is often associated with fronts, the presence of cirrus cloud of
streaked appearance may serve as an indication of the presence of a jet stream,
particularly at a warm front. However jet streams do not themselves generate cloud
and frequently occur in clear air.
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14. Over the North Atlantic the movements of frontal systems means that the position of a polar
front jet stream can move north or south from its forecast position quite rapidly.  In general, because
the average position of the ‘polar front’ is at higher latitudes in summer, jetstreams are also likely to
be located at higher latitudes.

Westerly Sub-tropical Jet
15. Sub-tropical westerly jet streams are found in the latitude band 20° to 40° with the core
height near to the 200hPa level.  This type of jet stream occurs only in tropical air and is not
associated with any frontal systems.  The northern hemisphere sub-tropical jet stream reaches its
maximum speed over Japan in winter when speeds approaching 300kt have been recorded.  In the
southern hemisphere the sub-tropical westerly jet is weaker, reaching 90kt over central Australia in
July.

Easterly Equatorial Jet
16. This jet stream occurs around the 100mb level over certain sections of the equatorial region,
particularly over the southern Indian sub-continent and East Africa at the height of the SW
Monsoon.  The easterly flow is due to the seasonal reversal of the temperature gradient with warm
air over India and North Africa and cooler air nearer the Equator.  Coriolis in the northern
hemisphere turns the flow to the right to create the easterly jet.

Stratospheric Jet Stream (Polar Night Jet)
17. This jet stream occurs at times during the winter and early spring when the stratosphere near
the poles is much colder than at lower latitudes due to the absence of insolation at these times in high
latitudes. Its direction is generally westerly, and its speed is in the range 100 – 200 kts, at and above
the 50hPa level, 70,000 feet (21km).  It occurs typically at latitudes higher than 70°.
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Turbulence in Jet Streams
18. Apart from very strong headwinds the major problem with jet streams is clear air turbulence
(CAT).  Whenever adjacent streams of air are travelling at different velocities wind shear and
turbulence will occur.  Within a jet stream the speed of the air is changing rapidly with departure
from the core, primarily on the polar air side of the core but also to a lesser extent above the core.
Check Figure 5-3 and note that it is in these areas that the isotachs are most tightly packed together.
To avoid the clear air turbulence the best course of action is to descend into the warmer air.  CAT is a
significant aviation problem and is forecast on upper significant weather charts and advised in
SIGMET messages.

19. When CAT associated with jet stream activity is forecast a close eye should be kept on
doppler or INS/IRS drift and groundspeed indications.  When either are changing rapidly you are
likely to be approaching a jet stream and clear  air turbulence is likely. The outside air temperature
gauge can also give some warning by indicating possible entry into the warmer air where the jet is
located.  Seat belts should be secured on first indication of CAT.

20. CAT can also occur above rapidly building cumuliform cloud and near to cumulonimbus and
sharp upper troughs (and occasionally in upper ridges), and in rotor zones and rotor streams which
are devoid of cloud.  The presence of standing waves can intensify the CAT associated with a
jetstream.
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Contour Charts
21. A contour chart shows the horizontal distribution of height above mean sea level of a
constant pressure surface.  Contour lines (also called isohypses) are drawn in a similar way to
contours which appear on topographical relief maps and in the same way show the peaks and
troughs as well as steep or shallow changes in height.  On meteorological contour charts, heights are
usually illustrated in decametres and contours shown at 6 decametre (60 metre) intervals.  Contour
charts are commonly produced for 700, 500, 300, 200 and 100hPa pressure surfaces.  An example of
a 500hPa contour chart for the North Atlantic is shown at Figure 5-4.
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FIGURE 5-4
500 hPa Contour 
Chart of North 
Atlantic
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22. The height of any given contour line will depend on the surface pressure and the mean
temperature of the air between mean sea level and the pressure level considered.  In practice, contour
lines follow very closely to isotherms (lines joining points of equal temperature).  Generally, low
contour height equates to low mean temperature and high contours occur when warmer air exists.

23. Contours can be used to assess likely upper wind speeds.  The isobars of surface charts are
equivalent to the contour lines of constant pressure charts, and just as the spacing of isobars
(pressure gradient) governs the wind speed at any position so does the contour spacing (contour
gradient) on these charts.  Using an appropriate scale, upper wind speeds can be measured from the
contours spacing, the direction being parallel to the contour lines.  Winds are assumed to flow with
low contour heights to the left in the northern hemisphere and to the right in the southern
hemisphere.

24. Closely spaced and sharply curving contours such as might be found around upper troughs
(low height of the contours) or ridges (high height of the contours) are indicative of likely jet stream
activity and associated areas of clear air turbulence.  In general, warm air masses will have high
contours and cold air masses, lower contours.  

25. Refer now to Figure 5-4 and locate the ridge of high contour height over the central North
Atlantic and the low contour trough over Ireland.  These features are associated with warm and cold
air respectively.  Notice the closeness of the contours between 45°N and 50°N along the 10°W
meridian.  The upper winds are strongest in this area and may reach jetstream speed at higher levels.
Clear air turbulence is likely to be encountered in areas where the contour direction is changing such
as south of Ireland and near to 50°N and 40°W.
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26. Thickness Charts.  The difference between contour heights of any given pressure value is
called the thickness.  The height difference is small in cold air and larger in warm air.  Thickness
charts illustrate the mean temperature differences between air masses.  For example, a centre of low
thickness where the contours form an enclosed system is called a cold pool.

Rossby Waves
27. An examination of the global pattern of westerly winds (zonal winds) in the middle to high
latitudes at the 500hPa level (18,000ft), show a flow along distinctive waves known as Rossby or
long waves.

Causes of Wave Formation
28. High mountains, running north/south in both hemispheres affect the vortex which is also
influenced by warm oceans (winter) and warm continents (summer). An examination of the zonal (ie.
west to east) flow shows  large-scale upper troughs and ridges.

29. The northern hemisphere wave pattern is greater than that of the southern hemisphere due to
the differences in landmass, (51% landmass in the northern hemisphere, 19% landmass in the
southern hemisphere), producing an asymmetric wave pattern. This pattern is due to the major
orographic features of the Rockies and the Tibetan Plateau in the Northern Hemisphere, and the
Andes in the Southern Hemisphere.
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Appearance of Rossby Waves
30. The chart at Figure 5-5 illustrates in diagrammatic form the height of the 500hPa pressure
level.  The contour lines (or isohypses) joining points of the same height follow a characteristic
smooth wave shaped pattern.  Troughs of low contour height alternate with ridges of high contour
height creating waves with a wavelength of about 2000km.  These waves are called Rossby or long
westerly waves.

31. The area east of a contour trough gives upper air divergence and surface convergence hence
favouring the formation of depressions. Whilst the area east of an upper ridge is an area of upper
convergence and surface divergence favouring the formation of anti-cyclones.  Rossby waves are
therefore significant to the development of such pressure systems.

32. Rossby waves, once generated, travel slowly with the mid latitude tropospheric zonal flow.
The closer are the contour lines the steeper is the thermal gradient and stronger the wind.  The
strongest winds occur in winter when the thermal gradients are greatest.
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FIGURE 5-5
500hPa Constant 
Pressure Contour 
Chart Showing 
Rossby Wave 
Pattern. One 
Contour has been 
Highlighted to 
Show Ridges and 
Troughs. Lower 
Contour Heights 
are on the Polar 
Side of this Line
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Self Assessed Exercise No. 3

QUESTIONS:
QUESTION 1.

Describe the wind conditions in which standing wave formation is likely.

QUESTION 2.

Give the average distance downwind of hills that the effect of standing waves can be found to extend.

QUESTION 3.

What state of stability of the atmosphere would you expect to find where standing waves are being
generated?

QUESTION 4.

Can standing waves exist in the stratosphere?

QUESTION 5.

Name the cloud types that are associated with standing waves.

QUESTION 6.

How does the icing risk in AC Lenticular cloud compare with icing in AC generally?

QUESTION 7.

Give the average wavelength of standing waves in the troposphere.
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QUESTION 8.

List the optimum conditions for the formation of standing waves.

QUESTION 9.

Where in a standing wave system is the most hazardous area for loss of terrain clearance.

QUESTION 10.

Give a typical value in the troposphere for the vertical velocity of a downdraught in a standing wave
system.

QUESTION 11.

What effect can standing waves have on a jet stream.

QUESTION 12.

What hazard is associated with rotor streaming?

QUESTION 13.

Describe the conditions that can result in rotor streaming.

QUESTION 14.

Name the category of turbulence that is likely in travelling rotors.

QUESTION 15.

State the primary cause of a thermal wind component.
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QUESTION 16.

Compare the pressure at high level in a warm air mass with the same level in a cold air mass.

QUESTION 17.

In the northern hemisphere, if cold mean temperature is to the north (warm air to the south) what is
the likely direction of the thermal wind component?

QUESTION 18.

State the formula for calculating an approximate value of the speed of the thermal wind component
in temperate latitudes.

QUESTION 19.

Explain the part played by the thermal wind component in the development of the wind at any given
level.

QUESTION 20.

Calculate the approximate value of the upper wind velocity given the following data:

(1) Northern hemisphere

(2) Low level wind velocity 180/30kt

(3) Mean cold air is to the north

(4) The thermal component speed generated between the two levels is 40kt.
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QUESTION 21.

Explain why the strongest winds are found just below the tropopause.

QUESTION 22.

State the average dimensions of a typical jet stream.

QUESTION 23.

State the location of the primary area for clear air turbulence in a jet stream.

QUESTION 24.

Describe the appearance of the type of cloud that can give an indication of the presence of a jet
stream.

QUESTION 25.

State the two main types of jet streams and give the pressure levels in which they are typically found.

QUESTION 26.

State the minimum speed for a wind to be classed as a jet stream.

QUESTION 27.

What is significant about the jet stream which can occur near to the equator.

QUESTION 28.

State the approximate latitude band in which the sub-tropical westerly jet stream typically occurs.
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QUESTION 29.

State in which part of the world the strongest jet streams are normally found and give the maximum
speed recorded.

QUESTION 30.

What is the polar night jet stream?

QUESTION 31.

What are westerly (Rossby) waves?

QUESTION 32.

What effect do Rossby waves have on weather systems?

QUESTION 33.

State where CAT can be found in the airflow at medium and upper levels of the troposphere.

QUESTION 34.

Describe the appearance of isotachs in a polar front jet stream.
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ANSWERS:
ANSWER 1.

Wind near to perpendicular to the ridge or range of hills or mountains, wind speed increasing with
height with little change in direction.

ANSWER 2.

50-100nm (approximately 100-200km)

ANSWER 3.

The atmosphere will have a stable layer from approximately ridge or crest height extending to several
thousand feet above the hills or mountains.

ANSWER 4.

Yes, standing waves can extend above the tropopause.

ANSWER 5.

Altocumulus lenticularis

Cap cloud

Roll cloud
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ANSWER 6.

Icing in AC Lenticular is likely to be more severe than in AC generally because the airflow of the
waves pass through the cloud continually thereby limiting the opportunity for ice crystals to form
and keeping the concentration of supercooled water drops high.

ANSWER 7.

5nm

ANSWER 8.

(1) Ridge or range of hills at least 150m high

(2) Wind perpendicular (within 30 deg) to the ridge, with little change in direction with height

(3) Wind speed >15kt and increasing with height 

(4) Stable layer from ridge top to several thousand feet above

ANSWER 9.

On the lee side of the ridge in the downflowing air (the worst flight path is therefore towards the
ridge from downwind).

ANSWER 10.

Average values of 300m per minute are typical.

ANSWER 11.

Turbulence and wind shear are increased where the standing wave flow interacts with the jet stream.
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ANSWER 12.

Severe turbulence at low level downwind of the hill.

ANSWER 13.

A strong wind at low level blowing against a hill or ridge but decreasing or reversing in direction
with height.

ANSWER 14.

Severe.

ANSWER 15.

The existence of a mean temperature difference between two adjacent air masses.

ANSWER 16.

High pressure is created at high level in a warm air mass whereas in the cold air mass comparatively
low pressure will exist.

ANSWER 17.

The thermal component flows in the Northern Hemisphere with cold air to the left, therefore in this
case the thermal component direction is 270 deg.

ANSWER 18.

Speed (kt) = Mean temp gradient (deg/100nm) x Height of air mass in 1000s ft
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ANSWER 19.

The thermal wind component is the difference between the wind velocity at a lower level and the
wind velocity at some higher level. The thermal component when added vectorally to the low level
wind produces a resultant which is the higher level wind.

ANSWER 20.

240/50kt

ANSWER 21.

Above the tropopause the temperature stops decreasing with height, however it does so first in the
cold air which has a lower tropopause. The temperature continues to decrease with height in the
warm air and therefore the thermal gradient starts to reverse thus reducing the thermal wind
component.

ANSWER 22.

Thousands of km in length, a few hundred km wide, 3-4km deep.

ANSWER 23.

Near and below the jet axis on the cold (polar) air side of the jet stream.

ANSWER 24.

Long streaks of cirrus cloud.
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ANSWER 25.

Polar front jet stream location 300-250hPa pressure level (30-34000ft).

Sub-tropical westerly jet stream 200hPa (38000ft).

ANSWER 26.

67kt

ANSWER 27.

The equatorial jet stream is easterly and occurs in the Northern Hemisphere summer at about the
100hPa level.

ANSWER 28.

20 - 40 deg north and south

ANSWER 29.

The sub-tropical jet stream over Japan in winter normally has the highest average speed, it has
reached speeds approaching 300kt. In January the average is 130kt at 200hPa.

ANSWER 30.

A jet stream which occurs in the stratosphere at and above the 50hPa level (21km) near to the winter
pole at latitudes >70 deg.
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ANSWER 31.

A generally consistent westerly airflow (also known as zonal airflow) exists around the earth in mid-
latitudes at middle and upper levels of the troposphere. This flow follows a characteristic wave
pattern known as westerly or Rossby waves (or even as 'long waves'). The waves create mid and
upper level troughs and ridges which are closely connected to depressions and anticyclone
development.

ANSWER 32.

Depressions tend to form on the eastern side of Rossby wave troughs and anticyclones on the eastern
side of Rossby wave ridges.

ANSWER 33.

CAT is found typically where the upper airflow changes direction quickly and/or where strong winds
are present. Specifically CAT is found near to upper level ridges and troughs (as depicted on contour
charts) and in association with jet streams. CAT is also likely above a rapidly building cumulus/Cb,
and in rotor zones of a standing wave system.

ANSWER 34.

Isotachs are closest together on the cold air side of the jet axis and widest apart on the warm air side.
The significance of this is that wind speed changes rapidly on the cold air side of the jet stream and
slowly on the warm air side, hence the worst area for CAT is on the cold air side.
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6Cloud and Precipitation

This chapter covers:

• Basic principle of cloud formation

• Types of cloud

• Cloud classification and description

• Cloud forming processes

• Precipitation

Basic Principles of Cloud Formation
1. Cloud consists of water droplets or ice crystals or a mixture of both.  Cloud forms when
condensation or sublimation occurs.  In the atmosphere hygroscopic nuclei are required in order for
the water droplets to condense.  Where there is an abundance of such nuclei, for example particles of
salt or  combustion products, condensation can occur easily.

2. At low temperatures (below 0°C) cloud forms by the process of sublimation.  In this situation
the air saturates at a sub-zero temperature and the water vapour changes state directly to solid ice.
For this process to occur ice nuclei are required.  Ice or freezing nuclei are minute particles on to
which ice can form.  Minute ice crystals themselves form one source of ice nuclei. Other sources are
believed to include various clay and soil particles and volcanic dust.
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3. When air is cooled to its frost point in the absence of ice nuclei, a supercooled water droplet
will form instead of an ice crystal.  A supercooled water droplet is simply a droplet of water which
exists in a liquid state at a temperature which is below 0°C.   The presence of ice nuclei in the
atmosphere is governed to some extent by temperature.  At temperatures between 0°C and -10°C,
relatively few ice nuclei are found and these supercooled water droplets predominate. Between -10°C
and -40°C the ratio of ice crystals to supercooled water droplets will increase, whilst at temperatures
below -40°C only ice crystals remain.

Cooling Processes
4. In order for air to be cooled to its dew-point (or frost-point) one or more of the following
processes must occur:

(a) heat loss by conduction to the cold surface of the earth;

(b) loss of heat by radiation from the air;

(c) adiabatic cooling due to ascent of the air.

5. The first of these processes will result in the formation of dew or hoar frost or, with a little
turbulent mixing, fog or mist.  This is in effect cloud at the surface. However, a freshening of the
wind may cause the fog or mist to lift into the low cloud.

6. Direct cooling by radiation from the air itself, or more correctly from the water vapour
contained in the air, may contribute to the condensation process, but is unlikely to be the sole cause
of cloud formation.
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7.  It appears therefore that, apart from the lifted fog situation, cloud forms as a result of
adiabatic cooling caused by the upward movement of air.

Processes Leading to Adiabatic Cooling
8. The vertical movement of air can be caused by any one (or a combination) of the following
processes.

(a) turbulence

(b) orographic ascent

(c) convection

(d) widespread ascent, such as that caused by air converging at a warm, cold or occluded
front, or within a depression.

Types of Cloud
9. There are two main types of cloud: 

• heap or cumuliform

• layer or stratiform

Unstable air will give cumuliform cloud, whereas stable air will give stratiform cloud.
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10. Cumuliform cloud is characterised by its marked vertical development.  Clouds may be
scattered with blue skies between, or may lie in a continuous line, as occurs at a cold front.
Cumuliform cloud gives showery precipitation which is often heavy, and the risk of turbulence and
icing.  The greater the vertical development of the cloud, the greater are the aviation hazards
associated with it.

11. Stratiform cloud forms in more or less uniform sheets, often with clear air between the layers.
The precipitation associated with this kind of cloud is more likely to be continuous and light or
moderate rather than heavy.  Severe turbulence is rare in layer cloud and the rate of ice accretion is
normally low or moderate although enforced ascent of this cloud, for example over a hill, could lead
to severe icing.

Cloud Classification
12. Cloud is classified in two ways, according to the height of the base, and according to the
characteristic appearance.

13. The table at Figure 6-1 gives the heights of the base of low, medium and high cloud.

FIGURE 6-1
Cloud Height 
Classification

Cloud Base height (in feet)

Tropical latitudes Temperate latitudes Polar latitudes

High 20,000 to 60,000 16,000 to 43,000 10,000 to 26,000

Medium 6500 to 26,000 6500 to 23,000 6500 to 13,000

Low surface to 6500 surface to 6500 surface to 6500
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14. The tables at Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 give a generalised description of 10 main cloud genera
according to the World Meteorological Organisation.

15. The table at Figure 6-3 describes three types of cloud which are, by definition, low cloud,
since the base height occurs below 6,500 feet.  The first of the three, cumulus cloud, may be
contained within the first 6,500 feet of the atmosphere, especially in its fair weather form.
Cumulonimbus and nimbo-stratus clouds, however, commonly straddle two or three of the height
bands.  It is for this reason that these clouds are commonly given their own sub-classification, as low
cloud with a marked vertical extent.

16. Note at Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 that prefixes are used to denote high cloud (cirro-),
medium cloud (alto-) and rain bearing cloud (nimbo-).

17. High cloud is unlikely to extend above the tropopause.  As the height of the tropopause
decreases towards the poles so do the tops of the upper cloud levels.

Other Cloud Species
18. Altocumulus Lenticularis. You will already have encountered a cloud description which is not
mentioned in the following tables, namely lenticular (or lenticularis) cloud which is often associated
with standing waves.

19. Altocumulus Castellanus.  This is a medium cloud with a distinctive turret or tower-like
appearance, and often occurs in rows or lines.  Castellanus cloud is associated with instability in the
middle atmosphere and is worthy of note because of the possible high icing risk and because it is
indicative of middle atmosphere instability and its presence is often a precursor of  thunderstorms.
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20. Nacreous and Noctilucent Cloud.  Noctilucent cloud is found at the 80 km level (260,000 ft)
and is believed to consist of ice crystals.  Nacreous cloud is often visible at sunset It is found at
between 20 and 30 km (65,000 and 98,000 ft).  Because of their colouring and appearance,
Nacreous clouds are sometimes known as mother-of-pearl clouds.  Neither of these cloud types are
believed to affect the weather within the troposphere.
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FIGURE 6-2
Cloud Chart
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FIGURE 6-3
Cloud Chart 
(continued)
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Cloud Forming Processes

Turbulence
21. The formation of a turbulent (or mixing) layer as air moves across the surface was discussed
in a previous chapter.  Figure 6-4 shows the effect of vigorous mixing within a stable layer of air, the
ELR of which was originally 1°C/300m (1°C/1000 ft), extending from the surface to 3000 ft.

22. The air within the friction layer has become thoroughly mixed and, due to adiabatic cooling
and heating, the ELR becomes modified.

23. Each particle of air carried upwards in the turbulence cools at 3°C/300m (DALR), descending
air warms at the DALR.  Over time, the DALR becomes superimposed on the ELR.
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FIGURE 6-4
Graph of 
Temperature 
before and after 
Mixing showing 
the Formation of 
the Turbulent 
Layer Inversion

24. As a result, the ELR steepens to approximately the DALR.  The more thorough the mixing
the greater will be the modification of the original ELR towards the adiabatic rate.  Note at
Figure 6-4 the marked inversion which characteristically occurs at the top of the mixing layer.
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25. The mixing process and the subsequent redistribution of heat within the layer is assumed to
be self contained;  heat is neither gained nor lost by the process. Therefore, the mean temperature in
the layer is the same after mixing as it was before.  

26. The steepening of the lapse rate therefore results in the warming of the air in the lower levels
and cooling near the top of the layer.

27. The moisture contained in the air within the turbulent layer will also become evenly
distributed throughout the layer due to the mixing process.  If the air contains sufficient moisture, the
cooling may cause the air to become saturated within the layer, and cloud will form from the
condensation level to the top of the mixing layer.  Figure 6-5  shows such a layer of cloud.  Note that
the top of the cloud will be generally level, the vertical motion of the air being effectively arrested by
the inversion which has formed at the top of the mixing layer.

28. The cloud so formed will rarely exceed three or four thousand feet in depth. The base height
of the cloud will depend on the depth of the mixing layer, which is itself dependent on the windspeed
and the nature of the surface, and on the moisture content of the air.  The cloud will either be stratus
(with lighter winds of 10kt or more and moist air) or stratocumulus (with stronger winds of 15kt or
more and drier air).
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FIGURE 6-5
Cloud Formation

29. Conditions for Turbulence Cloud Formation.  Turbulence cloud will occur when the
following conditions are fulfilled:

(a) Sufficient turbulence to cause the ELR within the mixing layer to tend towards the
DALR.

(b) Sufficient moisture present so that saturation occurs within the layer, once mixing has
occurred.

(c) Stable ELR (or pre-existing inversion) (otherwise the air will continue to rise and
cumuliform cloud will result).
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30. Turbulence cloud can only form when the air near to the surface is sufficiently humid.  A cold
surface will  raise the relative humidity of the air in contact with it. For example, the advective
cooling of air over a cold water surface can raise the relative humidity near to saturation which is
likely to  lower the cloudbase.  Over the land this type of cloud often forms in the late evening when
turbulence persists whilst the ground cools and the relative humidity increases.  For this reason, the
base height of existing turbulence cloud will often lower during the evening.

31. Alternatively, turbulence cloud may form after sunrise following a clear night with low
surface temperatures, although in this case the cloud is unlikely to persist once the surface
temperature rises.  However, when the cloud layer is thick, surface heating will be slow and cloud
dispersal delayed.

32. Heavy precipitation is unlikely from turbulence cloud. However a sufficiently thick layer of
stratocumulus formed in this way may give drizzle or light flurries of snow with sufficiently low
temperatures.  Stratocumulus formed over the sea in winter may include significant convective
elements and as a result there may be increased water content and an increased icing risk.

33. Flight Conditions.  Flight conditions which are likely when flying in or near turbulence cloud
are summarised below:

(a) Above the cloud flight will be smooth in the stable air and visibility will be good.

(b) Within the cloud light or occasionally moderate turbulence is likely, visibility will be
poor and above the freezing level (which will be modified by the mixing within the
layer) airframe icing will occur.

(c) Turbulence and wind shear may be encountered on descent into the cloud.
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(d) Below the cloud the light or occasionally moderate turbulence will persist and
visibility will be poor due to the dust which is lifted by the mixing and subsequently
trapped below the inversion.

Convection Process
34. Turbulence cloud derives its name from the fact that it is the turbulence which causes the
mixing which gives rise to the cloud.  Similarly convective cloud is so called because the trigger action
is convective.  With this type of cloud the vertical extent depends on the ELR.  Figure 6-6 illustrates
this point.  Figure 6-6(a) shows the ELR in the morning following a night of light winds and clear
skies.  Notice the surface inversion which is the result of these conditions.  Notice that an inversion
also exists at higher levels in this case. 

35. Figure 6-6(b) shows the effect of surface heating on the lower portion of the ELR (the solid
line).  The dotted line shows the adiabatic rate of change of temperature on a parcel of air which is
lifted from the hot surface and rises without becoming saturated until a state of neutral stability is
reached at (a); still no cloud.
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FIGURE 6-6
(a) Early Morning

(b) After a Rise in   
Surface 
Temperature

(c) A Continuation 
of the Increasing 
Surface 
Temperature and 
the Formation of 
Cloud

(d) With a further 
Rise in 
Temperature the 
Depth of Cloud 
Increases
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36. Figure 6-6(c) shows the effect of further surface heating.  Now the hot air at the surface which
is rising and cooling adiabatically (the dotted line) cools to its dew-point whilst still unstable.
Further cooling subsequently occurs at the SALR, therefore deepening the layer of instability.
Between the condensation level (b) and the point of neutral stability (c) convective cumuliform cloud
will occur.  At this time the vertical development of the cloud is effectively restricted by the upper air
inversion.

37. Should the surface temperature increase to a value such that the dry adiabatic line passes to
the right of the upper air inversion, as at Figure 6-6(d), the cloud is able to develop upwards until the
upward moving air encounters an environment that is stable.  In extreme cases this may not occur
until the top of the cloud reaches a level just above the tropopause.  In temperate latitudes, the top of
the cloud may reach a height where further condensation or sublimation is inhibited by the lack of
water vapour in the very cold air, rather than at the point where neutral stability is achieved.  It
should be appreciated that, in this case, turbulence will be experienced above the cloud, since the  air
is still rising.

38. With the case illustrated at Figure 6-6 the process will reverse in the late afternoon as the
surface temperature starts to fall.  Depending on conditions the cloud may dissipate altogether as
adiabatic heating of the descending air raises its temperature to above the dew-point.  Alternatively
the cloud may spread outwards forming altocumulus and stratocumulus.

39. The instability illustrated above has occurred because of convection due to insolation. The
resulting cumuliform clouds necessarily form only over the land and only by day. Convective cloud
may however form due to advective convection.  Advection is the name given to the process by which
the properties of an air mass change through horizontal movement.
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40. Advective Convection.  If cold air moves over a warm surface, the air at the surface will heat
advectively.  If this advective heating is sufficient, convective instability will result.  The clouds thus
formed may occur over land or sea and by day or night.  The height of convective cloud formed is
then governed by the depth of the instability layer and the quantity of moisture available.  If this
layer is shallow or limited by an inversion, small cumulus clouds with little vertical extent known as
fair weather cumulus will develop.  If instability exists through 10,000 feet or even 20,000 feet then
towering cumulus or cumulonimbus clouds will form, given that the air is sufficiently moist.

Characteristics of Cumulus Cloud
41. The instability associated with cumuliform cloud of marked vertical extent gives rise to strong
vertical currents of air; to the formation of large water droplets; and to the characteristic heavy
shower activity.

42. The composition of a cumuliform cloud will be liquid water between the condensation level
and the zero degree isotherm but supercooled water is likely to be present to much higher levels.
Between 0°C and -10°C the cloud will consist almost entirely of supercooled water droplets, giving
significant airframe icing problems. Between -10°C and -40°C the cloud will consist of a mixture of
supercooled droplets and ice crystals with the proportion of ice increasing with increase of altitude
and consequent drop in temperature.  However, the strong updraughts which occur in this cloud can
carry large super cooled water droplets up to areas where they would not normally be expected.  For
this reason, severe icing in a CB or TS (thunderstorms) should be expected at temperatures as low as
-30°C.  With temperatures below  -45°C the cloud is composed entirely of ice crystals and when this
stage is reached the column-like appearance of the cloud often becomes less distinct and fibrous.  The
ice crystals at the top of the cloud tend to drift downwind giving the anvil which is often seen at the
top of towering cumulus and cumulonimbus.  The cumulonimbus may also become an active
thunderstorm cloud; thunderstorms are discussed in a subsequent chapter.
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Orographic Process
43. The causes of orographic cloud formation are similar to those for turbulence cloud, but the
effect of the surface turbulence is magnified.  It might be imagined then that orographic cloud will be
predominantly stratiform in nature.  This is often the case. However a greater depth of air is affected
and consequently the lapse rates and moisture content of the air at greater heights must also be
considered.

44. Consider the behaviour of air which is flowing perpendicularly to a ridge rising 3000 feet
above the general surface level.  The surface air will be forced upwards through 3000 feet; similarly
the air which was at 3000 feet will be physically lifted to 6000 feet.  Here then is a case where a
whole mass of air, rather than an isolated pocket or parcel of air, is physically lifted and in the
process cools adiabatically.  This will alter the ELR of the air within the lifted layer, possibly causing
a previously stable air mass to become unstable.

45. Assuming that the air is moist and that saturation occurs during the lifting process, the state
of stability of the lifted air will determine the type of cloud which forms.  If the air is stable after
lifting the cloud will be stratiform in nature.  If the air is unstable after lifting then cumuliform cloud
will form, the depth depending on the thickness of the instability layer, and the amount of moisture
present in the air.  A Föhn wind (the warm dry wind on the leeward side of a ridge) may result from
the orographic cloud formation.  The cloud in this case is stratiform and the air stable at the summit
and descends down the leeward side.  It is the loss of moisture as precipitation falls out of the cloud
which gives the characteristically dry air downwind of the ridge.

46. By comparison the violent thunderstorms which sometimes occur over the Alps are another
example of cloud which is predominantly orographic in nature. Here the air is definitely unstable
after lifting.
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47. Orographic cloud by its very nature is generally tied to the hill or mountain causing it and
tends to remain therefore in the same location.

Widespread Ascent
48. The cloud associated with frontal systems is discussed in a subsequent chapter. Suffice for
now to say that the slower uplift of air over a very wide area associated with warm fronts tends to
give predominantly stable conditions and consequently a wide band of stratiform cloud. The steeper
interface of a cold front gives a more pronounced uplift of the warm moist air ahead of the front and
now cumuliform cloud is the norm.

49. Widespread ascent can also occur in non-frontal depressions and convergence zones.

Precipitation
50. The moisture released from cloud is termed precipitation and may take the form of water in
either its liquid state, rain, or its solid state, snow or hail.  Precipitation is classified in meteorology
according to its size, shape, composition, and duration.

51. When water vapour condenses on to hygroscopic nuclei within a cloud the droplets so formed
will initially be 0.02 mm or less in diameter.  The smallest droplets reaching the surface as drizzle will
be of approximately 0.2 mm in diameter and the largest occurring as rain can reach approximately
5.5 mm in diameter.  Obviously then the condensed water droplets must have grown in size within
the cloud before falling out as precipitation.  The mechanics of such an increase in size are described
in the two theories of precipitation.
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Coalescence Theory
52. This theory suggests that rain drops form because minute condensed water droplets collide
with each other and therefore increase in size.  The problem with this theory is that, since the
upcurrents in a given cloud will be fairly uniform, all water droplets will tend to travel upwards at a
constant speed and therefore coalescence (or collision) is unlikely to readily occur. However,
eventually a collision will occur and once a differential in water droplet size is established, heavier
droplets will travel upwards at a slower rate than the smaller droplets, and a chain reaction of
collisions established.

53. The coalescence theory offers the only explanation as to how precipitation forms in cloud
which is wholly at a temperature above 0°C.

The Ice Particle Theory (Bergeron-Fundeisen Process)
54. The ice particle theory, otherwise known as the Bergeron process, suggests that ice particles
must be present in the upper part of the cloud before precipitation can occur. If the cloud is forming
at heights where the temperature is below freezing, some of the water droplets carried up will freeze
on to ice nuclei.  The proportion of frozen droplets will increase towards the top of the cloud as the
temperature drops further below 0°C.

55. According to the ice particle theory, the ice crystals grow in size due to sublimation and to
collisions with supercooled water droplets.  Eventually the ice crystals become too large to be
supported by the upcurrents and they begin to fall through the cloud.  During the descent they
become larger still, due to further collisions with liquid water droplets. Depending on the
temperature the precipitation which started its descent from the top of the cloud as an ice crystal will
leave the base of the cloud either as rain or as snowflakes.
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56. The coalescence theory offers no explanation for the formation of snowflakes. The ice
particle theory offers no explanation for the formation which occurs from clouds which are wholly at
temperatures above 0°C.  It would therefore appear that the two theories are complementary.

Classification of Precipitation

Water Droplets
57. Droplet Size.  The size of raindrops, however formed, is proportional to the strength of the
upcurrents present in the cloud.  This is one reason why not all clouds give precipitation.  If the
upcurrents are very weak the water droplets falling out of the cloud will be very small, and will
evaporate within the unsaturated air beneath the cloud before reaching the surface.  Larger droplets
may reduce in size as they fall but will still reach the surface.

58. Water droplets, (or ice particles), will be held in suspension in the cloud until they grow to
such a size that the terminal velocity of the raindrop exceeds the velocity of the upcurrent attempting
to support it.  The table at Figure 6-7 shows the relationship between droplet size and terminal
velocity.  Note that the maximum droplet size that can exist is 5.5 mm, and that a vertical upcurrent
of about 9m/sec is required to hold a droplet of this size within the cloud.  Vertical velocities of this
magnitude are not uncommon in large cumulonimbus clouds.  Stronger upcurrents will not result in
larger water droplets falling out of the cloud because larger droplets will break up due to air
resistance during their descent.
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FIGURE 6-7

Assessment of Precipitation
59.  Drizzle droplets reaching the surface are usually less than 0.5 mm in diameter.  As the size of
the droplets increases the precipitation is said to be rain.  Heavy rain occurs when the droplets are
approaching maximum diameter (5.5 mm). There are no clearly defined parameters to distinguish
between the various categories because instantaneous measurement is too difficult so in practice the
assessment is quite subjective.  However, drizzle is often defined as being rain which is so light that it
causes no appreciable pattern to be formed when it falls upon a still water surface.

60. The continuity or otherwise of precipitation is normally reported.  Continuous rain is self-
evident, however there is a distinct difference between intermittent rain and showers. With
intermittent rain, the sky remains cloudy between periods of rainfall, whilst with showers the sky
clears between the periods of precipitation.

61. ‘Virga’ is the name given to the appearance of precipitation which evaporates before reaching
the surface.  It has the characteristic appearance of dark streaks which do not reach the surface.

Cloud drops Drizzle Rain

Diameter (mm) 0.02 0.1 0.2 1 2 4 5.8

Terminal velocity (m/sec) .012 .27 .72 .4 6.49 8.83 9.17
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Ice Precipitation
62. If precipitation falls in the form of ice (other than hail) three forms are classified, and these
are roughly related to size:

(a) Snow grains (also known as granular snow).  Small grains of opaque white ice,
normally less than 1 mm in diameter associated with ST or SC in cold weather.
Usually this type of precipitation is associated with Cb cloud.

(b) Diamond dust.  Ice crystals in the form of very small needles, so small that they appear
to be suspended in the air and scintillate in the sun. This type of ice crystal is
associated with very low temperatures.

(c) Snowflakes.  Larger conglomerates of crystals which appear to be opaque and feathery
in composition form true snowflakes.  These are formed by a process of aggregation
where collisions between crystals result in the build up of ice crystals into the
characteristic appearance of snow.  Snow rarely reaches the surface if the temperature
is much in excess of +4°C.  This is because of the large surface area in relation to the
volume of ice present, and to the low terminal velocity.

63. Sleet occurs when rain and snow fall together, or alternatively where snow partially melts as it
falls.  In the USA this term is used to describe precipitation of transparent grains or pellets of ice
when raindrops freeze as they descend through a colder layer of air.  Because of this difference in
terminology, the term sleet is not used and the non-USA version is described as ‘rain and snow’.

64. Hail is  precipitation in the form of ice. It has two forms:
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(a) Soft hail or ‘graupel’ consists of white opaque pellets rarely exceeding a few
millimetres in diameter.  It falls predominantly from cumuliform cloud in shower form
during cold weather.

(b) Hard hail consists of hard pellets, normally within the range of 5 to 50mm in size,
frequently with a structure of concentric layers of alternating clear and opaque ice.
Hard hail is normally associated only with instability cloud of considerable depth.
The ice particle theory of precipitation formation suggests that an ice crystal initially
forms the core of any precipitating matter.  With hail it is believed that, in the upper
parts of the cloud where there is a scarcity of supercooled water, the ice particle grows
in size slowly through the sublimation process. Here air is trapped as a new layer of
ice forms around the original ice particle giving an opaque appearance to the ice layer.
The hail stone now descends into the lower cloud where there is an abundance of
supercooled water.  Another layer of ice forms rapidly without trapping any air, and so
this layer of ice will be clear or transparent.  Should the magnitude of the updraughts
now increase the hail stone will be carried upwards once again and the whole process
repeated.

65. In the case of a large cumulonimbus cloud in temperate latitudes the building process may be
repeated often enough to give hail stones approaching 1 cm in diameter.  In mid to low latitudes hail
stones the size of golf balls occur; in South Africa hail stones of this size can devastate acres of cereal
crops in minutes, and cause considerable structural damage.  Exceptionally, hail stones the size of
grapefruit and weighing a kilogram or more have been recorded.

66. In equatorial regions hail occurs only rarely at surface levels, because the higher ambient
temperatures tends to melt the hail before it reaches the surface.
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Self Assessed Exercise No. 4

QUESTIONS:
QUESTION 1.

Name the primary process involved in the formation of cloud.

QUESTION 2.

List the four processes which lead directly to adiabatic cooling.

QUESTION 3.

Describe the differences between the two main types of cloud.

QUESTION 4.

What factor is most important in the formation of stratus instead of stratocumulus?

QUESTION 5.

At which time of day is convection cloud most likely to reach its maximum rate of development?

QUESTION 6.

What effect does a high level inversion have on convective cloud formation?

QUESTION 7.

Describe a typical situation in which convection results from advection.
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QUESTION 8.

What are the flying conditions associated with convection cloud?

QUESTION 9.

What is orographic cloud?

QUESTION 10.

Which cloud types can form through the orographic process?

QUESTION 11.

Which type of cloud is typically associated with the Fohn (Foehn) effect?

QUESTION 12.

Describe the types of precipitation associated with the two main cloud types.

QUESTION 13.

What is significant about altocumulus lenticularis cloud?

QUESTION 14.

What are nacreous and noctilucent clouds?

QUESTION 15.

Name the parameters governing the classification of high, medium and low cloud in temperate
latitudes.
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QUESTION 16.

In cloud naming what do the terms alto- and nimbo- mean?

QUESTION 17.

In order for turbulence cloud to form, what factors must be present?

QUESTION 18.

Name the clouds formed by the turbulence process.

QUESTION 19.

Describe the effect of turbulence on the distribution of heat within the turbulence layer.

QUESTION 20.

What effect does a general cooling at the surface have on the base of turbulence cloud.

QUESTION 21.

Describe the main aspects of flying conditions when turbulence cloud is present.

QUESTION 22.

Name the phenomena that can result in the widespread ascent of air and cloud formation.

QUESTION 23.

Name the two theories associated with the development of precipitation.
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QUESTION 24.

State the main factor which governs the maximum size to which particles can grow.

QUESTION 25.

In terms of precipitation, what is virga?

ANSWERS:
ANSWER 1.

The adiabatic cooling of air.

ANSWER 2.

(a) turbulence

(b) orographic ascent

(c) convection

(d) widespread ascent

ANSWER 3.

Heap (cumuliform) cloud has marked vertical extent and forms when the air is unstable. Stratiform
cloud forms in layers in stable conditions.
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ANSWER 4.

Stratus is more likely to form when air has a high moisture content, normally, the more moist the air
is the lower is the base. Stratocumulus forms in slightly drier air and needs to be cooled through a
deeper turbulence layer before condensation occurs.

ANSWER 5.

The time of maximum surface temperature is likely to lead to the most rapid development of cloud,
and this occurs typically in the mid to late afternoon.

ANSWER 6.

The vertical extent of convection cloud will not normally extend above the base of any high level
inversion, but note, strong surface heating can result in convection breaking through an inversion in
tropical areas.

ANSWER 7.

When cold air moves (advection) from over land to over the sea in winter the warmer sea surface is
likely to trigger convection cloud development.

ANSWER 8.

Moderate to severe turbulence.

Moderate to severe icing.

Showers of rain, snow or hail.

Possibility of lightning.
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ANSWER 9.

Orographic cloud is cloud formed when air is forced to rise over hills and mountains.

ANSWER 10.

Stratus cloud can form on hills when the air is stable. When the air is unstable or, becomes unstable
through forced ascent then cumuliform cloud is likely.

ANSWER 11.

Orographic stratiform cloud (usually formed as 'cap' cloud).

ANSWER 12.

Heap cloud produces precipitation in the form of showers. Stratiform cloud can produce rain or
intermittent rain or, no precipitation at all.

ANSWER 13.

Altocumulus lenticularis often forms in the crests of standing waves and if present is a good indicator
of such phenomena.

ANSWER 14.

Very high altitude cloud occurring at 20-30km (nacreous), and around 80km (noctilucent).
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ANSWER 15.

High cloud       - cloud with a base between 16000ft and 43000ft

Medium cloud - cloud with a base between 6500ft and 23000ft

Low cloud        - cloud with a base below 6500ft

ANSWER 16.

Alto- is used as name prefix to indicate medium level cloud.

Nimbo- means 'rain bearing'.

ANSWER 17.

(a) Sufficient turbulence (typically a wind speed >10kt)

(b) Sufficient moisture to permit condensation within the turbulence layer

(c) Stable conditions or a pre-existing inversion

ANSWER 18.

Stratus and stratocumulus

ANSWER 19.

The effect of turbulence is to steepen the ELR to about 1deg C per 100m (DALR)and since the
average temperature in the layer does not change, this results in an increase in temperature near the
surface and a decrease near the top of the layer
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ANSWER 20.

When cooling occurs, for example at night or, advectively, and the turbulence continues, the base of
the cloud will lower.

ANSWER 21.

Flight above cloud is likely to be in smooth air. Turbulence and windshear are likely on descending
into the cloud tops. Icing is typically light over land but may increase significantly when the cloud
forms over hills or when formed over the sea in winter. Visibility below cloud is likely to be poor.

ANSWER 22.

(a) Frontal systems

(b) Non-frontal depressions

(c) Convergence zones

ANSWER 23.

Coalescence theory and the ice particle theory (Bergeron-Findeisen process).

ANSWER 24.

Cloud particles can only grow to the size that the strength of the upward component of the air
currents inside cloud can support.

ANSWER 25.

Precipitation which evaporates before reaching the surface.
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7Thunderstorms

1. The way in which cumulonimbus cloud forms was discussed in a previous chapter.  It was
established that such clouds will only form if a state of marked instability exists within the
atmosphere. Only cumulonimbus clouds will produce thunderstorms, but not every cumulonimbus
will produce a thunderstorm.  Thunderstorms are significant because of the potential hazards that
may be encountered in, above, under or near to them.

Conditions Favourable for Thunderstorm Formation
2. Thunderstorms are most likely to occur when:

(a) The ELR is steeper than the SALR throughout a layer of air at least 10,000 feet deep.

(b) An adequate supply of moisture is available.

(c) A trigger action is present.

Types of Trigger Action
3. Thermal trigger actions in the form of insolation or advection were mentioned in the previous
chapter, as was orographic lifting.  In addition the lifting which occurs when the warm air ahead of a
cold front is forced to rise up can trigger thunderstorms.  Finally, the situation where air is
converging to a point and consequently rising (convergence lifting) may also act as a suitable trigger.
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4. Trigger actions may act alone or in a combination.  For example a marked cold front may
develop thunderstorm activity on reaching an orographic obstacle such as the Pennines or the Alps.

Types of Thunderstorms
5. Depending on the type of trigger action, thunderstorms may be classified as air mass or
frontal storms.

6. Airmass Thunderstorms.  In air mass thunderstorms, the primary trigger action is thermal
and may be due to insolation or advection.  When insolation is the trigger action, the thunderstorms
develop most readily in a col or weak depression and of course, in temperate latitudes at least, only
over the land.  The most favourable time of day for these storms to develop is in the late afternoon
with maximum insolation.  They are also most likely to occur during the summer.  Air mass
thunderstorms also occur over the sea and when the trigger action is advective resulting from cold
moist air moving over a relatively warm sea.  Such conditions are more likely in winter in temperate
latitudes.  Thunderstorms may form in this way by day or by night. Storms can also form along the
coastline where an orographic trigger reinforces the advective trigger action.  Because of the nature of
the trigger action, air mass thunderstorms tend to be isolated. However, convergence such as in a
trough of low pressure can encourage thunderstorms to form in an organised line or line squall.
Over the land where the trigger action is primarily insolation, the sky is unlikely to contain any
significant layers of stratiform cloud which could mask the presence of the storm cells.  If the storm
cells are embedded in other cloud they become more of a hazard because avoidance is difficult
without the assistance of airborne weather radar.
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7. Frontal Thunderstorms.  In the case of frontal thunderstorms the trigger action is attributed
mainly to frontal uplift.  Frontal thunderstorms normally occur at the cold front or on an occluded
front although they may also occur at the warm front on rare occasions.  The storm activity appears
as an advancing line of thunderstorm cloud known as a line squall.  Such squall lines may well be
100 nm in length and thus present a significant barrier of hazardous weather.

8. Penetration of such a line squall may prove difficult both because of the distribution of the
storm cloud and because of the presence of other frontal clouds within which the thunderstorm cloud
will be embedded.

Altocumulus Castellanus Cloud
9. An indication of potential thunderstorm development may come from the presence of
altocumulus castellanus, which is cumiliform cloud with a base above 8000 ft; it is caused by
instability at medium levels.

Classification of Thunderstorms
10. Thunderstorms are classified as either single or multicell storms.  Single cell storms are more
common over the UK and northern Europe.  Multicell storms are more common in the continental
areas in summer such as the USA, the southern European area, and in the tropics.  The supercell
storm is an extreme version of a multicell storm and occurs frequently in some continental areas
especially in such areas as the southern states of the USA in summer.  These are the storms often
responsible for the development of powerful tornadoes.
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The Life Cycle of a Thunderstorm
11. It is not yet clearly understood why some cumulonimbus clouds produce thunderstorms
whilst others do not.  The large amount of latent heat which is released as moist air condenses within
the cloud provides the energy which is necessary for the storm activity to develop.

12. A thunderstorm will normally consist of several cloud cells in different stages of development.
The diameter of individual cells varies from 2 - 10km, with adjacent cells separated by narrow cloud-
filled lanes.  Normally each storm cell has a life cycle of three identifiable stages.

13. The direction of movement of thunderstorms has been found to be close to the direction of
the wind at the 700 hPa (10,000 ft) level.
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FIGURE 7-1
The Three Stages 
of Development of 
a Single Cell 
Thunderstorm
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Building or Cumulus Stage
14. New and growing cells can be recognised by their clearly defined ‘cauliflower’ shaped top and
outline.  Development is usually very rapid, perhaps being completed on average in 15 - 20 minutes.
The cloud is made up almost entirely of water droplets at this stage. The top of the cloud may reach
the tropopause and beyond, reaching in some cases 40,000 ft in temperate latitudes and 60,000 ft in
sub-tropical and tropical regions.  The top of a developing cell has been observed to rise at more than
5000 ft/min.  Updraughts in this stage may reach 30m/sec but more typically 5-10m/sec. The
development or cumulus stage is shown at Figure 7-1(a).

Mature Stage
15. The mature stage is marked by the onset of precipitation and downdraughts, and by the top
of the cloud taking on a less distinct fibrous appearance due to the presence of ice crystals.  The
precipitation itself creates downdraughts in the cloud,  initially due to friction.  The descending air
warms at the SALR but the descending ice crystals and super cooled water droplets ensure that the
cold downdraught is maintained.  Severe up and down draughts may exist close together reaching
speeds in excess of 15m/sec (3000 ft/min). Sharp vertical gusts of 50m/sec (10,000 ft/min) have been
measured.  It is because of the descending air that the freezing level, which was originally higher
within the cloud than in the surrounding free air, will lower rapidly.  For this reason icing conditions
should be assumed within cumulonimbus cloud at any level, regardless of the presumed 0°C level.
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16. On reaching low levels, the cold dense air of the downdraught spreads out horizontally away
from the centre of the storm.  As this cold air moves away from the storm it causes squall wind
conditions which are often severe, with marked change in wind direction as well as a significant
increase in windspeed.  The leading edge of this spreading cold air is known as the gust front and
may extend up to 32 km from the storm centre or up to 40 km from an organised line of storms.  The
effects of the gust front may be felt at heights of up to 6000 ft above the ground.  The mature stage is
illustrated at Figure 7-1(b).  The average duration of this second stage is in the order of 30 minutes.

Dissipating Stage
17. This stage commences when the storm has exhausted the local supply of moist air. The
downdraughts will  by now have spread right across the cloud, and the precipitation will have
moderated to a light drizzle.  The subsiding air may cause the cloud to dissipate, or alternatively the
cloud may spread laterally to form stratocumulus.

18. Small updraughts still persist in the upper part of the cloud which consists almost entirely of
ice crystals.  The top of the cloud therefore persists, and tends to drift downwind to form the
characteristic anvil.

19. The dissipating stage is illustrated at Figure 7-1(c).  The process of dissipation may take two
hours or more.

20. Because a thunderstorm may consist of several individual cells at any time, perhaps one cell
will be forming, one active and the remainder dissipating.  The subsiding air from the dissipating
cells can therefore trigger new cells or re-activate old ones. The storm cloud may persist for some
time after the original trigger action has disappeared.
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Supercell Thunderstorm
21. A particular condition of storm re-generation is known as the self-propagating storm. In this
case the cell re-generates itself rather than forming new ones or re-generating its neighbours.  It
occurs when a marked change of wind velocity (either in direction or speed) exists within the deep
band of unstable air within which the storm cell grows. The cloud becomes tilted out of the vertical
and at the active stage much of the precipitation and downdraught tends to descend outside the
boundaries of the cell.  As a result the updraught is not counteracted by the downdraught as it is in a
normal storm.  The rapid ascent of air and subsequent fall in pressure can create a localised vortex
resulting in funnel cloud and possibly torando formation at the mature stage.  Providing an adequate
supply of warm moist air is available, the supercell storm may continue for several hours.

22. The Mid-West of the USA is a primary area for these super cell storms.  Warm, moist air
flowing in from the Gulf of Mexico at low level is heated over the land and rises rapidly into the
cooler air above.  The storms tend to follow a path which is either 20° to the right and slower than
the mean tropospheric wind or, 20° to the left and faster than the mean tropospheric wind, those
travelling to the right are more common in the northerm hemisphere.  The rotation of the cloud
which coincides with this movement is connected with the development of tornadoes near to the
updraught.  Figure 7-2 illustrates in principle the structure of a supercell thunderstorm at the mature
stage.  In principle, a supercell storm passes through four stages; initial, supercell, tornado and
dissipating.
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FIGURE 7-2
Diagrammatic 
Vertical Section of 
a Supercell Storm

Origins of Lightning/Atmospheric Electricity
23. A lightning flash is the rapid discharge of static electricity.  Such a discharge can occur when
the difference in electrical potential reaches a certain value depending on the conductivity of the air
and the distance the discharge has to travel.  Discharges can occur between cloud and ground,
between two clouds or more importantly between cloud and aircraft.
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24. The build up of static electricity in the vicinity of a thunderstorm is a common characteristic.
An aircraft may experience a visible discharge of static electricity around the windscreen and other
places as ‘St Elmo’s fire’.  This phenomenon is not considered to be hazardous in itself but is
important in being an indication of proximity to a thunderstorm.  Background noise on high and
medium frequency radio equipment is also likely to increase.  VHF radio reception may be affected
also but not to the same extent as with lower frequencies.

25. The electrical field present in the atmosphere is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 7-3.
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FIGURE 7-3
General 
Distribution of 
Electrical Flow in 
the Atmosphere
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26. The ionosphere has a positive charge and the Earth negative.  Ionisation currents are
considered to flow slowly to Earth and slow point discharge occurs in the reverse direction.  The
potential is typically about 100v/m in fine weather but reduces with height to about 5v/m at 15km.
Normally dry air is a poor conductor of electricity and therefore a large potential is required to break
down its insulating properties.  A lightning discharge occurs when this breakdown takes place.

27. The static build up associated with a thunderstorm is the sign that the potential may be near
to the required breakdown value.  Clouds have, typically, a negative charge in the lower half and are
positive in the upper half when ice crystals are present.  However, in a Cb cloud a small positive
region can also develop at the base.  See Figure 7-4.  Similarly beneath the cloud, the Earth acquires
locally a positive charge.  A discharge to the surface occurs in the first instance from cloud to ground
(the leader stroke) as a very faint flash, followed immediately by a large discharge from Earth to
cloud (the return stroke) which is the normal visible lightning.  The return stroke carries a positive
charge back into the cloud.  A similar process occurs between cloud and aircraft.
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FIGURE 7-4
Distribution of 
Positive and 
Negative Charge 
in and around a 
Thunderstorm
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Hazards
28. Outlined below is a summary of the hazards and their causes associated with flight in or near
thunderstorms.  Remember that the best precaution available is absolute avoidance. Make full use of
available meteorological briefing facilities, act upon SIGMET when received, and make full use of
AWR or stormscope systems when fitted.

Hail
29. Hailstones form readily in thunderstorm cloud, and large stones can cause significant damage
to the leading and upper surfaces of an aircraft.  As a rule, the hailstones decrease in both size and
intensity towards the top of the cloud, and so penetration, if unavoidable, should be made at high
level.

30. Hail should be assumed to exist at any level in a thunderstorm.  Stability at or near the
tropopause results in the characteristic flattened top of a cumulonimbus and strong upper winds
cause the overhang of the anvil from which hail may fall.  Flight beneath the overhang should
therefore be avoided.

31. Hailstones of up to 5½ inches in diameter have been found at ground level and at 10,000 ft
hailstones 4 inches in diameter can be encountered.  Hailstones large enough to cause structural
damage to aircraft should be expected up to 45,000 ft.
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Icing
32. Chapter 9 deals in depth with both airframe and engine icing. Suffice for now to say that the
abundance of supercooled water droplets will give rapid accumulations of ice when flying above the
freezing level.  As the temperature drops the amount of liquid water present diminishes and therefore
the risk of icing decreases.

33. The consequence of ice on the airframe will be to degrade the aerodynamic shape and smooth
surface giving an increase in drag and a loss of lift, as well as an increase in weight.  The stalling
speed will increase, engine intakes may become restricted, unheated static and pitot sensing devices
may become blocked, and ice on aerials may cause loss of communications and navigation aids.
With propeller-driven aircraft uneven icing on the blades may set up dangerous stresses and forward
visibility through unheated wind-screens will diminish rapidly.

34. Penetration of a CB or TS at any level should be avoided but, if unavoidable, should be made
as high as is possible, so that the temperature is well below -10°C. Alternatively, penetration should
be  made below the freezing level, which will be lower within the cloud than outside it, providing
that minimum safe altitude considerations,  permit such a course of action.  Avoidance of the TS is
the safest option.

35. Airframe icing may occur from 0°C down to -45°C.  However at the lower temperatures
fewer supercooled water droplets exist and the probability of severe icing occurring at temperatures
below -30°C is very much reduced.  Anti-icing or de-icing systems should be used to the full if
penetration of a storm cell cannot be avoided.
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36. Induction system icing should also be considered since thunderstorms form in conditions of
high humidity.  Flame-out of turbine engines due to ice ingestion must be anticipated and continuous
use of the ignition (in accordance with any limitations laid down in the flight manual) should be
employed to reduce the risk.

Lightning
37. Lightning strikes on aircraft are thought to be most likely to occur at levels where the
temperature is between -10°C and +10°C, that is to say within about 5000 ft above or below the
freezing level.  Providing that the aircraft is properly bonded there should be little damage other than
burn marks at the points of entry and exit of the lightning strike. External aerials are of course
insulated from the airframe rather than bonded to it. Should lightning strike such an aerial, it is likely
that the heat generated across the insulating material will burn off the aerial as effectively as a
welding torch.

38. Magnetic compasses will become totally unreliable following a lighting strike.  The large
deviations observed immediately following the strike will decay fairly rapidly.  Smaller but significant
residual deviations will remain for long periods and it will be necessary to check and probably
recalibrate the compasses before the next flight.

39. Lightning flashes may cause short-term partial loss of vision.  Anti-glare glasses (or sun-
glasses) should be worn and flight deck thunderstorm lights (or the normal internal lighting) should
be turned full up to minimise the effect.

40. Again flight through the cloud, if unavoidable, should be made at as high a level as is
practicable.  Gyro-magnetic compasses should be switched to the pure gyro mode prior to
penetration of the storm activity.
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Static Electricity
41. The static electricity within the cloud will cause interference with radio communication and
navigation systems.  VHF systems will not be seriously affected; HF systems will suffer rather more
than VHF systems.  Equipment operating in the MF, LF and VLF bands will be most affected.  The
ADF receiver is likely to be significantly in error and may indicate the centre of the nearest active cell!

42. Precipitation static is generated when rain or snow impinges on an airframe. It can degrade
both the range and accuracy of ADF systems.

Turbulence
43. Turbulence is strongest in developing and mature cells.  Vertical displacements of 5000 ft
have occurred and large roll and pitching motions should be anticipated.

44. Mammatus (that is to say mammary shaped) clouds projecting below cumulonimbus or
altocumulus clouds are indicative of strong vertical turbulence.  Outside of the storm cell severe
turbulence may exist out to a range of between 15 and 20 nm downwind.

45. The presence of lightning cannot be regarded as a reliable guide as to where the strongest
turbulence exists.  Although a storm is usually well developed before lightning occurs it may continue
into the decaying stage when the turbulence has diminished.

46. Severe turbulence can be encountered several thousand feet above an active storm,
particularly when windspeeds of 100 kt or more exist.
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47. Accidents involving loss of control and in some cases structural failure have occurred as a
result of attempts to regain control or through incorrect flying techniques.  Guidance on flying
techniques in areas of severe turbulence is given in Aeronautical Information Circulars (AICs) and in
the flight manual for specific aircraft types.

Microburst
48. When a particularly severe storm occurs a microburst may be produced.  A microburst is a
highly concentrated and powerful downdraught of air, typically less than 5 km in diameter and
lasting from  1 to 5 minutes.  Downdraught speeds of 60 kt have been observed in severe
microbursts.

49. A microburst need not be associated with precipitation, a dry microburst occurs when
precipitation evaporates before reaching the ground (a phenomenon described as virga) such as
might happen with a high cloudbase.  The evaporative cooling in this case enhances the strength of
the downdraught.

Windshear
50. The presence of a thunderstorm is likely to create a high risk of windshear.  At low altitude
changes in windspeed of as much as 80 kt and changes in wind direction of as much as 90° can occur.
Windshear is discussed in Chapter 8.
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Tornadoes
51. A tornado is a concentrated vortex with an approximately vertical axis and a diameter of 50 -
250m.  Tornadoes are associated with well developed supercell TS and line squall.   Although they
are more common and more severe in the Great Plains of the USA in spring and summer they can
also occur in the UK and Europe.

52. Tornadoes are a very serious aviation hazard and wind speeds within the vortex have been
measured at 200 kt.  Although the tornado may be visible as an extension of the cloud down to the
surface it is likely that the vortex extends upwards well into the cloud. When the cloud does not
extend down to the surface the vortex may cause a funnel cloud to form below a cumulonimbus.
Thunderstorms which are likely to produce tornadoes are likely to appear on weather radar with a
characteristic ‘hook’ echo representing the spiral cloud bands around the centre.  Tornadoes can split
into multiple vortices rotating in a cyclonic direction.  Maximum wind speeds are found on the right
side where the rotation and translation speeds are complementary.

Water Ingestion
53. There may be areas within the storm where the updraught velocity exceeds the terminal
velocity  of water droplets.  In these areas very high concentrations of water may occur and a risk of
flame-out or of structural failure of jet engines exists. Guidance for the safest operation of jet engines
in these conditions should be given in the flight manual. However avoidance must remain the first
priority.
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Instrument Errors
54. Pressure variations and gusts may result in errors in pressure instruments.  Altimeter errors of
up to plus or minus 1000 ft may exist.  Near the surface heavy rain indicates the areas within which
these errors are likely to occur.  Airspeed indicator errors may result from water ingestion into pitot
heads.

55. Attitude indicators may not provide sufficient accuracy at large angles of pitch, or may not
have a sufficient range of freedom to cope with the attitudes which might be encountered in areas of
extreme turbulence.

56. Magnetic compasses cannot be relied upon after a lightning strike and should be checked as
soon as possible.

Use of Weather Radar

Using a Monochrome AWR for Weather Avoidance
57. The contour facility on a monochrome weather radar is able to show the difference between
the moderate and heavy returns from water droplets of different sizes.  One problem is that the ‘hole’
which indicates a heavy return is the same colour as those areas where the level of return is either non
existent or so low as to not paint at all on the screen.  The problem is illustrated at Figure 7-5 and
Figure 7-6.  At Figure 7-5 cumiliform cloud is shown on the 50 nm range scale of an airborne
weather radar screen with the contour facility switched off (WEA is selected on the function switch).
At Figure 7-6 the same cloud is shown painting with the contour on (CONT is selected on the
function switch).
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FIGURE 7-5
Weather Radar 
Screen Display 
with ‘WEA’ 
Selected
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FIGURE 7-6
The Effect of 
Selecting ‘Cont’ 
Function

58. Were the operator to use the radar continuously in the contour mode it would be easy to
interprete the ‘apparently weak’ paint of the weather ahead as cloud of little significance.  It is
therefore recommended that the operator alternates between the WEA and the CONT functions
when assessing the severity of weather returns and planning the subsequent path for weather
avoidance.  Areas which paint in the WEA mode but not in the CONT mode should most definitely
be avoided.  With some monochrome systems this is done automatically when the contour mode is
selected.  This gives the ‘holes’ a flashing appearance which serves as an attention getter.
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59. Another problem which needs to be addressed is that of the signal strength contour gradient.
We know that a zero paint area which is in fact a hole represents an area of large water droplets; that
an area which is painting (in the contour mode) represents an area of smaller but still significant
water droplets; and that the no paint area outside this represents an area of little or no signal return.
Whilst it is prudent to associate the ‘hole’ with moderate or severe turbulence, the worst turbulence
may in fact be encountered where the signal gradient is steepest, in other words where the size of the
droplets is changing very rapidly.  Such areas are indicated on the screen as a narrow paint between
the ‘hole’ and the free air outside of the cumiliform cloud, as indicated at Figure 7-7.

60. Finally, it will be apparent that the setting on the tilt control will have a major effect on the
use of an AWR for weather avoidance. With the tilt set too far downwards the pilot could spend a
considerable amount of time ‘avoiding’ clouds that are below the aircraft flight path. Similarly, with
the tilt set at too high an angle the presence of a thunderstorm may not be detected until it is too late
to take avoiding action.
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FIGURE 7-7
Identification of 
Turbulent Area 
using an AWR 
Display

I

61. The primary purpose of airborne weather radar (AWR) is to aid thunderstorm avoidance.
Guidance on the distances by which thunderstorms should be avoided are contained in UK AICs and
are repeated at Figure 7-8.  It should be noted that radar cannot provide reliable indications as to
areas of hailstones within a storm cell, since rain and hailstones produce similar echoes on the AWR.
However, cloud returns exhibiting certain shapes on the radar screen are indicative of possible severe
flying conditions. In particular, radar returns with scalloped edges or with pointed or hook shaped
echoes should be avoided. In addition, because of the high rate of growth of thunderstorms, if storm
clouds have to be overflown, a vertical separation of at least 5000 ft should be maintained.
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FIGURE 7-8
Thunderstorm 
Avoidance (Source 
CAA (UK))

62. Aircraft without a serviceable AWR should avoid by 10 nm any storm which is tall, growing
rapidly or has an anvil shaped top.

Use of Stormscope
63. The stormscope uses the basic principles of ADF, utilising the ADF loop and sense antenna.
Being a low frequency system, care must be taken to ensure the avoidance of interference from
generators, motors, etc.  The system is inhibited when a communications transmitter is in use.

64. Electrical activity associated with thunderstorms is displayed on a 360 degree calibrated
display.  The direction being obtained from the ADF loop and sense antennas, whilst range uses a
pseudo-range system based on comparison of the received signal strength of the electrical discharge
compared with a computer generated ‘standard’, thus giving a pseudo range.

Flight altitude Avoidance using AWR

0 - 20,000 ft Avoid by 10 nm echoes with protrusions or which show rapid changes in 
shape.  Avoid by 5 nm echoes with sharp edges or which show strong 
gradients of intensity on iso-echo mode.

20,000 - 25,000 ft Avoid all echoes by 10 nm.

25,000 - 30,000 ft Avoid all echoes by 15 nm.

Above 30,000 ft Avoid all echoes by 20 nm.
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65. The display has the aircraft in the centre of the unit with range rings radially outwards.  The
outer range ring is selectable at 40, 100 or 200 miles.  Discharges are recorded in memory and the
unit has the ability to retain 128 events and to display these simultaneously.  Subsequent discharges
continuously update with the oldest data in memory being deleted as new data is added.
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8Windshear

Background
1. Windshear is caused by variations in the direction and/or speed of the local wind with
changes in height and/or horizontal distance, it is almost always present but normally does not cause
undue difficulty to the pilot.  It is the abnormal windshear that is dangerous. Short-term fluctuations
in the wind (gusts) are common at low altitudes, and are unlikely to cause prolonged excursions from
the intended flight path and target air speed.  If these gusts are large and prolonged their effect on an
aircraft may be similar to that caused by a windshear.

2. Windshear tends to displace an aircraft abruptly from its intended flight profile such that
substantial control action is required.

Definition of Terms Used in Windshear
3. Low altitude windshear. This type of windshear is experienced along the final approach path
or during the initial climb-out flight path.

4. Types of windshear.  The following definitions are used in order to differentiate between three
distinct types of windshear:

(a) Vertical windshear.  The change of horizontal wind vector with height (as might be
determined by two or more anemometers at different heights on a mast).
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(b) Horizontal windshear.  The change of horizontal wind vector with horizontal distance
(as might be determined by two or more anemometers mounted at the same height but
at different locations).

(c) Updraught/downdraught shear.  Changes in the vertical component of wind with
horizontal distance.

Meteorological Features Associated with Windshear
5. The main defence against windshear is avoidance and therefore it is necessary to recognise the
meteorological features which cause, or are associated with it. These are:

(a) Thunderstorms (especially at the mature stage) and large cumulonimbus;

(b) The passage of warm, cold or occluded fronts;

(c) A marked temperature inversion;

(d) A low level wind maximum or turbulent boundary layer;

(e) Strong turbulence at the surface, especially when reinforced by strong winds and
unfavourable topography or buildings.
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Thunderstorm
6. Figure 8-1 illustrates the two aspects of a thunderstorm most relevant to windshear.  The
downdraught or, in a severe storm the microburst, is an area where very potent downdraught
windshear can be experienced.  The cold air flows outwards close to the surface as a gust front,
perhaps reaching 32 km from the storm, or further in the case of several storms forming a squall line.
The vertical extent of this outflow may be 6000 ft and flying through it or descending into it is likely
to result in vertical windshear.
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FIGURE 8-1
Air Flow Under 
and Near a 
Thunderstorm
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Passage of a Front
7. Vertical windshear can be present whenever an aircraft climbs or descends through a weather
front.  The more active the front the greater the risk of windshear.  A front which is moving at 30 kt
or more and across which there is a temperature difference of 5°C or more, or at which a sharp
change in wind direction occurs, is likely to produce serious windshear problems.  A vigorous cold
front is likely to pose the greatest risk.  The position of the aerodrome in relation to the surface
position of the front is important.  When landing (or taking off) at an aerodrome up to 30 nm ahead
of a warm front or 20 nm or less behind a cold front the greatest risk of windshear exists, as shown
at Figure 8-2.  Crossing a front in level flight can result in horizontal windshear, which could present
a problem at low level, for example during the early stages of a missed approach, where windshear
induced changes in airspeed and/or rates of climb may well be masked by the changing aircraft
configuration.

8. A sea breeze front is unlikely to create significant windshear problems, however the presence
of such a front may well distort the outflow of air from a coastal thunderstorm and increase the
severity of the windshear.
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FIGURE 8-2
Areas of 
Windshear 
associated with an 
Approach Path 
through  a warm 
and cold front
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Inversions
9. A low level inversion effectively prevents mixing and decouples the retarded surface flow
from the free stream air above the inversion.  The shear boundary can be very low, especially on a
cold clear winter night.  Climbing or descending through such an inversion can give significant
vertical windshear at a critical stage of flight,  which is one reason why marked inversion warnings
are issued at major aerodromes.

Low Level Wind Maximum
10. Low level wind maximums (sometimes referred to as low level jets) can occur near the top of
an inversion, possibly in association with a nearby ridge or higher ground. Windshear may be
encountered when passing through this wind maximum.

Turbulence
11. Strong mean surface winds usually generate greater differences between the gusts and lulls
and may therefore result in windshear.  In hotter climates intense surface heating can give rise to
updraught/downdraught windshear.  Significant changes in wind direction can also result from air
flowing over or around obstacles as large as mountains or as small as hangars.  Climbing or
descending in the lee of high ground when the wind is strong can be particularly hazardous.

Indications and Warnings
12. It is possible that visual warnings of the likely presence of windshear may be seen, these
include:

(a) The topography.
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(b) Smoke rising and levelling off, indicating an inversion.

(c) Mist, fog or frost, again indicating an inversion.

(d) A marked haze layer, again indicating an inversion.

(e) Cumulonimbus clouds or active thunderstorms.

(f) Wind indicators at different locations on the aerodrome showing differing wind
velocities.

13. Another valuable indication of the possible presence of windshear is a significant difference
between the aircraft computed wind velocity and the surface wind velocity given by ATC.  In this
respect INS based systems are of  value since INS gives an instantaneous wind velocity.

14. Aerodrome Reports.  Any pilots reports of windshear encounters are passed on to other
traffic by ATC.  However, some aerodromes forecast windshear.  Within the UK only two
aerodromes (Heathrow and Belfast Aldergrove) currently give windshear warnings in addition to
marked inversion warnings.  However, all ATC units are likely to relay reports of windshear which
have been passed to them by pilots.

Measuring and Warning Systems for Low Level Windshear

Airborne Systems
15. It is assessed that a pilot needs 10 to 40 seconds of warning to avoid windshear. Fewer than
10 seconds is not enough time to react, while more than 40 is too long, atmospheric conditions can
change in that time. Three advance warning systems are under development:
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(a) Microwave radar. A Microwave radar signal is projected ahead of the aircraft to
detect raindrops and other moisture particles. The returning signal represents the
motion of those raindrops and moisture particles, and this is translated into wind
speed. Microwave radar works better than other systems in rain but less well in dry
conditions. Because it points toward the ground as the plane lands, it picks up
interfering ground returns, or ‘clutter.’

(b) Doppler LIDAR. A laser system called Doppler LIDAR (light detecting and ranging)
reflects energy from ‘aerosols’ (minute particles) instead of raindrops. This system can
avoid picking up ground clutter (moving cars, etc.) and thus has fewer interfering
signals. However, it does not work as well in heavy rain.

(c) Infra-red. This system uses an infra-red detector to measure temperature changes
ahead of the aircraft. The system monitors the thermal signatures of carbon dioxide to
look for cool columns of air, which can be a characteristic of microbursts. This system
is less costly and not as complex as others, but does not directly measure wind speeds. 

Windshear-Alert Systems Using Ground-Based Radar
16. A Low-Level Wind-Shear Alert System (LLWAS) has been installed on the ground at more
than 100 U.S. airports. Wind speed and directional sensors report to a central computer, and
controllers can alert pilots in the event that windshear is detected. But such systems cannot forecast
windshear.
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ATC Radars
17. Radars which are used for air traffic control purposes are designed to eliminate or reduce
returns from weather.  Relatively slow moving or stationary returns are removed using Doppler shift
techniques.  Cloud clutter is therefore removed from the display. On some air traffic radars, the
system may be switched out to allow the radar controller to check on weather returns, if required.

The Effects of Windshear

Energy Loss
18. An aircraft encountering windshear tends to maintain its speed over the ground due to its
own momentum (the larger the aircraft the more momentum it will have).  If the windshear is due to
a reduction in headwind component (or increase in tailwind component) this reduction manifests
itself as an energy loss and a reduction in indicated airspeed.  Lift is therefore reduced and the
aircraft will, without correction, suffer a loss of height/increase in rate of descent/decrease in rate of
climb.  This situation is illustrated at Figure 8-3.
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FIGURE 8-3
Effect of the Loss 
of Wind Speed 
during Descent

Energy Gain
19.  An increase in headwind component (or decrease in the tailwind component) results in an
energy gain and increase in indicated airspeed, as shown at Figure 8-4.  

FIGURE 8-4
Effect of the 
Increase in 
Windspeed during 
the Climb
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These events become critical when the aircraft is being flown close to the ground during the final
stages of an approach or shortly after take-off.  In the energy loss case the engine reaction time when
additional power is applied can be critical.

20. The energy gain/loss situations described above can occur as a result of either vertical
windshear or as horizontal windshear, in other words the aircraft can either climb/descend or fly
horizontally into air flowing at a different speed or from a different direction, in either event
changing the head/tail wind component.  In simple terms a change in the head/tail wind component
will (in the short term) change the airspeed rather than the groundspeed of the aircraft.

Downdraught
21. Figure 8-5 shows an aircraft taking off in the vicinity of a thunderstorm. The situation
illustrated is the critical case where the headwind component decreases sharply and/or becomes a
tailwind component shortly after take-off (energy loss).  In this case, because of inertia, the
groundspeed remains constant but the airspeed decreases sharply.  The loss of lift associated with the
resulting low airspeed may cause the aircraft to strike the ground.
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FIGURE 8-5
Take-off in 
Downdraught 
Conditions

Approach Under Thunderstorm
22. At Figure 8-6 an aircraft is approaching to land in the vicinity of a thunderstorm.  Initially, at
position A, the aircraft is stabilised on a 3° glideslope and is maintaining target airspeed.  As the
aircraft enters the gust front the previous slight tailwind component becomes a marked headwind
component but, because of inertia, the groundspeed will momentarily remain constant.  As a result
the airspeed increases by an amount equal to the change in wind component.  The amount of lift
generated increases with the increased airspeed, and the aircraft will initially make a rapid excursion
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above the desired glidepath at point B in Figure 8-6.  The natural reaction of the pilot in this situation
is to reduce power and steepen the approach.  However, as the aircraft flies closer to the
thunderstorm (position C), the outflow which formed the gust front is likely to become a
downdraught.  The situation is now one of energy loss and is made worse by the aircrafts reduced
power situation.  Height loss is inevitable unless substantial power is applied and a go-around
initiated.

FIGURE 8-6
Landing in 
Downdraught 
Conditions - Effect 
of Windshear on 
the  Approach 
Path

23. Detailed guidance on flying techniques in relation to windshear in the UK are to be found in
UK AICs.
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9Icing

1. There are two forms of icing which create a hazard to aircraft in flight.  The first is airframe
icing, and the second is engine icing.

Airframe Icing
2. Ice accretion on the surfaces of an aircraft can only occur if the airframe is 0°C or below, the
ambient temperature is 0°C or below and, with one exception, supercooled water is present.

Supercooled Water Droplets
3. Water exists commonly in the atmosphere in its invisible vapour form.  When air containing
water vapour is cooled, it will eventually reach its dew-point and become saturated.  Further cooling
will cause condensation.
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4. Since dew-point reduces as water vapour content reduces, a point will arise where air which is
very dry must be cooled to below 0°C before saturation is achieved.  However, at temperatures below
0°C the air becomes saturated with respect to ice, before it reaches its dew-point.  The temperature at
which this occurs is called the frost-point and the process is called sublimation.  Ice will only form,
however, if a suitable surface or an ice nucleus is present.  At ground level, surfaces are obviously
available, but in the free atmosphere where ice nuclei may also be absent, water vapour is unable to
form ice and condensation occurs instead.  The resulting water droplet, which exists at a temperature
below 0°C, is known as a supercooled water droplet (SCWD).  These supercooled water droplets are
unstable, and any subsequent contact with a surface or an ice nucleus will result in a change of state
of the SCWD into ice.

5. Ice nuclei are typically more abundant at lower temperatures.  Consequently, in the
temperature range 0°C to -10°C where ice nuclei are almost completely absent, SCWDs are
abundant.  From      -10°C to -40°C the proportion of SCWDs reduces progressively, until at
temperatures below -40°C they are normally absent (except in cumulonimbus cloud).

6. For an aircraft, the hazard created by the SCWD is icing. However, the type of ice formed
depends on the size and the temperature of the droplet.  When water freezes, latent heat is released at
the rate of 80 calories per gram of water.

7. This release in latent heat maintains a portion of the SCWD in its liquid state when it impacts
on a surface such as the leading edge of an aircraft wing.  The proportion of the droplet which
remains liquid depends on temperature and is based on the rule that 1/80th part of the droplet freezes
into ice instantly for each degree Celsius that the droplet is below zero.
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8. For example, if a supercooled water droplet at a temperature of -5°C striking the leading edge
of the wing, 5/80ths of the water droplets will freeze on impact with the wing. The heat energy
released at this stage will raise the temperature of the remaining 75/80ths to 0°C.  This water will
now flow back over the top surface of the wing, losing heat to the aircraft skin and freezing into  a
hard clear layer of ice as it flows back.

Types of Icing in Cloud

Rime (or Opaque Rime)
9. The portion of the supercooled water droplet which freezes on impact with the leading edge
does so more or less instantaneously and in so doing will trap pockets of air.  The result of this will be
that the ice on the leading edge will be whitish in appearance, it will be light and honeycomb in
structure, because of the air, and brittle.  This ice is known as  rime and is encountered mainly in
clouds of low water content composed of small SCWDs.

Clear Ice (or Glaze Ice)
10. This type of ice exists as a transparent or translucent coating which takes on a glassy
appearance.  This ice results from the water which flows back over the aircraft freezing as it does so.
Droplets combine together whilst still liquid and form a continuous surface which, when frozen, is
dense, heavy and hard to remove.  Clear ice forms when large SCWDs are encountered and is worst,
for a given droplet size, at temperatures which are only just below zero.  At these temperatures only
a small part of each SCWD will freeze on impact with the remainder freezing relatively slowly as it
flows back over the cold (sub-zero) aircraft.
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11. Cloudy or Mixed Ice.  The two extremes of rime and clear ice rarely exist in isolation but
usually one is more predominant than the other.  In practice, the ice on an aircraft may often consist
of mixture of the two.  If snow flakes are trapped in the ice, it may give the appearance of tightly
packed snow and is called pack snow. 

Cloud Types and Associated Icing
12. The type of icing to be found in cloud depends on the cloud type and the method of its
formation.  Convection clouds are associated with strong vertical currents which can therefore
support larger SCWDs and are more likely to result in clear ice formation. Stratiform clouds on the
other hand are formed by the turbulence process or by the comparatively gentle uplift of air, for
example at a warm front.  Such clouds usually consist of smaller water droplets and tend towards
rime ice formation.

13. Individual cloud types can vary quite widely from the generalisation given above and are
discussed below.

14. Cumulus Cloud.  At temperatures down to -20°C cumulus clouds consist almost entirely of
SCWDs, with the greatest number occurring in the most newly formed cloud.  Thus in the
temperature band 0°C to -20°C (-30°C in cumulonimbus) severe clear icing should be anticipated.
Moderate or light icing should be expected at lower temperatures with little or no icing below -40°C
(-45°C in cumulonimbus).

15. Stratus. This cloud usually consists of small water droplets and at temperatures below 0°C
may give light to moderate  rime.
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16. Stratocumulus. This cloud usually consists of water droplets at temperatures down to -15°C
and may cause moderate rime icing.  Orographic lifting (discussed shortly) will however increase the
severity of the icing experienced.  Stratocumulus can also form from the spreading out of cumulus
under an inversion, most frequently over the sea in winter.  Again the severity of icing in
stratocumulus formed in this way may be increased.

17. Altocumulus.  This cloud normally consists entirely of small water droplets at temperatures
down to -10°C.  At lower temperatures the proportion of SCWDs reduces but remains predominant
down to -30°C.  Airframe icing is likely to be light to moderate rime except in altocumulus
castellanus and altocumulus lenticularis where convection and orographic effect respectively increase
the water content and droplet size in the cloud.

18. Altostratus.  This cloud usually consists of small water droplets supported by light vertical
currents giving light to moderate  rime.

19. Nimbostratus. This type of cloud may extend from a few hundred feet above the surface at a
warm front to at least 5000 ft and frequently above 10,000 ft.  Some part of the cloud is likely to
contain SCWDs large enough to cause clear ice to form.  Moderate icing should be anticipated in this
cloud between 0°C and -15°C. However, if the front is active, or if there is a significant orographic
effect, moderate or severe icing should be expected at temperatures as low as -25°C.

20. Cirrus. This type of cloud usually consists entirely of ice crystals and does not therefore
present an icing risk.

21. Figure 9-1 gives a summary of the main cloud types and typical icing risks but excludes the
additional variables of cloud base temperature and orographic effect.
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FIGURE 9-1
Cloud Types and 
Icing

Cloud Composition Icing

Cirrus

Cirrostratus

Cirrocumulus

ice crystals, rarely mixed with SCWDs rare, light

Altocumulus SCWDs only 0°C to -10°C

SCWDs/ice crystals -10°C to -30°C

light to moderate rime

Altostratus high proportion of ice crystals light to moderate rime

Stratus entirely SCWDs when temperature below 
0°C

light to moderate rime

Stratocumulus mainly SCWDs down to -15°C moderate mainly rime

Nimbostratus mainly SCWDs down to -15°C rime or moderate clear ice 
(possible rain ice below)

Cumulus SCWDs 0°C to -20°C moderate or severe mainly 
clear ice
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Effect of Cloud Base Temperature on Icing
22. At the cloud base, the air is, by definition, just saturated.  The amount of water vapour
required to saturate air at a particular pressure varies directly with the temperature.  In other words,
the higher the temperature at which saturation first occurs, the greater the concentration of water
within the cloud thus formed.  Air which ascends in a convective cloud carries water droplets
upwards, consequently the moisture content of the cloud becomes much the same at all levels.

23. The water content of a convective cloud increases directly with the temperature at the cloud
base, and ice accretion at a given height above the freezing level is liable to occur at a greater rate
with a higher rather than a lower cloud base temperature.  The icing risk in convective cloud is
generally greater in tropical regions than in temperate regions, greater in a warm airmass than a cold
one and greater in summer than in winter for the same airmass.

Cumulonimbus SCWDs 0°C to -30°C

SCWDs/ice crystals -30°C  to -45°C 

moderate or severe mainly 
clear ice

light to moderate clear ice or 
rime

Note that orographic effect can increase the severity of icing in all cases
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Orographic Effect
24. Icing in cloud over high ground is likely to be worse than it would be over level terrain. The
forced ascent of moist air from lower levels tends to increase the rate of condensation and as a result
the cloud contains more free water.  Additionally, the increased upward motion results in more and
larger water droplets being retained in the cloud and consequently gives a significant increase in the
severity of icing above the 0°C level.

25. The accelerated rate of cooling which occurs when stable air is lifted orographically tends to
lower the cloudbase slightly over hills.  The 0°C level will also occur at a lower level.

Other Types of Airframe Icing

Rain Ice
26. One particularly hazardous type of airframe icing is known as rain ice.  It occurs, in
temperate latitudes, normally when an aircraft is flying in rain in cold air with warmer air above,
such as ahead of a warm front, during the winter months.  For rain ice to form on the airframe the
aircraft must be flying above the freezing level. The problem becomes especially serious when the
freezing level is low enough to prevent the aircraft's descent into warmer air below, because of terrain
clearance considerations. 

27. Figure 9-2 illustrates the situation in which rain ice is likely to occur.  The aircraft and the air
in which it is flying are both at sub-zero temperatures and large water droplets are falling out of the
nimbostratus cloud at the warm front.  If the rain is not supercooled on leaving the cloud it may well
become so as it falls through the cold air under the front.
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FIGURE 9-2
Rain Ice Area on a 
Flight through Rain 
ahead of a Warm 
Front when Flying 
Above the 0°C 
Isotherm

28. Because the airframe is at a temperature which is below 0°C, and because the concentrations
of supercooled water droplets within the critical temperature band (0° to -10°C) are high, dangerous
levels of clear of glaze ice will form on the airframe rapidly.

29. On encountering rain ice, the pilot has three options:

(a) To turn back.

(b) To climb into the warm air on the other side of the front.
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(c) To descend in the cold air and fly beneath the freezing level if terrain clearance
permits.

Of these three options, the first is likely to be the safest course of action.

Hoar Frost
30. Hoar Frost is different because it forms in clear air.  It is a thin, white, semi-crystalline coating
of ice which often appears on the ground, and on aircraft when they are left out in the open during
long winter nights, when the skies remain predominantly clear of cloud, and the temperature drops
below 0°C.

31. As the surface temperature drops rapidly under the clear skies the surface air temperature will
also drop rapidly, especially in still air or light wind conditions, which will inhibit any mixing of the
surface air with the warmer air above.

32. If the air is sufficiently dry the dew-point will be at a temperature which is below 0°C. In this
situation, sublimation will occur when the air reaches the frost-point and results in the deposition of
ice.

33. The synoptic situations favouring the formation of hoar frost are anticyclones, ridges of high
pressure or cols, all of which tend to give the necessary light winds, dry air, and clear skies.
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34. Effects of Hoar Frost and Precautions.   The presence of a rough ice layer on an aircraft will
increase drag and decrease lift and the ice will also obscure windscreens and interfere with radio
navigation aids and communications if it forms on aerials.  There will be a slight increase in aircraft
weight, and control surface movement could be inhibited. Furthermore, should the aircraft fly
through an inversion shortly after take-off, which is quite likely in the prevailing meteorological
conditions, further frosting will occur which will readily adhere to the already roughened surfaces.
The resulting increase in stall speed and loss of lift could have serious consequences at this critical
stage of flight.

All traces of Hoar frost should therefore be removed before flight.

35. Formation of Hoar Frost in Flight.  An aircraft which has been flying at high altitudes and
subsequently descends may well pick up hoar frost during the descent.  When the aircraft arrives in a
warmer air at a lower level the airframe may still be cold enough to chill the air flowing over the
airframe to its frost-point.  Hoar frost thus formed will soon melt as the airframe warms to the
ambient air temperature although fuel tanks which take longer to warm may retain ice for longer.  To
prevent a sudden loss of visibility through the windscreen under these conditions the windscreen
heaters should be switched on before the descent is initiated.

Pack Snow
36. Pack snow was mentioned previously because it is a variation on cloudy or mixed ice.  When
flying through snow, or snow and rain or semi-melted snow, a build-up of pack snow is likely.  If this
ice is confined to the leading edges, it may tend to break off early but deposits on other areas could
be a problem.  When the ice is present in engine intakes or filters, it may also affect engine
performance.
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Aerodynamic Effects of Airframe Icing
37. The size and the speed of the aircraft will affect the rate of accumulation of ice.  The faster the
aircraft is travelling, the shorter will be the exposure time.  However, high speed aircraft have thinner
wings, which have a smaller  deflecting effect on the supercooled water droplets.  The inertia of these
droplets will therefore cause them to impact more readily on the leading edges of  a high speed wing.
Conversely, low speed wings with a slower airflow allow a high proportion of  the SCWDs to flow
around the thicker wing profile. This advantage could be offset by the longer exposure time due to
the lower airspeed.  A build up of ice not only adds weight but also reduces aerodynamic efficiency
and increases drag.  In general, thin, narrow structures attract icing more rapidly than thicker
structures.  For example, aerials tend to attract icing, and ice detection systems may use thin vanes to
detect the build up of ice.

Effect of Kinetic Heating on Airframe Icing
38. Kinetic heating is the general name given to the increase in airframe temperature resulting
from a combination of two effects.  Firstly, the compression of air at the stagnation points causes an
adiabatic rise in temperature and secondly, the friction caused where the air is flowing over the wings
and fuselage also results in a temperature rise.  These two complementary effects create a
temperature rise, the approximate value of which is given by dividing the TAS by 100 and squaring
the result.  For example, at a TAS of 500 kt the rise in temperature of the surface of the airframe (in
the affected areas) will be approximately 25°C.
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The temperature rise due to kinetic heating may raise the airframe temperature to above 0°C and this
may prevent icing.  Alternatively, the temperature of the airframe may be raised to just below 0°C
and this will increase the severity of icing.  In any event the outcome is further confused by the fact
that evaporation from a wet airframe will cause cooling and will partially or totally offset the effect
of kinetic heating.  The temperature probe, being affected by both kinetic heating and cooling by
evaporation, can be assumed to give a reasonably representative airframe temperature.

Summary of Problems Caused by Airframe Icing
39. The following list summarises some of the main hazards associated with airframe icing:

(a) Increase in all up weight, reducing the climb rate and cruise ceiling.

(b) Increase in drag; decrease in lift; decreased airspeed and angle of climb; increased stall
speed.

(c) Restriction of control surface movement.

(d) Reduction of visibility through windscreens.

(e) Blockage of unprotected pitot tubes and static vents resulting in incorrect pressure
instrument readings.

(f) Interference with radio communications and radio navigation aids when ice forms on
aerials.
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Airframe Ice Protection Systems

De-Icing Systems
40. These systems will generally be most effective in removing ice which has already formed.
They are therefore termed de-icing systems.

41. Electrical Heating Systems. Windscreens, propeller blade leading edges and occasionally wing
and tailplane leading edges may be protected with electrical heating elements.

42. Use of Engine Bleed Air. Hot air may be taken from the compressor stages of jet engines and
fed along pipes behind leading edges to protect against icing.

43. De-Icing Boots.  Expanding rubber boots may be fitted to leading edges.

Anti-Icing Systems
44. These systems are designed to prevent ice formation and usually involve the pumping of
glycol or alcohol over surfaces requiring ice protection.  They are only really effective if the surfaces
are moistened with the appropriate agent before the icing occurs.

Engine Icing
45. In some instances the distinction between airframe and engine icing is difficult to draw. For
example pack snow, rime or clear ice on the air intake of a piston engine or the nacelle of a jet is
airframe icing, however when this restricts the airflow into the piston engine it will affect engine
performance, and when it breaks away and enters a jet engine it can damage leading stage
compressor blades.
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46. Impact Icing.  Whether the build-up which forms on engine intakes is pack snow, rime or
clear ice it is often referred to as impact icing.  This type of icing is likely to occur during flight
through cloud or precipitation when either the ambient temperature or the temperature of the
aircraft itself is below 0°C.

47. For jet aircraft with rear fuselage mounted engines, the consequence of significant amounts of
airframe ice breaking free from the wings can and have resulted in double engine failure and the loss
of the aircraft.

48. Ice which forms on a propeller will decrease its efficiency and, if unevenly distributed, set up
structural stresses in both propeller and engine crankshaft.  On parting company with the propeller
ice may also strike the airframe, causing structural damage.  

49. Ice which forms over fuel tank vents will cause a drop in pressure within the tanks as they
empty and could in the extreme cause engine failure due to fuel starvation.

50. Fuel Icing. Fuel will not freeze at normal operating temperatures, although it may start to
wax at the low temperatures associated with high altitude flight in unheated tanks.  Any water which
is present in the fuel will, however, freeze at 0°C and may block fuel filters leading eventually to
engine failure.

Carburettor/Induction System Icing
51. Unlike any icing previously discussed carburettor icing may be experienced when flying in
clear air at temperatures as high as +30°C.  The icing which forms within or adjacent to the
carburettor is due to two causes:

(a) As fuel is introduced into the airflow at the fuel jets evaporation will occur. The latent
heat of evaporation is drawn from the fuel-air mix and the body of the carburettor.
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(b) As air passes the throttle valve (venturi) it accelerates, the pressure drops and the air
cools adiabatically.  This cooling effect will be most pronounced when the engine is
running at low rpm and the throttle ‘butterfly’ restricts a larger portion of the venturi.

Figure 9-3 illustrates diagrammatically the typical icing areas in a simple carburettor.
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FIGURE 9-3
Carburettor Icing

52. As a result of the two situations described above ice will build up within the carburettor,
reducing the airflow, possibly blocking fuel jets and freezing moving parts such as the throttle valve.
A partially closed throttle is also likely to be affected more than a fully open throttle.
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53. The total cooling effect may result in a temperature drop of as much as 30°C.  During this
temperature drop, air which is unsaturated may cool through its dew-point and condensation will
occur.  Further cooling will then result in a deposit of ice.

54. The 3 variables controlling carburettor icing are ambient temperature combined with relative
humidity and throttle setting.  The key relationships are summarised below:

(a) Carburettor icing may occur with air temperatures as high as +30°C with a closed or
partially closed throttle, (ie. with descent or glide power set) providing the relative
humidity is more than 30%.

(b) Serious icing is possible at any power setting within the temperature range of -2°C to
+15°C with a relative humidity of 60% or greater at 15°C (or 90% at -2°C).

(c) Carburettor icing presents less of a problem when temperatures are well below 0°C.
At -10°C a relative humidity of 100% will give only light carburettor icing, whilst at
temperature below -15°C carburettor icing is unlikely to pose a problem, unless
exposure is prolonged.

(d) At cruise power settings carburettor icing can occur with relative humidities as low as
60% and at temperatures as high as +20°C.

Situations Where Induction System Icing Can Occur
55. Locations/situations where carburettor icing is more likely are  when flying in areas where the
water vapour content of the air is likely to be high.  Such areas are:

(a) In mist or fog, or near a large body of water in the morning or evening.
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(b) Close to ground which is wet, in a light wind.

(c) Just below the cloud base where the air is nearly saturated or between cloud layers.

(d) In precipitation.

(e) In cloud.

(f) In clear air such as on or near an airfield when cloud or fog has just dispersed.

56. Seasonal/Airmass Differences. There is a greater risk of carburettor icing in warm humid
conditions which are more likely to be found in summer than in winter.  Similarly, a tropical airmass
is likely to present a greater risk of carburettor icing than a polar air mass.

57. Prevention/Precaution in Engine Management.  From the previous notes, it should be clear
that avoidance of the likely causes of carburettor icing is the best form of prevention.  But engine
icing is not always obvious, particularly as it occurs in clear air as well as in cloud.  The pilots
operating hand book or flight manual should always be consulted for specific procedures appropriate
to the aircraft concerned.

58. Fuel injection systems are often used instead of carburetors in modern piston engines. Icing is
less likely with fuel injected systems since the fuel is injected into the airflow at points adjacent to the
engine block.  The air is therefore pre-heated before the fuel is introduced.
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Jet Engine Icing
59. Gas turbine engines are not immune from a form of engine icing.  Adiabatic cooling can occur
at the engine intake where the increased airflow results in a reduction of pressure and a consequent
lowering of the air temperature, perhaps by as much as 5°C.  If no precautions are taken, this can
lead to a build up of ice on the struts, inlet guide vanes and the nose cone, despite the fact that the
true outside air temperature is above 0°C.  In order to avoid this, it is normally recommended that
the engine anti-icing is switched on in the air whenever the ram air temperature is at +6°C or below
and visible moisture is present, or on the ground whenever the true air temperature is at +6°C or
below and either visible moisture is present or the temperature and dew-point are reported as being
within 3° of each other.

60. Gas turbine engine anti-icing systems normally employ hot air from a compressor bleed,
which is then routed through the nose cowl (nacelle), struts, inlet guide vanes and the nose cone
(bullet) in order to heat these surfaces.  When the aircraft is on the ground with the engines at low
power it is likely that the compressor bleed supplying hot engine anti-icing air will not deliver an
adequate quantity of air to do the job.  It is therefore normally recommended that the engine power
be increased periodically in order to keep the intake areas clear of ice.  Some gas turbine engines use
hot oil, electric heating mats or a combination of the three available methods to achieve ice
protection.
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10Visibility

1. Visibility is a measure of the transparency of the atmosphere.    By definition it is the
maximum horizontal distance in a particular direction at which a dark object of certain dimensions
can be seen against a light background such as the horizon sky by an average observer.  When
visibility varies with direction, the lowest value is measured.  (Note that it is often possible to see
lights, or shiny objects reflecting strong sunlight, at distances which are beyond the stated visibility,
especially if they contrast with their surroundings).

2. Visibility reported at night is that value which would be given by day in the same conditions
of transparency of the atmosphere.  Lights of known intensity are observed, and an allowance made
for that intensity.  The range at which the light can be seen is thus converted into equivalent daytime
visibility.

3. Meteorological visibility as defined is horizontal visibility at the surface.   Haze, mist and fog
all tend to be layered, so that visibilities at different levels may be very different.  Furthermore light
coloured objects are unlikely to be seen against a sky background until the range is considerably less
than the published visibility.  Flight visibility (which is relevant when assessing VFR criteria) is
defined as being the visibility forwards from the flight deck.

4. Obscuring matter which will reduce the transparency of the atmosphere, and therefore
visibility, may be classified as follows:

(a) Fog.

(b) Mist.
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(c) Cloud.

(d) Precipitation.

(e) Sea spray.

(f) Smoke.

(g) Sand.

(h) Dust.

(i) Low drifting and blowing snow.

Fog
5. Fog is cloud at ground level.  It exists, by definition, if the surface horizontal visibility is
reduced to less than 1000 metres due to the presence of water droplets (or ice crystals in ice fog)
which are held in suspension in the air.  For fog to occur, the relative humidity must be at least 99%.

6. Fog normally forms where conductive cooling from a surface below the dew point
temperature of the air occurs.  Radiation and advection fogs are attributed to this method of cooling.
Fog can also form if additional moisture is supplied to the surface layer of air.  This can occur when
precipitation is followed by evaporation which increases the relative humidity in two ways.  Firstly
the water vapour content of the air is increased as the moisture evaporates, and secondly the heat
energy required for the process of evaporation is taken from the air, thereby lowering the
temperature.
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Mist
7. Mist is thin fog.  The definition is as for fog except that the visibility is now 1000 metres or
more up to a maximum of 5000 m.  A relative humidity of at least 95% but less than 100% is needed
for mist.

Haze
8. Haze is defined as a reduction of surface horizontal visibility, but not to below 1000 metres,
due to solid particles held in suspension in the air.  Were the visibility to drop below 1000m, the
nature of the obscuring matter would be specified.  Haze is usually associated with anticyclonic
conditions and the presence of subsidence inversions.

Smoke Fog
9. With smoke fog the visibility is reduced to less than 1000m, the obscuring matter which is a
combination of water droplets and solid particles  produced as a by-product of combustion.

Types of Fog

Radiation Fog
10. Radiation fogs will only form over land since a significant diurnal variation of surface air
temperature is a prerequisite of this kind of fog.  Remember that, under clear skies and with light
winds, the diurnal temperature graph follows a downward curve from around 1400 LMT to dawn
the following day.  If the air is sufficiently moist, the cooling air will pass its dew-point and the
moisture will condense out as visible water droplets.
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Conditions favourable for Radiation Fog
11. The requirements for radiation fog to form are:

Note 1.  Shallow fog can form even when the surface wind is  reported as calm. (Shallow fog is by
definition below 2m in height ie. below eye level).

Note 2.  At wind speeds of 10 kt and above fog will either tend to disperse, by mixing with the drier
air above, or lift to form low stratus.

12. The longer the night and the lower the temperature the more likely is the formation of
radiation fog, which is therefore most frequent in the UK in late autumn, winter and early spring,
although radiation fog may occur at other times.  Radiation mist is a fairly common feature around
sunrise on a summer morning following a clear night.

(a) Moist air

(b) A land surface } (to permit cooling)

(c) Clear skies

(d) Light wind (optimum 2-8kt) (Notes 1 & 2)

(e) Hygroscopic nuclei
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13. Topography.  Radiation fogs are most prevalent over low-lying ground, especially where there
is a moisture source such as a marsh, lake or river.  Fog which forms on hillsides will tend to drift
downwards under the influence of katabatic drainage.

14. Synoptic Situations. The synoptic conditions favouring the formation of radiation fogs are
anticyclones, ridges and cols, which tend to provide the necessary clear skies and light winds.

15. Time of Day. Radiation fog may form in the late afternoon, or at dusk, or at any time during
the night. Radiation fog forms most frequently shortly after sunrise following a night with clear skies
and light calm wind conditions.  The lowest temperature on average occurs just after sunrise and
therefore this is also the time of highest RH. Add to this the thermal mixing as the sun heats the
ground and excites the surface layer of air and, quite suddenly, a radiation fog can form.

Dispersal of Radiation Fog
16. Radiation fogs normally disperse in the opposite manner to which they form. After sunrise,
the sun's rays penetrate the fog and heat the surface.  The surface warms the air to above its dew
point and the fog evaporates into the air.  If the fog is too thick, however, or if a layer of cloud covers
the sky once the fog has formed, it is likely that dispersal will be delayed.  Indeed, the small amount
of thermal turbulence and the slight diurnal increase in windspeed experienced under these
circumstances may serve to thicken the fog rather than disperse it.  Once this situation has developed,
the fog is likely to persist until there is an increase in surface wind velocity to greater than 8 kt, or a
change to a drier air mass.
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Vertical Extent
17. In general, the vertical extent of fog is variable, ranging from a few feet (ground fog) to near
the top of the friction layer (about 1500ft).  Mainly, however, radiation fog rarely exceeds a few
hundred feet in depth, which is the usual depth of the mixing layer caused by light winds.  The sky
may or may not be visible through fog. The depth of fog necessary to prevent the sky being visible is
about 300ft.

Advection Fog
18. The cooling process involved in advection fog is provided by the movement (or advection) of
warm moist air over a cold surface, the temperature of which is below the dew-point of the air.
Advection fog, unlike radiation fog, can and does form readily over the sea as well as the land.

19. There are two types of advection fog which commonly affect the European region, one forms
over the sea, but may drift inland, and the other forms over the land itself.

Sea Fog
20. During spring and early summer, the sea in the Western Approaches to the English Channel is
at its coldest.  Warm moist air arriving from the Azores will have been travelling in a north-easterly
direction over progressively colder sea surfaces.  On reaching the Western Approaches the air at the
surface will often have cooled advectively to its dew-point and fog will then form.

21. This advection sea fog will form regardless of the amount of cloud cover or time of day.
Depending on the wind direction, sea fog may drift up the Channel, or into the southern part of the
Irish Sea, or inland over the south-west peninsula of the UK.
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22. When sea fog drifts inland the surface temperature of the land and the windspeed determine
what happens to the fog.  Given low surface temperatures and light winds the fog will persist.  Given
stronger winds the fog will lift into low stratus drifting inland for considerable distances and giving
cloud on hills.  Alternatively, higher surface temperatures will give a rapid dispersal of the fog as it
drifts inland.

23. In the Western Approaches, advection fogs are more likely to occur in spring and early
summer.  Off the east coast of England and Scotland, however, the sea is unaffected by the Gulf
Stream current and is cold enough to produce advection fogs at any time of the year.  When it affects
the east coast of Scotland this localised phenomenon is known as the Haar and it is most common in
spring and early summer.  The notorious fog banks off the Newfoundland coast are another example
of advective sea fog, but in this case air warmed and moistened by moving over the water of the Gulf
Stream then passes over the cold Labrador current and forms fog.

24. Over the sea a wind speed of more than 24 kt is required to lift or disperse the fog.

Thaw Fog
25. Advection fogs are most likely to occur over land in western Europe in thaw conditions.
Thaw fog forms when a cold air mass which has given either snow or a heavy frost is replaced by a
warm moist air mass which moves across the area.  The relative humidity of this warm air increases
in two ways.  Firstly, the temperature of the air in contact with the cold surface drops, and secondly,
as the snow or frost melts, evaporation occurs which increases the water vapour content of the air.

26. Should these conditions combine to cause the air to cool below its dew-point, condensation
will occur and fog will form.  Again the fog can form by day or by night, and will form regardless of
the degree of cloud cover.
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27. The clearance of this type of fog results from surface heating, a change to a drier air mass or
an increase in wind speed to above about 15 kt.

Orographic or Hill Fog
28. Hill fog is low cloud which is covering high ground.  The presence of the high ground may or
may not have contributed to the presence of the cloud.  The enforced ascent of air at a hill can
accelerate the rate of cooling with height and induce condensation to occur at a lower altitude than
would be found over level terrain.

Frontal Fog
29. Both radiation and advection fogs are described as air mass fogs since they depend on cooling
taking place within an extensive and more or less uniform mass of air.  By contrast, frontal fog occurs
at the surface position of the interface between two adjacent air masses.  Frontal fog may form in one
of two ways.  The frontal cloud may come down to the surface as the front passes a given point.  This
is more likely to happen over high ground and is in effect, hill fog.  Alternatively the increase in
moisture due to the frontal rain may cause saturation of the air resulting in condensation being
created in the turbulence at or just after the passage of a front.  This type of fog is most likely to
occur at a warm front or warm occlusion.
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Steaming Fog or Arctic Smoke
30. Steaming fog, otherwise known as arctic smoke occurs when air at sub-zero temperatures
moves over a relatively warm sea, +1°C or higher. Evaporation of water from the sea surface occurs
causing immediate saturation and subsequent condensation.  The steaming of the sea indicates the
low moisture bearing capacity of the cold air, and the excess moisture is held below an inversion,
which is a common feature of arctic air.  Further heating from below or an increase in windspeed
may destroy the inversion, allowing convection to take place.  Steaming fog is a common feature in
Arctic coastal areas.  On a smaller scale but in a similar way,  ‘steam’ may be seen rising from the
surface of rivers or lakes in the early morning in summer when the air is moist but cold and
evaporation from the surface causes saturation and condensation.

Inflight Visibility
31. If a mist or fog layer lies well below the aircraft, the distance at which the ground will be
visible will increase with height, as shown at Figure 10-1.  As the aircraft descends, this distance will
decrease markedly.
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FIGURE 10-1
Reduction in 
Visibility with 
Reduction in 
Height

32. Figure 10-2 illustrates a situation where the depth of fog layer exceeds the distance which the
pilot can see through the fog.  The aircraft at position A  is above the fog layer and the ground is not
visible from the aircraft.  At position B, the ground is visible but not the runway.  At position C, the
runway threshold is just visible.
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FIGURE 10-2
Visibility on 
Approach

33. In the situation outlined at Figure 10-2 the problem is that the runway cannot be seen until
the aircraft is on short final.  A different problem exists when the visibility through the fog exceeds
the vertical depth of the fog.  In this case the pilot might be reassured, since the runway is clearly
visible on the downwind leg.  As seen at Figure 10-3, however, the runway will not again become
visible until a very late stage of the final approach.
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FIGURE 10-3
Runway Visibility 
During Circuit 
Flying

34. It is unwise to attempt a visual approach to land if this involves descending into an obscuring
layer of fog, mist or haze without visual contact with the runway.  Figure 10-4 shows an alternative
solution, providing that the final approach angle does not exceed the limitations of the aircraft, the
pilot, or the passengers!
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FIGURE 10-4
(A) Visibility After 
Turning Final on a  
Normal Approach

(B) Visibility with a 
Modified 
Approach Path
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35. Because of glare, visibility is better looking down sun rather than looking into sun in mist or
fog but conversely, looking towards the moon will give better visibility than looking away from the
moon, because of the better contrast.

Visibility in Cloud
36. Visibility in cloud varies with the cloud type.  The following values of visibility are typical:

Cirrus

Cirrostratus > 1000m

Cirrocumulus

Altocumulus 20-1000m

Altostratus

Nimbostratus 10-20m

Cumulus <10-20m

Cumulonimbus

Stratocumulus 10-30m

Stratus
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Visibility in Precipitation
37. Visibility through rain is inversely proportional to both the total water content and the
number of drops.  Heavy rain and drizzle both cause the greatest reduction in visibility.  Slight rain
has little effect on visibility.  Moderate rain usually gives visibilities in the range 5-10km. Heavy
showers may reduce visibility to 1000m (less in tropical regions).

38. Heavy rain can affect a pilot's perception of distance from the approach or runway lights by
diffusing the glow of the lights and causing them to appear to be less intense and therefore more
distant than is actually the case. Alternatively rain on the windscreen can cause runway lights to be
magnified, perhaps doubling their apparent size, causing them to appear to be much closer than is
actually the case.  The former case is more likely.

39. A heavy rain shower moving towards an aircraft making a visual approach to land can cause
a shortening of the pilot's visual segment, which is that distance along the surface visible to the pilot
over the nose of the aircraft.  This may produce an illusion that the nose of the aircraft has pitched
up.  The natural response should be guarded against, since it would involve lowering the nose of the
aircraft and/or reducing power.

40. Snow reduces the visibility considerably, typically down to 1000 metres or less in moderate
snow but down to between 200 metres and 50 metres in heavy snow. Dry snow gives poorer visibility
than wet snow. ‘Drifting snow’ (DRSN) describes snow raised by the wind but within 2 metres of the
surface.  Blowing snow (BLSN) on the other hand extends above 2 metres.  In both cases, visibility is
seriously degraded.  The latter however, is more likely to occur when the snow is dry or powdery due
to low temperature and is therefore more likely in high latitudes.
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Visibility in Smoke
41. With an unstable atmosphere, the obscuring matter will be carried upwards. Conversely, with
an inversion the obscuring matter will be effectively trapped beneath the inversion and the visibility
will be poor.  In such conditions, the top of the inversion layer will be clearly defined by a marked
improvement in visibility in the air above.  In extreme cases a haze horizon will be apparent when
looking down on the inversion from above at a shallow angle.

42. The wind is the principal factor governing the horizontal rate of dispersal of smoke, the
stronger the wind, the better the visibility.

43. When carbon combustion waste is introduced into an inversion layer already affected by mist
or fog, smoke fog results and the visibility is now seriously reduced.  Such smoke pollution occurs in
industrial regions and increases the frequency, density and persistence of the fog layer.

Visibility in Dust or Sand
44. Dust and sand are both raised into the atmosphere by the wind.  Larger particles will
normally only rise to twenty or thirty feet, giving the classic sand or dust storms of North Africa and
fog-like levels of visibility.  Dust storms, or Haboobs, frequently occur in the Sudan in the gusty
winds under cumulonimbus clouds.  Winds of 30kt raises dust above eye level and reduces visibility
to a few hundred metres.

45. Air mass dust storms over North Africa, present a very much less localised condition than the
Haboob.  Smaller dust particles are carried up to three or four thousand feet, and the visibility may
be reduced to 300 metres or less over hundreds of square miles.  Dust by definition consists of
particles of <.08mm diameter.
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46. The term sand and duststorms is usually appropriate when the visibility is reduced below
1000m.  They are more likely during the day but can occur at other times in association with the
passage of frontal systems, depressions or local wind circulation. 

Visibility in the Atmosphere
47. Visibility in the horizontal plane generally increases with altitude.  Both cloud amount and
concentration of solid particles decrease with height.  There are, however, other factors which must
be considered when assessing the range at which another aircraft may be seen in flight, and these
include:

(a) Size, colour and illumination.

(b) Relative speed between target and observer.

(c) Transparency and cleanliness of windscreens and the field of view offered to the pilot.

(d) The tendency of the human eye to adopt a short focal length (1-2m) in the absence of
external visual references (known as empty field myopia).

48. Finally, it should be appreciated that even with good in-flight visibility, the absence of a
natural horizon can lead to  disorientation.
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Runway Visual Range
49. During a take-off run or when approaching to land the pilot requires information concerning
the distance at which he may expect to see the runway markers or the runway lights as an aid to
visual orientation.  An assessment of meteorological visibility is, by definition, of limited value to the
pilot under these conditions.  One way in which the pilot is provided with a more pertinent
assessment of the visibility is by passing him the Runway Visual Range, or RVR.

50. RVR is defined as the maximum distance at which the pilot may expect to see the runway
lights or runway markers, during a take-off or landing ground roll, from a point five metres above
the touchdown point.

51. RVR may be assessed by an observer stationed 76 metres from the centre line of the runway,
abeam the touchdown point.  The observer sights and counts (in the direction of landing) the
numbers of the runway markers, runway lights or special reference lights positioned at known
intervals that he can see.  Using tables, this number is converted to RVR and passed to the pilot.
Using this manual system, RVR is assessed and passed to the pilot whenever the meteorological
visibility is less than 1500 metres.

52. Instrument Runway Visual Range systems (IRVR) are used at major airports to assess RVR
automatically using transmissometers.  These instruments measure the atmospheric opacity along the
runway using a beamed light source of known intensity which is shining at a photo-electric cell some
four feet away.  A problem arises with IRVR in that the fog may be patchy and an IRVR meter
measures localised visibility. This problem is overcome by positioning one instrument at the
touchdown end of the runway, one at the mid-point, and one at the upwind end of the runway.
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53. IRVR reports are passed when the visibility falls below 1500 metres, or when the observed
IRVR is at or below the maximum assessable value for the equipment in use, or when shallow fog is
forecast or reported.  Between zero and 200 metres the RVR is reported in steps of 25 metres;
between 200 and 800 metres in steps of 50 metres; and between 800 and 1500 metres in steps of 100
metres.

54. Using the IRVR system, the touchdown RVR is always reported.  Mid-point and stop-end
values are also given when they are less than 800 metres and lower than the touchdown RVR.  Mid-
point and stop-end values are also given (regardless of whether or not they are less than or greater
than the touchdown value) whenever they are less than 400 metres or 500 metres, depending on the
type of IRVR system in use.  RVR is assessed every 30 minutes or as dictated by density of aircraft
movements.

Comparison of RVR and Met Visibility
55. There are major differences between the RVR and visibility measurements.

• RVR is concerned with the range at which markers or lights can be seen in a
particular direction whereas visibility is the lowest visual range within the 360°
of vision.

• Visibility is a measure of the transparency of the atmosphere.  At night lights of
known low values of brightness are used.  RVR systems may use high intensity
lighting to increase the visual range.

• Visibility is forecast but RVR is not because it can vary over short periods and
is also dependent on the intensity of the runway lighting.
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Self Assessed Exercise No. 5

QUESTIONS:
QUESTION 1.

Define the term horizontal windshear:

QUESTION 2.

Define the term vertical windshear.

QUESTION 3.

What are the dimensions of the gust front associated with a thunderstorm or Cb?

QUESTION 4.

Where is windshear likely to be encountered on passage through a front before landing or after
takeoff.

QUESTION 5.

Why may an inversion present a potential windshear hazard.

QUESTION 6.

Name three airborne windshear warning systems.

QUESTION 7.

Name a ground based warning system for low level windshear.
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QUESTION 8.

Describe the effect a windshear encounter is likely to have on aircraft IAS.

QUESTION 9.

How may a pilot become aware of the existence of a strong inversion at an aerodrome?

QUESTION 10.

At what temperature range are SCWD most abundant?

QUESTION 11.

What proportion of a SCWD will freeze on contact with an aircraft?

QUESTION 12.

Is the icing risk in convective cloud greater in polar or tropical regions; and why?

QUESTION 13.

When would rain ice be most likely to be experienced?

QUESTION 14.

Under what conditions could Hoar Frost occur during flight.

QUESTION 15.

What is the effect of kinetic heating on the severity of icing?
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QUESTION 16.

State the maximum ambient temperature and minimum RH for serious carburettor icing in a descent
with the throttle closed.

QUESTION 17.

State why flight in cloud over high ground is likely to be subject to an increased icing risk.

QUESTION 18.

Describe the effect of shape (thickness) of wings, antennas etc, on the intensity (rate of accumulation)
of icing.

QUESTION 19.

State the visibility and relative humidity for fog.

QUESTION 20.

State the visibility and relative humidity for mist.

QUESTION 21.

State the optimum conditions for radiation fog.

QUESTION 22.

What depth of fog normally prevents the sky from being seen from the surface?
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QUESTION 23.

What is the minimum surface wind speed required to disperse sea fog.

QUESTION 24.

What aircraft attitude change is perceived by a pilot closing with a heavy rainfall area?

QUESTION 25.

Describe the conditions favourable for the formation of Steaming Fog (Arctic Smoke).

QUESTION 26.

Describe the difference between drifting snow (DRSN) and blowing snow (BLSN).

QUESTION 27.

Explain why HAAR forms on the East Coast of the UK in summer.

QUESTION 28.

When is RVR reported?

QUESTION 29.

What is the typical clearance mechanism for radiation fog?

QUESTION 30.

In which direction is visibility the worst under both sun and moon illumination?
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ANSWERS:
ANSWER 1.

A change of horizontal wind vector with distance.

ANSWER 2.

A change of horizontal wind vector with height.

ANSWER 3.

Up to 32km from the storm with a vertical extent up to 6000ft.

ANSWER 4.

Up to 30nm ahead of warm front, 20nm behind a cold front.

ANSWER 5.

The inversion acts as a barrier with the potential for different wind vectors above and below the
inversion.

ANSWER 6.

Microwave Radar, LIDAR, Infra-red detection.

ANSWER 7.

Low level windshear alerting system (LLWAS).
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ANSWER 8.

On passing through a shear line into reduced headwind the IAS will reduce. On entering an area with
stronger headwind the IAS will increase.

ANSWER 9.

ATC issue a marked temperature inversion warning (normally these warnings are issued when the
temperature increases by 10°C or more within the first 1000 ft aal).

ANSWER 10.

0°C to -10°C.

ANSWER 11.

1/80th per degree below 0°C

ANSWER 12.

Tropical, because the cloud base temperature is likely to be higher and therefore more water vapour
is available which releases more latent heat and stronger updraughts giving the potential for more
and larger SCWD in the cloud.

ANSWER 13.

On flight at low level through a warm front from warm into polar air at height above the 0°C
isotherm.
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ANSWER 14.

On descent from a cold sub 0°C level into warm and more moist air.

ANSWER 15.

It may increase or decrease the amount of icing.

ANSWER 16.

Temperature +30°C, 30% RH

ANSWER 17.

The forced ascent of air over a hill or mountain increases the vertical component of the airflow so
that more and larger SCWD are retained in the cloud compared to cloud at the same height over level
terrain.

ANSWER 18.

Thin structures attract icing more readily than thicker shaped structures.

ANSWER 19.

Fog describes a visibility of below 1000m, at least 99% RH

ANSWER 20.

1000m to 5000m, 95% RH to less than 100% RH
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ANSWER 21.

Land surface, high RH, clear skies (note; 1-2 octas of high cloud may still allow fog to form), wind 2-
8 kts (note; shallow fog can form when wind is reported as calm) and hygroscopic nuclei.

ANSWER 22.

100m approx

ANSWER 23.

24 kts

ANSWER 24.

Pitch up illusion.

ANSWER 25.

Cold air moving over a relatively warmer water surface over which a strong inversion exists. The
cold air saturates quickly with evaporation from the water, condensation results but dispersal is
prevented by the inversion.

ANSWER 26.

Drifting snow is snow raised by the wind within 2m of the surface.

Blowing snow describes snow raised by the wind above 2m above the surface.

(Both cause a serious reduction in visibility.)
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ANSWER 27.

Warm air from the continent of Europe moves across the colder North Sea where it collects moisture
and is cooled to below its dewpoint, and fog starts to form.

ANSWER 28.

Whenever the reported meteorological visibility reduces to below 1500m

ANSWER 29.

Increasing insolation

ANSWER 30.

Into sun and down moon.
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11Air Mass Theory

1. Air masses are very large volumes of air with virtually no horizontal difference of temperature
or humidity across areas which are hundreds of miles wide.  There is also usually little variation of
wind with height above the friction layer.  Since these large volumes of air are uniform in nature their
behaviour is likely to follow fairly set patterns.

2. In order for a mass of air to acquire such uniform characteristics, it needs to remain more or
less stationary for a long period in an area where the surface is itself reasonably uniform, or
homogenous.  Such an area is called a ‘source region’.

3. The main types of air masses reaching the United Kingdom and Europe originate mainly from
the following source regions:

(a) The polar high pressure areas of Arctic Canada, Greenland and the Eurasian continent
(Siberia).

(b) The sub-tropical high pressure areas, principally the Azores and the North African
landmass.

4. The areas given above are all permanent or semi-permanent high pressure areas.  These
provide light winds and tend to remain stationary for long periods.

5. Having gained uniform characteristics at the source region the air mass will eventually start to
move, more or less as a solid current, since there is little variation of wind with height.
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6. As the air mass moves away from the source region it will retain many of its original
characteristics, but will become modified, at least in the lower levels, by the surface over which it is
travelling.

Classification of Air Masses
7. It is possible to classify an air mass according to the characteristics it possesses.  Initially the
air mass is defined by its source region, as either tropical, polar, or arctic and subsequently by a
description of the surface over which it has travelled. Movement over the sea for a long period would
mean the airmass is labelled ‘maritime’, whereas over land it would be ‘continental’.  There can
however be other variations.  The main classes of air masses are:

Modification of Air Masses
8. When travelling over a surface which is becoming progressively cooler as the air mass moves
across the Earth, for example a sub-tropical air mass moving northwards in the northern hemisphere,
the air at the surface is cooled and the air mass will tend to become more stable in the lower levels.
When travelling over a surface which is becoming progressively warmer as the air mass moves across
the Earth, for example a polar air mass moving southwards in the northern hemisphere, the air at the
surface is heated and tends to become unstable in the lower levels.

Tropical maritime (TM) Polar Continental (PC)

Polar maritime (PM) Arctic maritime (AM)

Tropical continental (TC) Returning polar maritime (RPM)
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9. An air mass which is travelling over the sea will increase its water vapour content due to
evaporation.  The warmer the air, the more readily the evaporation will occur.  Air travelling over
land will gradually decrease in humidity especially when either orographic lifting or convection gives
rise to cloud formation and subsequent loss of moisture due to precipitation.

Tracks of Air Masses
10. The more likely tracks of air masses reaching the UK and Europe are shown at Figure 11-1.
However, it must be remembered that these directions are not always so definite because the situation
can be changed considerably by the presence of fronts and the movement of pressure systems.
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FIGURE 11-1
Likely Directions 
of Air Masses 
Reaching UK and 
Europe
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Isobar Patterns Associated with Typical Air Masses
11. Typical synoptic situations which would subject the UK to the various air masses considered
are shown at Figure 11-2.  Note however that the diagrams at Figure 11-2 take no account of frontal
systems which can distort the flow of air and its apparent origin.
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FIGURE 11-2
(A)  Tropical 
Maritime

(B) Tropical 
Continental 
(Summer)

(C) Polar Maritime

(D) Returning 
Polar Maritime

(E) Polar 
Continental 
(Winter)

(F) Arctic 
Maritime (Winter)
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Details of Air Mass Types

Tropical Maritime Air
12. The principal source regions for tropical maritime air are the subtropical anticyclones of the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.  In the North Atlantic, the sub-tropical anticyclone is called the Azores
High. On leaving the source region area the air is warm and humid.  If it travels north-eastwards
over the Atlantic towards Europe, it is  cooled from below and becomes increasingly stable.  The high
relative humidity at low level acquired at the source region is maintained or intensified by the surface
cooling and evaporation which occurs along the air mass track.  It may reach saturation and over the
Western Approaches to the English Channel in spring and early summer, advection fog is a distinct
possibility with warm moist air and low sea temperature.  Low stratus or stratocumulus cloud with
drizzle are characteristic of this air mass over the Europe in winter.  Visibility will be poor under the
inversion formed by surface cooling and especially in drizzle.  The air temperature will be relatively
high, giving mild conditions.

13. In summer, as tropical maritime air passes over land, surface heating by day normally
disperses any stratiform cloud or fog, but the pronounced stability usually prevents the development
of deep convection and visibility remains moderate or poor.   Cooling at night can result in cloud or
fog forming overnight in summer.

14. Different conditions are found on the southern side of the Azores high where the air is
tracking south westward over warmer seas giving rise to instability with cumulonimbus clouds and
thunderstorms.
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Tropical Continental
15. The principal source region for tropical continental air is the north African high (which
sometimes extends through southern Europe towards eastern Asia).  As the air moves to higher
latitudes, it is cooled from below.  The track is primarily over land and so the air remains dry;
cooling from below will increase stability.  Any dust which has entered the air at source tends not to
be dispersed. Consequently, visibility in this air mass will be reduced in haze.   Relative humidity is
generally low but increases rapidly if the air mass moves over water. 

16. Typically, this air mass affects Europe in summer only, because the north African high
pressure area is only present during the northern hemisphere summer.  The air is dry and cloudless
skies result, the low relative humidity of the air and its inherent stability normally prevents the
formation of cloud, even with surface heating over the land.

17. Tropical continental air which remains mainly over land in summer can become quite hot and
any subsequent passage over the sea results in a rapid acquisition of moisture and simultaneous
cooling near the surface.  This can occur over the North Sea in summer.  When this modified air
arrives at the east coast of the British Isles it may well carry sea mist or fog, possibly lifting to low
stratus resulting in drizzle as it crosses the coast.

18. Tropical continental air can be experienced as late in the year as October, after which the
weakening of the north African high and the cooling of the European/Asian land mass is more likely
to result in the creation of a cooler polar continental type of air mass.
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Summer Thunderstorms
19. At the height of summer in a slack pressure system, tropical continental air can ‘stagnate’ and
become unstable after prolonged heating from the hot land surface beneath.  If sufficient moisture
has been acquired by the air mass from the passage over the sea, thunderstorms can result.

Polar Maritime
20. The source regions for polar maritime air is the northern part of the North American
continent and Greenland.  At source over land, the air is very cold, has a low dew-point and is stable
and is in effect polar continental air. But on moving to lower latitudes of the North Atlantic with
warmer surface temperatures it is heated from below. The moisture content of the air will increase
because of evaporation over the sea surface.  Instability results from the surface heating and large
cumulus clouds will readily develop in the moist air.  This modification results in the re-classification
of the air mass to polar maritime.

21. As the air moves from sea to land in summer, the advective heating of the surface air is
accentuated by the high daytime surface temperatures and the instability clouds may well increase
both in intensity and in depth and showers are likely to develop.  The air will become dryer as it
moves further inland and the convective clouds will tend to reduce or die out.  Since the air is
inherently unstable, the visibility will be good except in showers.

22. Over the land in winter the air is relatively mild compared with the land surface which has
been cooled by radiation.  The air mass now experiences surface cooling and becomes stabilised in
the lower layers.  Showers decrease in intensity inland and any cloud tends to spread out into layer
types, in light wind conditions radiation fog can form under clear skies at night.
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Returning Polar Maritime Air
23. Polar maritime air which has turned in a direction with a northerly component is classified as
a returning polar maritime air mass.  Progressive cooling from below (in moving to higher latitudes)
induces stability and possibly increased relative humidity at the lower levels.  However, as stability
influences are generally slow to reach medium and higher levels, the existing medium level instability
of the polar maritime air mass is likely to remain.    Any cloud therefore is likely to consist of stratus
or stratocumulus at lower levels with unstable altocumulus and/or altocumulus castellanus at
medium levels.

24. During the winter the weather inland will be similar to tropical maritime air, whilst in
summer surface heating may restore a state of instability to the lower levels giving cumulonimbus
and heavy showers, possibly thunderstorms.

Polar Continental Air
25. The source regions for polar continental air are the northern continental land masses in
winter.  Europe itself and ‘Eurasia’, principally Siberia are the source regions affecting this area.  The
air is very cold, dry and stable at source.  True polar continental air affects the region only in winter,
typically between November and April, because the Europe/Asia (Siberian) high pressure region is
absent in summer.  The high pressure causes subsidence and convective cloud is usually absent, the
air is dry and the land surface is cold, and daytime heating is likely to be weak during the short
daylight hours.

26. If this type of air mass tracks across sea areas such as the North Sea it begins to accumulate
moisture.  The air mass becomes modified, taking on some of the characteristics of polar maritime
air.  The length of the sea passage will determine the degree of modification.
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27. On reaching the eastern coast of the British Isles, the weak insolation, orographic uplift and
increased moisture content of the air may combine to give instability cloud and showers of rain or
snow (wintry showers) in coastal regions.  The cloud tends to disperse as the air moves inland.
Visibility will be good except in showers along the east coast, and the air temperature will be low.
On occasions the convective development over the warmer sea surface may be limited by the
inversion which is usually present in this air mass. In this case the cloud formed is likely to consist of
extensive areas of stratocumulus which has formed from cumulus which is prevented from rising
further by the strong inversion.

Arctic Maritime Air
28. Arctic air is basically a more extreme version of polar air.  Arctic air masses have source
regions over the polar ice caps and also the northernmost limits of the American and Asian
continents.  They affect the United Kingdom and Europe mostly in winter.  A northerly airflow over
the United Kingdom even as late in the year as May is likely to be arctic maritime air.  The track
south is over the Norwegian Sea which has been warmed by the Gulf Stream and the extreme
instability which results produces weather which is an intensified form of that associated with polar
maritime air.  Heavy snow showers may be expected, especially over high ground and in  the Scottish
areas exposed to the northerly flow, for example the north of Scotland and East Anglia.

Summary
29. A summary of air mass characteristics is given in the table at Figure 11-3.
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FIGURE 11-3
Summary of Air 
Mass 
Characteristics
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12Depressions and Fronts

1. All air masses are subject to constant modification.  Their characteristics change seasonally
and geographically and, since they move, it is inevitable that, on occasions, two air masses with
differing characteristics will meet.  When this happens the two masses will interact, although mixing,
where it occurs, is confined to a thin layer of air at the interface, which is normally a sloping front.
This situation is the reason for the name front, as used in meteorology.  Fronts may be identified in
synoptic meteorology as warm, cold or occluded.  But on a larger, global scale, the zones of interface
between major airmasses are named according to the location.  The principal fronts are:

• Polar Front

• Arctic Front

• Intertropical Front or Convergence Zone (ITCZ).

(Note.  The term Mediterranean front may also be encountered).

2. European weather is dominated by the Polar front and so it is the development of it and the
depressions that form on it which are now considered.

Polar Front
3. The Polar front is the boundary between polar air and sub-tropical air.  In the North Atlantic
region it is the interface between tropical maritime air and polar maritime air.  On this front,
depressions form which affect the weather in Europe.
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4. The position of the polar front changes from day to day, with more significant seasonal
changes.  During the northern hemisphere summer, the mean position of the front will lie
approximately between Newfoundland and the north of Scotland.  During the winter the mean
position of the front moves south to lie approximately between Florida and southwest England.

Development of a Depression
5. The polar front lies in a trough of low pressure with polar and sub-tropical highs to the north
and south respectively.  Figure 12-1(a) shows, symbolically, the polar front as a quasi-stationary
front.  Waves form on the front as illustrated at Figure 12-1(b).  Upper airflow around this wave
tends to draw air out of the region and a drop in pressure at the surface occurs.  From this stage,
things move quite rapidly and within 48 hours the situation will have developed as shown at
Figure 12-1(c).

6. Note the formation of a closed system of isobars surrounding an area of low pressure at the
crest of the wave.  This area is termed  a polar front depression.  The portion of the polar front lying
to the right of the depression is now termed the warm front and carries the semi-circular symbols
which point in the direction of movement of the front.  Similarly the portion of the front lying to the
left of the depression is known as the cold front and carries the icicle-like symbols which again point
in the direction of movement of the front.  Fronts are named thus because they are the forward edge
of the relevant air mass type.  Thus, warm air is behind a warm front and cold air behind a cold
front.  The development of the associated fronts is known as ‘frontogenesis’.  

7. Once formed, a front tends to move forwards in a direction perpendicular to its orientation.
Cold fronts move at or a little above the geostrophic wind component along the front.  Warm fronts
tend to move at approximately 2/3 of this value.
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8. The area between the two fronts is known as the warm sector, and this is illustrated at
Figure 12-1(d).  Progressively the cold front overtakes the warm front, and lifts the warm sector  as
shown at Figure 12-1(e)  to give an occlusion which means that the warm air has become surrounded
by colder air.
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FIGURE 12-1
Stages in the 
Development of a 
Depression
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9. Note that at the same time that the system is evolving and subsequently decaying, it is
following what is usually a curved path across the North Atlantic and into Europe.  During the
occluding and decaying process, the weather usually improves although a secondary low may cause a
further deterioration.  The low ‘fills’ as pressure rises and becomes almost stationary possibly
forming a cold air pool.

10. Figure 12-2 shows a vertical cross section through the two fronts across X-Y in Figure 12-1(c)
and the warm sector to indicate the vertical distribution of warm and cold air.  The cold polar air on
the left is pushing the warm sub-tropical air in the middle which is in turn pushing the cold polar air
at the right of the diagram.  The sub-tropical air lies in the warm sector, and the synoptic situation
shown here is known as an open sector depression since the warm sector is still clearly defined at the
surface.

Frontogenesis
11. Cold Front.  The colder polar air to the left in Figure 12-2 is more dense and is able to move
and undercut the warmer, less dense air in the warm sector.  The warmer air ahead of the cold front
will be lifted.  This frontal lifting can act as a trigger for the development of instability cloud which
can form at the cold front.

When the warm tropical maritime air ahead of the cold front is forced upwards rapidly and
instability develops, the front is called an ‘anafront’.  An anafront is therefore an active front and
whilst this version is sometimes considered to be a ‘typical’ type of cold front, it is by no means
certain.  For example, if the tropical air in the warm sector is very stable and does not rise or after
rising a little, sinks back, then this type of front is described as a ‘katafront’ and is in-active.  Some
fronts can even be a combination of ana- and kata- versions at different levels or at different places
along the front.
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12. Warm Front. The less dense air in the warm sector is not so efficient at moving the cold dense
air ahead of it.  The warmer air behind the warm front tends to ride up over the cold air.  Again,
frontal lifting is present but the vertical movement of the air is not so marked since the slope is
shallower, and stratiform cloud normally forms at the warm front. 

FIGURE 12-2
Vertical Section of 
Warm and Cold 
Fronts.

Occluding Process
13. The cold front is more efficient at displacing the air ahead of it than the warm front and its
direction of flow tends to cut across it.  The cold front therefore overtakes the warm front and
eventually closes the warm sector, (this is the occluding process), lifting the warm sector clear of the
ground and giving the occlusion which is characteristic of the later stages in the life cycle of a polar
front depression.  An occluded front is labelled a warm occlusion when the air behind is warmer and
a cold occlusion when it is colder.  As with the cold front, a warm front may be labelled ana- if the
warm air rises or kata- if it does not.  A typical warm front would be considered to be an anafront.
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14. Until the time that the fronts start to occlude it is possible to forecast the movement of the
system with some degree of accuracy.   Once the fronts become occluded, however, forecasting their
movement becomes more difficult since the speed and direction of travel becomes less predictable.

Movement of a Depression
15. During its initial stages a depression tends to move in a direction which is approximately
parallel to the isobars in the warm sector at a speed approximating to the mean 2000 ft wind speed
in the warm sector.  As the depression develops further and starts to occlude the direction of
movement swings more northerly (in the northern hemisphere) and the speed of travel reduces, as
illustrated at Figure 12-3.  From formation to occluding, the depression may have moved 3000km.
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FIGURE 12-3
Typical Track of a 
Polar Front 
Depression

16. Back Bent Occlusion. One example of what might happen once the front occludes is shown at
Figure 12-4.  The depression has effectively moved down the occlusion.  That part of the occlusion
which might be expected to lie above the depression has become a back bent occlusion and, as the
alternating warm/cold front occlusion symbols suggest, is moving around the depression in an anti-
clockwise direction.  Appreciate that whilst this situation often occurs, it is by no means certain to
happen.
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FIGURE 12-4
The Back Bent 
Occlusion

17. Warm and Cold Occlusion. If the polar air in advance of the occlusion was the same
temperature as the polar air behind the occlusion there would be no occluded front at the surface.
However, this situation is unlikely to occur as the two masses of polar air have been widely separated
by the warm sector since the initial formation of the depression.  They are likely to have acquired
different temperatures because of moving over different surfaces.

18. Figure 12-5(a) shows a warm occlusion.  That is to say, the polar air behind the front is less
cold than the polar air ahead of the front.  The occluded front is sloping upwards to the right, as with
a normal warm front, and the warm sector is seen lifted clear of the surface.
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19. Figure 12-5(b) shows a cold occlusion.  The occluded front is sloping the other way, since the
cold dense air is now behind the warm, less dense air.  Again, the warm sector is clear of the surface.

FIGURE 12-5
Cross section 
through a warm 
and cold occlusion

Polar Front Weather
20. Figure 12-6 and Figure 12-7 show the cloud and precipitation bands associated with an open
sector polar front depression in which both the warm and cold fronts are classed as anafronts.
Notice the extent of cloud and rain associated with the cold front is very much narrower than that
associated with the warm front, since the slope of the cold front is very much steeper.

21. Precipitation ahead of the warm front is likely to start as intermittent slight rain from the
lower areas of altostratus, becoming moderate continuous rain from the nimbostratus nearer to the
surface position of the warm front.
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22. The rain from the cold front will be heavy since it is coming from cumuliform cloud.  If the
slope of the cold front is sufficiently steep, in other words if the polar air is very much colder than the
sub-tropical air, the frontal lifting may well be sufficient to give thunderstorm activity and hail.
Nimbostratus cloud can also form on the front depending on the conditions.  For pilots, this can
present a serious problem since the clouds will lie in a continuous line which may be several hundreds
of miles long. Furthermore, cumulonimbus cloud can be embedded in other cloud or form a line
squall. Penetration of a line squall is at best difficult and full use should be made of the weather
radar; avoidance is recommended.

23. Note that whilst the weather described is typically associated with an open sector polar front
depression, the activity at a warm front and at a cold front may in practice vary considerably from
the norm, depending on the temperature difference between the air masses.  In general, however, the
greater the temperature difference between air masses, the more active the fronts will be.
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FIGURE 12-6
Cross Section of 
Warm and Cold 
Anafronts
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FIGURE 12-7
Plan of Warm and 
Cold Anafronts in 
a Polar Front 
Depression

Summary of Conditions Ahead, Behind and on Passage of Warm and 
Cold Fronts
24. The changes that are associated with the passage of typical warm and cold fronts are
summarised below:
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Warm Front

In Advance At the Front After the Front

Surface wind backs, increases veers, decreases steady

Cloud amount inreases maximum begins to decrease

Cloud type CI, CS, AS, NS, FS, FC 
in succession

NS, FS ST or SC

Cloud base lowering lowest still low

Pressure characteristic steady fall fall arrested steady or slow fall

Present weather continuous rain or 
snow

precipitation reduces 
or ceases

intermittent drizzle or 
none

Temperature steady or rising rise high, steady

Dew point/relative 
humidity

rising in precipitation rise steady (at maximum 
value)

Visibility good except in 
precipitation

poor, mist or fog poor to moderate, still 
misty or foggy
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Cold Front

In Advance At the Front After the Front

Surface wind backs, increases 
becomes squally

veers suddenly perhaps 
with squall

backing after squall 
then steady

Cloud amount unchanged increases decreases

Cloud type ST or SC, AC, AS then 
CB

CB (also FS, FC or low 
NS)

AS, AC then later CU, 
CB

Cloud base low very low lifting rapidly

Pressure characteristic fall sudden rise rising slowly

Present weather some rain, perhaps 
thunder

heavy rain or snow 
(possible thunder and  

hail)

heavy rain or snow 
for a short period 

then fine but showers 
follow later

Temperature steady (reduces in rain) falls suddenly steady (variable in 
showers)

Dew point/relative 
humidity

steady/rise in 
precipitation

sudden fall/high in ppn low and steady/RH 
falls as precipitation 

stops

Visibility poor to moderate 
(possible fog)

deteriorates in ppn 
followed by rapid 

improvement

very good outside 
showers
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Cloud and Weather in Katafronts
25. When warm air does not rise in a frontal zone, the front is described as a katafront.  Cross
sectional diagrams of katafronts are shown in Figure 12-8(a) and Figure 12-8(b).  Downward
moving air at medium levels is dry and slightly warmer than in the case of anafronts.  The effect is
that moist air at lower levels produces extensive stratiform cloud with accompanying slight rain or
drizzle.  Temperature gradients across such fronts are unlikely to be well defined.
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FIGURE 12-8
Cross Section of 
Warm and Cold 
Katafronts
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Cloud and Weather on Occlusions
26. Figure 12-10(a) and Figure 12-10(b) show the cloud distribution and rain belts associated
with warm and cold occlusions.  There is little difference between the two, but note that with the
warm occlusion the rain is principally occurring ahead of the ground position of the front, whereas
with the cold occlusion the rain is occurring both ahead of and behind the front.  The most
significant feature of both warm and cold occluded fronts is the risk of embedded cumulonimbus in
the lifted warm sector.  Note also the absence of cirrus cloud, the highest cloud being cirrostratus.

FIGURE 12-9
Cross Section 
Through Warm 
and Cold 
Occlusion.

Stationary of Quasi-Stationary Fronts
27. Stationary and quasi-stationary fronts tend to produce weather similar to that associated with
a weak warm front with low stratus and drizzle.  Such fronts are likely to persist for several days.
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Upper Winds at the Polar Front
28. The upper wind consists of the resultant of the low level wind and the thermal wind
component.  The greater the difference in mean temperature between the sub-tropical air (of the
warm sector) and the polar air on either side, the greater will be the speed of the thermal wind
component.

29. The diagram at Figure 12-10 illustrates the typical position and direction (in plan view) of the
resultant wind at upper (cirrus) levels.  (Note that it is the surface positions of the fronts which are
shown).  If the thermal gradients are great enough the wind arrow at Figure 12-10 will represent a
jetstream.  The core of the jetstream (or  the position of the strongest upper wind) is closer to a
position vertically above the surface position of the cold front than it is to the surface position of the
warm front.  This is because the cold front has a steeper slope than the warm front.  A vertical cross
section across X-Y in Figure 12-10 is shown in the diagram at Figure 12-11.
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FIGURE 12-10
Jet Stream 
associated with 
the Polar Front 
Depression
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FIGURE 12-11
Diagram of Jet 
Streams 
Associated with 
Warm and Cold 
Fronts

30. Notice from Figure 12-11 that: 

(a) The isotachs are closer together, level with and below the level of the jet axis on the
cold air side of the axis.  This is the primary area for clear air turbulence and
windshear because the wind speed is changing rapidly in this area.

(b) In the diagram shown, the wind direction at the warm front would change abruptly in
direction (as the speed increases) from generally westerly to north-westerly.  At the
cold front, the sudden decrease in speed would be accompanied by a backing in
direction to a south-westerly flow.
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(c) The jet axis remains inside the warm air below the tropopause and is usually located
somewhere between 30,000 and 34,000ft (300 - 250 hPa).

(d) The jetstream is located at cirrus cloud levels, and if such cloud is present, it will have
a streaked appearance as it is carried along by the jetstream.

Secondary Depressions
31. When a relatively small depression forms within the circulation of a larger primary depression
it is known as a secondary depression.  If the new depression forms well away from the primary
circulation it is simply regarded as the next in a family of depressions.

32. A common point for a secondary depression to form is on the trailing end of the cold front at
a point in time when the primary system is well occluded. Figure 12-12 shows the formation of such
a low.  At Figure 12-12(a) a wave has appeared on the trailing cold front. At Figure 12-12(b) this
wave has become more pronounced with a definite depression forming at the crest.
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FIGURE 12-12
The Development 
of a Secondary 
Depression
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33. Another common point for a secondary depression to form is at the point where warm and
cold fronts join to form an occlusion (the triple point), as shown at Figure 12-13.

FIGURE 12-13
Secondary Low 
Formed at the 
Triple Point of an 
Occlusion

34. The processes of surface heating, instability and orographic effects can produce secondary
lows. In fact on almost all occasions when a large depression passes across both land and sea or
mountain barriers, secondary lows are formed.
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35. A secondary low, once formed, tends to move around the primary low in a cyclonic sense
(anticlockwise in the northern hemisphere), being carried along in the primary circulation.  If the
pressure at the centre of the secondary low drops sufficiently to become lower than that at the centre
of the primary low, the roles may become reversed and the secondary becomes the primary etc.

36. It is generally the case that secondary depressions form within large occluded or inactive
primary systems which may themselves be decaying, giving little or no bad weather.  The secondary
system will  invariably give a deterioration in the weather with a high risk of extensive low cloud and
copious rainfall.  Shallow secondaries over the land during summer are likely to give thunderstorms.
The winds in the path of a secondary depression are subject to rapid variation as the centre of the
low moves through the area.  With a particularly deep secondary depression gale force winds may
occur, especially on the side remote from the primary depression such that the circulation around
both primary and secondary systems are complementary, for example in the warm sector of the
secondary depression at bottom centre in Figure 12-12.

Non-Frontal Depressions
37. Not all depressions are formed on the polar front as described in the preceding paragraphs.
Depressions which form in other ways are:

• Orographic Lows

• Thermal Lows
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Orographic Low
38. Orographic depressions form on the lee side of mountain ranges of sufficient size and height.
The air tends to flow around the obstacle as well as over it but the result is that an area of relatively
low pressure forms on the lee side.  As the air sweeping around the ends of the obstacle flows
towards this low pressure area, geostrophic force causes the flow  to become cyclonic. A lee or
orographic depression, is shown at Figure 12-14.

FIGURE 12-14
Formation of an 
Orographic Low

The Alps are a primary source area in Europe for the formation of orographic lows.
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39. It is not unusual for clear skies to exist in a lee depression as air descends on the lee side of the
mountains.  The föhn effect, if it occurs, may warm the air significantly.  Alternatively, orographic
cloud can also give moderate rain or snow.

40. Another orographic situation that can arise is when a cold front reaches a mountain range.
At the surface, the passage of the front is effectively arrested by the topography. The slope of the
frontal interface becomes steeper and the cold air at upper levels spills over the mountain range.
With cold air above and warmer air below, a state of severe instability exists and heavy showers and
thunderstorms may develop.  This is  a major cause of much of the bad weather affecting northern
Italy and the northern Mediterranean generally.  The problem is exacerbated by the rapidity with
which such deteriorations in the weather can occur.

Thermal Depressions
The principles of the formation of a thermal depression was encountered in Chapter 1.

41. If one part of the Earth's surface becomes warmer than the adjoining areas, the column of air
above the warm area will now be higher than in the surrounding areas and will create upper air high.
Upper level divergence will occur and as a result of the loss of air from the column, the pressure at
the surface will fall.  At low level air will now tend to flow towards this surface low pressure area
creating low level convergence.  This convergence will tend to lead to air upwelling and encouraging
instability within the low.  Adiabatic cooling, and the formation of cloud are likely consequences.
When the low is established, the low level winds will follow geostrophic principles and flow parallel
to the isobars.

42. In terms of winds at higher levels, although a thermal depression exists at the surface, high
pressure exists at altitude.  Consequently the wind speed will diminish with altitude and reverse to an
anticyclonic flow at about 8000 ft, before again increasing in speed.
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43. During the summer a land mass will be warmer than the surrounding ocean.  During the
winter a sea (such as the Mediterranean, the Great Lakes or the Black Sea) which is surrounded by
land will be warmer than the surrounding land masses

44. Over the land during the summer a thermal depression can give squally thunderstorm
conditions if the air is unstable or becomes so due to continued heating.  This situation often occurs
over Central and Western Europe.  Alternatively if the low forms in stable air, it is likely to be
shallow with little or no cloud or weather.

Monsoon Low
45. One classic example of a thermal low is the monsoon low of Asia.  In summer, intense surface
heating of Asia and the Indian sub-continent causes an outflow of air at altitude.  There is a
subsequent fall of pressure at the surface over north-west India, Pakistan and southern Iran, which
draws in a vast flow of air from the Indian Ocean. This monsoon flow is shallow, being restricted to
about 6000 feet in altitude, and this inhibits the growth of cumulus cloud, the air above being very
much drier, and usually blowing from a different direction.  When within 100-200 miles of the
Indian coastline, the monsoon flow becomes thick, rising to about 12,000 feet, and allowing cumulus
cloud to grow appreciably.  Further lifting over the coast and the hills again causes further cloud
development and  rainfall.  Monsoon air penetrates northward to the coasts of Arabia, Iran and
Pakistan, but these regions are quite arid because the flow does not show the same thickening and
consequently shower clouds do not form so readily.

Equatorial Trough
46. The equatorial trough consists of a series of thermal lows, in a more or less continuous belt
around the Earth.  The equatorial trough is the area into which the trade winds converge.
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Polar Air Lows (Polar Lows)
47. Thermal lows often form in polar air in winter.  These polar air depressions (not to be
confused with polar front depressions) are called polar lows and form when cold polar or arctic air
moves from the Canadian or Greenland land mass out over a relatively warm sea.  Unstable air is
likely to produce cumulonimbus cloud and showers.  Thermal lows are distinguished from polar
front lows by the absence of warm and cold fronts.  However, should the track of a thermal low take
it close to the polar front, warm sub-tropical air being drawn into the system will greatly invigorate
it, giving a further deterioration in the weather.  In this situation the polar air depression can become
a secondary low with respect to the primary (polar front) depression around which it is now
circulating.

Tropical Revolving Storms
48. Tropical revolving storms have local names depending on the part of the world in which they
occur. 

• Cyclones. (northern and southern Indian Ocean and Australasia) 

• Hurricanes. (Caribbean)

• Typhoons. (North West Pacific) 
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49. These are the most violent examples of thermal depressions.  They form only over the sea in
tropical regions.  The formation of tropical revolving storms is believed to result from conditions of
marked instability in the source region close to the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ).  Very high
humidity is required and so the air at the source will normally have followed a long sea track.  For
this reason, they often occur at the western end of major oceans.  These storms do not form within
the latitude band 5°N to 5°S  where the geostrophic force is too small to induce the necessary circular
flow of air.

Tornadoes
50. Tornadoes have been described already in the context of thunderstorms.  The tornado is a
very much localised thermal depression.  They occur frequently in the central southern United States
east of the Rockies.  The central plains of the Mississippi are particularly prone to tornadoes.
Tornadoes form in conjunction with a thunderstorm, and the resulting whirl or vortex is normally
only 50-250m in diameter, with extremely low pressure at the core.  The winds reach hurricane force
and leave a narrow band of destruction behind them.  Much of the damage is caused by the rapid
pressure changes that occur as the tornado passes.  (Note the name Tornado is also given to a
particularly severe line squall which occurs in West Africa).
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Waterspouts
51. Waterspouts are the last example of localised depression considered.  They are similar in
structure to the tornado, but originate over the sea, normally in low latitudes. They are associated
with heavy instability cloud.  Initially, a V-shaped funnel is seen pointing downwards from the cloud
base, and eventually this funnel will reach the surface of the sea, agitating it violently.  The vortex of
dark whirling cloud is normally narrower than a tornado, perhaps only 20 feet in diameter but it can
be larger.  It is usually of short duration, rarely existing for more than 30 minutes.  Waterspouts carry
no where near the destructive power of tornadoes.

Cold Pool
52. The 500hPa contour chart which is used to illustrate the ‘Rossby Wave’ pattern in Chapter 5
also shows where troughs and highs exist in the contour pattern.  Low heights indicate areas of cold
air.  Such areas can form cold pools.

53. A cold pool is a closed circulation of cooler air which has become cut-off from its source
region in higher latitude (they are also known as cut-off lows).  Cold pools tend to be quasi-
stationary or slow moving.

54. This type of system tends to give typically unsettled polar airmass weather.  In summer, over
western Europe, thunder conditions are often associated with the presence of a cold pool.
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13Anticyclones and Cols

Anticyclones

Structure and Characteristics of an Anticyclone
1. An anticyclone exists where the atmospheric pressure distribution is such that there is a high
central pressure relative to surrounding areas.

2. Appearance on Charts.  An anticyclone is evident on synoptic weather charts as a system of
closed isobars.  Its associated weather and air movement are opposite to those exhibited by a
‘cyclone’ or depression.

3. Air Movement.  All anticyclones form as a result of the convergence of air into a region at
high tropospheric levels.  The increase in pressure at the surface which results from the convergence
produces an outflow or, divergence at low level.  When an anticyclone intensifies, the surface
pressure increases because the inflow (convergence) at high level exceeds the outflow (divergence) at
low level.  Conversely, an anticyclone is said to weaken when the pressure at the surface starts to
decrease.  In this case the low level outflow is greater than the upper level inflow.  A vertical,
diagrammatic section showing the flow of air in a  high is at  Figure 13-1.
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FIGURE 13-1
Air Flow in an 
Anticyclone

Subsidence
4. Another characteristic of anticyclones is that of a widespread downward motion of air in the
system.  This downward flow is termed ‘subsidence’ and results directly from the airflow at high level
and the outflow at low level.

Inversion
5. The downward movement of air, however gentle, means that adiabatic warming will take
place.  The warming can often raise the temperature to a value higher than the existing
environmental temperature at some lower levels and create an inversion, as shown in Figure 13-2.
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FIGURE 13-2

General Weather Conditions in an Anticyclone
6. The presence of subsidence has a major effect on the weather in an anticyclone.  Subsidence is
normally at its maximum rate when the anticyclone is in its early stages of development.  The
adiabatic warming, the decrease in relative humidity and the increase in the stability created by the
subsidence results typically in clear skies and fine weather.  By day, maximum surface heating occurs
and by night, maximum surface cooling results from terrestrial radiation. 
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Summer
7. In summer, anticyclones generally produce fine, hot days with overnight cooling sometimes
producing mist or shallow fog if sufficient moisture is present.

Winter
8. In winter, overnight fog is typical if the air possesses sufficient moisture or frost when the air
has a dew point below 0°C.  By day fog may persist when insolation is weak.

Anticyclonic Gloom
9. There are exceptions to the ‘typical’ anticyclonic weather.  Anticyclonic gloom is the name
given to the occurrence of widespread stratocumulus which can form in moist air at the base of the
subsidence inversion.  Any industrial pollution in the air contributes to the dull conditions.  Such
conditions are more likely in winter and can be widespread over land as well as over the sea.

Types of Anticyclones
10. Anticyclones can be classified as ‘warm’ or ‘cold’ depending on how they have formed.
Within this variation they can also be identified as permanent or temporary.

Warm Anticyclones
11. A warm anticyclone not only appears as a high on synoptic charts but will also appear as high
pressure on all upper level (thickness/contour) charts.  In the latter case, it is more likely to be shown
as an upper level ridge rather than as an enclosed system.  A warm high consists of relatively warmer
air at all levels.
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12. Warm highs are typically those that contribute to the sub-tropical high pressure belts which
exist around the earth at around 30° north and south.  In the north Atlantic region the Azores high is
an example of a warm high.  The formation of warm anticyclones is connected with the movement of
upper air flows.  One theory held is that poleward flows of air at upper levels in Equatorial areas is
deflected by coriolis and accumulates in the sub-tropical high pressure areas.  Warm anticyclones are
subject to the north/south seasonal movements of the sun.  The Azores high for example becomes
more extensive in the northern hemisphere summer over the North Atlantic and North Africa.
Warm anticyclones, although subject to such variations in position are regarded as permanent.  In
temperate latitudes (roughly 30 - 60°) warm highs are usually temporary features which form as
northerly extensions of the sub-tropical high or develop from a temporary cold anticyclone as a
result of the adiabatic warming in the subsidence.

Cold Anticylones
13. Cold anticyclones form where cold surface temperatures exist.  They are typically shallow
features compared to warm anticyclones, with relatively colder air extending up to about 3km.  Cold
anticyclones, therefore are unlikely to appear on upper-air charts.

14. A cold anticyclone forms when the cold air at lower levels ‘contracts’ the troposphere
resulting in the formation of low pressure in the upper levels.  Convergence into this upper level low
increases the mass of air in the system and pressure rises at the surface.

15. Cold anticyclones are sometimes classified as permanent.  For example, the cold anticyclones
which tend to form over continental land masses in winter are semi-permanent because they are
present consistently in the winter but are absent in summer. The Siberian high is an example of a
semi-permanent anticyclone.
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16. Temporary cold anticyclones are common features of the weather in temperate latitudes.
They are usually located between successive depressions.  This type of anticyclone tends to travel
with the other systems and usually exists only as ridge (or wedge) of high pressure (rather than a
closed circulation of the anticyclone).  This type of system brings typically 24 hours of respite from
the cloud, wind and rain of the travelling depressions.  The air is polar but the subsidence and
subsidence inversion limits cloud development to small fair weather cumulus.  In winter when
surface cooling over land increases stability at low level, stratus or stratocumulus may form where
the winds are stronger, or radiation fog where the winds are lighter.

17. Occasionally temporary cold anticyclones can become more significant and can develop into
warm temporary anticyclones in which case the movement tends to slow down and the high pressure
and associated weather persists for several days.

Blocking Anticyclones
18. Blocking anticyclones are very large temporary anticyclones which block the normal zonal
(westerly) airflow.  They tend to form most often in two locations which affect European weather.
One area is between 50° and 60°N and between 010°W and 020°W over the North Atlantic.  The
other is between 010°E and 020°E over Scandinavia.  The latter frequently intensifies to
exceptionally high pressures of 1050hPa or more in winter as a result of very low surface
temperatures.  In either case, the presence of a blocking high means that the polar front and its
associated depressions are deflected around it to the north or south.  Such systems can persist for up
to two or three weeks.
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Cols
19. Cols are areas of stagnant air without a definite circulation of their own.  Weather in a col is
unpredictable, however light winds will prevail due to the lack of any definite pressure gradient.  The
most active pressure system in the vicinity of a col is likely to influence the weather within the col.  In
the event of a front moving through a col, the deterioration in the weather will be prolonged since
the front will be slow-moving in the slack pressure gradient.  As a general rule the most likely
weather in a col would result from the lack of movement of the air mass in it.  In the UK this airmass
is usually maritime in origin and therefore, in winter, fog and frost are most likely, whereas in
summer the heating of the air mass often results in a steepened lapse rate and thunderstorms.
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14Stratospheric Meteorology

Variation in Height of the Tropopause
1. The tropopause is the level in the atmosphere where temperature ceases to decrease with
height.   Whilst its average height over the Earth is 36,000ft (this is the basis of its ISA tropopause) its
actual height is more variable, ranging from an average of value of about 28,000ft over the winter
pole, to 57,000ft over the Equator.  Above the tropopause is the Stratosphere.

Temperature Distribution in the Stratosphere
2. Above the tropopause, temperature remains nearly isothermal for a considerable height
encompassing any normal flight altitude.  Stratospheric temperature varies globally, depending on
the season and the influence of the sun.  The polar areas are warmer in summer with temperatures
decreasing toward the Equator.  In winter the stratospheric temperatures are coldest in the region of
the pole, and increase to mid latitudes before reducing again towards the Equator.  Sudden
temperature changes with considerable variability occur near the changeover from winter to summer.
Figure 14-1 illustrates the approximate variation in temperature at the 50hPa level for the winter and
summer hemispheres.
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FIGURE 14-1
Approximate 
Average 
Stratospheric 
Temperatures 
(°C) at 50hPa 
level

Winds in the Stratosphere
3. Winds in the stratosphere are thermal in origin and a global comparison can be made at the
50hPa level (approximately 67,000ft).  The patterns for winter and summer are similar in each
hemisphere.  Figure 14-2 illustrates the approximate distribution of average winds at the 50hPa level
for the summer and winter hemispheres.
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FIGURE 14-2
Approximate 
Average 
Stratospheric 
Winds (kt) at 
50hPa level 
(arrows indicate 
direction)

4. Summer.  Stratospheric winds are lightest in this period, averaging 10kt near the summer pole
and increasing to 30kt near the Equator.  The direction is consistently easterly in either summer
hemisphere.  This direction is in accordance with the thermal wind component theory.
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5. Winter.  The stratospheric winds in winter are strongest in latitudes around 60° where jet
stream speeds may occur.  Average values are shown in Figure 14-2 for the 50hPa level but much
higher speeds have been observed at higher levels, for example at the 20hPa level (86,000ft) winds of
150-200kt have been observed. The jet stream is sometimes referred to as the ‘polar night jet’.
Warmer air at mid-latitude, 40 - 50°, is responsible for producing the steeper thermal gradient
towards the cold pole which results in stronger westerly winds in either winter hemisphere.  From
60° latitude towards the Equator, winds reduce in speed, becoming easterly from 15° latitude
approximately, as the thermal gradient reverses to colder air over the Equator.

Other Aspects of Stratospheric Meteorology

Effect of Ozone and Cosmic Radiation
6. Effect of Ozone. Ozone (O3) absorbs Ultra Violet (UV) radiation, causing a progressive
increase in stratospheric temperature. The ozone layer thus acts as a filter to reduce the amount of
UV reaching the earth and since this form of ultra violet radiation is hazardous, the presence of the
ozone is beneficial.  However, ozone itself is hazardous and in large quantities can damage the
respiratory system.  At normal jet aircraft cruising levels, ozone concentrations are low but
supersonic transport crews can be exposed to higher ozone levels.  Ozone concentrations above 50-
100,000ft can be above tolerable levels. Engine and air conditioning systems remove most of it but
monitoring is necessary to ensure safe levels are maintained.

7. Radioactivity.  The primary sources of radioactivity are the cosmic radiation from outer space
and ionising radiation from the sun.  During solar flares, the level of cosmic radiation can increase to
the extent that flight at lower levels is advisable.
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8. Exposure to ionising radiation increases with altitude and latitude. Given current
understanding of the levels of exposure and its potential impact on health, it is generally thought that
only air crew who spend substantial flight hours over 30,000 feet need to address this problem.

9. JAR-OPS 1 states that operation of aircraft intended to be  flown above 15,000m (49,000 ft)
must be equipped with instruments which given continuous indication of the dose of total cosmic
radiation being received and the cumulative dose on each flight.

Flight in the Stratosphere
10. Flight in the stratosphere is not as infrequent as might first appear.  On normal long-range
intercontinental flights, cruising levels are likely to be between FL350 and FL390.  At times,
especially in winter, the tropopause may well be below FL300.

11. There are two advantages to flight above the tropopause:

(a) For highest TAS and Mach Number for a given indicated airpseed (IAS)/dynamic
pressure, it is essential to cruise in the lower density air of the stratosphere.  This
advantage therefore applies to any high mach number jet aircraft such as SST.

(b) Where contrary headwinds or turbulence need to be avoided and descent below the
level of the winds would penalise engine performance excessively, flight in the
stratosphere where winds and turbulence are invariably lighter is advantageous.
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Self Assessed Exercise No. 6

QUESTIONS:
QUESTION 1.

Name depressions which form to the lee of mountains.

QUESTION 2.

What type of low pressure system is the Monsoon Low of India?

QUESTION 3.

Name the pressure region into which the trade winds converge.

QUESTION 4.

What name is given to a TRS occurring in the North West Pacific?

QUESTION 5.

What name is given to TRSs that occur in the Caribbean?

QUESTION 6.

What name is given to non-frontal depressions that form when cold air moves over warm seas in
high latitudes?

QUESTION 7.

Describe the formation of a cold pool.
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QUESTION 8.

Between which equatorial latitudes do tropical revolving storms (TRS) not form?

QUESTION 9.

Describe where convergence and divergence occur in an anti-cyclone.

QUESTION 10.

What is the general term used to describe sinking air within an anti-cyclone.

QUESTION 11.

What effect does the downward movement of air in an anticyclone have and why?

QUESTION 12.

What is anticyclonic gloom?

QUESTION 13.

Give an example of a cold anticyclone.

QUESTION 14.

Give an example of a permanent warm anticyclone.

QUESTION 15.

Describe the likely weather to be expected in UK within a col during summer and winter.
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QUESTION 16.

Name the jet stream that occurs during winter in the stratosphere.

QUESTION 17.

What is the primary cause of increasing temperatures in the upper levels of the stratosphere?

QUESTION 18.

Above what height does JAR-OPS 1 require an aircraft to carry radiation monitoring equipment?

QUESTION 19.

State the approximate height of the 50 hPa level in feet.

QUESTION 20.

When are Stratospheric winds at their lightest?

ANSWERS
ANSWER 1.

Orographic low

ANSWER 2.

A Thermal low.
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ANSWER 3.

The equatorial trough

ANSWER 4.

Typhoons

ANSWER 5.

Hurricanes

ANSWER 6.

Polar Air Lows

ANSWER 7.

When cold air is cut off from its source region with its own closed circulation it becomes a cold pool.

ANSWER 8.

Between latitudes 05°N and 05°S

ANSWER 9.

Upper level convergence results in surface divergence.

ANSWER 10.

Subsidence
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ANSWER 11.

Typically the downward movement of air (turbulence) prevents vertical cloud development and
results in clear skies and fine weather. However, the inversion which also forms, can trap some cloud
in the turbulence layer at low level if sufficient moisture and turbulence are present.

ANSWER 12.

When widespread stratocumulus cloud forms in the turbulence layer in an anticyclone resulting in
dull gloomy conditions which may be increased if industrial smoke/pollution is trapped under the
inversion as well.

ANSWER 13.

Siberian high

ANSWER 14.

Azores high

ANSWER 15.

Summer - thunderstorms

Winter - fog and/or frost

ANSWER 16.

Polar night jet
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ANSWER 17.

Absorbtion of UV (short wave) radiation by Ozone

ANSWER 18.

15 000 m (49,000 ft)

ANSWER 19.

67,000 ft

ANSWER 20.

In the summer hemisphere.
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15Meteorological Observations

Ground Based Observations
1.  Observations of the actual conditions prevailing are made at aerodromes (and other
meteorological stations) every hour, or more frequently in conditions where the weather is changing
rapidly.

2. The observations are made and recorded as described at Figure 15-1.

FIGURE 15-1 Element Observed Units of Measurement Instruments or Method Used

Wind direction Degrees (normally from true 
north)

Wind vane

Wind speed Knots Anemometer

Pressure Hectopascals (hPa) Mercury (Kew pattern) 
barometer or precision aneroid 
barometer

Pressure tendency and characteristic Tenths of a hPa per 3 hours Aneroid barograph
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Temperature and dew-point Degrees celsius Wet and dry bulb 
thermometers.  Max/min 
temperature thermometer. 
Thermograph and hygrograph

Visibility Metres or kilometres Aerial photographs with range 
rings and objects at known 
distances by day.  A gold 
visibility meter by night.

Runway visual range Metres A trained observer (RVR) or a 
transmissometer (IRVR)

Weather phenomena present and 
past

- Trained observer

Cloud type - Photographs are available for 
comparison

Cloud amount Oktas of sky covered Trained observer

Cloud height Feet Ceilometers, cloud searchlights 
and alidades, balloons, pilot 
reports and observer 
observation
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Surface Wind
3. Surface wind is normally measured by a three cup anemometer and vane system referenced to
a height of 10 metres above the runway(s).  Surface wind reported by an ATS unit for take-off and
landing is usually an instantaneous wind measurement with direction referenced to magnetic north.
At those aerodromes where the wind measurement can be electronically processed, the wind reports
for take-off and landing are averaged over the previous 2 minutes.

4. Variations in the wind direction are given when the total variation is 60° or more and the
mean wind speed is above 3 kt.  In reports for take-off, surface winds of 5 kt or less include a range
of wind directions whenever possible.  Variations from the mean wind speed (gusts/lulls) during the
previous 10 minutes are reported only if the variation has exceeded 10 kt; such variations are
expressed as the maximum and minimum speeds attained.

5. Surface winds for METAR and SPECI reports are averaged over the previous 10 minutes and
are referenced to true north.  Variations in wind direction are given but minimum speeds are not.  A
maximum speed is given only if it exceeds the mean speed by 10 kt or more.

Surface Pressure
6. The mercury barometer balances the weight of the atmosphere against the weight of a column
of mercury inside a glass tube which is closed at one end and from which all air has been expelled.
The standard Kew pattern barometer is a refinement of the simple mercury barometer and is used in
meteorological offices.  Index and temperature corrections are made to the instrument reading in
order to achieve an accurate pressure reading for the location of the instrument itself.  This pressure
reading is then corrected for any height discrepancy between the instrument and the airfield pressure
datum, to obtain the datum QFE.  A further correction may be necessary to obtain touchdown QFE
where the threshold is >7m lower than the aerodrome elevation.
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7. The aneroid barometer is often used instead of the mercury barometer.  This instrument is
simply a pressure altimeter calibrated in millibars of pressure rather than feet.

8. The aneroid barograph consists of an aneroid barometer in which the pointer has been
replaced by a pen and the scale by a chart wrapped around a clockwork driven revolving drum.  The
instrument is used to keep a continuous record of pressure, as well as giving a visual picture of
pressure trends.

Surface Temperature
9. The thermometers are placed in a meteorological office screen which must fulfil the following
conditions:

(i) The screen must be freely ventilated through louvred sides, and;

(ii) painted white to minimise radiant heat

(iii) The door of the screen should open to the north (in the northern hemisphere)
to prevent direct sunlight falling on the bulbs to invalidate the shade
temperature

(iv) The screen must be located on open level ground, away from buildings, and
over a grass surface.
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Surface Visibility
10. Surface visibility is primarily assessed using the human eye.  By day, the meteorological
observer uses fixed objects at known distances, preferably dark objects against a light background,
for example a church spire against the sky line.  By night, a Gold (the name of the inventor) Visibility
Meter is used.  This instrument incorporates a slide which is clear at one end and becomes gradually
more opaque towards the other end.  The observer determines the degree of opacity of the slide
necessary to just obscure a light of known intensity at a known distance.  The value thus obtained is
converted into an assessment of the degree of transparency of the air, or equivalent daytime visibility.

11. Surface visibility is reported in intervals of 100m up to 5000m and then at 1000m intervals
up to 30km.

RVR
12. Runway Visual Range (RVR). The runway visual range is the range over which the pilot of an
aircraft on the centre line of a runway can see the runway surface markings or lights delineating the
runway or identifying its centre line.

13. RVR is measured in either of two ways.  Using human observation from a point normally 5m
above the runway surface and to the side of the runway, the number of lights or markers that can be
seen is assessed and converted to a value in metres.  Alternatively the RVR is determined by visibility
sensors called transmissometers located alongside and higher than the center line of the runway.

14. A transmissometer measures the transmittance of the atmosphere over a baseline distance.
RVR is then derived from equations that also account for ambient light (background luminance) and
runway light intensity based on the expected detection sensitivity of the pilot's eye.
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Cloud
15. Cloud is assessed in terms of type, amount and base height above station level.  Cloud type is
assessed by the trained observer, using photographs for comparison if required. The amount of cloud
is assessed in oktas (eighth’s of the sky).

16. Information on cloud height is obtained by use of ceilometers (nodding beam or laser), cloud
searchlights and alidades, balloons, pilot reports and  observer estimation.  At some aerodromes an
additional, remote, cloud ceilometer is installed.

17. Cloud Ceiling is defined as the lowest level of cloud obscuring more than half of the sky.

18. Cloud base is the height of the base of any amount of cloud and is reported in steps of 100ft
up to 5000ft and at 1000ft intervals up to 30,000ft.

19. A cloud searchlight and alidade, illustrated at Figure 15-2, incorporates a searchlight which
emits a vertical beam of light.  In suitable light conditions, which exist primarily at night, the
observer uses the alidade scale to determine the height of the cloud base which is being illuminated
by the searchlight beam.
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FIGURE 15-2
Cloud Searchlight 
and Alidade

20. The nodding beam ceilometer, illustrated at Figure 15-3, incorporates a searchlight which is
scanning in elevation, and a light sensitive photo-electric cell housed at the bottom of a tube.  At a
certain angle during the scan of the searchlight the light beam striking the cloud base will be reflected
so that it enters the tube and energises the light sensitive cell.  The assessment of the beam angle at
which this reflection occurs allows the height of the cloud base to be calculated automatically.

21. This system has two main advantages when compared with the search-light system previously
described:

(a) Since the photo-electric cell is far more sensitive than the human eye the equipment is
usable by day as well as by night.  This is particularly so if a laser is used rather than a
conventional searchlight.

(b) The system is automatic, the readout being remotely displayed.
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FIGURE 15-3
Nodding Beam 
Ceilometer

 

Upper Air Observations
22. Upper air observations are made using radio sonde ascents.  The radio sonde consists of data
measuring equipment suspended below a helium-filled balloon.  Large balloons can carry the sonde
up to 100,000 feet or so before bursting.  The equipment within the transmitter measures pressure
using an aneroid capsule, temperature using a tungsten wire resistance type of electrical thermometer,
and humidity using a gold-beaters skin hygrometer.  By observing the balloon visually, and knowing
the rate of climb, it is possible to assess cloud base height.  Additionally if a suitable radar reflector is
attached, the ascent can be tracked on radar and a plot of upper air winds made.  Information is
transmitted during the ascent and a profile of temperature and humidity at each pressure level is
produced.
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23. The sonde itself is approximately 10 inches tall and is made of light alloy.  When the balloon
bursts the sonde descends under a parachute.

Satellite Observations

Types of Meteorological Satellite
24. Two types of meteorological satellite are in current use.

Geostationary Satellites
25. Geostationary satellites remain stationary at a fixed point above the Earth.  The orbit in this
case is some 36,000km above the Equator and with an orbit time of 24hr (the same as the earth’s
rotation).  The satellite therefore remains fixed above the same point over the Earth.  The field of
view is approximately one third of the Earth’s surface but imagery at high latitudes becomes too
oblique to be practicable.  Several satellites are positioned above the Equator at different longitudes
and these provide continuous cover around the globe.  An example of a visual image from a
geostationary satellite is shown at Figure 15-4.
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FIGURE 15-4
Visible Image from 
Geostationary 
Satellite

(Image courtesy of University of Dundee)
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Sun-Synchronous (or Polar) Satellites
26. Sun-synchronous satellites orbit the Earth at a height of about 800km passing above a point
near the north and south Poles. The tracks of these satellites over the Earth follow approximately the
Meridians.  Each orbit takes approximately 100 minutes and because of the Earth’s rotation, the
satellite crosses the Equator some 25-30° longitude further west on each pass.  The satellite is
therefore able to cover the earth twice every 24hr.  An example of a visual image from a polar orbit
satellite is shown at Figure 15-5.
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FIGURE 15-5
Visible Image from 
Polar-Orbit 
Satellite

(Image courtesy of University of Dundee)
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Information Provided
27. Each type of satellite is able to provide similar data.   Radiometers are employed which are
sensitive to certain wavelengths of radiation emitted from the Earth and its atmosphere.  These
wavelengths correspond to the visual and infra-red radiation bands plus that of water vapour.  The
information obtained is built up into images progressively by the successive movement of the satellite
over the Earth in the case of the polar-orbit satellite or by the use of a moving mirror in the
geostationary satellite.

28. The imagery obtained is enhanced by computer processing by the addition of coastlines and
lines of latitude and longitude.

Analysis of Satellite Imagery
29. In the visual spectrum, the upper surfaces of clouds show up more or less brightly depending
on their reflective qualities which vary with the type of cloud.  Some degree of assessment can be
made of cloud types.  The most reflective clouds show as whiter areas.  Snow also appears very
white, but otherwise land and sea areas are much darker.

30. In the infra-red spectrum, the colder areas are whiter and warmer areas darker.  Differences
can be seen between land and sea, which, depending on season, show contrasting temperatures.
High cloud which is very cold shows white and lower, warmer cloud appears darker.  The infra-red
imagery can also continue when the Earth is in darkness.
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31. By analysing information in the two separate images of any area, a better three-dimensional
assessment of the atmosphere can be made.  For example, a bright band of cloud on the visual image
might correspond to a greyer image on the infra-red picture.  This would indicate that the cloud is
not in fact high cloud but medium or low cloud whose top has a temperature mid-way between the
surface and the highest cloud tops.  The ‘grey scale’ of the infra-red imagery thus enables some
estimation to be made of relative temperatures.

32. Cloud types can be assessed also by their appearance.  Layer cloud or cloud associated with
depressions and frontal systems will cover large areas and may be in distinctive patterns with well
defined fronts.  Cyclones appear very clearly with the eye often discernible.  Localised disturbances
along a trough or convergence line can be seen and scattered convection clouds are discernible.  Jet
streams may be evident from the pattern of high cloud carried along in a well defined flow line by the
strong upper winds.  The resolution obtained by both types of image is in the order of 1km.

Examples of Satellite Imagery
33. Figure 15-6 is a visible image from the TIROS-N polar orbiting satellite (reproduced by kind
permission of University of Dundee).  Figure 15-7 is an infra-red image for the same time, and
Figure 15-8 is a surface analysis chart drawn for approximately the same time.

34. The surface analysis shows a frontal system to the west and north of the UK with the well
occluded primary low south east of Iceland.  High pressure extends from Europe across most of the
UK.
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35. High cloud on the frontal system on the visible image shows the well defined rear edge of the
cold front at about 20W.  Notice on the infra-red image much of the cloud on the south-eastern side
of the frontal system (south of Ireland and in the Irish Sea) has become darker indicating that it is
mainly lower, and warmer cloud.  Only the coldest and therefore highest cloud remains white in the
infra-red image.
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FIGURE 15-6
Visible Image

(Image reproduced by kind permission of Dundee Satellite Receiving System, Dundee University, 
Scotland)
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FIGURE 15-7
Infra-Red Image

(Image reproduced by kind permission of Dundee Satellite Receiving System, Dundee University, 
Scotland)
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FIGURE 15-8
Surface Analysis

(Surface analysis chart reproduced by kind permission of Ross Reynolds, Reading University, 
England and the Royal Meteorological Society)
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36. Descending air in the high pressure area has kept skies clear over much of Europe south of
55N but white areas of snow and orographic cloud show the location of the Alps and Pyrenees.

37. To the north west of the frontal system the cellular structure of cloud indicates cumulus
convection cloud forming in the cold polar maritime air.  Notice the cloud cells appear darker on the
infra-red image indicating the lower altitude of cloud tops.

38. Just visible over north-east Scotland are wave clouds extending down-wind of the Scottish
Highlands.

39. To the north and west of the sharp edge of the rear of the cold front and forward edge of the
warm front on both the visible and infra-red images is the likely area for strong upper winds or a
possible south-westerly jetstream.
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16Meteorology Services for Aviation

Meteorological Services for International Air 
Navigation
1. The objective of meteorological services for international air navigation is to contribute
towards the safety, regularity and efficiency of international air navigation.

2. This objective is fulfilled by supplying operators, flight crew members, air traffic service units,
search and rescue services, airport management and others with the meteorological information
necessary for the performance of their respective functions.

3. Each Contracting (ICAO) State is required to designate the authority (the ‘meteorological
authority’) to provide meteorological services on its behalf.  Details of the authority and the service
provided are required to be included in the State aeronautical information publication (AIP).

Notifications Required from Operator
4. An operator requiring meteorological service or changes in existing service must notify
sufficiently in advance, the meteorological authority or the meteorological office concerned.  The
minimum amount of notice required shall be as agreed between the meteorological authority or
office and the operator.

5. The aerodrome meteorological office or the meteorological office concerned must be notified
by the operator or a flight crew member:
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(a) of flight schedules;

(b) when non-scheduled flights are to be operated;

(c) when flights are delayed in advance or cancelled.

World Area Forecast System
6. ICAO requires each Contracting State that accepts responsibility for providing a World Area
Forecast Centre (WAFC) within the framework of a world area forecast system to:

(a) prepare global forecasts in a standard format comprising upper winds, upper air
temperature, tropopause heights and maximum wind speed, direction and height;

(b) prepare global forecasts of significant weather phenomena;

(c) issue the forecasts in (a) and (b) in digital or pictorial form;

(d) prepare and issue amendments to the forecasts.

Regional Area Forecast Centres (RAFC)
7. A regional area forecast centre is a meteorological office which by regional agreement
provides meteorological services for the ICAO region concerned.

8. RAFCs are supplied with basic synoptic and other data including satellite data (polar-orbiting
and geostationary) and aircraft meteorological reports.  Significant weather charts should cover
either:
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(a) FL 250 to FL 450; or,

(b) FL 100 to FL 450 for limited geographical areas as determined by regional air
navigation agreement; and,

(c) FL 450 to FL 600 when determined by regional air navigation agreement.

Meteorological Offices
9. Aerodrome and other meteorological offices must be established by a State and must be able
to supply all or some of the following services:

(a) preparation of forecasts for notified flights;

(b) preparation of forecast of local meteorological conditions;

(c) monitor meteorological conditions at aerodromes within its responsibility;

(d) provide briefing and consultation services and flight documentation to flight crew
and/or operation personnel;

(e) supply other meteorological information to aeronautical users;

(f) provide information on volcanic activity and volcanic ash.

Meteorological Watch Offices
10. A meteorological watch office (MWO) is required to monitor meteorological conditions
affecting flight operations within its area of responsibility and in addition:
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(a) prepare and disseminate SIGMET (significant weather phenomena) information;

(b) prepare and disseminate AIRMET information when so required by regional air
navigation agreement;

(c) supply information on pre-eruption volcanic activity, volcanic eruption and volcanic
ash cloud (for which SIGMET has not been issued) to its associated flight information
centre and area control centre.

Volcanic Ash Advisory Centre
11. A volcanic ash advisory centre (VAAC) is responsible for coordinating information on
volcanic activity within its area of responsibility and disseminating information to relevant
authorities.

Aeronautical Meteorological Stations
12. Each Contracting (ICAO) State is required by ICAO to establish at aerodromes and at other
places of significance to international air navigation in its territory, such aeronautical meteorological
stations as it deems to be necessary.

An aeronautical meteorological station may be an observing station or may be combined with a
synoptic station.  (Note synoptic meteorology is the branch of meteorology concerned with the
description of current weather as represented on geographical charts and applied to the prediction or
forecasting of its future development).
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Routine Observations
13. At aerodromes, routine observations shall be made throughout the 24 hours of each day
(unless agreed otherwise by the meteorological authority) at one hour intervals (or at half hour
intervals if so agreed by regional air navigation agreement).

14. Reports of routine observations (Meteorological Actual Reports - METAR) are issued to local
air traffic service units as required and are made available to operators and other users at the
aerodrome.

Meteorological Offices Within the United Kingdom
15. Meteorological Watch Offices.  The Meteorological Watch Office serving the London FIR/
UIR, the Scottish FIR/UIR and the Shanwick FIR/OCA is the National Meteorological Centre
(NMC) situated at Bracknell,  which is also the Designated Forecast Office for flights over the North
Atlantic originating from the UK.

16. Main Meteorological Offices which are principally located at major aerodromes, provide a
continuous 24-hour service with full forecasting facilities.

17. Subsidiary Meteorological Offices which are located at smaller aerodromes, provide less than
a 24-hour service, with some forecasting facilities.

18. Observing Offices which are located at minor aerodromes, are normally open only during the
hours of operation of the aerodrome and do not provide a forecasting service.
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Meteorological Warnings

Aerodrome Warnings
19. Aerodrome warnings are required to give concise information, in plain language, of
meteorological conditions which could adversely affect aircraft on the ground and aerodrome
facilities and services.  The warnings are issued in accordance with local arrangements.  ICAO
recommends that warnings are given on the occurrence or expected occurrence of the following
phenomena:

(a) tropical cyclone;

(b) thunderstorm;

(c) hail;

(d) snow;

(e) freezing precipitation;

(f) hoar frost or rime;

(g) sandstorm;

(h) duststorm;

(i) rising sand or dust;
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(j) strong surface wind and gusts;

(k) squall;

(l) frost.

Marked Inversion Warnings
20. Marked inversion warnings are issued at aerodromes within the UK whenever the
temperature difference between the surface and 1000 ft agl is +10°C, or more.  This warning is
considered necessary since the increasing temperature may be associated with windshear at the top of
the layer and may affect aircraft taking off or landing.  In addition, an increase in temperature with
height will reduce the climb performance of an aircraft.

Windshear Warnings
21. Windshear warnings concern the observed or expected existence of windshear which could
adversely affect aircraft on the approach or take-off flight-path or during circling approach between
runway level and 500m (1600ft) above that level, and aircraft on the runway during the landing roll
or the take-of run.

22. Evidence of the existence of windshear should be derived from:

(a) ground-based windshear remote-sensing equipment such as Doppler radar;

(b) ground-based windshear detection equipment such as a system of surface wind and/or
pressure sensors monitoring a specific runway or runways and associated approach
and departure paths;
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(c) aircraft observations;

(d) other meteorological information such as appropriate sensors located on masts or
towers in the vicinity of the aerodromes.

23. Windshear warnings should be prepared in abbreviated plain language.  Where a microburst
has been detected it should be included in such a warning for example, ‘WS WRNG MBST APCH
RWY 26’.

24. Low Level Windshear Alert System (LLWAS).   This system which is used in the USA consists
of a centre-field anemometer and a number (usually 6) of outfield anemometers.  Continuous
computerised monitoring of the output from these anemometers is geared to detecting a 15kt vector
differential between the centre field and any other outer ring sensors.  When this threshold is reached
or exceeded a warning flashes on the display and the information is broadcast.  The system is limited
by the fact that only horizontal windshear can be detected.

25. Doppler Radar.  This type of radar offers the advantage over conventional radar by
comparing the frequency of the reflected signals to that of the original pulse, smaller values of
relative movement are detected over shorter periods of time.  The movement of precipitation towards
the radar increases the frequency of reflected pulses, whereas motion away from the radar
transmitter results in a decrease in frequency.  The frequency changes are interpreted to give a
combined picture of the airflow in and near to a Cb or thunderstorm, and thus aid the detection of
possible windshear development.  (The system is also used to monitor and provide warning of
tornado development in the USA).
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SIGMET
26. SIGMET information is issued by a meteorological watch office concerning the occurrence or
expected occurrence of specified en-route weather phenomena which may affect the safety of aircraft
operations.

Criteria for Issue of SIGMET
27. These warnings are transmitted to aircraft, via ATCCs and ATSUs (providing that the hazard
lies on the route ahead of the aircraft within 500 nm or 2 hours flying time), whenever one or more
of the following conditions prevail at subsonic cruising levels:

(a) Thunderstorms (or cumulonimbus without associated thunderstorms) which are
frequent (FRQ), which appear as a line squall (SQL), or which are embedded (EMBD)
or concealed in cloud layers or by haze (OBSC).

(b) Tropical cyclone. (TC + name)

(c) Freezing rain. (FZRA)

(d) Heavy hail (HVYGR)

(e) Severe turbulence (not associated with convective cloud). (SEV TURB)

(f) Severe airframe icing (not associated with convective cloud) (SEV ICE)

(g) Severe standing (mountain) waves (SEV MTW)

(h) Heavy sand/dust storms (HVY SS/HVY DS)
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(i) Volcanic ash cloud. (VA and volcanic name)

Thunderstorms and tropical cyclones imply moderate/severe turbulence, moderate/severe icing and
hail.

28. At transonic and supersonic cruising levels SIGMET SSTs will be issued for:

(a) Moderate or severe turbulence

(b) Cumulonimbus cloud

(c) Hail

(d) Volcanic ash cloud

Validity of SIGMET
29. Sigmets are valid for 4 hours and are re-issued when required.  The exception to this is the
SIGMET for volcanic ash cloud which is normally valid for 12 hours.

Abbreviations Used in SIGMET
30. A list of ICAO abbreviations commonly used in SIGMETs (and other met forecasts) is given
below:

ACT Active MAX Maximum

AMD Amended or amendment MNM Minimum

ASSW Associated with MOD Moderate
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BKN Broken MON Above/over mountains

BLW Below MOV Moving

BTN Between MTW Mountain Waves

CAT Clear air turbulence NC No change/not changing

CNS Continuous OBS Observed

COR Correction OBSC Obscured

COT At or on the coast OCNL Occasional

EMBD Embedded OVC Overcast

FCST Forecast SCT Scattered

FEW Few SEV Severe

FPM Feet per minute SKC Sky clear

FRQ Frequent SLW Slow

GRN Ground STNR Stationary

HVYGR Heavy hail TDO Tornado

ICE Icing TRS Tropical cyclone

INC In cloud TURB Turbulence

INTSF Intensifying VAL In valleys

INTST Intensity VERVIS Vertical visibility

ISOL Isolated VRB Variable
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31. The following abbreviations relating to cloud have meanings as given below:

Example of SIGMET
32. Two examples of SIGMET messages are given below.

LAN Inland or overland VSP Vertical speed

LOC Locally WDSPR Widespread

LSQ (or SQL) Line squall WKN Weakening

LYR Layer or layered WS Windshear

MAR At or over sea WTSPT Waterspout

SKC Sky Clear - no oktas

FEW Few - 1 or 2 oktas

SCT Scattered - 3 or 4 oktas

BKN Broken - 5 to 7 oktas

OVC Overcast - 8 oktas

EMBD Embedded - - thunderstorms or cumulonimbus embedded in cloud or haze

OBSC Obscured - thunderstorms or cumulonimbus concealed by cloud layers or haze

ISOL Isolated - individual cumulonimbus

OCNL Occasional - well separated cumulonimbus

FRQ Frequent - cumulonimbus with little or no separation
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EXAMPLE 16-1

EXAMPLE 16-2

EXAMPLE

SIGMET 1: EDDF SIGMET VALID 101500 to 1900 ACT TS OBS AND FCST IN W AND S OF
FRANKFURT FIR ASSW FRQ CB TOPS FL 400 MOV SLW E INTSF =

SOLUTION

Decode 1: Frankfurt (EDDF) SIGMET valid 10th day of the month 1500 to 1900 UTC. Active
thunderstorms observed and forecast in west and south of Frankfurt flight information region,
associated with frequent cumulonimbus, tops FL 400, moving slowly eastwards and intensifying.

EXAMPLE

SIGMET 2: EGLL SIGMET VALID 041630/2030 OCNL SEV CAT OBS AND FCST LONDON
FIR, N OF 53 DEG AND E OF 00 DEG. MOV SLW S. INTST NC =

SOLUTION

Decode 2: Heathrow (EGLL) SIGMET valid 4th day of the month 1630 to 2030 UTC. Occasional
severe clear air turbulence observed and forecast in the London flight information region, north of
53°N and east of 0°E/W.  Moving slowly southwards, no change in intensity.
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Aircraft Observations and Reports
33. Each Contracting State is required to arrange for observations to be made by aircraft on its
register operating on international air routes and for the recording and reporting of these
observations.  (But note, routine aircraft observations of actual meteorological conditions
experienced  are not normally required from aircraft operating in the London or Scottish FIR/UIRs
or in the Shanwick FIR).

Routine Aircraft Observations
34. Aircraft observations are primarily reported by air-ground data link.  Where data-link is not
available or appropriate, voice communications are used.

35. Aircraft observations are required to be reported during flight at the time the observations
were made or as near to that time as is practicable.

ASDAR (Aircraft to Satellite Data Relay)
36. ASDAR (Aircraft to Satellite Data Relay) uses a dedicated on-board processor connected to
the aircraft avionics system and makes high quality observations of winds and temperatures every
seven minutes in cruise mode and at selected pressure levels in climb out and descent. These are
transmitted automatically via  meteorological geostationary satellites.
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Voice Reports/AIREP
37. When voice communications are used, routine observations are required to be made during
the en-route phase in relation to air traffic service reporting points or intervals appropriate to routine
position reports which are normally separated by one hours flying time.  Such reports are not
normally required when the flight is <2hr duration and/or below 5000ft altitude.

38. The elements contained in a routine report are as shown in Figure 16-1.

Pilot Weather Reports (PIREP)
39. PIREPs are similar to AIREP reports but are made on the initiative of the pilot instead of at
notified positions.

40. The information given in Section 3 of Figure 16-1  is indicative of the type of information that
should be reported in PIREPs.

ACARS (Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting System)
41. ACARS is an air/ground, ground/air data link.  It is used mainly for flight management and
reporting purposes.  The aircraft flight management system can be programmed to compile and
transmit routine messages including relevant meteorological parameters (outside air temperature,
wind velocity, altitude) automatically.  Also, ACARS enables relevant meteorological warnings to be
passed to the aircraft in flight.
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FIGURE 16-1
Model Airep/Airep 
Special Format
ITEM PARAMETER TRANSMIT IN TELEPHONY as appropriate

     
      -

Message type designator
routine air-report
special air-report

(AIREP)
(AIREP) SPECIAL

1 Aircraft identification (aircraft identification)

2 Position POSITION (altitude and longitude)
OVER (significant point)
ABEAM (significant point)
(significant point) (bearing) (distance)

3 Time (time)

4 Flight level or altitude FLIGHT LEVEL (number) or (number) METRES or FEET

5 Next position and estimated time over (position) (time)

6 Ensuing significant point (position) NEXT

7 Estimated time of arrival (aerodrome) (time)

8 Endurance ENDURANCE (hours and minutes

S
ec

tio
n 

1
S

ec
tio

n 
2
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9 Air temperature TEMPERATURE PLUS (degrees Celsius)
TEMPERATURE MINUS (degrees Celsius)

10 Wind direction Wind (number) DEGREES
   or CALM11 Wind speed (number) KILOMETRES PER HOUR or 

KNOTS

12 Turbulence TURBULENCE LIGHT     TURBULENCE MODERATE
TURBULENCE SEVERTE

13 Aircraft icing ICING LIGHT       ICING MODERATE
ICING SEVERE

14 Humidity (if available) HUMIDITY (per cent)

15 Phenomenon encountered or 
observed,prompting a special air-report
Severe turbulence
Severe icing
Severe mountainwave
Thunderstorms without hail
Thunderstorms with hal
Heavy dust/sandstorm
Volcanic ash cloud
Pre-eruption volcanic activity/volcanic eruption
Supersonic/Transonic Flights
Moderate turbulence
Hail
Cumulonimbus clouds

TURBULENCE SEVERE
ICING SEVERE
MOUNTAINWAVE SEVERE
THUNDERSTORMS
THUNDERSTORMS WITH HAIL
DUSTSTORM or SANDSTORM HEAVY
VOLCANIC ASH CLOUD
PRE-ERUPTION VOLCANIC ACTIVITY/VOLCANIC 
ERUPTION
TURBULENCE MODERATE
HAIL
CB CLOUDS 

Se
ct

io
n 

3
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Special Aircraft Observations
42. Special observations are required to be made whenever the following are encountered or
observed:

(a) Severe icing or turbulence is encountered; or,

(b) Severe mountain wave; or,

(c) TS (with and without hail) OBSC, EMBD, FRQ, SQL; or,

(d) Heavy duststorm or sandstorm; or,

(e) Volcanic ash cloud; or,

(f) Pre-eruption volcanic activity or volcanic eruption;

In addition, in the case of transonic and supersonic flights:

(g) Moderate turbulence; or,

(h) Hail; or,

(i) Cumulonimbus cloud.
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Windshear Reporting
43. Pilots using navigation systems providing a direct wind velocity readout should report the
wind and altitude/height above and below the shear layer, and its location.  Other pilots should
report the loss or gain of airspeed and/or the presence of up- or down-draughts or a significant
change in crosswind effect, the altitude/height and location, their phase of flight and aircraft type.
Pilots not able to report windshear in these specific terms should do so in terms of its effect on the
aircraft, the altitude/height and location and aircraft type.  Pilots encountering windshear are
requested to make a report even if windshear has previously been forecast or reported.

Reporting Criteria for Turbulence

Reporting Incidence
44. The following terms and their meanings should be used:

Reporting Intensity
45. The following terms and their meanings should be used:

• LIGHT.  The reaction of a transport sized aircraft is that momentary slight erratic changes in
altitude and/or attitude occur.  IAS fluctuates by 5-15 kt.  This is known as Light Turbulence.

OCCASIONAL = less than 1/3 of the time

INTERMITTENT = 1/3 to 2/3 of the time

CONTINUOUS = more than 2/3 of the time
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Alternatively slight rapid and somewhat rhythmic bumpiness occurs without appreciable
changes in altitude or attitude and with no fluctuation in the IAS.  This is known as Light
Chop. 

In either of the above cases, inside the aircraft occupants may feel a slight strain against seat
belts or shoulder straps.  Unsecured objects may be displaced slightly.  Food service may be
continued and little or no difficulty is encountered in walking.

• MODERATE.  The reaction of a transport sized aircraft is similar to that described above but
of greater intensity.  Changes in altitude and/or attitude occur but the aircraft remains in pos-
itive control at all times.  IAS fluctuates by 15-25 kt.  This is known as Moderate Turbulence.

Alternatively the aircraft reaction may be similar to that described as Light Chop but of
greater intensity, causing rapid bumps or jolts without appreciable changes in aircraft altitude
or attitude and the IAS may fluctuate slightly.  This is known as Moderate Chop.

In either of the above cases, inside the aircraft occupants will feel a definite strain against seat
belts or shoulder straps.  Unsecured objects will be displaced. Food service and walking will
be difficult.

• SEVERE.  The reaction of a transport sized aircraft is that large and abrupt changes in alti-
tude and/or attitude occur, the aircraft may be momentarily out of control and IAS fluctua-
tions of more than 25 kt may be experienced.  This is known as Severe Turbulence. 

Inside the aircraft occupants are forced violently against seat belts or shoulder straps.  Unse-
cured objects are tossed about, food service and walking is impossible.
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46. High level turbulence (normally above FL 150) not associated with cumuliform cloud
(including thunderstorms) should be reported as CAT preceded by the appropriate intensity or
preceded by Light or Moderate Chop.

Reporting Requirements
47. Pilots should include the following items in reports of turbulence:

• time 

• location 

• level

• intensity/incidence of turbulence

• aircraft type

Note that in the UK the term ‘Extreme’ is not used in relation to turbulence.

Reporting Airframe Icing
48. The following icing intensity criteria are reporting definitions; they are not necessarily the
same as forecasting definitions because reporting definitions are related to aircraft type and to the ice
protection equipment installed, and do not involve cloud characteristics.  For similar reasons, aircraft
icing certification criteria might differ from reporting and/or forecasting criteria.

Reporting Intensity
49. The following terms and their meanings should be used:
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• TRACE. Ice becomes perceptible.  Rate of accumulation slightly greater than rate of sublima-
tion.  This rate of icing is not hazardous even though de-icing/anti-icing equipment is not uti-
lized, unless encountered for more than one hour.

• LIGHT. The rate of accumulation might create a problem if flight in this environment exceeds
one hour.  Occasional use of de-icing/anti-icing equipment removes/prevents accumulation.  It
does not present a problem if de-icing/anti-icing equipment is used.

• MODERATE. The rate of accumulation is such that even short encounters become poten-
tially hazardous and use of de-icing/anti-icing equipment, or diversion, is necessary.

• SEVERE. The rate of accumulation is such that de-icing/anti-icing equipment fails to reduce
or control the hazard.  Immediate diversion is necessary.

Reporting Requirements
50. Pilots should include the following items in reports of airframe icing:

• time

• location

• level

• intensity of level

• aircraft type
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Pre-Flight Briefing

Self Briefing Documentation
51. Where self briefing facilities are provided and are adequate for a flight this method would
normally be used.  For pre-flight briefing the documentation provided by the meteorological office
may include:

(a) routine and selected special reports;

(b) aerodrome and landing forecasts;

(c) local aerodrome warnings;

(d) forecasts for take-off;

(e) SIGMET and AIRMET information;

(f) current and prognostic charts;

(g) meteorological satellite photographs and nephanalyses (cloud type analysis);

(h) ground based weather information.

Special Briefing Documentation
52. Meteorological information for pre-flight planning and in-flight re-planning is required to
include the following:
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(a) significant weather charts containing information on jetstreams, tropopause heights
and areas of expected significant weather;

(b) upper wind and temperature charts appropriate to the time of the flight;

(c) departure aerodrome forecast (TAF) for take-off;

(d) aerodrome reports (and where available special reports for:

(i) departure aerodrome

(ii) take-off alternate

(iii) en-route alternate

(iv) destination aerodrome

(v) destination alternates within 2hrs flying time of departure aerodrome

(Note, for flights on extended range operations (ETOPS) aerodrome reports
are required for aerodromes more than 2hrs flying time from the departure
aerodrome)

(e) aerodrome forecasts (TAF) and amendments for aerodromes of departure and
intended landing for take-off, en-route and destination alternate aerodromes;

(f) SIGMET and other special air reports relevant to the route.
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Note.  In the UK the primary method of pre-flight briefing is self briefing.  Where this method is
inadequate for a flight, a special brief must be requested.  The notice required by the meteorological
office is 2hr for flights of up to 500nm and 4hr for flights of >500nm.

Information to Aircraft In-Flight

VOLMET
53. Meteorological information is supplied by a meteorological office to its associated air traffic
services unit and through D-VOLMET or VOLMET broadcasts.

54. D-VOLMET (VOLMET via data-link) will contain current aerodrome weather reports
(METAR) together with trend forecasts where available, aerodrome forecasts and SIGMET.

55. Continuous VOLMET broadcasts (normally on VHF) contain current aerodrome reports
(METAR) together with trend forecasts where available.

56. Scheduled VOLMET broadcasts (normally on HF) contain current aerodrome reports
(METAR) with trends where available and regional air navigation agreement aerodrome forecasts
(TAFs).

ATIS
57. Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS) - provides specific information for one
aerodrome in a continuous VHF broadcast on a discrete frequency or by data link (D-ATIS).
Relevant information for arriving and departing traffic may be separated with an ATIS dedicated to
each.  If a discrete frequency is not available the ATIS broadcast may be made on the voice channel of
the most appropriate terminal navigation aid preferably a VOR.
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ATIS is not transmitted on the voice channel of ILS.

58. ATIS broadcast messages are required to be updated immediately information changes
significantly, the message is identified by a designator (which is a letter indicating its position in the
sequence of messages). The aircraft is required to state which broadcast has been received, enabling
ATC to verify that the aircraft is in possession of the latest broadcast in the sequence, ATC will
acknowledge by passing the latest altimeter setting.

Content of ATIS (Voice or Data Link)
59. ATIS broadcasts are required to contain some or all of the following:

(a) aerodrome name;

(b) designator eg. ‘Information Charlie’;

(c) time of observation;

(d) type of approach to be expected;

(e) runway(s) in use; status of any arresting system, if any;

(f) significant runway surface conditions and if appropriate, braking action;

(g) holding delay, if appropriate;

(h) transition level, if applicable;

(i) other essential operational information;
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(j) surface wind direction and speed including significant variations;

(k) visibility and when applicable, RVR;

(l) present weather;

(m) cloud below 1500m (5000ft) or below highest minimum sector altitude, whichever is
greater; any cumulonimbus present  and, if the sky is obscured, the vertical visibility,
when available.

(n) air temperature;

(o) dew point temperature;

(p) altimeter setting(s);

(q) any significant meteorological phenomena affecting take-off and climb-out, or
approach areas;

(r) trend type landing forecast when available;

(s) any specific ATIS instructions.
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Interpretation of METAR and TAF

METAR
60. A METAR is a report of actual weather conditions observed at an aerodrome.  The report is
for a specific time but is based on observations made in the 10 minute period preceding this time.
The format of a METAR is illustrated at Figure 16-2.

FIGURE 16-2
Example METAR 
Format

Detailed Content of a METAR

Initial Data

Location.      Given as an ICAO four-letter station identifier.

Report Type Location Identifier Date/Time Surface Wind Visibility RVR

METAR EGSS 201020Z 31015G30KT 
280V350

1400SW 
6000N

R24/P1500

Present WX Cloud Temp/Dew PT QNH Recent WX Wind-
Shear

TREND Rwy State

SHRASN FEW005
SCT010CB
BKN025

10/03 Q0999 RETS WS 
RWY23

NOSIG 88290592
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Date/Time    Where it is necessary to include this group after the station identifier a six-figure date/
time group is given, followed by the letter Z to indicate UTC. The first two figures give the day of the
month and the last four figures the time.

Surface Wind
61. Wind direction is expressed as three digits and represents the true wind direction rounded to
the nearest whole 10° and is the mean wind over the ten minutes preceding the time of the
observation.

62. Mean Wind Speed.  Wind speed is expressed as two (exceptionally three) digits and is
followed by an abbreviation which represents the units of measurement of wind speed (KT for knots,
KMH for kilometres per hour and MPS for metres per second.  For example 32025KT represents a
wind of 320°(T) blowing at 25 knots.

63. Gusts. An additional two (exceptionally three) figures are added when the maximum wind
speed during the ten minutes preceding the time of the report exceeds the mean wind speed by 10 kt
or more.  The mean wind speed digits and the maximum wind speed digits are separated by the letter
G, for example 18025G40KT.

64. Calm is indicated by 00000 followed by the abbreviation for the wind speed units.  With a
wind of 3 kt or less which is variable in direction the wind direction digits are replaced by the letters
VRB followed by the wind speed and the abbreviation for the wind speed units.  When the wind
speed is 4 kt or more, VRB will only be used when the variation in direction exceeds 180°.
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65. Range of Variations. If, during the ten minutes preceding the time of the observation, the total
variation in wind direction is 60° or more, the two extremes of direction between which the wind has
varied are given in clockwise order, but only when the wind speed is greater than 3 kt.  The two
extremes of wind direction are separated by the letter V. For example 32020G35KT 290V350
decodes as a wind which is varying in direction from 290°(T) to 350°(T) with a mean direction of
320°(T) and which has a mean speed of 20 kt but a maximum speed (over a ten minute period) of 35
kt.

Visibility
66. When there is no marked variation in visibility the surface horizontal visibility is given by
four digits which represent the visibility expressed in metres.  The figures 9999 represent a visibility
of 10 km or more and 0000 a visibility of less than 50 metres.

67. Variations. When there is a marked directional variation in the visibility the reported
minimum is followed by one of the eight points of the compass to indicate the direction, for example
3000SW decodes as a visibility of 3000 metres in a southwesterly direction (the visibility being at
least 50% better in other directions).

When the minimum visibility is less than 1500 metres and the visibility in another direction greater
than 5000 metres, the value and direction of the maximum visibility will also be given, for example
1300SE 7000N.
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RVR
68. An RVR group always includes the prefix R followed by the runway designator and an
oblique followed by the touchdown zone RVR in metres.  If the RVR is assessed on two or more
runways simultaneously the RVR group is repeated for each runway.  Parallel runways are
distinguished by appending the letters L, C or R (left, centre or right) to the runway designator.  For
example R23L/1100 R23R/1200.

69. When the RVR is greater than the maximum value which can be assessed the group will be
preceded by the letter P followed by the highest value which can be assessed. For example, if the RVR
is assessed as more than 1500 metres it is reported as P1500.  When the RVR is below the minimum
value that can be assessed it is shown as a letter M followed by that minimum value, for example
R04/M0050 means that the RVR in the touchdown zone of runway 04 is measured as less than a
minimum assessable value of 50 metres.

If it possible to determine the mean values of RVR, the mean values over the ten minute period
immediately preceding the observation are reported.  Trends and significant variations are reported
as described below:

70. Trends. If the RVR values during the ten minute period preceding the observation show a
distinct increasing or decreasing tendency, such that the mean value during the first five minutes
differs from the mean value during the second five minutes by 100 metres or more, this trend is
reported.  This is done by following the RVR value by the letter U (increasing) or D (decreasing).
The letter N is used to indicate no significant change during the ten minute period.  For example
R30/1000D means that the mean touchdown zone value of RVR on runway 30 within the ten
minutes preceding the time of observation is 1000 metres and that it has decreased by 100 metres or
more during that ten minutes.
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71. Significant Variations.  When the RVR varies significantly such that, during the ten minute
period preceding the observation, the one minute mean extreme values vary from the ten minute
mean value by either more than fifty metres or more than 20% of the ten minute mean value
(whichever is the greater), the one minute mean minimum and maximum values will be given in that
order, separated by the letter V.  This group will replace the ten minute mean value, for example R09/
0800V1100.

(UK aerodromes will not be using RVR trend or significant variation reports for the time being).

Weather
72. Each weather group may consist of the appropriate intensity indicators and letter
abbreviations combined in groups of two to nine characters.  The abbreviations which are used in the
weather groups are shown in the table at Figure 16-3. 

When neither a - (light) or a + (heavy) appears where you might expect an intensity indicator, the
phenomena should be assumed to be moderate.

FIGURE 16-3
METAR Weather 
Abbreviations

Abbreviation Meaning

Intensity or 
proximity

-
+
VC

Light
Heavy, or well developed when preceding PO or FC
In the vicinity (within 8 km of  the aerodrome perimeter)
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Descriptor

MI
BC
PR
DR
BL
SH
TS
FZ

Shallow
Patches
Partial
Drifting
Blowing
Shower(s)
Thunderstorm
Super cooled

Precipitation

DZ
RA
SN
SG
IC
PE
GR
GS

Drizzle
Rain
Snow
Snow grains
Diamond dust
Ice pellets
Hail
Small hail (less than 5 mm diameter) and/or snow pellets

Abbreviation Meaning
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73. Mixtures of precipitation types are reported in combination as one group with the dominant
type given first, possibly prefixed by + (heavy), - (light), SH or TS as appropriate.

Up to three separate groups may be given to indicate the presence of more than one independent
weather type.

Each weather group is encoded by working from top to bottom of the table at Figure 16-3, that is to
say that the intensity or proximity comes first, followed by the description and then the weather
phenomena, for example MIFG (shallow fog), VCBLSN (blowing snow adjacent to but not at the
aerodrome), +SHRA (heavy showers of rain) or RASN (predominately rain but also snow).

Obscuration

BR
FG
FU
VA
DU
SA
HZ

Mist
Fog
Smoke
Volcanic ash
Widespread dust
Sand
Haze

Other

PO
SQ
FC
SS
DS

Well developed dust/sand whirls
Squalls
Funnel cloud(s) (tornado or water-spout)
Sandstorm
Duststorm

Abbreviation Meaning
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74. It is necessary to clarify the difference between BCFG and PRFG.  BCFG is taken to mean fog
patches randomly covering the aerodrome.  PRFG indicates that a substantial part of the aerodrome
is covered by fog while the remainder is clear, in other words fog banks.

Note that the abbreviations BR, HZ, FU, IC, DU and SA are not reported when the visibility is
greater than 5000 metres.

Cloud
75. Cloud (other than significant convective cloud) is reported in six character groups.  In each
group the first three characters are letters as follows:

FEW (few) to indicate one or two oktas
SCT (scattered) to indicate three or four oktas.
BKN (broken) to indicate five to seven oktas.
OVC to indicate eight oktas.

The last three characters are figures which indicate the height of the cloud above aerodrome level in
hundreds of feet.

76. Significant convective clouds are considered to be CB (cumulonimbus) and TCU (towering
cumulus).  When this type of cloud is observed the letters CB or TCU as appropriate are added to the
six character group, for example SCT018CB which indicates three or four oktas of cumulonimbus
with a base height of 1800 ft above aerodrome level.

The reporting of layers or masses of cloud is made as follows:

(a) The first group gives the lowest individual layer of any amount.
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(b) The second group gives the next individual layer of more than two oktas.

(c) The third group gives the next higher layer of more than four oktas.

(d) Any additional groups give details of any significant convective cloud (regardless of
amount) if not already reported in the first three groups.

The cloud groups are given in ascending order of base height, for example SCT005  SCT010
SCT018CB.

77. When there is no cloud to report and CAVOK does not apply (discussed shortly), the cloud
group is replaced by the letters SKC (sky clear).

Sky obscured is encoded as VV followed by the vertical visibility in hundreds of feet.  When the
vertical visibility cannot be assessed the group will read VV///.  VV003 therefore decodes as sky
obscured, vertical visibility 300 ft.

Vertical visibility is not presently reported in UK METARs.

CAVOK
78. The visibility, RVR, weather and cloud groups are replaced by CAVOK when the following
conditions are observed:

• the visibility is 10 km or more; and

• there is no cloud below 5000 ft or below the Minimum Sector Altitude, which-
ever is greater, and there is no cumulonimbus.

• There is no precipitation, thunderstorms, shallow fog or low drifting snow.
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Air Temperature and Dew-Point
79. This group normally consists of two figures followed by an oblique followed by two figures,
giving first the surface air temperature and then the dew-point, both in degrees celsius.  When the
temperature and/or the dew-point are below zero the figures are preceded by the letter M. Examples
of the temperature/dew-point group follow:

QNH
80. This is reported as a four figure group, preceded by the letter Q, giving the QNH rounded
down to the nearest whole hectopascal.  If the QNH is less than 1000 hPa the first figure in the group
will be a 0, for example Q0994.

(In the USA, QNH is given in inches of mercury.  This will again be a four figure group, representing
hundredths of inches, prefixed by the letter A.  Therefore A2919 is a QNH of 29.19 inches).

Supplementary Information
Additional supplementary information may be included on:

03/01 = temperature +3°C, dew-point +1°C

MO1/MO3 = temperature  -1°C, dew-point -3°C
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81. Recent Weather. Operationally significant weather which has been observed at the station
since the last routine report or in the last hour (whichever period is shorter) but not at the time of the
report (or if the phenomena is present at the time of the report, but has decreased in intensity), is
included in the METAR and is preceded by the letters RE, for example RETS.  Operationally
significant weather is considered to be moderate or heavy rain (RERA), moderate or heavy drizzle.
(REDZ), moderate or heavy rain and drizzle (RERA),  snow (RESN), blowing snow (REBLSN), ice
pellets (REPE), hail (REGR), small hail and/or snow pellets (REGS), thunderstorms (RETS), dust or
sand storms (RESS or REDS), volcanic ash (REVA) and funnel cloud (REFC).

82. Windshear. Windshear may be inserted if it is reported along the approach or take-off paths
in the lowest 1600 ft with reference to the runway.  Windshear reports are preceded by the letters
WS, for example WS TKOF RWY09, WS LDG RWY09.

(Windshear is not presently reported in UK METARs).

Runway State Group
83. An additional eight-figure runway state group may be added to the end of a METAR (or
SPECI, discussed shortly) when the runway is contaminated (by snow, standing water and so on).

The format of the eight-figure runway state group is as follows:

First two digits. Runway designator. (88 = all runways)

Third digit. The type of contaminant (wet snow, water patches and so on).

Fourth digit. Extent of runway contamination.

Fifth and sixth digits. Depth of deposit.
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Breakdown of Seventh and Eighth digits:

AUTO and RMK
84. Where a report contains fully automated observations with no human intervention, it will be
indicated by the word AUTO inserted immediately before the wind group.

Seventh and eighth digits. Friction co-efficient or braking action code

(a) The mean value is transmitted or, if operationally significant, the lowest value. For example:

28
35

91
92
93
94

=
=
or
=
=
=
=

Friction co-efficient 0.28
Friction co-efficient 0.35

Braking action:Poor
Braking action: Medium/Poor
Braking action: Medium
Braking action: Medium/Good

95
99

II

=
=

=

Braking action: Good
Figures unreliable (eg if equipment has been 
used which does not measure satisfactorily 
in slush or loose snow)
Braking action not reported (eg runway not 
operational; closed; etc)

(b) If contamination conditions cease to exist, the abbreviation CLRD is used.

Exampl
e:

(a) 24CLRD93=Rwy 24 cleared;
     Braking action: Medium

Example: (b) 88CLRD95=All rwys cleared;
     Braking action: Good
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The indicator RMK (remarks) denotes an optional section containing additional meteorological
elements.

RMK     is not used with UK METARs.

Missing/Omitted Elements
85. Information that is missing in a METAR or SPECI may be replaced by obliques.

TREND
86. A TREND is a short-term landing forecast of significant changes in conditions during the two
hours following the time of the METAR.  The letters BECMG (becoming) are used to signify a
change in the main conditions whereas TEMPO (temporarily) indicates a temporary variation will
last for less than one hour. FM (from) followed by a four-figure time group and possibly TL (until)
followed by a further four-figure time group are used when the time new conditions are expected to
start or end is known.  Alternately the letters AT (at) followed by a four-figure time group may be
used.  Standard weather codes are then used to describe the expected changes.  The letters NOSIG
(no significant change) may be used to replace the trend groups when no significant changes are
expected.  Examples of trends are given below:

BECMG FM1100 25035G50KT

TEMPO FM0630 TL0830 3000 SHRA

87. A trend will be appended to a METAR, providing that a forecaster is on duty (rather than an
observer), whenever one or more  significant changes are expected to occur.

Now complete the following examples to consolidate your knowledge of METAR.
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Examples of METAR
EXAMPLE 16-3

EXAMPLE

METAR  LFPB  091220Z  14005KT  0450E  R12/1000N  DZ  BCFG  VV///  09/07 Q1004  NOSIG=

SOLUTION

Decode

LFPB Paris Le Bourget

091220Z at 1220 UTC on the 9th day of the month

14005KT mean surface wind (over a ten minute period) 140°(T)/05 kt 

0450E visibility 450 metres to the east of the aerodrome

R12/1000 RVR at the touchdown zone of runway 12 is 1000 metres 
with no significant change over a ten minute period

DZ moderate drizzle

BCFG patches of fog randomly covering the aerodrome

VV/// sky obscured, vertical visibility cannot be assessed

09/07 air temperature +9°C, dew-point +7°C

Q1004 QNH 1004 hPa

NOSIG no significant changes are forecast for the next two hours
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EXAMPLE 16-4
EXAMPLE

METAR  EGLL  091220Z  24015KT  200V280  8000  -RA  SCT010  BKN025 OVC080  18/15
Q0983  TEMPO  3000  RA  BKN008  OVC020=

SOLUTION

Decode

EGLL London Heathrow

091220Z at 1220 UTC on the 9th day of the month

24015KT mean surface wind 240°(T)/15 kt

200V280 extremes of wind direction over a ten minute period from 200°(T) to 280°(T)

8000 visibility 8000 metres

-RA light rain

SCT010 lowest cloud base height 1000 ft above aerodrome level (three or four oktas)

BKN025 five to seven oktas of cloud base height 2500 ft above aerodrome level

OVC080 eight oktas of cloud base height 8000 ft above aerodrome level

18/15 air temperature +18°C, dew-point +15°C

Q0983 QNH 983 hPa

TEMPO temporarily within the next two hours
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3000 visibility 3000 metres

RA moderate rain

BKN008 five to seven oktas of cloud base height 800 ft above 
aerodrome level

OVC020 eight oktas of cloud base height 2000 ft above aerodrome 
level
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EXAMPLE 16-5
EXAMPLE

METAR  EGAA 091220Z  30025G37KT  270V360  1200NE  6000S +SHSNRAGS  SCT005
BKN010CB  03/M01  Q0999  RETS  WS LDG RWY27 BECMG AT1300 9999 SCT015
BKN100=

EXAMPLE

Decode

EGAA Belfast Aldergrove

091220Z at 1220 UTC on the 9th day of the month

30025G37KT mean surface wind direction 300°(T), mean surface wind speed (over ten 
minutes) 25 kt, maximum wind speed (over ten minutes) 37 kt

270V360 extremes of wind direction over a ten minute period from 270°(T) to 360°(T)

1200NE minimum visibility 1200 metres to the northeast

6000S maximum visibility 6000 metres to the south

+SHSNRAGS heavy showers of snow, rain and small hail

SCT005 lowest cloud base height 500 ft above aerodrome level (three or four oktas) 

BKN010CB five to seven oktas of cumulonimbus, base height 1000 ft above aerodrome 
level

03/M01 air temperature +3°C, dew-point -1°C
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Special Reports (SPECI)
88. Additional METARs will be issued if the conditions change significantly since the last
observation.  (Note that a SPECI is not normally transmitted beyond the station of origin).

89. Special Aerodrome Reports (SPECI) are issued when changes in wind velocity, visibility, RVR,
weather, cloud ceiling, QNH exceed or reduce below certain stated values.  In addition, a METAR
which reported CAVOK will be replaced by a SPECI if the visibility reduces to below 10km or the
cloud ceiling falls to below 2000ft aal or if CB cloud is present.

Q0999 QNH 999 hPa

RETS thunderstorms since the last report or in the last hour (whichever period is 
the shorter) but not at this time

WS LDG 
RWY27

windshear has been reported below 1600 ft on the approach to runway 27

BECMG 
AT1300

becoming at 1300 UTC

9999 visibility 10 km or more

SCT015 three or four oktas, base 1500 ft aal

BKN100 five to seven oktas, base 10,000 ft aal
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(Note. Volmet broadcasts are essentially METARs transmitted in plain language.  Similarly ATIS
broadcasts (Automatic terminal information service) contain some plain language meteorological
information (but with the wind direction in degrees magnetic).

Terminal Aerodrome Forecasts (TAF)
90. TAFs give the forecast meteorological conditions for  aerodromes and normally cover a
forecast period of from nine to twenty four hours.  TAFs covering a period of up to twelve hours are
updated every three hours and TAFs for periods from twelve to twenty four hours every six hours.

91. TAFs are issued separately from METARs (and SPECIs), however many of the groups which
are used in METARs also appear in TAFs.   The main differences between the two formats are
discussed below.

Date/Time of Origin
92. Date/time of origin is given as a six-figure group with the first two figures denoting the day of
the month and the last four figures denoting the time of origin in UTC, as denoted by the letter Z
which follows the six-figure group.

Period of Forecast
93. Period of forecast is given as a six-figure group, the first two figures representing the day of
the month, the third and fourth figures the time of commencement of the period in whole hours of
UTC, and the last two figures representing the time of the end of the forecast period, again in whole
hours of UTC.  For example 091524 decodes as period of forecast 1500 UTC to 2400 UTC on the
ninth day of the month.
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The forecast period of a TAF may be divided into two or more self contained parts by the use of the
abbreviation FM followed by a time in four figures representing hours and minutes.

Surface Wind
94. The surface wind is given as in the METAR code; the description of variations in wind
velocity during the ten minutes prior to the time of observation is not appropriate to a TAF.

Visibility
95. Visibility is given as in the METAR code except that only the minimum value is forecast.

RVR
96. RVR is not forecast and does not appear in a TAF.

Weather
97. If no significant weather is expected the group is omitted however, if after a change group
(discussed shortly), the weather ceases to be significant, the abbreviation NSW (no significant
weather) is used.

Cloud
98. When clear skies are forecast the cloud group is replaced by SKC (sky clear).  Otherwise the
format is basically as per the METAR code, however, when there is no forecast of cumulonimbus
clouds at any level or other types of clouds with a base below 5000 ft or the highest MSA (whichever
is the greater), and SKC or CAVOK are not appropriate, the letters NSC (no significant cloud) are
used.
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Air Temperature and Dew-Point
99. Temperature and dew-point are normally not included in a TAF.

QNH
100. QNH is not forecast.

Supplementary Information
101. Recent weather, windshear and runway state are not included in the TAF.  

Significant Changes
102. FM. The abbreviation FM (from) followed by a four-figure time group giving the time in
hours and minutes (UTC) is used to indicate the beginning of a self contained part of the forecast.
All conditions given before this group are superseded by the conditions indicated after the group.
For example FM1430 34025KT 5000 BKN020 decodes as from 1430 UTC W/V 340°(T)/25 kt,
visibility 5000 metres, cloud five to seven oktas base 2000 ft aal.

103. BECMG.  The abbreviation BECMG (becoming) followed by a four-figure time group
indicates an expected permanent change in the forecast meteorological conditions, either at a regular
or an irregular rate, occurring at an unspecified time within the period which is defined by the four-
figure time group. For example BECMG 0912 1500 BR means that, at some time between the hours
of 0900 and 1200 UTC, the visibility and obscuration will change from whatever was previously
given in the preceding part of the TAF to become 1500 metres in mist.
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104. TEMPO.  The abbreviation TEMPO (temporarily) followed by a four-figure time group
indicates a period of temporary fluctuations to the forecast meteorological conditions. These
fluctuations may occur at any time during the period defined by the four-figure time group.  These
temporary conditions are expected to last for less than one hour in each instance and in aggregate if
repeated for less than half the time period indicated.  For example TEMPO 1216 3000 +SHRA
means that, for periods of less than one hour, and for a total of less than two hours between the
hours of 1200 and 1600 UTC the visibility is forecast to temporarily become 3000 metres in heavy
rain showers.

Probability
105. The probability of an occurrence happening may be given as a percentage, however only 30%
and 40% probabilities are given.  The abbreviation PROB followed by the figures 30 or 40 is used to
introduce the group, and this is followed by either a time group or a change and a time group.  For
example PROB30 0608 0800 FG BKN004 decodes as a 30% probability that, between 0600 and
0800 UTC, the visibility will become 800 metres in fog with five to seven oktas of cloud, base height
400 ft aal.  A further example is PROB40 TEMPO 1316 TSRA BKN010CB which decodes as a 40%
probability that for periods of less than one hour and for a total of less than 90 minutes between
1300 and 1600 UTC, the weather will be thunderstorms and moderate rain and the cloud five to
seven oktas of cumulonimbus, base height 1000 ft aal.

Amendments
106. When a TAF requires amendment, the amended forecast is indicated by inserting AMD after
the station identifier and the new forecast is considered to cover the remaining validity period of the
original TAF.
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Other Groups
107. There are three further groups which may appear in military or overseas TAFs (but not UK
civil TAFs).

108. Forecast temperature may be given as a group commencing with the letter T followed by the
forecast temperature in °C (M indicating a minus value) followed by a two-figure time group giving
the time to the nearest whole hour at which the temperature is expected to occur.

109. Forecast turbulence may be given as a group commencing with the code number 5, followed
by a single figure to indicate the severity and frequency of the turbulence, followed by figures giving
the height above ground level of the turbulence and the thickness of the turbulence layer.

110. Forecast airframe ice accretion may be given as a group commencing with the code number 6,
followed by a single figure to indicate the type and intensity of ice accretion, followed by figures
giving the height above ground level of the lowest icing and the thickness of the icing layer.

Interpretation of TAF in Pre-flight Planning
111. The timing of forecast significant deteriorations or improvements in weather conditions must
be correctly interpreted for safety and operational reasons.

112. JAR-OPS (1.297) details the interpretations required for pre-flight planning. In general,
significant deteriorations should be assumed to commence from the start of any BECMG change
period, whereas significant improvements are assumed not to be in place until the end.

113. The conditions forecast are required to be within limits for the period ETA ± 1hr at
destination, destination alternate and en-route alternate aerodromes.
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114. Temporary deteriorations which are transient may be disregarded. More persistent conditions
such as haze, mist, fog, dust/sandstorm and continous precipitation and mean wind values (gust
values are disregarded)  are applicable. Temporary improvements and probabilities are disregarded
for planning purposes.

Example TAFs
Use the information given above to decode the following TAFs and check your answers against our
decode.
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EXAMPLE 16-6
EXAMPLE

TAF  EGKK  250900Z  251019  23010KT  9999  FEW010  BKN018  BECMG 1114  6000  -RA
BKN012  TEMPO  1418  2000  DZRA  OVC004  FM1830 30020G30KT  9999  SHRA
BKN015TCU=

SOLUTION

Decode

EGKK London Gatwick

250900Z time of origin 0900 UTC on the 25th day of the month

251019 valid from 1000 to 1900 UTC on the 25th day of the month

23010KT surface wind 230°(T)/10 kt

9999 visibility 10 km or more

FEW010 one or two oktas base 1000 ft aal

BKN018 five to seven oktas base 1800 ft aal

BECMG 1114 becoming between 1100 and 1400 UTC

6000 visibility 6000 metres

-RA light rain

BKN012 five to seven oktas base 1200 aal
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TEMPO 1418 temporarily (for periods of less than one hour and for a

total period of less than two hours) between 1400 and 1800 UTC

2000 visibility 2000 metres

DZRA moderate drizzle and rain

OVC004 eight oktas base 400 ft aal

FM1830 from 1830 UTC

30020G30KT surface wind 300°(T)/20 kt maximum 30 kt

9999 visibility 10 km or more

SHRA moderate rain showers

BKN15TCU five to seven oktas of towering cumulus base 1500 ft aal
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EXAMPLE 16-7
EXAMPLE

TAF  EGLL  010300Z  010624  13010KT  9000  BKN010  BECMG  0608 FEW015
BKN020TCU  PROB30  TEMPO  0816  17025G40KT  4000  TSRA SCT010  BKN015CB
BECMG  1821  3000  BR  SKC=

SOLUTION

Decode

EGLL London Heathrow

010300Z time of origin 0300 UTC on the 1st day of the month

010624 valid from 0600 to 2400 UTC on the 1st day of the month

13010KT surface wind 130°(T)/10 kt

9000 visibility 9000 metres

BKN010 five to seven oktas base 1000 ft aal

BECMG 0608 becoming between 0600 and 0800 UTC

FEW015 one or two oktas base 1500 ft aal

BKN020TCU five to seven oktas of towering cumulus base 2000 ft aal

PROB30 a 30% probability that
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Bulletins
115. In the preceding notes it has been convenient to consider individual METARs and TAFs,
however these are frequently presented to you in bulletin form, that is to say a series of METARs or
TAFs (which may be pertinent to a given route or area).

Use of Other Units of Measurements
116. METARs and TAFs issued by some East European countries give wind speeds in metres per
second.  To convert these speeds into knots (approximately), multiply the given value by two.
Similarly, if the wind speed is given in kilometres per hour, divide by 1.85 to convert into knots.

TEMPO 0816 temporarily between 0800 and 1600 UTC

17025G40KT surface wind will become 170°(T)/25 kt maximum 40 kt

4000 visibility 4000 metres

TSRA thunderstorms and moderate rain

SCT010 three or four oktas base 1000 ft aal

BKN015CB five to seven oktas of cumulonimbus base 1500 ft aal

BECMG 1821 becoming between 1800 and 2100 UTC

3000 visibility 3000 metres

BR mist

SKC sky clear
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117. In Canada SM are used to indicate visibility values in statute miles, eg. SM2 (2 statute miles)
or P6SM meaning more than 6 statute miles (equivalent to 10km or more).
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17Flight Briefing Charts

Types of Chart Available
1. Weather charts for flight planning and flight briefing purposes consist of the following types:

• Low level forecast of en-route conditions in tabular format

• Medium level forecast of en-route conditions in tabular format

• Low level significant weather conditions

• Medium level significant weather chart

• Spot wind and temperature charts for low and medium levels

• Upper wind and temperature charts for standard pressure levels

• High level significant weather charts.
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Abbreviations and Symbology Used on Weather/
Wind Charts

FIGURE 17-1
Symbology
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FIGURE 17-2
Abbreviations
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18Low and Medium Level Charts

Low Level Forecast - Tabular Format
1. The low level forecast in tabular format is designed for use by regional flights below 10,000ft.
All relevant briefing information concerning cloud, surface visibilities, significant weather, the 0°C
level and QNH for the forecast period is included for the route specified.  The forecast also includes
wind velocities for 2000, 5000 and 10,000ft.

2. Figure 18-1 is an illustration of a low level forecast of en-route conditions covering a flight
from Biggin Hill to Amsterdam.

3. Note that the altitudes of cloud bases and tops are shown.  The symbol ‘XXX’ replaces a
figure when it is outside the limit of the chart.  The lower limit of this chart is mean sea level and the
upper limit 10,000ft.

4. In Figure 18-1 SCT CU  means that 3-4 octas of cumulus cloud with a base of 1500ft

amsl and tops above 10,000ft are expected between Biggin Hill and 02°E.

XXX
1500
-------------
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FIGURE 18-1
Tabular Forecast 
of En-Route 
Conditions - Low 
Level
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Medium/High Level Forecast - Tabular Format
5. The medium/high level tabular forecast provides information from FL 100 to FL 300.  The
format is similar in style to the low level forecast but may include other higher level information such
as tropopause heights and jetstream information.  An illustration of the medium high level tabular
forecast is shown at Figure 18-2.

6. In Figure 18-2 the expression ‘moderate turbulence  means that moderate turbulence

extends from below FL 100 to FL 180.

180
XXX
-------------
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FIGURE 18-2
Tabular Forecast 
of En-Route 
Conditions - 
Medium/High 
Level
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Low Level Significant Weather Charts

Pictorial Significant Weather Charts
7. This type of chart provides a forecast of significant weather from the surface to 10,000ft; it
does not include information on wind velocities.  Figure 18-3 illustrates a chart with information
presented in pictorial form.  It shows areas of significant weather, the centres, pressures and direction
of movement of pressure systems and the location and movement of the surface positions of fronts.
Symbology and abbreviations used are the standard format given in Chapter 17.

8. On this chart the presence of CB or TS automatically imply a risk of moderate or severe
turbulence, icing and hail.
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FIGURE 18-3
Pictorial Low Level 
Weather Chart
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Pictorial and Tabular Format Significant Weather Chart
9. Another type of low level significant forecast combines a pictorial representation of weather
areas, pressure centres and fronts with a tabular component in which the details of each weather area
are given.  An example of this chart is at Figure 18-4.
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FIGURE 18-4
Significant 
Weather Chart 
(Low Level)
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Metform 215
10. In the UK the standard low level significant weather chart is Metform 215.  This chart
provides a fixed time prognosis of significant weather for the UK and near continent from the surface
to 15,000ft amsl.  An example of the Metform 215 is at Figure 18-5.
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FIGURE 18-5
Metform 215
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11.  This forecast comprises a fixed time forecast weather chart with associated descriptive text
covering the period of validity of six hours.  Charts are issued to cover 6hr  validity periods from
0000 UTC based on a centre forecast time.  On the forecast shown at Figure 18-5 the period of
validity is 0600 to 1200 UTC and the chart represents the positions of the significant weather
features at 0900 UTC.  Also included on the forecast is a separate outlook chart which shows the
position of the significant weather features six hours after the end of the period of validity of the
forecast.  Associated with the outlook chart is the outlook text (valid until 1800 UTC on the forecast
at Figure 18-5) describing the main weather developments during the outlook period.

12. The main forecast charts shows three types of information:

(a) Fronts and Pressure Systems.  The direction and speed of movement of surface fronts
and pressure centres is shown on the chart for the forecast time.  All features are given
identifying letters to enable their subsequent movement to be followed on the outlook
chart. Fronts annotated ‘slow’ are assumed to move at less than 5kt.

(b) Weather Zones.  Zones of distinct weather patterns are enclosed on the chart with
continuous scalloped lines, each zone being identified by a number within a circle.
The forecast weather conditions (visibility, weather, cloud) during the period of
validity, together with warnings and any remarks, are given in the text underneath the
charts, each zone being dealt with separately and completely.  The direction and speed
of movement of weather zones may also be shown on the chart.

(c) Freezing Levels.  The altitude amsl of the 0°C level is shown for each weather zone on
the chart.  Altitudes are given in thousands of feet amsl.  A zone may contain more
than one indication of freezing level in different parts of the zone if required.
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13. Weather Conditions (visibility, weather, cloud, warnings and remarks) are described in the
text in plain language, using standard  abbreviations.  The general or main weather in each zone is
described first, followed on subsequent lines by any variants that are expected.

14. Cloud.  Cloud amounts are given in oktas, with bases and tops in feet amsl.

15. Airframe Icing.  Icing in cloud (other than CB), when forecast, is assumed to be present at or
above the zone freezing level.  The height of any sub-zero layer, below the main layer, is given in the
text.

16. TS/CB.  The presence of TS/CB in the forecast should be taken to imply moderate or severe
turbulence and icing (and hail) regardless of any other forecast of these phenomena.  Icing should be
expected at any altitude in TS or CB.

17. System Movement.  When interpreting the chart and weather for a given route, due allowance
should be made for the timing of the flight in relation to the forecast time.  Weather zones which may
appear not to coincide with the track of the aircraft may have in fact moved into the area by the time
the aircraft reaches it.

18. Accuracy.  Where single numerical values are given (e.g. for visibility), they should be
interpreted as representing the most probable mean of a range of values of ±25%.

19. Amendments. An amended Metform 215 is indicated by the word AMENDED at the top left-
hand corner of the form.

Minor amendments are issued as separate amending text at the bottom of the form.  More
substantial amendments may result in a complete re-issue of the Metform, in which case the validity
start time may be different from the routine issue.
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Example Interpretation of Metform 215
20. Complete the following example to consolidate on the interpretation of Metform 215.
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EXAMPLE 18-1
EXAMPLE

The following example illustrates the use and interpretation of Metform 215.

A flight is to be made from LONDON HEATHROW 5128N 0027W (EGLL) to BELFAST 
5439N 0614W (EGAA), departing at 1430 UTC and arriving at 1600 UTC.

From the data given on the Metform 215 at Figure 18-6 answer the following questions.

(a) The visibility and weather for the departure from EGLL are forecast as ............

(b) On climb from EGLL the height of the 0°C isotherm  is ................

(c) In the climb from EGLL and subsequent cruise to 005°W at FL 85 the cloud
conditions forecast are .............

(d) The icing to be anticipated on the route to EGAA is .............

(e) Turbulence on the approach to EGAA is forecast to be ..............

(f) The symbol at approximately 4830N 0600W is ..............

(g) For the return flight from EGAA to EGLL at FL 95, ETD 2200 UTC, ETA
2330 UTC, anticipated flight conditions are expected to be ..............

(h) The position of the feature in question (f) for the approach to EGLL on the
return flight is ................
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FIGURE 18-6
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SOLUTION

(a) 25 km and Nil  The first line in zone 3 describes the most 
likely general conditions.

(b) 4000 ft (estimated) amsl The 0°=level is given as 3000ft to the 
north and 5000ft to the south.

(c) 2 oktas cumulus and stratocumulus between 
2500 ft and 5000 ft in the climb.  No cloud 
at FL 85 in zone 3.

From weather zone 3 (disregarding ISOL 
FRANCE and ISOL N).

The question does not ask for details of 
the cloud beyond 005°W but note, the 
weather and cloud in zone 1 spreading 
from the west will cover more of the route 
if the flight is delayed.

(d) Moderate icing between 3000 ft (the 
freezing level) and 5000 ft (the cloud top) in 
zone 3. No icing above 5000 ft in the climb 
and cruise (between cloud layers) to 005°W.  
Moderate icing in cruise beyond 005°W and 
to 4000 ft (the freezing level) in the descent.

From weather zones 1 and 3 and 
warnings.
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Wind and Temperature Charts

Spot Wind and Temperature Chart
21. This type of chart is illustrated by the UK version shown at Figure 18-7.  UK Metform 214 is
a forecast of winds and temperatures for altitudes from 1000ft to 24,000ft for positions every 2½°
of latitude and 5°=of longitude.  Metform 214 is issued in conjunction with Metform 215.

(e) Moderate over land below 6000 ft. From weather zone 1 and 3 warnings.

(f) A warm front given the identity letter F 
moving northeast at 25 kt.

(g) Relatively smooth above 8 oktas stratus and 
stratocumulus, tops 7000 ft.  Cloud base 8 
oktas at 800 ft for the approach, possibly 
rain and drizzle.  Icing above 4000 ft.

From the outlook chart the return flight 
will be in the warm sector and conditions 
shown for zone 1 behind the warm front F 
are likely to apply.

(h) Estimated to be just to the west of EGLL at 
090000Z.

From the outlook chart, the warm front 
has not quite reached EGLL at 090000 
UTC.
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FIGURE 18-7
UK Metform 214
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22. Example 18-2 is an illustration of the use of Metform 214.

EXAMPLE 18-2
EXAMPLE

For the flight from LONDON to BELFAST use the chart at Figure 18-7 to answer the following
questions.

Using the box at 5230N 0230W, determine the mean wind velocity, mean temperature and mean 
temperature deviation from ISA for the flight at FL85 for the initial part of the route.

Using the box at 5500N 0730W, determine the mean wind, mean temperature and mean 
temperature from ISA for a descent from FL 85 to an altitude of 2500 ft

SOLUTION

The mean wind and temperature at FL 85 are found by interpolating between the values for 5000 ft
and 10,000 ft

W/V Temperature

5000

10000
�
�

8500
240 30⁄
250 50⁄ �

�
247 44⁄

02–

08–
�
�

06–
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ISA temperature at FL 85 is -2°C.  Since OAT is -6°C the ISA deviation is -4°C.

The mid point of the descent is 5500 ft.  The mean wind and temperature at 5500 ft are found by 
interpolating between the values for 5000 ft and 10,000 ft.

ISA temperature at 5500 ft is +4°C.  Since OAT is -5° the ISA deviation is -9°C.

W/V  Temperature

5000

10000
�
�

5500
230 40⁄
240 40⁄ �

�
231 40⁄

04–

12–
�
�

05–
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19Upper Wind and Temperature Charts

Coverage and Availability of Charts
1. Upper wind and temperature charts are produced for standard pressure levels.  Charts are
routinely available for some or all of the following flight levels/pressure values:

FL 390 - 200hPa
FL 340 - 250hPa
FL 300 - 300hPa
FL 240 - 400hPa
FL 180 - 500hPa
FL 100 - 700hPa
FL 50   -  850hPa

Forecasts are produced at six hourly intervals from 0000 UTC.

European Wind/Temperature Charts
2. Within the European region all the charts listed above are routinely available.  Figure 19-1
illustrates an example of the 500hPa chart.  Spot wind velocity arrows are drawn every 2½° of
latitude and 5° of longitude.  Speed values are given in the form described in Chapter 17, Figure 17-
1.  A route is drawn on the chart from Oporto to Brindisi via Dijon.  Temperatures are shown at the
position of each wind arrow.
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FIGURE 19-1
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Methods of Calculating Mean Wind Velocity and 
Temperature
3. To estimate the average wind velocity over part or the whole of a route it is necessary to
interpolate between spot wind values nearest to track, and at roughly equal intervals along track.
The examples which follow illustrate the factors to be considered in the use of the chart to determine
mean wind velocities.  Wind direction arrows can be measured with a protractor against the nearest
marked meridian.

FIGURE 19-2
Spot Wind 
Interpolation
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Interpolation of W/V Values Nearest to Track
4. Spot W/V values are unlikely to coincide exactly with track and so values either side of track
should be compared.  

(a) For example at position A in Figure 19-2 the wind will be an average of the winds to
the north and south of A:

(i) Direction - 

(ii) Speed - 

(b) Position B on the other hand is nearer to the spot wind position to the north than the
south.  To the north the wind is 320/30kt; to the south it is 290/10kt.  By interpolation
the wind direction at B is assessed to be approximately 314/25kt.

(c) The average wind velocity along the track is 

This process should be repeated at approximately equal intervals along the route.

270° 250°+
2

----------------------------- 260°=

50kt 20kt+
2

----------------------------- 35kt=

260° 314°+
2

----------------------------- 287°=

35kt 25kt+
2

----------------------------- 30kt=
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5. Average temperatures are calculated using similar principles.  Thus at position A the
temperature is -25°C and at position B, -21°C, therefore the average is -23°C.

6. Use Figure 19-1 to consolidate on this procedure by completing Example 19-1.
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EXAMPLE 19-1

Dealing with Opposite Winds
7. Occasions will arise when the interpolated wind velocities along track are more variable.  For
example, Figure 19-3 illustrates a situation where the winds are in opposition.

EXAMPLE

Calculate the average forecast for wind and temperature at FL 180 for the leg Oporto to Dijon.

Give your answers to the nearest 10 degrees, 5 knots, and whole degree Celsius.

SOLUTION

Leg Oporto to Dijon (FL 180)

Just to the west of Oporto (40°N to 10°W) the spot W/V is 315°(T)/25 kt, and the temperature
-10°C.

At 5°W on track the spot W/V is 320°(T)/50 kt, and the temperature -15°C.

At 0°W on track the spot W/V is 310°(T)/55 kt, and the temperature -24°C.

At Dijon the spot W/V is 300°(T)/30 kt, and the temperature -26°C.
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FIGURE 19-3
Opposite Winds

(a) The winds at A, B and C are assessed first of all and are approximately:

A - 260/20
B - 275/12
C - 090/10

(b) The next step is to determine the predominant (in terms of combined vector length)
wind direction.  In this case westerly winds predominate.  The direction at C is in
opposition (within 30° of the reciprocal can be considered opposite in this
approximation).  The odd one out is reversed.  Thus the averaging calculation
becomes:
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+260    /+20
+275    /+12
+270    /-10
805÷3  +22÷3
= 268   /7 kt

Dealing with Winds Either Side of True North
8. The solution described above becomes a little more involved if the wind directions to be
averaged range either side of true north.  For example, the mean of the two W/V’s 340/20 and 020/
20 is 000/20, but solved numerically (as on a calculator) the result would be 180/20.  To resolve this
problem if the wind directions are predominantly from the  north-west add 360° to those directions
from the north-east, see Example 19-2.  However, if the predominant wind direction is north-east
subtract 360° from the north-west directions, see Example 19-3.
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EXAMPLE 19-2
EXAMPLE

Given W/V’s:  310/22, 330/40, 320/30, 040/20.

SOLUTION

 310/22
 330/40
 320/30
 400/20

 340/28

1360
4

------------
112
4

---------⁄
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EXAMPLE 19-3

Dealing with Light/Variable Winds
9. Light and variable/calm winds.  Figure 19-4 illustrates a situation that includes an area,
position C, where the winds are light/variable or calm.

EXAMPLE

Given: 310/22, 030/40, 020/30, 040/20

SOLUTION

-050/20
 030/40
 020/30
 040/20

 010/28

040
4

---------
112

4
---------⁄
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FIGURE 19-4
Light/Variable 
Winds

The winds in Figure 19-4 are assessed to be:

A - 245/20
B - 300/12
C - Light/Variable

In this case a direction cannot be given to the wind at position C. (Note however, if light/variable
were to be forecast for a significant portion of a route it would be prudent ‘airmanship’ to assume a
headwind for planning purposes).  The average process in this case becomes:
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  245    /20
+300    /12
 ±///     /0   

545÷2  +32÷3
= 272   /10 

Dealing with Variable Winds
10. Where the winds along a route are more variable and do not fit easily into the ‘opposite’
method of resolution, a more fundamental approach is required.  Figure 19-5 illustrates a situation
where having assessed the winds within certain portions of the route, the task remaining is to assess
the mean wind for the whole route.

FIGURE 19-5
Variable Winds

In this case a vector diagram must be drawn to resolve the mean value.  The vectors representing
each wind can be plotted using a protractor for direction and a ruler to draw vector lengths to scale,
as shown in Figure 19-6.
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FIGURE 19-6
Vector Solution
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In Figure 19-6 the resultant vector length to scale represents 286/136.  Since this represents the
resultant of four winds it is representing the total wind effect over 4 hours.  The mean wind velocity
in this case is therefore 286/34kt.

Other Wind/Temperature Charts (Rest of World)
11. Wind and temperature charts for use on long range flights outside Europe generally cover
large areas and spot wind values are shown at less frequent intervals.  Charts are routinely available
to cover normal long range cruising levels.  The three main charts are:

FL 390 - 200hPa

FL 340 - 250hPa

FL 300 - 300hPa

Other charts may be provided on the basis of regional air navigation agreement.

12. Figure 19-7 illustrates an example of a chart of forecast winds for the Indian Ocean, the Far
East and Australia/New Zealand.
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FIGURE 19-7
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20Upper Air Charts

Upper Air Charts - Europe

European Significant Weather Chart
1. The European Significant Weather Chart covers the whole European and Mediterranean
region (EUR-MED) from FL 100 to FL 450 (700 - 150hPa).  An example of this chart produced by
the RAFC London is at Figure 20-1.

2. The chart uses standard symbology as described in Chapter 17, but note, fronts are depicted
at their surface positions.

3. Charts are produced at 6 hour intervals from 0000 UTC and are considered to be valid for
flights taking place within 3hr before and after the forecast time.
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FIGURE 20-1
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4. Example 20-1 illustrates some aspects of the interpretation of this chart.

EXAMPLE 20-1
EXAMPLE

Using the chart at Figure 20-1 answer the following questions concerning a direct flight from
Glasgow (Scotland) to Palermo (Sicily) at FL 330, ETD 1100 UTC.

(a) Describe the icing and turbulence in cloud forecast on the initial part of the flight
between Glasgow and 000E/W.

(b) State in which portion of the route (if any) the aircraft could be flying above the
tropopause.

(c) Describe with details where the strongest wind is likely to be encountered along the
route.

(d) Describe the meaning of the symbol at 50N 000E/W

(e) Describe where and to what extent CAT could be experienced along the route.

(f) Describe the actions required with regard to the volcano symbol ‘A’ at the end of the
route.

(g) Describe the cloud and turbulence forecast south of 40°N.
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SOLUTION

(a) Moderate icing in overcast NS cloud and other layer cloud between FL 100 to FL
220.  Moderate turbulence from below FL 100 to FL 280.

(b) The portion of the route to the west of Rome is an area where the tropopause could
be below FL 330.

(c) A jetstream is shown across track at approximately 45°N with a core level at FL
330 and velocity approximately 045°/110kt.

(d) The symbol at 51N 000E/W indicates a tropopause level at FL 430.  This is also the
highest point of the tropopause in that local area.

(e) Moderate CAT is forecast over and approximately 60nm to the south of Glasgow
between FL 230 and FL 380.  Moderate, occasionally severe CAT is forecast from
approximately 008E to 012E from FL 270 to        FL 380.

(f) Consult SIGMET for information on volcanic ash cloud.

(g) Moderate icing and turbulence from below FL 100 to FL 200 in 5-7 oktas AC/AS.
Moderate to severe icing, turbulence (and hail) in individual CB clouds from below
FL 100 to FL 320.
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Upper Air Charts - World
5. The upper air charts produced for areas outside Europe have a vertical coverage starting at FL
250 and extending to FL 450 and in some areas FL 630.

6. The symbology used on these charts is as described in Chapter 17.  Fronts are shown at the
surface.  Forecast charts are produced for 6 hourly intervals from 0000 UTC.

7. Figure 20-2 illustrates a typical upper air significant weather chart.
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FIGURE 20-2
Significant 
Weather Chart 
(High Level)
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Upper Air Chart - North Atlantic
8. The North Atlantic significant weather chart has a vertical coverage from FL 250 to FL 630.

A North Atlantic significant weather chart is shown at Figure 20-3.

(Note.  The chart is a Polar Stereographic projection and it is therefore necessary to be careful when
deciding on the direction of true north).

9. The times of validity for both the significant weather and the upper wind and temperature
charts are 0000 UTC and every 6 hours.  The information on the charts is drawn for the published
forecast time.

10. An upper wind and temperature chart for the North Atlantic for FL 390 is shown at Figure
20-4.

Consolidation Exercise - Upper Air Charts
11. Using Figure 20-3, Figure 20-4 and Figure 20-5, complete the following example which is
based on a flight from Lisbon (Portugal) to Kingston (Jamaica).
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EXAMPLE 20-2
EXAMPLE

Flight forecast documentation is provided as follows:

Prepare an interpretation of the forecast in plain language for a flight from Lisbon (LPPT) (3846N 
0908W) to Kingston (MKJP) (1756N 7647W) following the track marked on the charts.  The 
planned cruising level is FL 390. You may assume that the chart data remains constant for the 
period of the flight.

The following information is required:

(a) The location of forecast significant weather (cloud and associated icing and
turbulence) along the route at or near to the planned cruising level.

(b) The location of forecast clear air turbulence at or near to the planned cruising level.

(c) The wind velocity and temperature for each 10° of longitude along the route,
together with details of any jetstreams affecting the route.

Chart No 1 - Significant weather (Figure 20-3).

Chart No 2 - Upper wind and temperature for FL 390 (Figure 20-4).

Terminal weather - List of TAFs (Figure 20-5).
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(d) The location of any jetstreams affecting the route.

(e) Give an approximate average wind velocity and temperature at FL 390 for the
whole route. Express the temperature as a deviation from both ISA and JSA.

(f) The average headwind or tailwind component for the route.

(g) The surface wind, visibility, weather and cloud forecast for a departure from Lisbon
between 0800 and 1100 UTC and for an arrival at Kingston between 1500 and
2100 UTC.
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FIGURE 20-3
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FIGURE 20-4
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FIGURE 20-5

TAFS

FTCA5 MKJP 040300

MKJP 040606  36010KT  9999  SCT025  BECMG  1315 14020G34KT  SCT015CB  
SCT025  PROB30 TEMPO  6000  +SH  SCT010  BKN015CB BECMG  2301  
36010KT  SCT025=

MKJS 040606  12006KT  9999  SCT025  BECMG  1315 07016KT  SCT015CB  
SCT025  PROB30  RASH BECMG  2224  VRB05KT  SCT025=

MKCR 040606  VRB06KT  9999 SCT018  BECMG  1416 12015KT  SCT018CB  
BECMG  2301 VRB05KT SCT025=

FCEW 33 LEMM 120500

LPPT 040716  06012KT  CAVOK=

LPPR 040716  08015KT  CAVOK=

LPFR 040716  03008KT  CAVOK=
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SOLUTION

Answers to Example 20-1.

(a) Icing and Turbulence

Lisbon - 12W No significant weather.

12W - 25W Isolated (individual) CB embedded in other cloud from below FL 250 to 
FL 360, with associated moderate or severe turbulence, icing and hail.

25W - 49W No significant weather.

49W - 59W Isolated embedded CB from below FL 250 to FL 350, with moderate or 
severe turbulence, icing and hail.

59W - Kingston No significant weather.

(b) CAT

Lisbon - 19W Moderate CAT between FL 290 and FL 370.

19W - 50W Nil CAT forecast.

50W - 67W Moderate CAT between FL 310 and FL 420.

67W - Kingston Nil CAT forecast.

(c) Wind Velocities. W/V values are given to the nearest 5° and 5kt.
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Lisbon - 20W 104°/45 kt, -58°C.

This is based on three values, the first near Lisbon (105/40) is just about 
close enough (within 1° of latitude) to be considered.  The other two 
values used were 110/50 (40N 15W) and 095/40 (40N 20W).

20W - 30W 080°/20 kt, -58°C.

In this case the wind at 30W is given as calm.  To find an average value 
here take 3 spot winds along track (095/40, 065/25 and calm).  Average 
the directions [(095 + 065) ÷ 2 = 080°] and average the speeds [(40 + 25 + 
0) ÷ 3 = 21 kt].

30W - 40W 230°/20 kt, -58°C

40W - 50W 255°/65 kt, -56°C

50W - 60W 265°/100 kt, -55°C

60W - 70W 270°/100 kt, -55°C

70W - Kingston 270°/85 kt, -55°C
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SOLUTION

Continued.

(d)  A jetstream is shown on the significant weather chart crossing track at 61°W, its maximum
speed is 120 kt at FL 390, direction 270°(T).

(e)  In order to estimate an approximate mean wind and temperature for the entire route it is
necessary to average the values achieved at (c).  However, this process would be very time
consuming.

Where only an approximation is required, perhaps to provide a check of a computer flight plan, a
simpler method is desirable.

First, examine the route and divide it into roughly equal portions within which the average wind
can be assessed.  Then compare and average the values found.  For example, on this route the
approximate breakdown of winds by inspection is estimated to be:

Lisbon to 028W - 090/35
028W to 048W - 230/30
048W to 064W - 265/90
064W to Kingston - 270/90.

Notice the predominant winds are westerly but from Lisbon to 028W the wind is easterly.  The
simplest approach is to reverse the easterly but count the speed as a negative value.  Therefore,
using simple averaging, the mean wind velocity is 259/44kt.
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The mean temperature is obtained by averaging the values obtained in (b), thus [(58 + 58 + 58 + 56
+ 55 + 55 + 55) ÷7] results in a mean temperature of -56°C.

The temperature deviation for the entire route at FL 390 is therefore ISA +1°C and JSA +7°C.

(f) The mean headwind component can be determined using the CRP 5 Computer.  Plot the wind
velocity on the squared portion of the computer.  Rotate the compass rose to put the mean track
direction at the top (measured at mid-longitude) and read the component value down from the
zero line).  In this case, the mean track is 254°(T) and the wind component - 44kt. (Headwind).

(g) LPPT 0800 - 1100 UTC

Surface wind 060°(T)/12 kt, visibility 10 km or more, no cloud below 5000 ft or highest MSA, 
whichever is greater, no cumulonimbus, thunderstorms, precipitation, shallow fog or low drifting 
snow.

MKJP 1500 - 2100 UTC

Surface wind 140°(T)/20 kt gusting to 34 kt, visibility 10 km or more, 3 or 4 oktas cumulonimbus 
base 1500 ft aal, 3 or 4 oktas base 2500 ft aal, 30% probability of temporary reductions in 
visibility to 6 km in heavy showers with 3 or 4 oktas base 1000 ft aal and 5 to 7 oktas of 
cumulonimbus base 1500 ft aal.
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Self Assessed Exercise No. 7

QUESTIONS:
QUESTION 1.

What does the abbreviation RAFC mean?

QUESTION 2.

When is a marked inversion warning given?

QUESTION 3.

At what height is surface wind measured?

QUESTION 4.

When are variations in surface wind given?

QUESTION 5.

Over what period is a surface wind averaged for METARS and is a METAR given in degrees true or
magnetic?

QUESTION 6.

What increments are used in the reporting of visibility?

QUESTION 7.

Define cloud ceiling.
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QUESTION 8.

What bands are available from meteosat?

QUESTION 9.

How is high cloud identified in an infrared satellite image?

QUESTION 10.

What is the period of validity of a SIGMET?

QUESTION 11.

What time interval do transmissions of ASDAR data take place in cruise?

QUESTION 12.

What item is used to describe changes in altitude and attitude, with IAS fluctuations of 15-25 kts?

QUESTION 13.

What intensity of icing would be experienced if anti-icing equipment fails to control the
accumulation

QUESTION 14.

When surface wind is given in an ATIS report, is it given in degrees True or magnetic?

QUESTION 15.

What data 290V010 mean in a METAR?
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QUESTION 16.

What is the period of validity of trend when reported in a METAR?

QUESTION 17.

When during a BCMG period should a substantial deterioration be considered to take effect?

QUESTION 18.

When during a BCMG period should a substantial improvement be considered to take effect?

QUESTION 19.

State the approximate flight levels for 500 hPa / 250 hPa / 100 hPa.

QUESTION 20.

What is the meaning of an eight figure group at the end of a METAR terminating 91?

QUESTION 21.

Refer to FIGURE 11 in the Reference Book

What is the symbol marked ‘A’ at 38°N 15°E?

QUESTION 22.

Refer to FIGURE 11 in the Reference Book

What CAT could be encountered at 40°N 10°E?
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QUESTION 23.

Refer to FIGURE 11 in the Reference Book

What icing and is expected at 50°N 30°E?

QUESTION 24.

Refer toFIGURE 12 in the Reference Book

On-route E – F, what is the ‘mean wind’?

ANSWERS:
ANSWER 1.

Regional area forecast centre.

ANSWER 2.

When an inversion exists giving a temperature rise of 10°C or more, from the surface to 1000’.

ANSWER 3.

10 metres.

ANSWER 4.

± 60° or more, wind speed above 3kts.
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ANSWER 5.

10 minutes, true.

ANSWER 6.

100m up to 5000m

1000m up to 30k

Then 5km increments

ANSWER 7.

The base of the lowest cloud obscuring more than 50% of the sky.

ANSWER 8.

Visible, infrared and water vapour.

ANSWER 9.

Coldest, hence the whitest areas.

ANSWER 10.

4 hours.

ANSWER 11.

7 minutes
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ANSWER 12.

Moderate turbulence.

ANSWER 13.

Severe.

ANSWER 14.

Magnetic.

ANSWER 15.

The wind is greater than 3kts and has varied by more than 60° (80°) in the preceding ten minutes.

ANSWER 16.

2 hours.

ANSWER 17.

Start of the BCMG period.

ANSWER 18.

End of BCMG period.

ANSWER 19.

FL180 / FL340 / FL530
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ANSWER 20.

Runway state group: braking action poor.

ANSWER 21.

Etna volcano.

ANSWER 22.

CAT area 2 moderate occasional severe CAT between FL270 and FL380.

ANSWER 23.

Moderate icing FL110 to 210 moderate turbulence FL246 to below FL100.

ANSWER 24.

270/10.
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21Altimeter Related Problems

Altimeter Datums
1. The standard ICAO altimeter datums are:

(a) QFE is the pressure which when set on the sub-scale of an altimeter will cause the
instrument to indicate height above the QFE reference datum (normally aerodrome or
threshold).

(b) QNH.  When set on the sub-scale of an altimeter the instrument will read altitude
(vertical displacement AMSL).

(c) QNE is the height that would be indicated on touchdown with 1013 mb set on the
subscale.

(d) Transition altitude is the altitude at and below which vertical positioning is controlled
by reference to altitude.

(e) The transition level is the first flight level above the transition altitude.

(f) The transition layer is the layer between the transition altitude and the transition level.

Altimeter Problems
(Note.  Rules for altimeter problems:
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• When a temperature deviation is given for a level if can be assumed to be the same at all levels

• Corrections for temperatures and pressure may be treated independently of each other

• Calculations are based on rounded pressure values to the nearest lower hPa).

Incorrect Subscale Setting
2. Flying from an area of high pressure to an area of low pressure without re-adjustment of the
sub-scale setting the altimeter will  progressively over-read the aircraft's true altitude; this is the
dangerous situation, see Figure 21-1.

FIGURE 21-1

Temperature Errors
3. When flying from an area where the mean temperature of the air below the aircraft is warm
to an area where the mean temperature of the air below the aircraft is colder than ISA temperature,
the altimeter will over-read the true altitude.
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FIGURE 21-2

Example Altimeter Questions
EXAMPLE 21-1

EXAMPLE

An aircraft on a track of 217°(M) is required to fly at a flight level such that it will clear by at least
1500 ft high ground rising to 1792 metres amsl.  The regional QNH is 989 hPa.

(a) What is the minimum IFR flight level at which the aircraft may fly?

(b) Assuming that the flight is made at the level given in (a), what will be the aircraft's
approximate clearance above the high ground?  (Assume that 1 hPa = 28 ft)
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FIGURE 21-3

See Figure 21-3.

The aircraft is required to fly at an even flight level.  The high ground rises to 1792 metres, which 
is equal to 5880 ft AMSL.  The difference between the QNH (989 hPa) and 1013 mb is 24 hPa 
which represents a vertical difference in datums of 24 x 28 = 672 ft.  The aircraft must fly above a 
level of 672 + 5880 + 1500 = 8052 ft on a 1013 hPa subscale setting.  The next appropriate even 
flight level is FL 100.  At FL 100 the aircraft's approximate clearance above the ground is;

10,000 - (672 + 5880) = 3448 ft.

Therefore the required answers are:

(a) FL 100

(b) 3448 ft
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EXAMPLE 21-2
EXAMPLE

One aircraft is flying in the vicinity of an airfield (elevation 351 ft AMSL) at 2500 ft on the QFE of
995 hPa.  A second aircraft is overflying at FL 35.  What is the approximate vertical separation
between the two aircraft?  (Assume that 1 mb = 27 ft.)

SOLUTION

Answer - 514 ft.
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EXAMPLE 21-3
EXAMPLE

The altimeter of an aircraft standing at an airfield indicated 240 ft when the sub-
scale of the instrument was set to 988 hPa.  If the QNH at the time was 1004 hPa
and a change of pressure of 1 hPa represents a height change of 28 ft, what was the
elevation of the airfield?

SOLUTION
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EXAMPLE 21-4
EXAMPLE

The altimeter of an aircraft at an airfield indicated 380 ft when the QNH was 982
hPa. If the elevation of the airfield was 72 ft and a change of pressure of 1 hPa
represents a change of height of 28 ft, what was the setting on the sub-scale of the
altimeter ?

SOLUTION

Answer - 993 hPa
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EXAMPLE 21-5
EXAMPLE

The altimeter of an aircraft at an airfield indicated 120 ft when the subscale of the
instrument was set to 990 hPa.  If the elevation of the airfield was 428 ft and a
change of pressure of 1 hPa represents a height change of 28 ft what was the QNH
at the airfield ?

SOLUTION

Answer - QNH 1001 hPa
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EXAMPLE 21-6
EXAMPLE

Flying in the northern hemisphere.  How is your true altitude changing in each of the following
circumstances?

(a) Flying over land which is 500 ft AMSL at an indicated altitude of 2500 ft with the
appropriate regional QNH set on the altimeter.  Your heading is 270°(T) and the
wind at 2500 ft is 270°/15 kt.

(b) Flying over the sea at an indicated altitude of 500 ft using the appropriate QNH.
Your heading is 180°(T) and the wind at 500 ft is 360°/25 kt.

(c) Cruising at FL 290 and have 10° starboard drift. (-wind correction angle)

SOLUTION
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(a) Flying at 2000 ft AGL  the wind can be considered to be geostrophic in nature,
being unaffected by the friction at the surface.  With no drift the aircraft is flying
parallel to the isobars and so true altitude will remain constant.

(b)

(c) The wind experienced at 500 ft is affected by the surface friction  layer and so the
wind at 2000 ft (which will blow parallel to the surface isobars) will be veered in the
northern hemisphere with respect to the 500 ft wind.  You are crossing the isobars
from high to low pressure and so the true altitude is decreasing.
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(d) True altitude will be decreasing.
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(e) The wind at 29,000 ft will be primarily thermal in origin. With low mean
temperature ahead of the aircraft low pressure (at altitude) will also lie ahead of the
aircraft.  So to maintain the same pressure on the altimeter the aircraft must reduce
its true height.  Remember that Buys Ballot's law may be re-written for thermal
winds to state that if you stand with your back to the upper wind (in the northern
hemisphere) low mean air temperature lies to your left.
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EXAMPLE 21-7
EXAMPLE

You have flown from A to B at 2000ft AMSL with a crosswind component to the left of 20kt.
QNH on take-off at A was 1004 hPa and at B it is 1000 hPa.  Some hours later the wind forecast
for the return flight to A gives a crosswind component to the right of 40 kt.

If the QNH at take-off from B is 998 hPa and the forecast wind is correct:

(a) Are you flying in the northern or southern hemisphere?

(b) Make a rough estimate of the new QNH at A and explain your calculations.

SOLUTION

(a)
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At 2000 ft the wind may be considered to be geostrophic in nature.  Low pressures lie to your 
right when you stand with your back to the wind, therefore you are in the southern hemisphere.

(b)

The QNH at A is likely to have risen by 2 hPa to 1006 hPa despite the 2 mb drop in pressure at B.  
This is due to the steepening gradient indicated by the 2000 ft wind which appears to have 
doubled in strength.
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The Calculation of True and Indicated Altitude
4. The navigation computer uses the standard atmosphere temperatures and pressure altitude to
enable indicated altitude to be converted to true altitude.  This can be seen if the inner and outer
circular scales are aligned at the same value.  Line up 10 with 10 on the outer scales.  In the altitude
window against 0 feet pressure altitude is a temperature of +15°C ie the standard atmosphere
temperature at MSL.  The standard atmosphere temperature can be determined from this window
for any pressure altitude up to 30,000 feet.  See Figure 21-4.
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FIGURE 21-4
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5. By setting the ambient temperature against the pressure altitude, in the altitude window, the
altitude is corrected for the effect of the difference of temperature from standard.

6. It can be seen that the standard temperature at 25,000 feet pressure altitude is -35°C. If
however the ambient temperature is  actually -20°C it is warmer than standard by 15°C.  Therefore
the atmosphere is less dense that standard and the true altitude will be  higher.  

7. Set pressure altitude 25,000 feet against - 20°C in the altitude window. Read on the inner of
the two outer circular scales the indicated pressure altitude 25 (representing 25,000ft), the true
altitude is opposite to this on the outer scale and reads 26,400 feet.
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EXAMPLE 21-8
EXAMPLE

Pressure altitude 20,000 feet; Ambient temperature -40°C.  Determine the true altitude.

SOLUTION

Set pressure altitude 20,000 feet against temperature -40°C.  Against 20 on the inner scale, the true
altitude is 18,800 feet.
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FIGURE 21-5
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8. Note.  There are two useful rules of thumb solution for this type of problem: 

(a) Altitude difference (feet) = 4 x temp deviation x altitude in thousands; or,

(b) Using the ‘4% rule’ in which a change of height of 4% is deemed to result from a
temperature deviation of 10°C.

Using method (a)

In this example (21-8), the temperature deviation is calculated by comparing ambient temperature
with standard.  Thus, at 20,000 ft, the standard is +15-40 = -25°C.  Ambient temperature is 15°
colder.  Therefore the correction to indicated altitude is 4 x -15 x 20 = 1200 ft.  Therefore
approximate true altitude is 18,800 ft.

Using method (b)

The temperature deviation is -15 and therefore the height error due to temperature is:

 4% x  = 6%

6% x 20,000 = 1200ft

15
10
------
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EXAMPLE 21-9

From these examples it can be deduced that if an aircraft is flying at a constant indicated altitude
from a cold air mass to a warm air mass, the true altitude increases due to the temperature change
and when flying from a warm to a cold air mass, the altitude reduces.

The Calculation of Density Altitude
9. The density of the air directly affects the performance of an aeroplane.  In a dense
atmosphere, it will perform better than in a low density atmosphere.  Most aeroplane flight manuals
schedule  performance against pressure altitude but some smaller types do not.  The performance of
these aircraft is scheduled against density altitude. Using aerodrome elevation or pressure altitude
and ambient temperature, the density altitude can be determined from the navigation computer.  Set
the aerodrome elevation or pressure altitude against the ambient temperature in the AIRSPEED
window.  The density altitude is then displayed against the datum arrow in the density altitude
window.

EXAMPLE

A mountain is 9000 feet elevation.  Determine the pressure altitude that will clear the obstacle by
2000 feet if the ambient temperature at 11,000 feet pressure altitude is -20°C.

SOLUTION

The true altitude required is 9000 feet + 2000 feet = 11,000 feet.  Set -20°C against pressure
altitude 11,000 feet.  Against 11,000 feet on the outer scale read pressure altitude 11,570 feet on
the inner scale.
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FIGURE 21-6
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EXAMPLE 21-10

10. An alternative ‘Rule of Thumb’ method to determine the density altitude is to use the
formula:

Density altitude = Aerodrome elevation + (120 x ISA deviation).

In the above example then:

Density altitude = 4000 + (120 x 18) = 6160 ft.

Note.  When temperature is warmer than standard, the correction to altitude is added and subtracted 
when colder than standard.

EXAMPLE

Aerodrome elevation 4000ft.  Ambient temperature +25°C

SOLUTION

Density altitude approximately 6100ft.
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22World Climatology

1. Climatology is the study of the average weather of the various areas of the Earth.  In the study
of this subject a good-quality world atlas, giving not only topographical information but also maps
of normal seasonal temperatures and pressure distribution would be very useful.

2. For the purposes of the JAR-FCL ATPL examination syllabus the candidate is required to
have an understanding of the idealized general circulation of the atmosphere, the modifications to
this circulation and the resultant weather features associated with specific areas of the world.

3. The syllabus also requires candidates to have some knowledge of the weather of the main air
routes and the upper level winds and jet streams likely to be met on those routes.

4. This study of climatology will be made easier if you acquire some knowledge of geography,
the location of the major cities, countries and areas of the world particularly in relation to the
equator and the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, major oceans and land masses.

5. The starting point is an examination of the theoretical or ‘idealized’ circulation.

Idealized Circulation
6. If the globe had a uniform surface, and was not rotating, the flow of air (or circulation)
would be the simple flow shown at Figure 22-1.
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FIGURE 22-1
Basis of the 
Idealized 
Circulation

7. The surface of the Earth receives much more intense insolation at the equator than at the
poles.  Because of the high surface temperatures which this produces at the equator, the air is
warmed, expands and rises creating high pressure at altitude over the equator (compared with the
poles), and the outflow of air at height due to this high pressure creates low pressure at the surface.

8. At the poles, due to the low surface temperature, there is low pressure at high levels.

9. Consequently in theory, there would be a general movement of air towards the poles at high
levels as air is drawn by low pressure over the poles. At the surface the flow of air would be from the
resulting high surface pressure at the poles towards the low surface pressure at the equator.
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10. In fact the air movements described above cannot take place as shown due to the rotation of
the Earth.

Effect of Earth Rotation
11. The effect of the Earth's rotation and thus coriolis (geostrophic) force on the circulation
described above is shown at Figure 22-2, the flow of air obeying Buys Ballot's Law.

FIGURE 22-2
Theoretical Effect 
of Coriolis on the 
Movement of Air 
at Upper Levels 
out of the 
Equatorial Region

12. At upper levels the air moving towards the poles from the equator is now turned right in the
northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern hemisphere by geostrophic force.  The full effect
of this would be evident at about 30° from the equator.
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Pressure Distribution
13.  The resulting accumulation of air at high level would in theory create high surface pressure in
latitudes 20° to 40° (in each hemisphere) as well as strong westerly winds at height.  However, the
two belts of high pressure are in fact recognisable although modified in the actual world circulation,
as the subtropical high pressure belts.

14. Moving to the polar regions, low surface temperatures there would still create high pressure.
(The air at upper levels would be drawn from lower latitudes into the upper low pressure area).  In
theory then, high pressure at the surface should be present at each pole and in the sub-tropical belts.
Lower pressure, by definition, will exist between them and will occur at the Equator.  The theoretical
distribution of pressure is shown at Figure 22-3.  The real world circulation does in fact exhibit these
characteristics.
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FIGURE 22-3
Idealised Global 
Circulation

 

15. Vertical Movement of Air.  Air would move upwards and out of the equatorial area at upper
levels into the sub-tropical highs.  At low levels, the equatorial circulation is completed by air flowing
from the highs to the equatorial trough.  This theoretical closed circulation is called a Hadley Cell
and it is illustrated in Figure 22-4.
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FIGURE 22-4
Hadley Cells

16. In higher latitudes, the vertical movement of air follows similar patterns between adjacent
high and low pressure regions as shown in Figure 22-5.
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FIGURE 22-5
Vertical Movement 
of Air Outside 
Tropical Regions
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Low Level Air Movement
17. The low level flow of air would also be subject to coriolis effect and so the outflow from the
sub-tropical highs towards the Equator would be deflected to the right in the northern hemisphere,
and to the left in the southern hemisphere.  The pattern of winds created are recognisable as the
north-east and south-east trade winds in the real global circulation.

18. In the mid-latitudes, lower surface pressure between the subtropical and polar highs draws air
from both of these regions.  This results in the characteristic westerly flow from the polar side of the
sub-tropical highs.  These mid-latitude winds are known as ‘ferrel westerlies’.  A weaker, north-
easterly flow out of the polar high in the northern hemisphere is matched by a south easterly flow in
the southern hemisphere.

The Polar Front
19. Low level air flow from the polar highs and the sub-tropical highs meets at the Polar Front in
each hemisphere.  The air masses have different source regions and characteristics and their
interaction at the polar front results in the formation of travelling depressions.

20. The full picture representing the idealized global circulation is shown at Figure 22-6.
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FIGURE 22-6
Idealized Global 
Circulation
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21. An idealized circulation such as that described above would lead to  very low temperatures in
the polar regions, and conversely very high temperatures at the equator.  To maintain the temperature
balance of the atmosphere over the Earth, great masses of air must move from the equatorial regions
to the polar regions and vice versa.  These north south surges of air occur periodically but irregularly
and at such times, distort the theoretical pattern of surface pressure distribution.

Summary of Important Climatic Features

Equatorial Low (Equatorial Trough)
22. This is an area of low pressure into which the north east trade winds in the northern
hemisphere and the south east trade winds in the southern hemisphere converge.

Subtropical Highs
23. These anticyclones are created by the upper level air outflowing from the equator. The
subtropical high pressure belts lie between latitudes 20° and 40° each hemisphere.

Trade Winds
24. The trade winds are belts of light winds, (typically less than 15 kt), which blow from a fairly
constant direction.  They are caused when the outflow of air from the subtropical highs is drawn into
the equatorial trough.  The NE Trades are found in the northern hemisphere and the SE Trades in the
southern hemisphere.  The trade winds extend up to about 10,000 ft, but in certain areas may be as
low as 7000ft or as high as 15,000ft.  Trade winds are strongest in the winter half of the year.
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Doldrums
25. Doldrums is the name given to an area of light and variable (but mainly westerly) winds
which occur in equatorial oceanic regions.

Horse Latitudes
26. The Horse Latitudes are belts of variable light winds and fine weather associated with oceanic
areas of the sub-tropical anticyclones at about 30 - 40° Latitudes.

Mid-Latitude Westerly Winds (Ferrel Westerlies)
27. The outflow of air on the polar side of each subtropical high under the influence of
geostrophic force creates belts of mainly westerly winds in both hemispheres. At times these winds
can become quite strong particularly in the southern hemisphere between 40°S and 60°S where they
are called the ‘roaring forties’.  In the northern hemisphere they are found mainly over the oceans
and tend to be much stronger in winter than in summer although they can reach gale force in both
seasons.

Easterly winds
28. The outflow of air from the polar high pressure regions results in the formation of easterly
winds at the surface in high latitudes.  The polar highs are less well defined and polar easterlies are
generally weaker than the mid-latitude westerlies.
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Polar Front Depressions
29. The meeting of the subtropical and polar air masses creates a polar front in each hemisphere.
Travelling depressions form on the polar fronts with sufficient frequency for them to appear on mean
pressure charts as low pressure areas.

Modifications to the Idealized Circulation
30. Two elements significantly modify the idealized circulation:

• the seasons

• land/sea differences

Seasonal Variation
31.   The idealized zonal distribution is distorted by the sun as it moves to its northern limit at
23½°N which is known as the Tropic of Cancer, on June 21 and its southern limit at 23½°S which
is known as the Tropic of Capricorn, on December 22.  The idealized pattern shifts accordingly.

32. From a global perspective the confusions between summer and winter in each hemisphere are
reduced by considering climate in terms of date.  In particular, the extremes of January and July are
used most frequently.
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Topography
33. The fact that the land heats up and cools down more rapidly than the sea accounts for some
wide variations from the idealized circulation.  ‘Continentality’ as it is called means that winters over
land are cold and summers are hot.  The influence of oceans diminishes these differences in coastal
areas and nearby land masses.  Global differences are apparent because of the greater area of land in
the northern hemisphere compared to the south.

Climatic Zones
34. Because they are essentially products of solar heating, the features of the idealized circulation
change latitude with the seasonal movement of the sun.

35. Pressure zones produce climatic zones.  Low pressure results in convergence and air and
therefore cloud and precipitation occurs in the temperate and equatorial belts of low pressure.  At the
poles and in the sub-tropical belts of high pressure, due to subsiding air, conditions are mainly dry.

36. The seasonal movements of these systems produce transitional zones which are affected by
one or other of these systems according to the season. In the real world the pressure patterns can be
much more complex than as described in the idealized circulation, however certain zones can be
identified from the characteristic aspects  of the weather found in them.  Figure 22-7 illustrates the
climatic zones of the northern hemisphere; a similar pattern is identifiable in the southern
hemisphere.
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FIGURE 22-7
Climatic Zones
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Polar Climate
37. High pressure is weaker than in the sub-tropical highs and often replaced by travelling
depressions giving unsettled weather and snow.  Below 0°C, the ground is permanently covered by
ice and snow.  Above 0°C, a ‘tundra’ type of climate is found where mosses and lichens grow,
although the sub-soil remains frozen (permafrost).

Disturbed Temperate Climate
38. The weather in this zone is controlled mainly by travelling frontal depressions and less
frequent high pressure systems; winds are mainly westerly, gales are frequent. There is much cyclonic
precipitation throughout the year with no dry season.

Mediterranean Climate (Warm Temperate Transitional)
39. This is a transitional climate, being disturbed temperate in winter and dry subtropical in
summer.  Winters are wet, cool and unsettled, summers are hot and dry.

Arid Subtropical Climate
40. These areas are always under the influence of the sub-tropical high pressure belt.  As a
consequence, skies are clear, it is warm (hot in summer) and practically rainless.  Winds are notable
for their trade wind consistency. The great desert areas of the world are found within this zone.
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Tropical Transitional (Savannah) Climate
41. In winter the weather is governed by the dry trade winds.  In summer it is governed by the
belt of equatorial rains.  The duration of the wet season decreases as latitude increases.  The summer
rainy season follows the seasonal movement of the sun

Equatorial Climate (Humid Tropical)
42. This zone which extends about 10° either side of the Equator has two main rainy seasons
which occur as the sun crosses the equator but there is no real dry season.  There is much convective
activity with heavy showers and frequent thunderstorms.  Temperature and humidity are both high
and are almost uniform throughout the year.  Winds are generally light and over the oceans where
the zone is narrower, the area is known as the ‘doldrums’.

World Temperature Distribution
43. All energy and movement on the Earth and all climate and weather can be considered as a
particular form of solar energy and, as such, will be closely related to the temperature distribution
over the Earth.

44. While it is true in a general sense to say that temperatures decrease from the equator to the
poles, an examination of average seasonal temperatures on the Earth's surface shows that surface
isotherms (lines joining points of equal surface temperature) do not everywhere correspond with the
parallels of latitude.

45. Study the isotherm charts for January and July at Figure 22-8 and Figure 22-9. 
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January

FIGURE 22-8
Average Mean Sea 
Level Temperature 
(°C)  January
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46. The chart at Figure 22-8 shows lines joining all points of equal mean sea level temperature.
Note that these are average temperatures.  Significant points are as follows:

(a) The highest temperatures occur between 10°S and 20°S over the land; at these
latitudes sea temperatures are below those of the land at the same latitude.  The sun is
overhead at about 20°S.

(b) The coldest temperatures are found in the northern hemisphere land masses.  Note the
extreme cold in Siberia (NE Asia) and northern Canada.  Note also the curvature of
the isotherms over North America and Eurasia, indicating cold temperatures (and
therefore cold air) well down towards tropical regions.

(c) The warmer temperatures of the North Atlantic show a striking contrast compared to
the land temperature to the west and east.  This is due to the outflow of warm water
(the Gulf Stream) from the Caribbean Sea north-eastward across the North Atlantic
(where it is called the North Atlantic Drift) and into the Norwegian Sea.

(d) Note that from these charts the likely height of the 0°C isotherm can be estimated;
roughly 2-3,000 ft over Western Europe but at the surface in Central Europe in
January.
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July

FIGURE 22-9
Average Mean Sea 
Level Temperature 
(°C)  July
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47. Significant points in relation to the temperature distribution shown at Figure 22-9 are:

(a) The highest temperatures are found over land between latitudes 20°N and 40°N, with
sea temperatures slightly lower.  Note in particular the extreme heating which occurs
over North Africa and SE Asia and India.  The sun is overhead at approximately 20°N
and the large land masses become very hot.

(b) The southern oceans, with no large land masses, show a very uniform temperature
gradient, with no severe cold away from Antarctica.

(c) Note the similarity in average temperature over the ocean areas near to the Equator in
both Figure 22-8 and Figure 22-9.

Seasonal Variations 
48. In tropical or equatorial regions average mean temperatures vary by only 5°C throughout the
year, particularly over sea areas.

49. Large variations of temperature occur over large land masses, particularly in the northern
hemisphere, for example Siberia, where the difference between average January and July
temperatures is considerable.  There are no such extremes in the southern hemisphere.

50. The polar fronts between the subtropical and polar air in each hemisphere are less well
defined in the summer.  In the northern hemisphere winter the mean position of the front in the
North Atlantic lies from Florida to SW England, whereas in July its mean position is from
Newfoundland to the north of Scotland.
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51. The equatorial trough of the idealized circulation is the zone into which the trade winds
converge and is known as the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ).  Its positions follow the
seasonal movements of the sun over the continents, less so over the oceans.

World Pressure Distribution
52. Now study the statistical average pressure charts for January and July at Figure 22-10 and
Figure 22-11 and note how the temperature variations can be linked with the pressure variations in
the idealized circulation. 
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January

FIGURE 22-10
Average Mean Sea 
level Pressure 
(hPa) - January
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53. Note the areas of mean high and low pressure and relate them both to the idealized
circulation and the temperature charts already studied.

(a) The sun is overhead in the southern hemisphere, where the warm air over the
continents creates low pressure at the surface and breaks up the subtropical high
pressure belt between 20°S and 40°S.

(b) In the northern hemisphere, the subtropical high pressure belt is evident as such only
in the Atlantic Ocean and the eastern Pacific Ocean at about 30°N.  Over the land
masses of Eurasia and North America, the subtropical high is masked by the cold
anticyclones created by the low land temperatures.  The Siberian high is the dominant
feature of the Eurasian land mass.

(c) Note also the two mean low pressure areas in the North Atlantic (Icelandic low) and
the North Pacific (Aleutian low).  Neither are permanent areas of low pressure but are
affected by so many travelling depressions that they show up as mean low pressure
areas on this mean pressure chart.

(d) When you examine the high and low pressure areas, think about the likely direction of
the surface winds associated with them.
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July

FIGURE 22-11
Average Mean Sea 
Level Pressure 
(hPa) - July
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(a) The sun is now overhead in the northern hemisphere and over the oceans the
subtropical high pressure belt is well established.  The Azores high is more intense
than in January and extends from the south eastern United States through the Azores
to south west Europe and well into the Mediterranean.

(b) High pressure over Asia has been replaced by a large low pressure area over northern
India and extending west over the Persian Gulf.  This is commonly referred to as the
monsoon low of India (or Asian Low) and is the dominant weather feature of eastern
Europe, Asia and the Far East. Note that the mean pressure in the monsoon low in
July is the same as the mean pressure in the Icelandic low in January.

(c) The Icelandic low is now a much weaker feature in the North Atlantic and the
dominant low pressure area is over north east Canada.

(d) In the southern hemisphere the pressure situations are much closer to the idealised
circulation.  Relatively low continental temperatures encourage the formation of high
pressure over land, which combined with the warm highs of the sub-tropical
anticyclone, form a continuous belt of high pressure around the globe.
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Self Assessed Exercise No. 8

QUESTIONS:
QUESTION 1.

See FIGURE 13 in the Reference Book - Using the diagram of the "Idealised Circulation"

The zones of low pressure are?

QUESTION 2.

See FIGURE 13 in the Reference Book - Using the diagram of the "Idealised Circulation"

High pressure is located in zones?

QUESTION 3.

See FIGURE 13 in the Reference Book- Using the diagram of the "Idealised Circulation"

Westerly low level winds are located in zones?

QUESTION 4.

See FIGURE 13 in the Reference Book - Using the diagram of the "Idealised Circulation"

The zones in which travelling depressions occur are?
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QUESTION 5.

See FIGURE 13 in the Reference Book- Using the diagram of the "Idealised Circulation"

The low level wind found in zone F are?

QUESTION 6.

The name given to the theoretical upper closed circulation that occurs on both sides of the equator
is?

QUESTION 7.

The cause of high pressure in the sub-tropical high pressure belts is?

QUESTION 8.

The typical vertical extent and speed of the trade winds is?

QUESTION 9.

The 'Doldrums' are?

QUESTION 10.

The 'horse latitudes' are?

QUESTION 11.

The meaning of 'continentality' is?
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QUESTION 12.

The term Savannah Climate Zone applies to?

QUESTION 13.

An 'Equatorial (Humid Tropical) Climate is?

QUESTION 14.

The highest temperatures in January are found?

QUESTION 15.

The approximate height band of the 0°C level in Western Europe in January is?

QUESTION 16.

The seasonal range of surface temperature over sea areas in equatorial region is?

QUESTION 17.

The mean position of the polar front in January in the North Atlantic is?

QUESTION 18.

High pressure predominates in January in areas of?

QUESTION 19.

Low pressure predominates in January in?
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QUESTION 20.

In July the predominant low pressure areas are?

QUESTION 21.

What pressure systems predominate over winter continents?

ANSWERS:
ANSWER 1.

Refer to course notes chapter 22, paragraph 13/paragraph 14 and Figure 22-3

ANSWER 2.

The two sub-tropical high pressure belts are in zones 'C' and 'G' and both poles are regions of high
pressure.

ANSWER 3.

Westerly winds (ferrel westerlies) occur in the lower latitude areas of zones 'B' and 'H'

ANSWER 4.

See Figure 22-6

ANSWER 5.

See chapter 22 paragraph 14.
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ANSWER 6.

Refer to chapter 22, paragraph 15 and Figure 22-4.

ANSWER 7.

Surface heating and warm air in the equatorial region produces high pressure at upper levels which
flows out, towards the poles.  Coriolis deflects the flow so that it 'pools' in the latitude band 20 -
40°N and S creating high pressure at the surface.

ANSWER 8.

Trade winds typically extend up to 10,000ft but generally are less than 15kt.

ANSWER 9.

See chapter 22, paragraph 25.

ANSWER 10.

See chapter 22, paragraph 26.

ANSWER 11.

See chapter 22, paragraph 33.

ANSWER 12.

See chapter 22, paragraph 41.
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ANSWER 13.

See chapter 22, paragraph 42.

ANSWER 14.

See chapter 22,  paragraph 46 and Figure 22-8.

ANSWER 15.

See chapter 22, paragraph 46.

ANSWER 16.

See chapter 22, paragraph 48.

ANSWER 17.

See chapter 22,paragraph 50.

ANSWER 18.

See chapter 22, paragraph 53 and Figure 22-10.

ANSWER 19.

See chapter 22, paragraph 52 and Figure 22-10.

ANSWER 20.

See chapter 22, Figure 22-11.
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ANSWER 21.

High temperature over continents in summer result in low pressure.

Sea area are cooler in summer and warmer in winter than continental land masses.

The influences of the Azores high increases in summer.

The Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone
54. The surface pressure charts illustrate how the idealized circulation is modified by unequal
heating of land and sea areas.  This unequal heating also affects the position of the equatorial trough
into which the trade winds from the two subtropical high pressure belts converge.  Because of this
convergence, the region is called the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ), or sometimes the inter-
tropical front (ITF).

55. The positions of the ITCZ for January and July are shown in Figure 22-12 and Figure 22-13,
however it must be remembered that the ITCZ will move between these two positions over the
intervening six months so that the weather in any region traversed by the ITCZ may vary
considerably throughout the year.  The weather near the ITCZ is discussed later on in this section.
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January

FIGURE 22-12
Mean Position of 
the ITCZ - January
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56. In January in the southern hemisphere, maximum heating occurs over the land masses which
then become areas of low pressure, effectively moving the Equatorial Trough (ITCZ) well south of
the equator.  Over the eastern Pacific and the Atlantic the ITCZ tends to lie mainly 5° to 10° north of
the Equator.  This apparent anomaly is caused by the presence of a warm ocean current in that
latitude whereas most of the south east Pacific is cold. Over the Indian Ocean and the western Pacific
Ocean the ITCZ lies in the southern hemisphere. 
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July

FIGURE 22-13
Mean Position of 
the ITCZ - July
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57. Figure 22-13 shows that in July (the northern hemisphere summer), the ITCZ reaches its
maximum northerly position over China (approximately 45°N) rapidly moving back towards the
equator over the China Sea.  It reaches 20°N over North Africa and southern Arabia and 30° over
India where the Himalayas form a natural northern limit.  Over the Atlantic and Pacific oceans the
ITCZ lies mainly between 10°N and 15°N.

Stability and Moisture Content of the Trade Winds 
58. The air masses of the trade winds are initially relatively dry and stable, since the air originates
as subsiding air in the subtropical high pressure belts.  Passage over warmer seas towards the ITCZ
produces increasing instability due to heating from below and an increase in moisture content due to
evaporation into the dry air at the lower levels.  After a long sea track, the trade wind air mass will be
very humid and unstable.

ITCZ Weather
59. ITCZ weather has wide variations and in many cases it depends on local factors.  In some
areas over land, a relatively narrow front is created when converging air masses have different
characteristics, much like the fronts in temperate latitudes.  The width of the ITCZ ranges from 40 to
500 km wide.

60.  At the beginning of the trade wind flow, the typical weather is scattered light cumulus cloud.
Instability is shallow at this stage and in any case is limited by the inversion from the sub-tropical
high which is carried along in the trade wind flow at between 3000 and 8000ft.  Further progression
to lower latitudes is likely to lead to larger cumulus cloud and CB development as instability and
increased moisture content combine to break through the trade wind inversion.  In the convergence
zone itself, the weather largely depends on the degree of convergence.  But even in the area known as
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the ‘doldrums’ where winds are light and variable, fair weather cumulus may be replaced by squalls
and thunderstorms when instability develops.  Where winds are stronger, much vertical development
is likely with frequent extensive cumulonimbus clouds and thunderstorms. Violent turbulence and
severe icing with cloud tops above 50,000 ft may be encountered.  Alternatively, where there are
stable conditions at medium and high levels, the cumulus build-up stops and the cloud spreads out
into large sheets of stratiform clouds.

61. The main aspect of ITCZ weather is that warm moist air can converge to produce heavy
cloud and rain.

Low Level Winds
62. The maps at Figure 22-14 and Figure 22-15 show the prevailing surface winds for January
and July.  The flow arrows provide a good indication of the actual trade wind and monsoonal flows.

63. Monsoon is the name given to the seasonal winds, often the trade winds, which blow quite
steadily for long periods particularly near the ITCZ.  They can be associated with dry fine weather or
heavy wet weather depending on whether they are of continental or maritime origin.  As a general
rule the monsoon or trade wind is considered to exist below about 10,000 ft although it may vary
from 7000 ft in some areas to 15,000 ft in others.
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FIGURE 22-14
Low Level Winds - 
January
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64. Note the following points in the map of low level winds for January:

(a) Beyond 40°N and 40°S the winds are generally westerly with the greatest variations
being in the northern hemisphere, whereas in the southern hemisphere, unhindered by
topographical effects, the ‘roaring forties’ are very close to the idealized circulation.

(b) Locate the NE and SE trade winds and in particular note the change in direction of the
NE trades after crossing the equator between Africa and Australia.  Due to
geostrophic effect they become the NW monsoon of the southern hemisphere.

(c) Note the outflow of air from the Siberian high over China and Japan, with NW winds
at first, becoming NE as they move towards the equator and creating the NE monsoon
which affects the east coasts of India and Malaysia.

(d) The Himalayas shield India from air flow from the Siberian High but high pressure
over NW India results in air flowing out to the east and south to join up with the main
NE monsoon.
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FIGURE 22-15
Low Level Winds  
- July
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65. Note the following points in the map of low level winds for July:

(a) The ITCZ is entirely in the northern hemisphere, with its maximum excursion
northwards to around 45°N over China.

(b) Note how the SE trades of the southern hemisphere have turned in crossing the
Equator due to geostrophic force, to become the SW monsoon covering the region
between W Africa and Australia.

(c) Beyond 40°N and 40°S the prevailing wind direction remains westerly, with the
greatest variations again being in the northern hemisphere.

Easterly Waves
66. An Easterly Wave is the name given to a trough of low pressure which forms in the tropical
and equatorial easterly air flow.  Westward moving troughs of this type occur in most parts of the
world but the Easterly Wave of the North Atlantic and Caribbean was the first to be described.
Figure 22-16 illustrates a typical Easterly Wave situation in the Caribbean area, with the sub-tropical
high to the north (the Azores High) and equatorial low pressure to the south.   Figure 22-17
illustrates in diagrammatical form the cross section through an Easterly Wave.

67. These troughs move westwards within the latitudes 5°N and 20°N at some 10 to 16kts. Up to
90 waves a year form in the Atlantic, mainly between June and November, possibly half originate
over Africa.
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68. Approximately 25% of Easterly Waves will intensify into tropical depressions and <10% into
tropical revolving storms. The period when Easterly Waves are likely to develop into hurricanes is
late summer, at other times the wave will bring periods of strong convection with thunderstorms and
CB’s to the area of the Caribbean.
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FIGURE 22-16
Easterly Wave 
System in the 
Atlantic/Caribbean
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FIGURE 22-17
Diagrammatic 
Cross Section 
Along A-B in 
Figure 22-16.
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Upper Winds
69. Upper winds are of particular relevance to international aviation and the ATPL candidate
should be aware of the strength and directions of average winds which can affect main air routes.
The features to note in particular are the general mean winds, the location of jet streams and the
location of the easterly winds.  Seasonal changes are also important.

70. The charts at Figure 22-18 and Figure 22-19 show streamlines of wind direction (dashed
lines), and wind speed arrows for the 200 hPa level (approximately 38,000 ft).  The subtropical jets
reach their maximum speeds at this level, however it should be noted that polar front jets tend to
occur at the 300 to 250hPa level (approximately 30,000 to 34,000 ft) and the easterly equatorial jet
at the 100 mb level (approximately 53,000 ft).
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FIGURE 22-18
Mean Upper 
Winds at 200 hPa 
- January

71. From Figure 22-18 the following points should be noted:
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(a) The general flow is westerly, however between Africa and Australia there is an easterly
flow at and just to the south of the equator.

(b) The subtropical jet of the northern hemisphere is found between 25°N and 40°N from
North Africa to Japan, passing over the Persian Gulf and India.  It reaches its highest
mean speed in the region of Japan where speeds approaching 300kt have been
recorded but 130kt is the mean.

(c) The mean position of the southern hemisphere subtropical jet is located at 42° - 45°S.

(d) The polar front jet streams are not apparent on mean wind speed charts as they
change position frequently, however their influence is apparent on mean wind charts.
The mean upper wind over the Atlantic is westerly at approximately 50 kt.  Note
however the strong mean wind speed over eastern USA.  This is due to the strong
temperature gradient created by cold polar air moving across the cold land surface of
the USA (with little modification to its temperature) to meet very warm subtropical air
from the Azores high in this region.

(e) No Polar Front jet streams appear in the southern hemisphere on the January chart.
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FIGURE 22-19
Mean Upper 
Winds at 200 hPa 
- July
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72. From Figure 22-19 the following points should be noted:

(a) In July with the sun in the northern hemisphere, the northern hemisphere subtropical
jet stream has moved north to around 40°N - 45°N.  As temperature gradients are
now weaker the mean wind speed of the subtropical jet is diminished to 50kt or less.

(b) The southern hemisphere subtropical jetstream has also moved north with the sun and
is now found at 30°S with the highest mean wind speeds being over Australia (90kt)
and the South Pacific.

(c) The general wind direction away from the equator is still westerly but at this time of
year the easterly winds of the equatorial area are much more extreme, extending as far
as 20° - 25°N over India.  The ‘thermal equator’ is located over land at about 20°N.
Consequently the warmest air is in this latitude with cooler air over the geographic
Equator.  The thermal wind, in moving towards the Equator is deflected to the right
by coriolis to become an easterly.  An easterly jetstream may be present at about 10°N;
the wind has a mean of 60 kt at the 100 mb (53,000 ft) level.  Note however that at
normal cruising levels (200 mb) the easterly wind at this latitude averages
approximately 40 kt, reducing to about 10kt by 20°N and 10°S.

(d) The polar front jetstream in the northern hemisphere is still absent but its effect is less
evident than in the winter. There are still strong mean winds over the eastern USA at
around 50°N.  In the southern hemisphere the polar front jet stream is in evidence at
around 50°S in the South Atlantic and southern Indian Ocean, but not in the southern
Pacific.
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73. The upper winds over the North Atlantic can be divided into latitude bands  0°N to 20°N,
20°N to 40°N and 40°N to 60°N.  The mean winds associated with these bands at the 200hPa level
are:

January July

40 - 60°N 270/50kt 270/40kt

20 - 40°N 270/50kt 270/20kt

0° - 20°N 290/30kt 090/10kt
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23The North Atlantic

1. The area lies in a climatic zone known as disturbed temperate, where the climate is controlled
mainly by travelling depressions and less frequent high pressure systems with small seasonal changes
between winter and summer.

Winter (January)

Pressure Distribution
2. Figure 23-1 shows the statistical pressure patterns affecting the region and the mean position
of the polar front during January.
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FIGURE 23-1
North Atlantic 
Pressure 
Distribution and 
Polar Front in 
January

3. The general pressure distribution in and around the area is:

(a) The Icelandic low to the north of the area at around 60°N, pressure 1000 hPa. This is
a statistical low caused by the frequent migration of polar front depressions through
the area.
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(b) The Azores high is to the south of the area at around 30°N with a pressure of
1020 hPa.

(c) High pressure to the west over the USA.

(d) The Siberian High to the east, pressure 1035 hPa.

4. The large land mass of North America allows cold polar air to move well south before
meeting warm tropical air from the Azores high in the Bahamas/Florida area; depressions develop
and move northeast along the polar front, the mean position of which, in winter, lies on a line lying
roughly from Florida to southwest England.  Blocking highs in the north-east Atlantic divert the
movement of depressions further north or south.

5. Polar lows (non-frontal thermal depressions) can form in the polar air as it moves into the
area, principally in the western Atlantic and to the northwest of the British Isles.  The general
direction of movement of these depressions is from west to east.

6. Occasionally anticyclones and ridges of high pressure extend from the Azores high and bring
quiet and settled weather to the region.

Low Level Winds
7. In the north of the area on the north side of depressions, the wind is easterly, otherwise winds
are westerly with frequent gales.
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Upper Level Winds
8. Winds tend to become westerly with height.  Polar front jet streams are frequent with speeds
up to 200 kt at the 300 mb level.  The strongest jet streams occur in the west of the region. The mean
upper winds at 20°N to 60°N are westerly at 50 kt. From the equator to 20°N the mean upper winds
are westerly at 30 kt.

Cloud
9. Cloud cover averages about 6 oktas, cloud types vary with the air mass and the system.

Frontal.      Frontal clouds are very extensive both horizontally and vertically, sometimes extending
from sea level to the tropopause.

Polar Air.      Convective clouds behind cold fronts are usually scattered, but can be very extensive
in active polar air depressions.

Tropical Air.      Widespread stratus and/or stratocumulus, with tops not above 4000 ft occurs in
the warm sectors of frontal depressions.  In anticyclones, low stratocumulus persists over sea and
land.

Precipitation
10. Precipitation is widespread and continuous at warm fronts, showery at and behind cold
fronts, with drizzle in the warm sector between the two fronts.  Snow can reach the surface in the
north and northwest of the area when surface temperatures are below +4°C.
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Icing
11. The 0°C isotherm is low and is at the surface on the eastern coast of the USA in the New York
area (40°N) swinging north to lie to the north of the British Isles in the east of the region.  Conditions
are therefore favourable for icing in frontal clouds and cumulus/cumulonimbus in the polar air.

Visibility
12. In tropical air with stable conditions and low cloud, advection fog, mist and drizzle the
visibility is poor. Typically less than 5km.

13. In polar air visibility is generally good, >10km, reducing in showers.

Summer (July)

Pressure Distribution
14. Figure 23-2 illustrates the statistical pressure distribution over the North Atlantic in July.

15. The most significant changes in the general pressure distribution between winter and the
summer situation are:

(a) The Icelandic low is reduced in size during the summer and shows a higher mean
pressure (1010 mb).  Notice also the  low pressure area over northeast Canada which
is a more dominant feature.

(b) The Azores high is more extensive during the summer.  In the Atlantic it reaches 50°N.
It extends into the mediterranean and North Africa.  To the west it extends into the
south eastern States of the USA.
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(c) The two continental highs have disappeared.

(d) The polar front now lies roughly from Labrador/Newfoundland to north of the British
Isles.

(e) Depressions are less frequent than in winter, their tracks are further north and
generally they are less vigorous than in winter.

(f) Ridges of high pressure and anticyclones tend to last longer.

(g) The reduced contrast of temperature between the sea and the polar air reduces the
incidence of polar lows (non-frontal thermal depressions).
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FIGURE 23-2
North Atlantic 
Pressure 
Distribution and 
Polar Front in July

Low Level Winds
16. At low level, the winds are predominantly westerly and gales are less frequent.
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Upper Level Winds
17. The mean upper winds at 40°N to 60°N are westerly at 40 kt whereas at 20°N to 40°N the
average upper wind is westerly at 20 kt.  Between the equator and 20°N the mean wind is easterly at
10 kt.

Cloud
18. Cloud cover remains the same at 6 oktas average.  This is due to the extensive stratocumulus
in the tropical air.

Icing
19. The 0° isotherm is higher and therefore the incidence of icing is less at lower altitudes,
however it is still a major problem.

Visibility
20. Visibility is generally worse in summer than in winter.  Advection fog in late spring and early
summer is the main reason for this.  The highest incidence of sea fog in the area of the Ground Banks
off Newfoundland occurs in the summer.
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Hurricanes
21. The area is affected by hurricanes infrequently, however occasionally a hurricane can enter
the south of the area if its track avoids the islands of the Caribbean and the southeastern USA.  In
these circumstances it does not usually remain as a hurricane.  The wind speed drops and the
pressure rises and it usually develops into a large depression, which then tracks northeast and may
reach the British Isles. Sometimes it may take in a part of the polar front and acquire a frontal
system, or become absorbed into another frontal depression.

Tropopause Heights
22. The polar tropopause is lower in winter than in summer, and consequently the tops of
cumulonimbus clouds are lower in winter.

23. Tropopause heights vary with latitude within given longitudinal zones.  The table at
Figure 23-3 gives a range of approximate tropopause heights found over the North Atlantic.  Note
the difference between the heights of the polar and of the tropical tropopause.  At about 40°N both
can exist with the tropical tropopause overlying the polar tropopause, this is why two values are
given for this latitude in the table.  In these circumstances the lower of the two (the polar tropopause)
is considered to be the true tropopause.  At latitudes lower than 40°N only the tropical tropopause is
present.
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FIGURE 23-3
Average 
Tropopause 
Heights over 
North Atlantic

Jet Streams
24. Jet streams form due to the temperature gradient between the cold and warm air masses.
Typically polar front jet streams occur at the polar front between the 300hPa (30,000ft) and 250hPa
(34,000ft) levels.  Clear air turbulence, level and below the jet axis on the cold side of the jet can be
severe. The direction of the jet streams can be very variable but they are normally roughly parallel to
the surface fronts of the depressions.

January  
30°W

July  
30°W

60°N    Polar 30,000 ft 35,000 ft

40°N 37,000 ft   
54,000 ft

43,000 ft
51,000 ft

30°N   Tropical 55,000 ft 53,000 ft

0°N 57,000 ft 55,000 ft
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Terminal Aerodrome Conditions

Comparison of London and New York
25. In winter there is a higher incidence of snow and ice at aerodrome level in New York than in
London due to the fact that the 0° isotherm is at the surface in New York.  This, in turn, is due to the
large cold landmass to the west.  In London, the influence of the warmer North Atlantic to the west
means the surface isotherm is approximately +4°C in January.  Remember that large land masses
tend to have wide seasonal and diurnal variations in temperature, whereas ocean areas experience
much smaller variations seasonally and little change diurnally.

26. Fog is likely in winter in London but is statistically most frequent in November.  On the east
coast of the USA (New England), coastal fog is likely with easterly winds, especially in July.  Slow
moving warm fronts bring persistent low cloud and precipitation.
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24Europe

Northern Europe
1. The area lies in the same climatic zone as the North Atlantic, in the disturbed temperate
region.  The absence of any pronounced north-south mountain barrier (such as the Rockies or
Andes) means that North Atlantic depressions can penetrate well into the continent. As the
depressions move into the land mass of Europe, they tend to dry out so that the rainfall in the east is
only about half that in the west of the region close to the Atlantic Ocean.

2. The main weather feature is frontal activity associated with low pressure systems moving in
from the Atlantic.

Winter

Pressure Distribution
3. The statistical pressure distribution affecting the area is:

• The Icelandic low to the northwest of the area, pressure 1000 mb.

• The Azores high to the southwest, 1020 mb at 30°N.

• The Siberian high to the east, 1035 mb.
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Wind
4. At low level the winds are very variable but are mainly westerly.  Longer periods of easterly or
northeasterly winds are usually associated with a westward extension of the Siberian high or a
blocking high over Scandinavia.

5. Winds tend to become westerly with height.  Polar front jet streams of well over 100 kt are
frequent, the jet streams usually lie parallel to the fronts of the frontal depressions and so their
direction is very variable.

Clouds 
6. Cloud cover averages about 6 oktas.  The types of cloud are those associated with frequent
frontal depressions and their warm and cold air masses.

Precipitation
7. The annual rainfall decreases from about 1000 mm in the west to about 500 mm in the east.
In the western and northern coastal parts of the region rainfall is heaviest in winter. In the east the
wettest period is late summer and the driest period late winter or early spring.  Precipitation is liable
to be of snow in winter, particularly in the east and the south east where the ground may be snow
covered for long periods.
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Icing
8. The 0°C isotherm is low and is often at the surface especially in central and eastern Europe.
Conditions are favourable for icing in the extensive clouds. High ground in parts of the region can
cause the icing to become severe in warm fronts or convective clouds which form in unstable polar
air.

Visibility
9. The greatest difficulty for aviation in Europe is poor visibility due to the high frequency of fog
and very low cloud.  Both of these occur very readily in maritime air masses, little cooling being
required to produce condensation.  Fog may become widespread and dense in anticyclonic conditions
and is further aggravated by smoke.

Other Features
10. If a trailing cold front is held up by the Alps in the south of France, it can produce a broad
belt of cloud and rain on the northern slopes.  More important, waves can form on the front and
develop into vigorous secondary depressions which move rapidly  northeast with their associated bad
weather.

11. Occasionally lows form in the Danube basin in the southeast of the region, due to the
incursion of warm air from the Mediterranean.  This low gives rise to much low cloud which can
extend as far as eastern England. There is much precipitation which may fall as snow.

12. Low pressure over Scandinavia can bring arctic maritime air to the west of the region with
much heavy snow fall.
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13. Cold Pool.  Occasionally a cold pool of polar air may move slowly through the region.  Cold
pools tend to give persistent unsettled weather and heavy precipitation.

14. Lee or Orographic Laws.  Lee depressions can form when a broad uniform airstream flows
across the Alps.  The distorted flow in the lee may result in a trough or even a closed circulation
(Alpine Lee Depression).  On the lee side, the downward flow combined with the Föhn effect can give
clear skies allowing fog to form at ground level.  Lee depressions are more frequent in winter.

15. Blocking High over Scandinavia.  This is a common situation in winter.  On the southern side
of the high, easterly winds can be strong and when combined with low continental temperatures can
bring very severe cold conditions to the region.

16. Föhn Effects.  In certain pressure situations, air from the Mediterranean and northern Italy is
moved northwards to cross the Alps.  The loss of moisture in precipitation on the southern slopes
results in the air warming adiabatically on the northern side.

Summer

Pressure Distribution
17. The most significant changes between the winter and summer situations are the changes
which occur in the mean pressure distribution which is now:

• The Icelandic low is smaller, with a mean pressure of 1010 mb.

• The influence of the Azores high extends to 50°N with anticyclones and ridges
more frequent across the region.
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• The Siberian high has been replaced by the Asian Low (Monsoon Low) which
has little or no direct effect on the region.

• Depressions are less frequent than in winter.  Their tracks are further north,
and they are generally less vigorous than in winter.

Wind
18. Westerlies increase with height but are generally less strong than in winter.  Upper level winds
are also weaker and jet-streams are less frequent due to the weaker temperature gradient.

Cloud 
19. Cloud cover remains nearly the same at 5 oktas average.  Although frontal depressions are
less frequent, the higher incidence of thermal lows and resulting convection cloud over the continent
increases cloud cover.

Icing 
20. The 0°C isotherm is higher in summer and therefore the incidence of icing is reduced.  High
temperatures at the cloud bases mean that above the 0°C level, icing can be more severe than in
winter.  The forced ascent of air over the Alps and other mountains increases the icing risk.

Visibility
21. Visibility is generally better in summer than winter.  Advection fog in late spring and early
summer is confined to the western coasts.  Elsewhere it is infrequent.  Cloud on hills in tropical
maritime air is liable to occur.  With an extension of the subtropical high of North Africa over the
region, the visibility will reduce in haze.
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Other Features
22. Thermal Lows. Occasionally large scale thermal depressions form over the continent itself.
These lows give much rain and thunder with extensive masses of cloud.  They are most evident in the
summer when, in the southern parts of the region, the more settled weather is interrupted by
thunderstorms.

23. Lee Depressions.  In summer, the downflowing air on the lee side tends to give warm, sunny
dry conditions.

24. Cold Pool.  A cold pool moving slowing over Western Europe is likely to produce areas of
thundery rain or thunderstorms, preceded by altocumulus castellanus cloud.

Southern Europe
25. The winter weather of southern Europe from Portugal, through southern France to Italy and
the Balkans has some similar characteristics to northern and central areas of Europe but is normally
less severe.  Depressions from the North Atlantic cross the area, particularly when an anticyclone is
over northern Europe.  In summer the weather is dominated by high pressure and weather conditions
are fine with high temperatures.
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25The Mediterranean

1. The Mediterranean lies in a temperate transitional climatic zone, between the disturbed
temperate climate of northwest Europe to the north and the arid subtropical region of North Africa
to the south.  Thus the weather in the Mediterranean is noted for marked seasonal variations which
are caused by the changes in pressure distribution between summer and winter.

Summer
2. In summer the Azores high moves north and, as the sea is colder than the surrounding land,
the anticyclone is intensified with the result that the weather is fine, with an occasional depression in
the northwest of the region.  Isolated summer thunderstorms occur when colder air overrides warm
air at low levels.  Sea breezes can contribute to the local convergence that can trigger thunderstorm
development.

Winter
3. The Azores high has moved south and the disturbed temperate weather of northwest Europe
penetrates to the Mediterranean.  The waters of the Mediterranean are warmer at this time of year
than the surrounding land masses to the north, east and west, leading to low pressure over the sea.
The weather is now much more disturbed and squally as summarised below.

Causes of Depressions
4. Depressions are frequent during the winter and may be classified as follows:
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(a) Polar front depressions move in from the North Atlantic over France.

(b) Orographic depressions forming in the lee of the Alps or Pyrenees in the Gulf of Lions,
the Gulf of Genoa, and the North Adriatic as a cold front advances from the north or
with a broad northerly airstream over northwest Europe. 74% of Mediterranean
depressions are formed in this way.

(c) Depressions developing on trailing cold fronts in the vicinity of Gibraltar becoming
intense as they move east into the Mediterranean.

(d) Cyprus Lows.  The build up of high pressure over Siberia in winter leads to outbursts
of cold air at low levels.  These outbursts are funnelled across the Black Sea and down
the Aegean and through the gaps in the mountains of Turkey and the Balkans creating
thermal lows in the eastern Mediterranean.

(e) Lee depressions form south east of the Atlas Mountains and move north east into the
Mediterranean.

Tracks of Depressions
5. Depressions of types (a), (b) and (c) above tend to move from west to east or south east
through the Mediterranean.
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6. Depressions near the southern coasts of the Mediterranean give much less cloud and
precipitation as the air in the warm sector is from the Sahara and is very dry.  As they track
eastwards, the air ahead of the warm front near the surface is south or south easterly and is often
strong enough to lift dust and sand off the desert, causing sand and dust storms there, and hot dusty
winds over the Mediterranean.  These winds are given local names, for example the Scirocco (Algiers/
Tunis), Ghibli (Libya) and Khamsin (Egypt) and occur most often from December to May.

Warm Fronts
7. Warm fronts that form in the northern Mediterranean give unusually intense precipitation.  In
the South of the Mediterranean, warm fronts tend to be weak.  Near the coast of North Africa, the
air will usually be so dry that little or no cloud will be seen.

Cold Fronts
8. Cold fronts moving south east across western Europe are often retarded by the mountain
masses in Spain and France, but burst through the Carcasonne Gap or the Rhone Valley to advance
across Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily and Malta at considerable speeds.

9. Cold fronts are very active in the Mediterranean and are usually accompanied by squalls and
thunder.  In the south of the region, near the North African coast,  cold air undercuts dry air drawn
from the desert (the Scirocco) and consequently there is a decrease in the amount of cloud and
precipitation.  There is still a high degree of turbulence, however, and when these fronts reach North
Africa they often cause severe dust and sand storms, with dust being carried up to over 10,000 ft.
Even well into the desert where the cloud has dried out completely, the cold front is still the cause of
these dust or sand storms.
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10. Behind cold fronts moving across the Mediterranean, the cold polar air becomes more
unstable as it moves over the warmer sea, giving rise to heavy showers and thunderstorms with hail.
As the cold air penetrates further south east the thunderstorms may become almost continuous and
with orographic lifting over Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily, and the Atlas mountains flying conditions may
become extremely difficult.

Further east over the sea where there is no orographic uplift, conditions behind the cold front are less
severe.  Inland, too, conditions improve rapidly as the air dries out. However, convection and
turbulence may still be present.

Local Winds
11. The Mediterranean is a sea almost completely surrounded by ranges of mountains, there are
many local winds.  Many of these local winds are the result of ravine or funnel effects, together with
katabatic drainage off the high ground.  It must be remembered that, although local names are given
to winds, these winds are often the result of the general pressure distribution.  Figure 25-1 illustrates
the location and flow direction of Mediterranean Winds.
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FIGURE 25-1
Local Winds of the 
Mediterranean

12. Working from West to East along the Mediterranean, the local winds are:
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The Vendevale
13. This is a strong south westerly wind which occurs in the Straits of Gibraltar and in the
southwest Mediterranean mainly between September and March (Winter).  It is associated with
depressions moving into the Mediterranean and bringing rough weather interspersed with
thunderstorms and violent squalls.  During the squalls the surface wind may veer suddenly to the
northwest, remaining strong.

The Levanter
14. The Levanter is an easterly wind associated with the Straits of Gibraltar and the central areas
of the western Mediterranean. The funnel in the Straits of Gibraltar increases the wind speed as the
narrowest part near Gibraltar is reached.  The wind is usually light or moderate and seldom blows at
gale force.  It is a very moist wind and produces the characteristic banner cloud downwind of the
Rock.  It may occur at any season of the year, but is most frequent from July to October (autumn)
and again in March (spring).

15. During Levanter conditions, violent eddies are formed in the lee of the Rock, the wind
frequently blowing strongly for some time in opposite directions at places only 50 yards apart.
Turbulence extends for as much as two miles downwind and to a height of 5,000 feet and constitutes
a hazard to flying.

The Scirocco
16. This is a hot, dry, dust-laden wind from a southerly direction blowing from the deserts of
North Africa.  It is usually associated with a depression moving across the Mediterranean from the
west.
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17. Because it is hot and dry when it reaches the Mediterranean sea, the Scirocco picks up
considerable quantities of moisture as it moves north.  It may be moist enough to give much low
stratus cloud and precipitation and sometimes even sea fog by the time it reaches the European coast.

18. The Ghibli of Libya, and the Khamsin of Egypt are different names for the same wind.  The
name Khamsin is frequently given to the actual depressions with which the wind is associated and
also the hot dry dusty weather that they produce.  Khamsins are most frequent from March to May.

The Mistral
19. Mistral is the name given to strong northerly winds occurring in the Gulf of Lions and along
the adjacent coasts, and in particular in the lower Rhone valley.  It is often associated with high
pressure over western France and low pressure over the Gulf of Genoa.  The wind is funnelled down
the Rhone valley and may be reinforced by a katabatic flow from the mountains.  The Mistral may
last for several days.

20. It is a cold dry wind with bright clear weather as a rule.  Speeds vary between 20 and 40kt but
speeds up to 80kt have been recorded.  The Mistral is most frequent and strongest in winter but it
can blow at any season.

The Bora
21. The Bora is a katabatic wind sometimes accompanied by violent gusts.  It blows down to the
eastern coasts of the Adriatic, particularly in the Trieste area from the mountains to the north-east.  It
is strongest and most frequent in winter and may attain gale force.  It has reached speeds of over 70
kt in Trieste with gusts over 110 kt.  It occurs when pressure is high over Central Europe and the
Balkans and low over Mediterranean.  If associated with a depression in the Adriatic, it is
accompanied by heavy cloud and rain or snow.
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The Gregale
22. The Gregale is a strong north easterly wind of the central Mediterranean.  It occurs chiefly in
the winter season in the vicinity of Malta.  The Gregale usually blows behind a depression which has
moved eastwards over or to the south of Malta.  The accompanying weather may be fine or showery
with rain or hail.

The Etesians 
23. This wind blows from between northeast and northwest down the Aegean and is the
prevailing wind there particularly during the summer months (May to September).  The weather is
nearly always fine and clear.

Upper Winds
24. Figure 25-2 shows the upper winds over the Mediterranean in January.
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FIGURE 25-2
Upper (200hPa) 
Winds of the 
Mediterranean - 
January

January
25. The main feature of the mean upper wind chart for the Mediterranean in winter (January) is
the high speed of the winds in the eastern Mediterranean.  This is due to the area coming under the
influence of the northern flank of the subtropical jet stream.  The speed is 100 kt over the Egyptian
coast and 80 kt over Cyprus.  The direction is mainly westerly.
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26. The western Mediterranean experiences many polar front jet streams in winter in association
with the depressions that enter the area, the mean wind speed is around 40 kt.  These polar front jet
streams are transient and not a semi-permanent feature like the subtropical jet stream.  The direction
of the polar front jet streams affecting the area is very variable, depending on the direction of the
front at the time, but it is again mainly westerly.

July
27. In summer the subtropical jet stream moves north and reduces in speed.  The mean upper
winds over the whole Mediterranean are westerly 30 kt.

Terminal Aerodrome Conditions
28. The weather which could typically be expected at the major terminal aerodromes in the
Mediterranean is described below.

Rome
29. In winter, low cloud and fog are infrequent, however, with a depression in the Gulf of Genoa
the Scirocco may give extensive low cloud and rain or drizzle.  Occasional cold fronts from the
northwest may give heavy rain.  Depressions lying to the northeast usually bring good weather.

30. In summer the weather is normally good except for occasional thunderstorms.  Fog or cloud
bases below 1000ft are infrequent.
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Athens
31. In winter the surface visibility is generally good but there is often much low cloud in the
vicinity but the airfield usually remains clear.

32. In summer the weather is generally good, however a strong Etesian wind from the north
produces gusty landing conditions.

Cairo
33. In winter early morning fog can occur in any month, mostly with a north-easterly wind.  It
usually clears before 1000hr local time.  Khamsin winds which are often strong to gale force
associated with passing depressions give rise to sand storms from December to May.

34. In summer, May to September, the wind is usually from the north and the moist air produces
low stratus or fog in the early morning which soon disperses.
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Self Assessed Exercise No. 9

QUESTIONS:
QUESTION 1.

Where does the ITCZ never go south of the Equator?

QUESTION 2.

What major city is located at the furthest northern extent of the ITCZ?

QUESTION 3.

Which city in Africa is the most southerly position of the ITCZ?

QUESTION 4.

When is the ITCZ located entirely north of the Equator?

QUESTION 5.

What time of the year could an easterly wave be expected in the Atlantic?

QUESTION 6.

Within what approximate latitudes can the easterly wave be found?

QUESTION 7.

Give the strength and direction of the 200 hpa wind over Singapore in July.
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QUESTION 8.

What latitude band would you expect easterly winds over Africa in January?

QUESTION 9.

When, where, at which height and at what speed would the strongest jet stream in the Northern
Hemisphere occur?

QUESTION 10.

At what pressure level could the polar front jet be encountered?

QUESTION 11.

What is the mean position of the Northern Hemisphere sub-tropical jet in January?

QUESTION 12.

What is the mean position of the sub-tropical jet in the Southern Hemisphere in January

QUESTION 13.

State the pressure systems that affect the Atlantic region?

QUESTION 14.

What is the approximate position of the polar front over the Atlantic in July?

QUESTION 15.

What is the average cloud cover over the North Atlantic during the year?
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QUESTION 16.

State the tropopause height for January and July at 60N.

QUESTION 17.

What air mass would affect the UK and France with a blocking anti-cyclone over Scandinavia in
January?

QUESTION 18.

What main pressure systems affect Europe?

QUESTION 19.

What local wind is often associated with low pressure over the Gulf of Genoa in winter?

QUESTION 20.

Name a Katabatic wind affecting the North Mediterranean?

QUESTION 21.

Which wind produces ‘Banner’ cloud over Gibraltar?

QUESTION 22.

With a depression passing south of Malta, which local wind may result?

QUESTION 23.

What upper wind strength would be expected over Cyprus in January?
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QUESTION 24.

Name three African winds that affect the Mediterranean?

QUESTION 25.

What general pressure is found over the Mediterranean in summer?

QUESTION 26.

What is the name of the wind, which is likely to cause gusty landing conditions at Athens in summer?

ANSWERS:
ANSWER 1.

Eastern side of the North Pacific, Eastern side of the North Atlantic.

ANSWER 2.

Beijing

ANSWER 3.

Harare

ANSWER 4.

July
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ANSWER 5.

June – November

ANSWER 6.

5°N to 20°N

ANSWER 7.

090/40

ANSWER 8.

5°N to 10°S

ANSWER 9.

Winter, Japan, 200 hPa / 38000’, 120kts

ANSWER 10.

250 – 300 hPa

ANSWER 11.

25°N – 40°N

ANSWER 12.

42°S – 45°S
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ANSWER 13.

Azores High, Icelandic Low N E Canadian Low Siberian High.

ANSWER 14.

Newfoundland / Labrador to North of Scotland.

ANSWER 15.

6 OKTAS

ANSWER 16.

30,000’ and 35,000’

ANSWER 17.

Polar Continental

ANSWER 18.

Polar front lows, Azores High, Asiatic/Siberian High.

ANSWER 19.

Mistral

ANSWER 20.

Bora
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ANSWER 21.

Levanter

ANSWER 22.

Gregale

ANSWER 23.

80kts

ANSWER 24.

Scirocco, Ghibli, Khamsin.

ANSWER 25.

High

ANSWER 26.

Etesian
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26The Gulf

1. The region is largely arid although in coastal areas the air can be very humid.  Occasionally
depressions pass through the region.  The winter/summer differences are summarised below.

January (Winter)
2. The major influence on climate during the winter is the Siberian high, however the mountains
to the north protect the region from the full effects of the cold outflow from it.  The weather is
generally fine.

3. Occasionally, lows from the Mediterranean cross the region to bring some rain which in
spring can be thundery.  Widespread dust and sandstorms occur in southerly or southeasterly winds
ahead of these lows over desert areas.  Dust haze is evident most of the year at the northern end of
the gulf.

4. Radiation fog is a feature of autumn and winter weather in the coastal areas, but is rarely
persistent.

5. The subtropical jetstream covers the region in winter and the mean wind reaches 100 kt in
places, as shown at Figure 26-1.
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FIGURE 26-1
The Persian Gulf - 
January
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July (Summer)
6. In this season the weather is hot and dry and so the region is almost entirely rainless. Over
Iraq to the north, the shamal, a strong northwesterly wind, is very persistent from June to October,
see Figure 26-2.  It is the cause of persistent duststorms in which visibility can fall to nearly zero by
day generally improving at night.  Visibility is much better in the east of the region than in the west.

7. In mid-summer the ITCZ reaches Oman.  The cooler south west monsoon air from the sea is
overlain by hot desert air and the inversion prevents vertical cloud from developing.  Consequently,
the moisture produces much low cloud and drizzle in coastal areas.

8. Upper winds are light easterlies with a mean wind speed of about 10 kt.
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FIGURE 26-2
The Persian Gulf - 
July
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Terminal Aerodrome Conditions

Bahrain
9. During the autumn and winter months radiation fog occasionally forms but is seldom
persistent.

10. During the summer dust storms are likely and visibility can be poor at any time due to
persistent haze.  Land and sea breezes are pronounced.

11. Dust haze is evident throughout the year.  June to August is dry and almost cloudless with a
prevailing north west wind.  Thick radiation fog can form in early mornings in winter and early
spring.
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27Monsoons

1. The word monsoon means season.  However, because of the winds and weather usually
associated with the monsoons in India and Southeast Asia, the word monsoon is often used to mean
the prevailing wind and associated weather of these regions.

2. Monsoon climates have clearly marked seasons, each with a specific type of weather and
wind from a certain direction.  Monsoon climates are found in many parts of the world, West Africa,
Ethiopia, northwest Australia, and the northwest corner of South America, and the best known and
biggest areas, east and south Asia including the East Indies and the Philippines.

The Thermal Background of Monsoons
3. Monsoons are very like land and sea breezes on a vastly greater scale.  Continental land
masses warm up considerably in summer and cool down in winter.  The biggest temperature
variations are found in the land masses of North America and Asia.  In North America, the run of the
mountain ranges is from north to south, and this modifies the effect of winter cooling and summer
heating as tropical air is able to move north in winter and polar air comes south at times in summer.

4. Over Asia the mountain ranges run mainly east to west and this, together with the fact that
the land mass of Asia is the largest in the world limits the transposition of warm and cold air masses
and makes seasonal contrasts much greater.
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January 
5. In the northern hemisphere, low temperatures over Asia in winter give rise to an intense
anticyclone (the Siberian high) which extends its influence over most of Europe and Asia.  Because of
the intense cold in the heart of Siberia in winter (an average of -40°C in northeast Siberia) the
pressure in the anticyclone reaches very high values, sometimes as much as 1070hPa.  Air flows out
from this high pressure region and gives rise to the winter monsoon, with north westerly winds in
northern China.  Further south the winds become northerly and finally north easterly as they take up
the trade wind flow to become the northeast monsoon of Southeast Asia and Indonesia.

6. India is actually cut off from the Siberian anticyclone by the barrier of the Himalayas, but it
develops its own high pressure system centred in northwest India in the Thar desert area and
northern Pakistan and as a result, there is an eastward flow of air out along the Ganges valley area
which eventually joins the northeast monsoon over the Bay of Bengal.

7. Over China, Japan and eastern Asia generally the air is very cold and warms up as it moves
towards the equator.  The flow from India is not as cold.  Over the land the air remains dry, over the
sea the monsoon becomes moist.  The weather created by the monsoon depends on whether a land or
sea track is followed and how much instability has developed.

Summer
8. In summer the pressure distribution is completely changed because the high land temperatures
lead to low pressure systems over the areas of southern Asia which are subject to the most heating
and high pressure over the oceans.  The flow is then from the sea to the land and the air in many
cases actually comes from the southern hemisphere as the southeast trade winds which are then
turned by the coriolis force on crossing the equator to form the southwest monsoon.
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9. The southwest monsoon has its direction changed again as it reaches the land masses of Asia,
for example being diverted to flow from the southeast up the Ganges valley towards the low pressure
area over northwest India.

Monsoons in Other Areas
10. Whilst the descriptions above have focused on the Asian monsoons, other parts of the world
are subject to similar seasonal changes and the same use of the word.  The climatology of West Africa
for example includes reference to the south west monsoon and that of Australia, the north west
monsoon.
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28The Indian Sub-Continent

1. The Indian sub-continent is a region with a climate which is dominated by winter and
summer monsoons.

The Winter Monsoon (December - February)
2. Over the Indian Ocean and India the winter monsoon season is December to February, with
the monsoon fully established over India itself in January and February, as shown at Figure 28-1.
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FIGURE 28-1
India - January

3. A high pressure centre is established in the northwest of the sub-continent in the  Thar desert
area.  The outflow of air from this anticyclone is warm and dry and consequently the weather is fine
with little cloud and moderate to good visibility.  These conditions hold good to the lee of land
masses over the sea, but in other parts there is considerable modification.
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4. The winds flowing down the Ganges valley turn under the influence of the trade wind flow to
become the northeast monsoon of the Bay of Bengal.  Owing to the long passage over the warm sea,
moisture is collected, with the result that the southeast coast of India and the northeast corner of Sri
Lanka now have considerable rain with cumulus and cumulonimbus cloud giving thunderstorms at
this time of year.  Fog sometimes occurs in the early morning over low lying areas but clears soon
after sunrise.

5. Occasionally, depressions which have originated over the Mediterranean may move across
northern India leading to a temporary breakdown of the dry monsoon conditions.  The numbers and
paths of these depressions vary considerably from year to year, probably depending on the position
and intensity of the Siberian anticyclone.  In some parts of northwest India the winter rain is
associated only with the passage of these disturbances.

The Hot Season (The Inter-Monsoon Period March - 
June)
6. The inter-monsoon period of March to June is the hot season over most of India with mainly
light variable winds and scattered thunderstorms, usually associated with depressions from the west.
These storms tend to become more frequent as the season advances.  A feature of this season is the
thermal lows which develop in northwest India leading to frequent sand and dust storms. Severe
wind squalls are associated with these as with the thunderstorms. Cyclones may occur in the Arabian
Sea and the Bay of Bengal in May and June.
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The Summer Monsoon Season (June - September)
7. The summer or southwest monsoon is fully established from June to mid-September, as
shown at Figure 28-2.  The monsoon winds reach India after a long sea passage where ocean
temperatures are about 27°C, the air is thus very moist and unstable on arrival.  This instability and
the mountainous nature of the land masses, especially the western Ghats on the west coast of India,
leads to considerable orographic and convectional rain. The heaviest rainfall being found in East
Bengal where during the southwest monsoon the moist air is forced to rise by the foothills of the
Himalayas.  Places to the lee of the mountain masses have a lighter rainfall.
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FIGURE 28-2
India - July

8. The southwest monsoon is periodic with a few days of strong winds and bad weather
interspersed with short periods of fair weather.  A feature of the onset of the SW monsoon of India is
the sudden way in which it is established and the regularity of its onset.  Figure 28-3 summarises the
advance of the southwest monsoon.
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FIGURE 28-3
Typical Dates For 
The Advancing 
South-West 
Monsoon
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The Retreating Monsoon Season (September - 
December)
9. At the beginning of September the southwest monsoon starts to retreat southwards. Winds
are generally light and variable with thunderstorms at times, however these are generally less severe
than those of mid-summer.  In the north fine weather is soon established and this fine weather
spreads gradually south until, by December, it covers the whole of the sub-continent.

10. This season is however the season of maximum cyclone activity, the Bay of Bengal being most
affected.  Most of these storms move north towards the Ganges valley, but associated with them is a
wide area of cloud and rain which affects the coastal areas of Madras.  Cyclones also occur in the
Arabian Sea, but less frequently than over the Bay of Bengal.   Figure 28-4 summarises the retreat of
the southwest monsoon.
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FIGURE 28-4
Typical Dates For 
The Retreating 
Monsoon
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Terminal Aerodrome Conditions
11. Typical conditions at the major aerodromes on the sub-continent are summarised below.

Karachi
12. During winter (October to March) early morning fog is sometimes a problem, but disperses
soon after dawn.

13. During the summer months (April to September) dust haze is a fairly persistent problem.
Occasional thunderstorms and heavy showers associated with the southwest monsoon are
experienced in July and August.

Delhi
14. During the northeast monsoon period (October to May) long spells of clear weather
occasionally give way to rain showers due to depressions from the west moving eastwards through
the area.

15. During the southwest monsoon period (mid-June to September) cumulonimbus clouds and
heavy rain are frequent.

Bombay
16. During the northeast monsoon period (November to May) conditions are generally fine with
occasional fog in February and March.

17. During the southwest monsoon period (June 9 to October 1) thunderstorms and heavy
showers occur frequently, being most frequent in June and again in September and October.
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Calcutta
18. The northeast monsoon affects Calcutta during the period November to May.  Fog occurs
particularly in the mornings.  Later in the period a strong south to southwesterly wind may lead to
low stratus.  Just before the southwest monsoon arrives there are occasional strong northwesterly
winds, often exceeding 50 kt, which bring squalls in the evening.

19. From June to October the southwesterly monsoon brings frequent thunderstorms and heavy
rain.
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29The Far East

1. The Far East monsoon affects China, Japan, Southeast Asia, Indonesia and Malaysia.

The Northeast (Winter) Monsoon
2. In the north of the region the winter monsoon is usually fully established by mid October and
lasts until late March or early April.  The main source of the monsoon air is the Siberian high.
Initially, the air flow is from the northwest, which gives cold dry conditions over northern China.
Air passing over the Sea of Japan can acquire moisture, which when combined with orographic effect
can bring snow to Japan.

3. As the air moves father south towards the South China Seas it tends to take up the northeast
trade wind flow but with some variations.  When it tends to a northerly it produces dry conditions in
Hong Kong and south China, however a northeast (trade wind) flow is more common, especially
from January to April, in which case the air remains very moist and tends to remain stable.  In this
case the conditions in Hong Kong are more likely to be low stratus and drizzle and this is known as
the Crachin.

4. As the air reaches latitudes below 20°N the higher sea and land temperatures result in much
convective development as the now unstable airflow advances towards the ITCZ, which is located
south of the equator.  For Vietnam, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines this time of
the year is hot and humid with frequent cumulonimbus and thunderstorms.

5. In April and May the airflow becomes more variable as the NE monsoon comes to an end and
the (summer) SW monsoon develops.
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6. The northeast monsoon is shown at Figure 29-1.

FIGURE 29-1
The Northeast 
Monsoon - January
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The Southwest (Summer) Monsoon
7. From March onwards the sun is overhead at increasing latitudes in the northern hemisphere.
As the ITCZ follows the sun, the southeast trade winds of the southern hemisphere are drawn into it,
crossing the equator to take up a southwesterly direction. In this way the SW monsoon gradually
moves up through the area, reaching China and Japan by July.  Frequent depressions and troughs of
low pressure increase the convergence and cloud development.  The warm sea and hot land surfaces
create much instability and in the hot, sultry and unstable airflow, thunderstorms are frequent.

8. Singapore is affected by thundery weather with many early morning storms due to the build-
up of Sumatras overnight in the Straits of Malacca.  Sumatras are violent thundery squalls in which
the cumulonimbus take on a characteristic arched shape. Sumatras form at night due to katabatic
winds flowing down the mountains of Sumatra and Malaysia to meet over the sea resulting in
convergent lifting.  By dawn they reach their maximum development but clear during the morning as
the sun warms the land and the katabatic flow ceases.

9. Seas and coasts north of about 15°N are liable to be affected by typhoons from May to
November, the main activity being during the period July to September.  These typhoons often enter
the South China Sea south of Hong Kong and Taiwan to re-curve northwards and then north-
eastwards across the East China Sea towards Japan.

10. From September to mid October the northeast monsoon is developing as the Siberian
anticyclone builds up.  This period shows an increasing number of fair periods, however these are
interrupted in the north by the passage of active cold fronts with narrow belts of thundery rain and
squalls, usually from a northerly direction.

11. The southwest monsoon is shown at Figure 29-2.
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FIGURE 29-2
The Southwest 
Monsoon - July

Terminal Aerodrome Conditions
12. Typical conditions at the major terminal aerodromes in the region are summarised below.
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Singapore
13. During the northeast monsoon period (October to March) thunderstorms and heavy showers
follow the normal diurnal pattern and are a very common feature of late afternoon.

14. During the period April to September the southwest monsoon affects the Island.
Thunderstorms (Sumatras) and heavy showers frequently occur between dawn and midday.

Hong Kong
15. Between October and April the northeast monsoon affects the area.  The weather tends to be
dry and relatively cool until December, however from January onwards frequent periods of the
Crachin bring low stratus, drizzle and occasionally sea fog.

16. The southwest monsoon period (May to September) brings heavy showers and
thunderstorms.

17. The typhoon period overlaps the two seasons and extends from June to November.

Tokyo
18. In the winter (November to May) the weather is very variable with polar front depressions
and frontal systems which can give snow occasionally.  At other times the most significant feature is
the poor visibility due to smoke, particularly in the mornings, whenever the winds are light.  Low
cloud is common in association with slow moving warm fronts.

19. During the summer (June to October) fog and smoke haze are associated with light southerly
winds.  Typhoons affect the area (on average) once or twice a month.
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30Australasia

Australia
1. Australia is a very large continent extending from approximately latitude 10°S to 45°S.  The
continent encompasses four climate zones.  The northern part of Australia is within the tropics and
experiences tropical (summer) rainfall associated with the ITCZ.  Winter is dominated by high
pressure.  The southernmost areas of Australia are within the disturbed temperate climate zone, and
the extreme south west corner is classified as Mediterranean.  The centre of Australia is subject to
anticyclonic conditions for the majority of the year and the climate is classified as dry or arid.

July (Winter)
2. In winter pressure is high over most of the continent and so the weather is mostly dry with
little cloud.  The centres of polar front depressions normally pass well to the south of the continent
but associated troughs and secondary lows frequently bring disturbed weather to southern and south
eastern areas (Sydney and Melbourne).  Orographic rain from southeast winds rising over the high
ground in the south of the continent is also a feature of this season.

3. The southeast trades are established in the north half of Australia bringing warm, dry
weather to the Darwin area, with dust haze sometimes reducing visibility below 2000 metres.  These
same winds pick up moisture over the Timor sea to bring rain to Indonesia, eventually crossing the
equator to become the southwest monsoon.
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4. As spring approaches, the pressure systems begin to move southwards and the disturbances in
the south become less frequent.  In the north thunderstorms now tend to develop as temperatures
start to rise and low pressure becomes more frequent drawing in unstable moist air from the north.

5. In July the upper winds (at around the 200 mb level) over Australia are light westerly in the
north, becoming stronger in the south with the mean position of the subtropical jet at an average
speed of 90kt lying over the centre of the continent, as shown at Figure 30-1.
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FIGURE 30-1
Australasia - July
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January (Summer)
6. The northeast monsoon from the northern hemisphere crosses the equator and becomes the
northwest monsoon of northern Australia.  The ITCZ and its associated low pressure area lies close
to northern Australia at this time, sometimes moving down to about 15° to 20°S.  The weather in
Darwin is sultry with heavy thunderstorms.  Further south the rain dies out and the interior is almost
completely dry.

7. In the southeast, the passage of a cold front trough moving in from the south can bring a
sharp fall in temperature accompanied by a strong to gale force wind which is the well known
southerly buster of New South Wales.  These cold fronts are often accompanied by line squalls of
cumulonimbus and thunderstorms.  In the same area, strong northwesterly winds from the interior
can bring hot dusty conditions and poor visibility.  Southeasterly winds behind a cold front can bring
low stratus cloud followed by showers.

8. In January the winds at the 200 mb level are light westerly in the north, becoming 30 to 40 kt
over central Australia, as shown at Figure 30-2.
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FIGURE 30-2
Australasia - 
January
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Terminal Aerodrome Conditions
9. Typical weather conditions at the major aerodromes in the region are summarised below:

Darwin
10. Winter is the dry season (May to October) and is normally free of rain.  The main feature of
the weather is reduced visibility in dust haze.  The prevailing wind is southeasterly with speeds
sometimes reaching 25 kt.  However, sea breezes can reverse this flow and may reach 30 kt.

11. Summer is the wet season (November to April) and under the influence of the northwest
monsoon, thunderstorms and heavy showers are frequent.  Cyclones may affect the area from
December to April.  These cyclones can give rise to rotary dust storms over the land.  Dust laden
whirlwinds can form inland where thermal convection is strong.

Sydney
12. During the winter (April to October) early morning fog usually clears by mid morning and is
then replaced by smoke in the evenings.  Fronts continue to cross the area, but they are less active
than during the summer.

13. During the summer (November to March) thunderstorms are associated with the passage of
cold fronts and are frequently arranged as line squalls, known as the Southerly Busters.  With a
northwesterly wind, dust may seriously reduce visibility.
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Melbourne
14. This area comes under the influence of frontal depressions throughout the year.  Frosts are
most frequent in winter but bring rain throughout the year.  Rainfall is heavier in summer although
less frequent.  Thunderstorms are rare and mostly occur in the summer.

New Zealand
15. New Zealand lies within the zone of disturbed temperate westerlies for most of the year.  The
main influence on the summer weather are anticyclones moving through the area.

16.   During the summer (October - March) the weather is mainly good with the high pressure
predominating, depressions are less frequent and in any event mostly cross the South Island,
occasional cold fronts can give short periods of bad weather.

17. In winter (April - September) anticyclones move further north.  The weather is influenced by
depressions passing near to the south and south east of the area.  Each depression brings front
weather of which the cold front is likely to bring the worst conditions.  However, such systems
usually move through the area quickly so bad weather is rarely prolonged.

Terminal Aerodrome Conditions

Auckland
18. Auckland is at the northern tip of New Zealand.  The conditions described above apply also
to Auckland.  In summer, thunderstorms affect the north of the island more than the south and occur
on average, twice a month.   From December to March there is a risk of a cyclone passing to the
north.  Frost can occur especially in June.
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Christchurch
19. As with Auckland, frontal activity affects the aerodrome throughout the year.  Christchurch
receives some shelter from the mountains to the west but turbulence is also possible in mountain
waves.  Fog is more frequent than Auckland and mostly is in the form of sea fog which can persist
until midday.
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31East Africa

1. The area concerned in this chapter extends from Cairo in the north to Johannesburg in the
south.

January
2. In January the mean position of the ITCZ is around 20°S with northeasterly winds to the
north and southeasterly winds to the south.

3. The weather is dominated by the movement of the ITCZ and its associated heavy rain and
frequent thunderstorms.  January and February comprise the main wet period for that part of the
region lying south of the Equator.  To the north of the Equator, dry cooler conditions predominate.
On the Equator, January to April is the dry season between the two rainy seasons associated with the
passage of the ITCZ.  The position of the ITCZ in January is shown at Figure 31-1.
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FIGURE 31-1
East Africa - 
January

4. The main feature of the upper winds in January is the subtropical jetstream lying at about
25°N with a mean wind speed of 100 kt.  Further south the speed falls off quite rapidly and the
winds become light easterly from 5°N down to around 15°S, becoming westerly again in the south of
the region and increasing to a mean of 40 kt over Johannesburg at the 200 mb level.
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July
5. The mean position of the ITCZ is around 20°N at this time.  To the north of the ITCZ
conditions are dry and dusty in the northeast trade winds.  To the south of the ITCZ there is a wide
belt of equatorial rain.

6. The weather is controlled by the ITCZ as it moves northwards.   The position of the ITCZ in
July is shown at Figure 31-2.

7. One feature of the weather in the Sudan (Khartoum, 16°N) is the haboobs which are severe
dust storms associated with cumulonimbus on the ITCZ.

8. On the Equator the dry season is from June to October.

9. South of the equator conditions are mainly dry under the influence of high pressure.
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FIGURE 31-2
East Africa - July
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Upper Winds
10. Near the Mediterranean coast the upper winds (at the 200 mb level) are westerly at 30 kt
decreasing southwards to become light and variable and then easterly at about 20°N. The speed
increases to become 40 kt mean wind speed at about 15°N, however in the same latitude at the 100
mb level the mean wind speed is 60 kt.  The winds then decrease steadily towards the equator,
becoming light westerly at 10°S.  Further south the mean wind speed increases to 40 kt over
Johannesburg.

Terminal Aerodrome Conditions

Cairo
11. Conditions in Cairo are covered in the Mediterranean chapter.

Khartoum (Sudan)
12. In winter rain is unlikely however occasional strong northerly winds may cause sand storms.

13. In summer the ITCZ usually reaches the area and the associated cumulonimbus clouds give
rise to gusts and turbulence which lift dust to considerable heights (several thousand feet) once or
twice per week.  The duststorms are called ‘haboobs’. Rainfall is normally limited to July and
August, with a total of approximately 15 cm.
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Nairobi (Kenya)
14. Since Nairobi is close to the equator the seasons cannot be defined as winter and summer.
There are two distinct wet seasons, although thunderstorms can occur at any time of the year.  The
wet seasons coincide with the passage of the ITCZ and occur from March to May and again in
November and December. There is generally a higher incidence of thunderstorms during the March
to May period, which is known as the long rains, whereas the November to December period is
known as the short rains.  Low stratus, often lowering to the surface as fog, is common overnight
from March to May.

Harare (Zimbabwe)
15. During the winter period (April to October) the weather is predominantly good with very
stable, mainly anticyclonic conditions, although smoke haze is often a problem during the latter half
of the period.  

16. A southeasterly wind which is locally known as the Guti brings moist air and can result in
low stratus and stratocumulus that can last for up to five days at a time.  It can occur at any time of
the year but is more frequent in the dry (winter) season.  Westerly winds are dry and often carry
smoke haze.

17. During the summer period (November to March) conditions are often wet and thundery with
occasional morning fog.  The ITCZ reaches its southernmost position in this area.
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Johannesburg (South Africa)
18. During winter (April to September) morning fog or smoke haze occurs on a few days of each
month.  As with Harare, easterly winds are moist and produce radiation fog or low stratus.  Westerly
winds are dry.

19. During summer (October to March) the proximity of the ITCZ to the north produces heavy
thunderstorms as moist air is drawn across South Africa.  Early morning fog or low stratus can form
as a consequence of the high moisture content of the air.
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32West Africa

1. The climate of the southern half of West Africa is governed by the seasonal movement of the
ITCZ.  The northern half comes under the influence of the sub-tropical high for most of the year.

2. The mean positions of the ITCZ are latitude 5°N in January and 15°N in July near the coast
and 20°N inland.

3. Convergence of the moist southwest monsoon air with the dry continental northeast trade
winds in this region can produce a distinctive weather front which is illustrated in vertical cross
section at Figure 32-1.
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FIGURE 32-1
The West African 
ITCZ (or Inter-
Tropical Front) 
(ITF)

4. At low levels the hotter and drier continental air initially overrides the cooler moist monsoon
air from the sea creating what could be termed a warm front.  At around 10,000 ft or more the moist
monsoon air is warmer and less dense than the dry and now cooler continental air.  The frontal slope
is now reversed and so resembles a cold front.  The shape of the frontal zone leads to quite distinctive
bands of weather which move north in summer and south in winter with the ITCZ, causing the
weather to change quite distinctly with the seasons.
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Seasonal Weather Changes 
5. The main features of the summer and winter climate of the region are illustrated at Figure 32-
2 and Figure 32-3.  In January the ITCZ is near to the south coast and the dry dust laden Harmattan
flow dominates most of West Africa.  In the spring, troughs of low pressure begin to form north of
the Equator as surface heating increases.  Low pressure begins to dominate the area and moves
northwards progressively following the sun, drawing in behind it the south west monsoon.
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FIGURE 32-2
West Africa - 
January
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FIGURE 32-3
West Africa - July
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North of the ITCZ
6. To the north of the ITCZ the air is very dry and mainly cloudless. There is considerable
convection, however, so that flying conditions can be very turbulent.  The surface winds are the
northeast trades, known locally as the Harmattan, a hot dry wind with much dust reducing visibility
to below 4000m and at times to less than 1km.

South of the ITCZ
7. The weather to the south of the ITCZ is fairly well defined into distinctive zones.  There is a
belt of shallow monsoon air just to the south of the  ITCZ.  Local fog forms frequently round dawn
but soon disperses.  Shallow cumulus then builds up but  is limited by the inversion created by the
Harmattan air above.  The vertical development increases further to the south.  Visibility is good at
low levels during the day but aloft in the Harmattan air visibility may be poor.  When the frontal
slope reverses there is no longer any restriction to the development of convective cloud and the next
zone is a region of much cumulonimbus with heavy rain and thunderstorm activity.  This area of
weather can be 300km behind the ITCZ surface position.

West African Tornado
8. Occasionally a phenomenon known as the West African Tornado forms in the region.  This is
not a tornado in the usual sense but is a line of thunder squalls generally accompanied by heavy rain,
about 30 nm wide, usually lying north to south and often extending for hundreds of miles and
moving west at about 30 kt, under the influence of the easterly airflow above 10,000 ft.  The squally
winds flow from between the northeast and the southeast, averaging 30 kt with gusts up to 50 to 70
kt.  They occur mainly in the spring and autumn.
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9. The cause of this extended line squall formation is a north-south trough of low pressure of
the type described previously as an Easterly Wave.  As in that system, convergence occurs, leading to
intense Cb and TS development in the unstable air.  Some of these troughs continue across West
Africa and the Atlantic Ocean to bring severe weather to the Caribbean as an Easterly Wave.

Sea Fog
10. One other feature of the weather in the coastal areas is fog.   The cold Canary current off the
coast of northwest Africa can cool the air to  produce fog over the sea which sometimes drifts inland.

Upper Winds

January
11. In the north on the fringes of the Mediterranean,  winds at the 200 hPa level are westerly
about 40 kt.  Further south at approximately 30°N  the sub-tropical jet stream averages to about 60
kt, becoming stronger further east. South of 20°N  and over Lagos (5°N) the mean wind speed is 20
to 30 kt, still westerly.  South of the equator the upper wind becomes easterly.

July
12. In July, easterly upper winds predominate.  To the north of the ITCZ upper winds are
westerly at about 30 kt.  Further south the  upper winds become light and variable by about 25°N.
By 20°N they are easterly and increase in speed to average 20 to 30 kt over Lagos.
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Terminal Aerodrome Conditions

Dakar (Senegal)
13. During the northeast monsoon (October to June) visibility is reduced frequently below
4000m and at times below 1000m due to the Harmattan wind or to the encroachment of sea fog
which forms over the cold Canary current and is carried on to the coast by sea breezes.

14. During the southwest monsoon (July to September) the conditions are wet with frequent
thunderstorms when the ITCZ is to the north.

Lagos (Nigeria)
15. The ITCZ usually remains to the north of Lagos all year and so the winds are generally light
southerly throughout the year.  Heaviest rainfall and thunderstorms occur when the ITCZ starts to
move northwards in spring and early summer.

16. In July the ITCZ is usually several hundred miles to the north,  and conditions are slightly
drier.  On occasions the West African Tornado can affect the area.  During August and September
this area of convection will tend to lie north of the aerodrome whilst at Lagos, an upper air inversion
at approximately 7000 ft will tend to limit convection, resulting in small cumulus by day and layers
of stratus/stratocumulus by night.

17. During the daytime in January small cumulus occur, limited by the overlying Harmattan air.
At night fog or low stratus is likely.
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33The Tropical Atlantic

1. This area extends from the east of West Africa to the Caribbean and northern South America.
The weather of the area is governed by the Trade Winds and seasonal movements of the ITCZ.

January
2. In January, the ITCZ lies north of the equator except near the coast of Brazil where its mean
position is 5°S.  Close to the African coast the mean position of the ITCZ is 5°N, as shown at
Figure 33-1.
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FIGURE 33-1
Tropical Atlantic - 
January

3. Over the ocean the weather is generally fine in the Trade Wind flow but the Caribbean can
experience cloud and rain where the very moist easterly airflow is forced to rise orographically on
windward slopes.

4. The coast of South America is also affected by onshore trade winds which are northeasterly to
the north of the ITCZ and southeasterly to the south of the ITCZ.  The offshore sea currents are
warm and so fog and low cloud are not a feature of the weather on the South American coasts.
North of the Equator, January is the drier season and south of the Equator, the wet season.
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5. Upper Winds.  The upper winds are westerly 10 to 20 kt along the equator and to the north,
but are light easterly to the south of the equator.

July
6. The weather of the west African coast depends on the position of the ITCZ, which lies just to
the north of Dakar (15°N), as shown at Figure 33-2.  To the north of the ITCZ the weather is still
hot and dry in Harmattan conditions, but to the south of the ITCZ there is much convective activity
and rain.  Troughs of low pressure move out over the ocean forming easterly waves which cross the
Atlantic to bring thundery weather to the Caribbean.  These waves are most prevalent between July
and September.  Cloud and rainfall which can occur all year in the Caribbean is increased in summer
when it is accentuated by convection and becomes more widespread.

7. The hurricane season north of the equator lasts from July to September.  Hurricanes are not a
feature of the Atlantic south of the equator.

8. South of the Equator, July is the generally the dry season, however the South American coast
in the region of Recife (8°S) is an exception and period May to August is the wet season; the weather
is thundery with much rain.

9. Upper Winds.  On and to the north of the equator the upper winds average 10 kt easterly
with the mean wind speed increasing towards the African coast.  To the south of the equator the
upper winds are westerly again at 10°S.
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FIGURE 33-2
Tropical Atlantic - 
July

Terminal Aerodrome Conditions
10. The typical conditions at the major coastal aerodromes in the region are described below.
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Recife (Brazil)
11. The aerodrome lies to the south of the ITCZ throughout the year with much cloud and rain in
the period March to August.  The lowest cloud base is experienced with southerly winds.  Onshore
winds prevail for most of the year.

Dakar (Senegal)
12. During the northeast monsoon (October to June) visibility is reduced frequently below
4000m and at times below 1000m due to the Harmattan wind or to the encroachment of sea fog
which forms over the cold Canary current and is carried on to the coast by sea breezes.

13. During the southwest monsoon (July to September) the conditions are wet with frequent
thunderstorms when the ITCZ is to the north.

Lagos (Nigeria)
14. The ITCZ usually remains to the north of Lagos all year and so the winds are generally light
southerly throughout the year.  Heaviest rainfall and thunderstorms occur when the ITCZ starts to
move northwards in spring and early summer.

15. In July the ITCZ is usually several hundred miles to the north,  and conditions are slightly
drier.  On occasions the West African Tornado can affect the area.  During August and September
this area of convection will tend to lie north of the aerodrome whilst at Lagos, an upper air inversion
at approximately 7000 ft will tend to limit convection, resulting in small cumulus by day and layers
of stratus/stratocumulus by night.
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16. During the daytime in January small cumulus occur, limited by the overlying Harmattan air.
At night fog or low stratus is likely.
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34South America

1. The Climatology section dealing with the Tropical Atlantic includes some references to the
northern areas of South America.  Some additional information on the area is summarised below.

North of Equator
2. The coastal areas of South America experience relatively dry northern hemisphere (January)
winters with cloud and rain in summer (July).  North east trades predominate to the north of the
ITCZ with south east trades to the south.

South of Equator

Equator to 20°S
3. Inland the Amazon basin experiences tropical seasons with most rainfall occurring in
association with the southerly summer (January) movement of the ITCZ.  On the coast in the area of
Recife the winter time is wettest.
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20°S - 30°S
4. The ITCZ does not reach or directly affect Rio de Janeiro (22°S) which has prevailing south
east trade winds throughout the year however the monsoonal flow into the ITCZ in the interior in
January results in a more east or northeasterly airflow.  Rainfall occurs  throughout the year but is
heaviest when accentuated by convection in summer.  Cold fronts from higher latitude depressions
can produce rain in all seasons.

30° - 40°S
5. Buenos Aires (35°S) experiences cold fronts and troughs associated with the travelling lows of
more southerly latitudes, these bring rainfall in all seasons.  In this area a southerly cold polar wind
known as the Pampero can occur bringing line squalls and dust from the pampas.  Further south, the
area is sheltered from frontal rainfall by the Andes and is relatively dry.  Strong westerly winds create
turbulence and standing waves downwind of the Andes.
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35The Pacific Ocean

January
1. Figure 35-1 shows the mean positions of the ITCZ and main pressure systems, together with
the mean upper winds, in January.
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FIGURE 35-1
Pacific Ocean - 
January
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2. The ITCZ is in the southern hemisphere at about 15°S to 20°S over Australia and the western
ocean.  Over the eastern Pacific the ITCZ lies 5° and 10° N.

3. The general pressure distribution in and around the area is:

(a) The Aleutian low in the North Pacific in the vicinity of 60°N (mean pressure 1000
hPa).  This is a statistical low pressure area because of the succession of the polar front
depressions which pass through the area.

(b) The northern hemisphere subtropical high pressure system links with the continental
winter high pressure systems at around 20°N to 40°N, (mean pressure 1020 hPa.

(c) Low pressure predominates over northern Australia, (mean pressure 1005 hPa) due to
strong heating of the landmass.

(d) The southern hemisphere subtropical high pressure system dominates the weather
from 20°S to 40°S over the ocean (mean pressure 1020 hPa).

Low Level Winds
4. Trade wind flow dominates central Pacific latitudes with westerlies at high latitudes.

(a) The NE Trades form the North East Monsoon of the North West Pacific.  The trade
wind flow over the ocean extends from the Tropic of Cancer to the Equator.

(b) Westerly winds predominate at latitudes 40° - 60°N.

(c) In the South Pacific, the SE Trades predominate in the east but in the west the NE
Monsoon after crossing the Equator, becomes a NW Monsoon.
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(d) Westerly winds predominate from 40° to 60°S.

Upper Level Winds
5. The mean upper winds at the 200hPa level are generally westerly.

(a) The subtropical jetstream is strongest at this time of year over Japan with a mean of
130 kt, however it can reach speeds approaching 300 kt.

(b) South of the sub-tropical jet the wind speeds decrease, falling to about 10 kt at the
ITCZ at about 10°S.

(c) South of the ITCZ winds increase progressively to  50 -60 kt in latitudes 30° to 40°S.

(d) An upper easterly wind is common in the West Pacific on the equator in the area of
Java and Borneo with a mean speed about 10 kt.

General Weather 
6. The general weather follows the idealised pattern with travelling lows of high latitudes
separated from trade wind conditions by the sub-tropical anticyclones.

(a) Western Pacific coastal regions come under the influence of the NE Monsoon in the
north and NW Monsoon in the south, details are given in the Far East and Australasia
chapters.
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(b) The North Pacific ocean, north of 40°N is a disturbed temperate region with polar
front depressions travelling between Japan and the Canadian/North Californian
coasts.  The weather pattern in the area is very much the same as the North Atlantic/
NW Europe area in winter.

(c) The Hawaiian Islands at 20°N are in the heart of the trade wind belt and the weather
is fine for most of the period.  Depressions and fronts can occasionally follow a more
southerly track and can bring periods of bad weather to the Hawaiian Islands area.
Other than occasional fronts, cloud and rain occurs mainly through orographic ascent
of air.

(d) Tropical storms and thundery conditions can be encountered along the ITCZ.

Tropical Revolving Storms
7. Cyclones form in the SW Pacific from December to April and can pass close to the NE coast
of Australia before dissipating in higher latitudes in the south and east.

July
8. Figure 35-2 shows the mean positions of the ITCZ and main pressure systems, together with
the mean upper winds, in July.
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FIGURE 35-2
Pacific Ocean - July
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9. The mean position of the ITCZ is in the vicinity of the western extremity of Japan, from
where it returns to the Equator at around 180° longitude and then meanders with increasing latitude
to reach the central American coast at around 20°N.

10. The general pressure distribution in and around the area is:

(a) The northern Pacific subtropical high extends to cover most of the NE Pacific.

(b) An area of weak low pressure develops inland of Los Angeles, northwest of the Gulf
of California due to intense surface heating.

(c) In the southern hemisphere, the southern subtropical high links with the winter high
pressure over Australia.

(d) South of 40°S, the travelling lows of disturbed temperature latitudes create a general
low pressure area.

Low Level Winds
11. The low level winds are dominated by the trade winds in latitudes 30°N to 30°S and by
westerlies at higher latitudes.

(a) The South West Monsoon is well established in July over the NW Pacific.

(b) Central and eastern areas of the North Pacific are dominated by the NE Trades.
Coastal areas of the USA experience a northerly airflow.

(c) In the South Pacific the SE Trades extend from about 30°S to the Equator.  However,
along the west coast of South America the winds are southerly.
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(d) Westerlies predominate south of 40°S and north of 40°N; the winds being more
consistent in the south.

Upper Level Winds
12. The mean upper winds at 200hPa level are  generally westerly.

(a) The southern hemisphere subtropical jetstream reaches a mean of 80kt in latitudes
20°S to 30°S.  The upper winds reduce at higher latitudes to a mean of about 40 kt at
50°S.

(b) Upper winds in the North Pacific are much weaker than in January and only reach a
maximum of 30 kt at about 20°N and 50°N.

(c) A belt of light easterly winds predominates between 5°N and 5°S.

General Weather
13. Weather systems generally occur in more northerly latitudes than is the case in January.

(a) The western Pacific coastal regions are under the influence of the SW Monsoon in the
north and SE Trades in the south.

(b) The north Pacific ocean has fewer depressions travelling through the area and they
follow more northerly tracks. The Canadian and North American coasts having less
rain than in the January period.

(c) The ITCZ gives thundery conditions north of the equator in the eastern oceanic areas,
with settled weather to the north of the ITCZ in the extended oceanic highs.
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(d) The southern California area is virtually rainless, but advection fog drifting in from
the sea can lift into low stratus.

Tropical Revolving Storms
14. In the period, July to October, hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico occasionally traverse the
narrow isthmus and enter the eastern Pacific.  These storms generally weaken and dissipate over the
colder waters of the Californian current.

15. In the North Pacific, tropical storms and typhoons are frequent in the west, forming between
10° and 15°N.  They travel westwards slowly and then curve around the anticyclone to the north
east where they may bring severe conditions to the Philippines, the South China Sea area, Hong
Kong, and occasionally also Japan.  More than 20 tropical storms per year reach the typhoon
classification.

Terminal Aerodrome Conditions
16. The typical weather conditions at the major aerodromes in the region are described below.

Los Angeles
17. Los Angeles, situated on the west coast of California comes under the influence of the Pacific
anticyclone throughout the year. Vehicle exhaust and industrial fumes, trapped under the anti-
cyclonic inversion, give rise to smog and poor visibility, the worst period being September to January
but conditions rarely restrict landings.

18. From May to September - the dry season - low cloud and fog can move in from the sea.
Visibility is poor in smoke and haze under the cloud.
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19. From November to April, rain may fall, but poor conditions are more normally caused by
radiation fog mixed with smoke.  Fronts normally arrive from the north as depressions travel around
the anticyclone over the ocean.

20. Throughout the year, the lowest cloud and visibility are usually in the mornings.

San Francisco
21. San Francisco has a cool Mediterranean type of climate with wet winters and dry summers.

22. Conditions in summer are cooler than inland because of the onshore maritime winds which
cross the cold ocean current before reaching the coast.  The air is moist and fog is common.

23. In winter, strong winds, poor visibility and heavy rain are frequent but anti-cyclonic
conditions may give thick fog.

24. Surface winds are generally westerly throughout the year.

Vancouver
25. Vancouver experiences travelling lows and associated fronts throughout the year.  Winters are
wet with unsettled conditions from November to March. The climate is generally mild.  Visibility can
be poor in smoke with northeasterly winds.  From October to January, fog is prevalent with
November the worst month.

26. Fewer depressions pass through the area in summer when high pressure is more frequent.
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Honolulu (Hawaii)
27. Hawaii is in the trade wind belt and weather conditions are generally fine throughout the
year.

28. In winter the NE trade winds give scattered cumulus, with more persistent cloud over the
mountain peaks.  The heaviest rainfall is on the exposed north eastern slopes of these mountains.
Occasionally, depressions to the west can give rise to southerly winds, giving moderate to heavy rain
and wind speeds up to 35 kt. These conditions are known locally as Kona Storms and occur between
October and April. They may last from a few hours to several days.

29. In summer, the oceanic high pressure controls the area and fronts are infrequent. There is
little rain at Honolulu, although the north eastern slopes of the islands still experience moderate
rainfall.

30. Thunder is rare and fog is unknown in the Hawaiian Islands.
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36Tropical Revolving Storms

Formation
1. Tropical revolving storms (TRS) are the most violent examples of thermal depressions.  They
form only over the sea in tropical regions in the vicinity of the ITCZ, when it is within 5° to 15° of
the equator.  The formation of a tropical revolving storm is thought to result from conditions of
marked instability in the source region (ITCZ).  Very high humidity is also required and so the air at
the source will normally have followed a long sea track.  It is for this reason that tropical revolving
storms often form at the western side of oceans and in areas where sea temperatures are very high
(+27°C).  These storms do not form within the latitude band 5°N to 5°S, probably because the
geostrophic force is too small to induce the necessary circular flow of air.

2. Tropical revolving storms form only in the summer hemisphere, however the northern
hemisphere tropical revolving storms of the Caribbean, the South China Seas and the Bay of Bengal
can occur as late in the year as November.

3. The newly formed storm is likely to move in a westerly direction at first, then in a polar
direction and finally in a general easterly direction.  This process is termed recurving. As the storm
moves to higher subtropical latitudes the violence normally diminishes. Whilst these are general
trends, the course followed by an individual storm can be very erratic and unpredictable.

4. The speed of movement of the system is typically approximately 10 kt or less whilst moving
westwards. When the system recurves away from the equator, it increases in speed reaching typically
20 kt when higher latitudes are reached and the easterly movement begins.
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5. If the system moves over land or cooler seas and when reaching higher latitudes, the vortex
winds are likely to reduce in strength.

General Description
6. The release of latent heat during condensation warms the air which then rises more rapidly
causing pressure to fall at the surface.  Typically the mean sea level pressure at the centre of a tropical
revolving storm is in the order of 960 hPa, but it may be much lower.  Often the depth is as great or
greater than that of a normal deep depression, however whereas the latter may measure as much as
3000km across, the diameter of a tropical revolving storm averages 600km.

7. The centre of the system is known as the eye.  This region is  on average 20km in diameter
and is characterised by light winds, no rain, descending air and thus very little cloud.  It is sharply
separated from the surrounding strong wind, rain and heavy cloud.

8. The eye is surrounded by a spectacular wall of cumulonimbus cloud extending in a steep
slope to the upper rim at an altitude of 30,000 ft or more.  Outside the cloud wall is the maximum
speed ring, where the winds may exceed 150 kt and towering cumulonimbus clouds produce
torrential rain and much thundery activity.  A sectional view through a typical tropical revolving
storm is shown at Figure 36-1.
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FIGURE 36-1

Stages of Development of a TRS
9. The precise mechanism which leads to the formation of a tropical revolving storm is still the
subject of research.  However, it is known that a TRS starts from a small scale disturbance such as an
area of convergence or a trough where convective development is taking place.  At upper levels, air is
drawn out of the area causing pressure to fall at the surface.

10. The classification of the stages of development of a tropical revolving storm is based mainly
on the sustained surface wind speeds generated by the storm.  The stages are:

(a) Tropical depression - 33kt or less

(b) Tropical storm (moderate) - 34-37kt

(c) Tropical storm (severe) - 48-63kt

(d)  Hurricane (cyclone, typhoon) - 64kt or more
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Weather Conditions
11. Wind speeds of between 50 and 150 kt at the surface have been recorded with almost double
these speeds at 2000 ft, the greatest speeds are normally experienced shortly before the arrival of the
storm centre.

12. Flying conditions within a tropical revolving storm are likely to be hazardous up to at least
10,000ft.  Violent turbulence normally exists between ground level and 4000 ft, with a gradual
reduction with height, except in the clouds of great vertical structure where severe turbulence will be
experienced up to and above the cloud tops.  The most severe weather is to be found usually in the
90° quadrant towards the direction in which the centre is expected to move.

13. Heavy rain will occur in all parts of the storm field.  If the storm area moves over a large land
mass the supply of moist air will be cut off and the storm tends to dissipate fairly rapidly, but not
before it has caused a great deal of damage.
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Areas of Occurrence
FIGURE 36-2
Tropical Revolving 
Storms - Typical 
Areas of 
Occurrence

14. The map at Figure 36-2 shows the areas where tropical revolving storms are normally found.
Note that these storms are known locally as cyclones in the Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea, the
southern Indian Ocean and the South Pacific Ocean, as typhoons in the China Sea and as hurricanes
in the West Indies and the Caribbean.

15. The table at Figure 36-3 shows the periods during which tropical revolving storms occur in
the various regions.
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FIGURE 36-3
Seasonal Timing of 
Tropical Revolving 
Storms by Region

16. Tropical revolving storms are most frequent in the China Sea with up to twenty per year,
whereas in the vicinity of Australia, the southern Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal up to ten
storms per year may be experienced.  In other areas such as the West Indies and the Arabian Sea
approximately three per season are more typical.  Tropical revolving storms do not occur in the
South Atlantic or in the south east Pacific.

Naming of Hurricanes
17. The National Hurricane Centre of the USA has adopted a naming system for severe tropical
storms and hurricanes.  Alternate male and female names are selected, the first letters of which
represent the alphabetical order of occurrence in that season.  For example, in 1999 the first
hurricane in the Caribbean/North Atlantic was ‘Arlene’ followed by ‘Brett’, ‘Cindy’, ‘Dennis’,
‘Emily’, ‘Floyd’, etc.

Region Season

West Indies and the Caribbean August to October

West and central South Pacific December to March

Northwest Pacific and China Sea June to November

Bay of Bengal May to November

Arabian Sea May and June, October and November

South Indian Ocean December to April

Northwest Australian coast (Timor Sea) December to April
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Naming of Typhoons
18. The South China Sea Typhoon region uses a somewhat different naming procedure. Whilst
still alternating between male and female names, the first storm of the season is the following letter of
the alphabet from the last storm of the previous season.

19. From 2000, the system of allocating personal names will cease and all Typhoons will be
named for flowers, animals, trees, etc.
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Self Assessed Exercise No. 10

QUESTIONS:
QUESTION 1.

In what seasons does Bahrain experience fog?

QUESTION 2.

In which months would you expect to experience the Shamal?

QUESTION 3.

What strength is the sub-tropical jet over the Gulf in winter?

QUESTION 4.

What pressure system develops over the Thar Desert of India in January?

QUESTION 5.

In which direction is the low level wind over Japan in winter?

QUESTION 6.

What weather conditions are associated with the Cratchin?

QUESTION 7.

What name is given to tropical revolving storms in the South China seas?
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QUESTION 8.

With which monsoon are sumatras associated with?

QUESTION 9.

What is the strength of the sub-tropical jet over Australia in winter?

QUESTION 10.

What effect does the monsoon low of India have on the direction of winds in the Bay of Bengal?

QUESTION 11.

What weather conditions are likely to be experienced in Singapore in the late afternoon during
December?

QUESTION 12.

What name is given to TRS in the South China seas?

QUESTION 13.

At what speed does a TRS become a tropical cyclone?

QUESTION 14.

In which region do the maximum number of TRS's originate?

QUESTION 15.

Where do TRS's never occur?
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QUESTION 16.

In what period are cyclones likely to develop in the Arabian Sea?

QUESTION 17.

What weather conditions can be expected over Japan with NE monsoon?

QUESTION 18.

What name is given to the frontal conditions that cause a sharp fall in temperatures in New South
Wales during summer?

QUESTION 19.

What weather conditions can be expected in Darwin (Australia) in December?

QUESTION 20.

What name is given to dust storms associated with the ITCZ over Khartourm (Sudan).

QUESTION 21.

What is the 'Guti' and when may it affect Harare (Zimbabwe)?

QUESTION 22.

What weather conditions could be expected in Johannesburg in summer?

QUESTION 23.

Name the cold current that may cause advection fog at Dakar?
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QUESTION 24.

Which part of the world is affected by the Harmattan?

ANSWERS:
ANSWER 1.

Autumn and winter.

ANSWER 2.

June to October

ANSWER 3.

100kts

ANSWER 4.

High

ANSWER 5.

North westerly

ANSWER 6.

Stratus and drizzle from Shanghai to Hong Kong
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ANSWER 7.

Typhoon

ANSWER 8.

South westerly

ANSWER 9.

90kts

ANSWER 10.

Turns the SW monsoon south easterly

ANSWER 11.

Thunderstorms

ANSWER 12.

Typhoon

ANSWER 13.

64kts

ANSWER 14.

South China Sea
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ANSWER 15.

Within 5° of the Equator and the South Atlantic.

ANSWER 16.

May - June, October - November.

ANSWER 17.

Snow

ANSWER 18.

Southerly Buster

ANSWER 19.

Dry season, dust haze

ANSWER 20.

Haboobs

ANSWER 21.

Southeasterly wind resulting in St st/cu all year but most frequent in winter.

ANSWER 22.

Early morning stratus or fog, clearing with thunderstorms developing during the afternoon.
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ANSWER 23.

Canary current

ANSWER 24.

West Africa
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FIGURE 11
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FIGURE 12
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FIGURE 13
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